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CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 
INITIAL STUDY 

 
The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) has completed the following document for this project 
in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act [Pub. Resources Code, div. 13, Section 21000 et 
seq] and accompanying Guidelines [California Code of Regulations [CCR], tit. 14, Section 15000 et seq]. 
 
PROJECT TITLE:  
Modification of Environmental Remedy at the PG&E “Shell Pond 
and Carbon Black Area Property” in Bay Point, CA  

CALSTARS CODING: 
Site Code: 200187 
Work Phase: 48 
PCA: 22120 

PROJECT ADDRESS:  
North Broadway, Parcels APN 098-260-
001, 098-250-013, and 098-260-003. 

CITY:  
Unincorporated Contra 
Costa County 

COUNTY:  
Contra Costa 

PROJECT SPONSOR:  
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
(PG&E) 

CONTACT:  
Ernie Ralston, PG&E 

PHONE:  
415-973-3215 

 
APPROVAL ACTION UNDER CONSIDERATION BY DTSC: 
 

 Initial Permit Issuance  Permit Renewal   Permit Modification Closure Plan 
Removal Action Workplan Remedial Action Plan   Interim Removal  Regulations 
 Other (specify): Modification to an existing RCRA Corrective Action remedy  

 
STATUTORY AUTHORITY: 
 

 California H&SC, Chap. 6.5  California H&SC, Chap. 6.8  Other (specify): 
 

 
DTSC PROGRAM/ ADDRESS:  
Brownfields and Environmental 
Restoration, Berkeley Office 
700 Heinz Avenue 
Berkeley, California 94710-2721 

CONTACT:  
Tony Natera 
Project Manager 

PHONE: 
510-540-3757 
tnatera@dtsc.ca.gov 

   

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
The California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) is considering a proposed modification to 
an existing environmental remedy at the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) Shell Pond and 
Carbon Black Area property in Bay Point, California (See Figure 1-1) implemented under Corrective 
Action Consent Agreement P2-03/04-006. This discretionary action is being undertaken by DTSC 
pursuant to its authority under California Health and Safety Code, Division 20, Chapter 6.5, California 
Code of Regulations, Section 66270.42.  

PROJECT ACTIVITIES: 
The proposed Project consists of the  full environmental remediation of a 72-acre former industrial waste 
pond known as the Shell Pond, reincorporation of the pond area into the surrounding tidal wetlands, and 
physical upgrading of an adjacent 22-acre, former land disposal unit known as the Carbon Black Area.  
If approved the project will include the following activities: 
‐ Establishment of biological preservation areas within the project activity footprint 
‐ Construction of a temporary, private access road to provide safe access to the site during remediation 
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‐ Set up of temporary a Material Handling and Dewatering Area 
‐ Hydraulic dredging and mechanical excavation of non-native sediments, and contaminated bottoms 

from the Pond, and from a portion of a former wastewater discharge ditch also located in the property 
‐ On site Dewatering of materials hydraulically removed from the pond, and stabilization of all materials 

(mixing with dying agents) prior to transportation if necessary 
‐ Transportation of removed materials to a suitable offsite disposal facility 
‐ Confirmation activities to demonstrate that the pond has been cleaned to environmental standards 
‐ Removal of 82 linear feet of pond levee to reconnect the Pond basin to local wetlands  
‐ Restoration of the Pond area as a self-sustaining tidal habitat 
‐ Filling and reseeding of barren portions of the Carbon Black Area.  

(For more details on project activities see Appendix A, and Figure 2-1) 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 
The PG&E Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area property is located next to the southern shore of Suisun 
Bay in the Bay Point area of unincorporated Contra Costa County, east of the City of Pittsburg. (Figure 1-
1). The property itself is designated as parcel APN 098-260-001, but project activities will also temporarily 
make use of portions of adjacent PG&E parcels 098-250-013, and 098-260-003. (See Figure 2-1 and 2-2) 

The Shell Pond is currently a 73-acre dyke-enclosed area, primarily covered by one foot of water, and 
underlain by a 0.5 to 2.5 feet layer of Carbon Black sediments. The 22-acre Carbon Black Area is an 
undeveloped, lot consisting primarily of carbon materials partly covered by vegetation. PG&E purchased 
the 292-acre property from Shell Oil Products Company (Shell) In 1973. 

 PAST OPERATIONS 
Originally, the Carbon Black Area was the location of a wastewater lagoon Shell created in the 1930s to 
store and settle carbon slurry from an adjacent chemical plant.  By the early 1950s, the pond filled, Shell 
turned the location into a solid carbon black disposal area, and began discharging its wastewater into 
what today is known as the Shell Pond. Between 1967 and 1971, all carbon-containing materials suitable 
for reclamation were removed from the Carbon Black Area, and remaining carbon piles were disked 
shaped into windrows, and seeded to prevent dust generation. Fires in 1984 and 1992 further reduced the 
volume of carbon (PEG, 1996). In 1971, Shell stopped discharging wastewater into the shell pond and the 
pond underwent settlement and biological treatment until 1980.   

 SITE CHARACTERIZATION 
Shell Pond: A 0.5 to 2.5 feet thick layer of non-native sediments characterized as a dark black, fine-
grained silt and clayey-like material with an oily sheen and odor underlines the pond. Contaminants of 
concern have been identified in this material including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, chromium, 
copper, lead, mercury, molybdenum, mercury, selenium, and zinc (ENTRIX, 2009). In the northern two-
thirds of the Pond, the non-native material is underlain by naturally occurring marine deposits consisting 
of peat, organic rich clays, and greenish-gray to black, soft, silty clay (Young Bay Mud) (CH2M HILL, 
2010a). In the southern third of the Shell Pond, the non-native material is underlain by light brown, silty 
clay. A risk assessment conducted at the site indicates that non-native material found in the pond does 
not pose an unacceptable risk to humans. However, this materials may pose an unacceptable risk to 
benthic (i.e., living on or in the bottom of a water body) organisms, such as sea stars, oysters, clams, and 
to animals higher in the food chain such as birds and mammals.(ENTRIX, 2009).  

Contaminants in Pond sediments are also present in Pond water at lower concentrations (Brown and 
Caldwell, 1983; Woodward Clyde Consultants, 1986).  The 2009 risk assessment concluded that pond 
water may pose a potentially unacceptable ecological and human health risk (ENTRIX, 2009).   

In 2000, a DTSC approved RCRA Corrective Action remedy, and a discharge permit granted by the San 
Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) allowed PG&E to circulate fresh bay 
water through the pond to prevent salinity levels harmful to wildlife.  In 2008, higher water quality 
standards made water circulation untenable preventing once again discharges of surface water from the 
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pond. Long-term monitoring of the groundwater (MSE, 2007), subsequent fate and transport analysis of 
constituents of potential concern detected in groundwater, and a screening level ecological risk 
assessment of groundwater underlying the Pond have been conducted. Upon request by PG&E, the 
RWQCB approved a beneficial use exemption for site groundwater based on brackish conditions and low 
recharge. Subsequently, DTSC approved termination of the groundwater-monitoring program. 
(DTSC, 2007) 

Samples collected from pond levees indicate concentrations of metals within range of background and 
concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons below applicable screening levels. The human health risk 
assessment indicated that constituents in levee soils do not pose an unacceptable risk to humans. The 
screening level ecological risk assessment identified two metals present in levee soils above background 
concentrations as ecological risk drivers: vanadium and mercury (ENTRIX 2009).  

Carbon Black Area:  Results of investigations conducted in 1995 and 1996 (PEG, 1998) indicate that the 
constituents of potential concern in the Carbon Black Area were initially polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, 
benzene, total recoverable petroleum hydrocarbons, and some metals. Interim corrective measures in 
1997 included the excavation of tar-like materials and material with higher levels of total recoverable 
petroleum hydrocarbons, lead, beryllium, and benzene in nine isolated locations. Analytical results from 
Samples collected after these removals indicate that lower levels of benzene, total recoverable petroleum 
hydrocarbons, and beryllium remained (PEG, 1998).  

In mid-2006, it was determined that the Carbon Black Area was a potential source of cyanide found in site 
groundwater. A 2008 risk evaluation concluded that cyanide in groundwater at the site did not pose an 
unacceptable human health hazard or a significant ecological hazard (MSE, 2009). Upon request by 
PG&E, the RWQCB approved a beneficial use exemption for site groundwater because of brackish 
conditions and low recharge. Subsequently, DTSC approved termination of the groundwater-monitoring 
program (DTSC, 2007).  

Wastewater Discharge Ditch: The ditch that historically conveyed wastewater to the Pond, and 
materials underlying it are impacted to an estimated minimum depth of 1.5 feet below ground surface. Soil 
samples collected from this feature were found to contain metal concentrations above background, and 
concentrations of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons above screening levels (ENTRIX, 2009). An 
ecological risk assessment concluded that the wastewater ditch also posed an ecological risk.  

 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
The Project site is located on the northern shore of Contra Costa County within the tidal band of the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta in Suisun Bay. Tidal marsh borders the site to the north, northeast, 
and northwest. Slough channels form the eastern and western boundaries of the Shell Pond. Uplands and 
seasonal wetlands are located to the west, south, and east of the site.  

While the majority of Shell Pond consists of open water, the Carbon Black Area consists of a mixture of 
seasonal wetlands and upland areas. The Pond is currently surrounded by levees with elevations varying 
from approximately 9 feet North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) on the top of the levee to 
approximately 4.5 feet at the top of sediment in the Shell Pond (ENTRIX, 2009).  

Topography and Bathymetry 
The Project location is relatively flat but slopes gently northward toward Suisun Bay; the ground surface is 
at or just above mean water levels in the Bay except where fill has historically been placed. The Shell 
Pond is surrounded on the west, north, and east by levees that are approximately 4.5 feet above 
surrounding grades, have 1:1 slopes, and are 10 to 12 feet wide at top. Within the Pond, the water depth 
ranges from 0 to 1 foot. The southernmost portion of the Pond is at a higher elevation, and is typically dry. 
The Pond bottom is covered with a layer waste sediments ranging from 0.10 to 3 feet.  

The Carbon Black Area location has been elevated over time through carbon black filling and currently 
features multiple shallow depressions that accumulate rainwater during the wet season. A non-tidal 
channel or depression outlines the north and west of the Carbon Black Area.  
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Geology 
The Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area Property is situated on Quaternary Younger Bay Mud (Bay Mud), 
which consists of highly organic “peat” and organic and inorganic clay and silt. The uppermost peat layer 
was derived from marsh vegetation, and sediments (decayed vegetation intermingled with clay and silt). 
This peat layer gradually thins out across the site from north to south measuring 15 feet at the northern 
edge of the Pond, and almost disappearing at the southern edge of the Pond. With depth, the peat layer 
grades into relatively impermeable inorganic clay and silt. This silt and clay layer also becomes thinner 
with increasing distance from Suisun Bay. 

The Bay Mud is underlain by Holocene alluvial sediment. This alluvium, consisting of silts and fine sands, 
can be distinguished from overlying grey-green and blue-green Bay Mud by its light yellowish-brown color 
and absence of peat and organic material. These alluvial sediments, which are estimated to extend to a 
depth of 150 feet beneath the site, are associated with the Pittsburg alluvial fan, which was derived from 
the “Los Medanos” hills south of the site. Native materials are defined as the peat layer, the Bay Mud 
(mostly inorganic silts and clay), and alluvium (silty sand).  

The hills south and west of the Project site are composed of Tertiary sedimentary and volcanic rocks, 
which grade to Cretaceous in age near Mount Diablo. Most of the rock units south of the site strike to the 
northwest and dip from 18 to 40 degrees to the northeast. Numerous faults have offset the rock units. The 
closest active fault to the site is the Clayton-Greenville Fault, which is located approximately 3 miles to the 
southwest. The active Concord-Green Valley Fault is located near Pacheco Creek approximately 8 miles 
to the west, and the potentially active Antioch Fault is located approximately 7 miles to the east.  

It is believed that Bay Mud and other fill material were used in construction of the levees, with thicknesses 
of the placed material ranging from 2.5 to about 7 feet. The properties and distribution of the fill vary 
vertically and horizontally within the levees on the site. In general, the fill is composed of different 
proportions of clay and silt with sand and locally increased amounts of gravel, cobbles, and gravel. Minor 
amounts of anthropogenic debris, such as brick fragments, are also present (ENTRIX, 2006).  

Hydrology 
The Project area lies within the San Francisco Bay Area Hydrologic Basin. Surface water from the site 
drains to Suisun Bay, which is part of the larger Bay-Delta system. The Bay-Delta system drains the 
Sacramento Valley, eventually discharging to the Pacific Ocean through San Francisco Bay. The Project 
area is relatively flat with elevations that range from 0 to 10 feet above mean sea level. The climate of the 
San Francisco Bay Area is characterized as Mediterranean with cool wet winters and relatively warmer 
dry summers. The mean annual rainfall in the Project vicinity is approximately 13 inches (Western 
Regional Climate Center -- Antioch Pump Plant Station, 1955-2009). 

Shell Pond is surrounded by wetlands and ruderal upland areas. A small intermittent drainage ditch, which 
originates in the hills southwest of the site, flows underneath the railroad tracks into the West Slough 
between the Pond and the West Parcel. This West Slough is tidally influenced and extends due north 
along the Pond and eventually connects to Suisun Bay. A stormwater pipe which appears to originate in 
an area southeast of the site conveys runoff into the tidally influenced East Slough located immediately 
east of the Pond. The East Slough extends due north along the Pond to Suisun Bay. Remnants of the 
former wastewater discharge ditch to The pond extend from the railroad tracks to the southeast corner of 
the Project area, but the wastewater ditch no longer discharges to the pond. From 2000 until May 2008, 
water in the Pond was discharged to the West Slough under National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System Permit No. R2-2006-0010 to keep salinity levels low but discharges are no longer tenable due to 
higher water standards.  Currently, water is pumped into the Pond from the East Slough to minimize odors 
that generate when pond bottoms are exposed.  

The Carbon Black Area contains two surface water features: a non-tidal channel or depression that 
bounds its west and north sides, and seasonal wetlands. Both of these are fed by local groundwater and 
stormwater and are not connected to other nearby surface water bodies. 
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Hydrogeology 
The Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area Property is located in the Pittsburg Plain Groundwater Basin of 
the San Francisco Bay Hydrologic Region. The basin is approximately 30 square miles. 

Groundwater is encountered in two connected zones beneath the site (Brown and Caldwell, 1983; MSE, 
2007). The first encountered groundwater occurs within the shallow peat and organic soil of the Bay Mud 
and is generally 2 to 6 feet below ground surface. The deeper groundwater zone occurs in the alluvium 
under the Bay Mud, generally 25 to 35 feet below ground surface (MSE, 2007). The lower inorganic clay 
and silt of the Bay Mud appear to pinch out to the south of the Pond. MSE reports significant evidence 
(based on Shaw, 2006) that the upper and lower groundwater zones are interconnected over many parts 
of the site (MSE, 2007). 

The groundwater flow direction varies seasonally and between the two zones. The uppermost 
groundwater is known to flow southwesterly with shifts in flow to a northerly direction during the wet 
season. Just south of the Pond, unconfined groundwater generally moves from southwest to northeast. 
Groundwater depths decrease and approach sea level north toward the bay (MSE, 2007). In general, a 
net upward vertical gradient was observed in over 80 percent of measurements at wells paired in the 
upper and lower groundwater zones except during the wettest wet season months (ENTRIX, 2009).  
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 
 

1. Aesthetics  
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact:  

 Mobilization of construction equipment  
 Construction and use of a temporary road 
 Set up and operation of temporary Handling and Dewatering Areas 
 Movement of trucks to transport materials to and from the site during remediation 
 Movement of vehicles to bring personnel and supplies to the site during remediation 
 Excavation and dredging throughout the entire Pond area during remediation  
 Stockpiling, dewatering, and handling of sediments and soil over a period of up to 9 months 

during remediation 
 Temporary night time lighting during remediation 
 Excavation, vegetation removal, and revegetation of portions of the Project site  

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions:  
The Project site is set amid a larger, relatively flat Bay Shore area south of Honker Bay and is 
part of the San Francisco Bay/Delta estuary. The Open Space chapter of the Contra Costa 
County General Plan 2005-2020 (CCC, 2005), which includes in its introduction a reference to 
the scenic vistas throughout the County, identifies the San Francisco Bay/Delta estuary system 
as one of two main resources in its discussion of “Scenic Resources.”  

The Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area property is currently a mix of open water habitat, tidal 
marsh sloughs, seasonal wetlands, and ruderal upland areas. The Shell Pond consists of 
approximately 72 acres of open water surrounded by a levee. The Carbon Black Area consists 
of approximately 22 acres of mixed upland and seasonal wetlands. The former wastewater 
discharge ditch is a small, low-elevation, freshwater wetland and upland area. The property is 
currently intermittently fenced along the east, south, and west sides with 6- to 8-foot-high 
cyclone fencing topped by barbed wire along some segments. Portions of this fence will be 
dismantled to facilitate project activities, and reinstalled after Project activities are completed. A 
dilapidated pump house is located on the southeast side of the Shell Pond.  

The property is enclosed to the west, north, and east by tidal wetlands, tidal marsh sloughs, and 
upland areas. Parcels immediately east and west of the property belong to PG&E.   

A 39-acre upland portion of the parcel to the west (West Parcel) is currently used for cattle 
grazing and will be used temporarily as the location of the Material Handling and Dewatering 
Area, The West parcel is contiguous to McAvoy Harbor, a marina. Immediately to the south of 
the site Union Pacific Railroad and Burlington Northern Santa Fe railroad tracks convey east 
west railroad traffic on three active tracks that see as many as three trains per hour during some 
periods of the day. The Pittsburg Power Plant, approximately three miles to the east, is visible in 
all views along the Bay Shore.  
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Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista. 
 
Impact Analysis:  

Vistas that include the project area are limited and the Project will not adversely affect 
scenic vistas.  

Scenic vistas are typically sustained, expansive views that encompass an area or areas 
noted for their aesthetic value. Such views toward the delta are available from throughout 
the vicinity of the Project site.  However, the Project site comprises a relatively small portion 
of views toward the delta from most nearby roads, namely McAvoy Road, which passes 
within approximately 0.5 mile to the west of the Pond, and Willow Pass Road, which is 
aligned east-to-west, approximately 0.75 mile south of the Pond. The Pond occupies greater 
portions of views toward the delta from within the residential neighborhood approximately 
0.25 mile to the southwest of the Pond. While homes and landscaping partially or completely 
obstruct most views toward the Pond from within the neighborhood, any unobstructed view 
toward the northeast that included the Delta will include the Shell Pond as a prominent 
feature.  

Replacement of the current water cover in the Pond with a restored tidal habitat will be 
consistent with the open space and wetlands surrounding the site and will improve the 
overall natural appearance of the area. The Carbon Black Area is currently a mix of upland 
habitats and seasonal wetland. Enhancement of that site will be consistent with the 
surrounding open space and will not have an adverse effect on aesthetics. The wastewater 
ditch is not visible from offsite locations due to its low elevation and small size and its 
appearance will not be degraded in any way by project activities.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings 

and historic buildings within a state scenic highway.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project itself will not damage scenic resources.  

The nearest roadway included in the California State Scenic Highway Program is a segment 
of State Route 4 (SR 4) which has been designated as eligible for the program.  This 
segment is 11 miles east of the Project area, in Antioch (Caltrans, 2010) and offers no views 
of the project area.  

The Contra Costa County Scenic Routes Plan includes a short portion of Willow Pass Road 
from SR 4 to Port Chicago Highway, and sections of Port Chicago Highway to Nichols Road, 
but none of these roads offers views of the Project area. Truck traffic from the Project will 
use a half a mile section of the Port Chicago Highway / Willow Pass Road corridor from the 
intersection of McAvoy Road to SR 4. However, because truck traffic from the Project will 
occur over a limited period, on a small portion of the road, and only intermittently impacts on 
scenic routes will be temporary and less than significant (CCC, 2005). To further reduce any 
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adverse effects associated with Project-related use of local roadways, a Transportation 
Management Plan will be prepared for the Project in consultation with Contra Costa County. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings.  

 
Impact Analysis: 

The proposed Project will not substantially degrade the existing visual character of the site 
and its surroundings, and once completed will actually improve their quality.  

Potential short-term visual impacts including those associated with temporary construction 
activities have been identified but in all cases, they will be less than significant. 

Construction equipment will operate, but only during a limited period.  The property offers no 
access to the public. The project area is located far away from populated areas, or public 
spaces, behind high railway embankments, vegetated marshes and private parcels making 
views of the operation unlikely.  Once project activities are completed, all equipment will be 
removed from the location and access to the property will continue to be restricted.  

A temporary overhead power line will be installed to convey electricity for project activities, 
and poles holding the line may be visible from vantage points beyond the railroad tracks.  
However, the line and poles will be removed once project activities are completed. 

After Project activities end, the property will be an open space aesthetically superior to what 
it is currently. Restoration of the Shell Pond will completely remove all waste remaining in it, 
and turn the pond basin into a healthy wetland habitat similar to the one currently existing 
north and east of the property. Enhancement of the the Carbon Black Area will ensure that it 
is evenly covered with soil and vegetation and that it becomes upland habitat suitable for 
wildlife occupation. Once remediated, the former wastewater ditch will also become part of 
seasonal wetlands and upland habitat.  

Overall, the project will improve the visual character and quality of the property by further 
integrating it into adjacent wetland and upland habitat. No adverse long-term visual impacts 
will occur as a result of the Project.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
d. Create a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime 

views in the area.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The project if approved, will not create a new source of glare, but it will temporarily introduce 
a source of lighting for overnight pond dredging operations.   
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However: 

The project site is located far away from populated areas and behind high railways 
embankments, vegetated marshes and private parcels, making direct views of the operation 
unlikely.  

Activities requiring lighting will take place at water level and behind pond levees.  

The remediation plan specifies that all lighting be pointed downwards, and towards areas of 
specific dredging activity in order to minimize glare and disturbance.  

Once pond remediation activities are completed, no night lighting will take place at the site. 

Final use of the site will be undeveloped offering no need for night lighting. 

Conclusion: 
 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
References: 
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans). California Scenic Highway Program. State of California, Web. 

March 24, 2011. (Available online at: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LandArch/scenic_highways/scenic_hwy.htm) 
Contra Costa County (CCC) Community Development Department. 2005. Contra Costa County General Plan 2005-

2020, 
CH2M HILL. Proposed Corrective Measures Plan and Design, PG&E Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area. Oakland, 

CA, March 2011 

 

2. Agricultural and Forest Resources 
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact: 

 None 
Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

There are no agricultural or forest resources within the project area except in a portion of the 
West Parcel where cattle grazing takes place regularly under a lease.    
Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland) 
as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program 
of the California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use.  
 
Impact Analysis:  

The Project will not convert any farmland to non-agricultural use; therefore, no impacts 
related to farmland conversion will occur.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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b. Conflict with existing zoning or agriculture use, or Williamson Act contract.  
 
Impact Analysis:  

The Project will not conflict with existing zoning or agricultural use, or with a Williamson Act 
contract; therefore, no impact will occur. The Project site is not designated or zoned for 
agricultural use, nor does it include any lands under Williamson Act contracts. The area is 
zoned Open Space and will remain as open space following the Project’s completion.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public 

Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public Resources Code section 
4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by Government Code section 
51104(g))? 
 
Impact Analysis:  

The Project will not conflict with existing zoning or cause rezoning of forest or timberland. 
The Project site is not designated or zoned for timberland use, nor does it include any lands 
under Timberland Production. No impact will occur. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
d. Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non-forest use? 

 
Impact Analysis:  

The Project will not result in the loss or conversion of forest land. The project area does not 
include forest land, and will remain open tidal and upland habitat after Project completion.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
e. Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or nature, could 

result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural uses or conversion of forest land to non-
forest use?  
 
Impact Analysis:  

The Project will not involve changes in the environment, which could result in the conversion 
of farmland, or forestland to other uses.  
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The project will temporarily reduce the West Parcel area currently available for grazing in 
order to accommodate pond remediation support areas.  Once pond remediation is 
completed, grazing will extend back to its pre-project total area. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
References: 
CH2M HILL. Proposed Corrective Measures Plan and Design, PG&E Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area. Oakland, 

CA, March 2011 

 
 

3. Air Quality 
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact:  

 Use of construction equipment 
 Use of vehicles to transport materials and personnel to and from the site during construction 
 Use of generators to power support systems including pumps, work lights, and administrative 

facilities  
 Excavation, handling, stockpiling, dewatering and transportation of large amounts of pond 

sediments, soil, water and other media 
Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

The Project is within the Carquinez Strait Climatological Subregion. The subregion extends from 
Rodeo in the southwest and Vallejo in the northwest to Fairfield on the northeast and Brentwood 
on the southeast. Prevailing winds are from the west in the Carquinez Strait. During the summer 
and fall months, high pressure offshore coupled with low pressure in the Central Valley causes 
marine air to flow eastward through the Carquinez Strait. The wind is strongest in the afternoon, 
when wind speeds of 15 to 20 miles per hour (mph) are common throughout the strait region. 
Annual average wind speeds are 8 mph in Martinez, and 9 to 10 mph further east. Sometimes 
atmospheric conditions cause air to flow from the east. East winds usually contain more 
pollutants than the cleaner marine air from the west. In the summer and fall months, this can 
cause elevated pollutant levels to move through the strait and into the central Bay Area. These 
high-pressure periods are usually accompanied by low wind speeds, shallow mixing depths, 
higher temperatures, and little or no rainfall. Summer mean maximum temperatures reach about 
90°F in the subregion. Mean minimum temperatures in the winter are in the high 30s°F. 
Temperature extremes are especially pronounced in sheltered areas further from the 
moderating effects of the strait itself. 

Many industrial facilities with significant air pollutant emissions (for example, chemical plants 
and refineries) are located within the Carquinez Strait Region. The pollution potential of this 
area is often moderated by high wind speeds. However, upsets at industrial facilities can lead to 
short-term pollution episodes, and emissions of unpleasant odors may occur at any time. 
Receptors downwind of these facilities could suffer more long-term exposure to air 
contaminants than individuals elsewhere. Consequently, the Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District (BAAQMD) considers it important that local governments and other lead agencies 
maintain buffer zones around sources of air pollution sufficient to avoid adverse health and 
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nuisance impacts on nearby receptors. Areas of the subregion that are traversed by major 
roadways (for example, Interstate 80) may also be subject to higher local concentrations of 
carbon monoxide and particulate matter, as well as certain air contaminants such as benzene 
(BAAQMD, 2010a). 

The Bay Area as a whole is in non-attainment for two criteria air pollutants: ozone and 
particulate matter. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and California Ambient Air 
Quality Standards (CAAQS), as well as the federal and state attainment status for each 
pollutant, are shown in Table 3-1. The Bay Area is in non-attainment of both the federal and 
state ozone standards for particulate matter less than 2.5 micrometers in diameter (PM2.5), and 
of the state standard for particulate matter less than 10 micrometers in diameter (PM10). 

TABLE 3-1 
Ambient Air Quality Standards 

Criteria 
Pollutant 

Federal Standard  
(Averaging Period)a 

Federal 
Attainment 

Status 
State Standard  

(Averaging Period)b 

State 
Attainment 

Status 
35 ppm (1 hour) Attainment 20 ppm (1 hour) Attainment Carbon 

Monoxide 9 ppm (8 hour) Attainment 9 ppm (8 hour) Attainment 
0.053 ppm 

(annual arithmetic mean) Attainment 0.030 ppm  
(annual arithmetic mean)c N/A Nitrogen 

Dioxide 
0.100 ppm (1 hour)c -- 0.18 ppm (1 hour)  Attainment 

0.070 ppm (8 hour) Nonattainment
Ozone 0.075 ppm (8 hour) Nonattainment 

0.09 ppm (1 hour) Nonattainment

15 g/m3  

(annual arithmetic mean) Attainment 12 g/m3  

(annual arithmetic mean) NonattainmentFine 
Particulate 
Matter (PM2.5) 35 g/m3 (24 hour)d Nonattainment No separate Standard 

(24 hour) 
-- 

-- 20 g/m3 (annual arithmetic mean) NonattainmentParticulate 
Matter (PM10) 150 g/m3 (24 hour) Unclassified 50 g/m3 (24 hour) Nonattainment

  -- -- 
  0.04 ppm (24 hour) Attainment Sulfur Dioxide 

0.075 ppm (1 hour)-- -- 0.25 ppm (1 hour) Attainment 

Lead 

1.5 g/m3  
(calendar quarter) 

0.15 g/m3 (rolling 3-month 
average) 

Attainment 1.5 g/m3  
(30 day average) Attainment 

Sulfates No Federal Standards 25 g/m3 (24 hour) Attainment 

Hydrogen 
Sulfide No Federal Standards 0.03 ppm (1 hour) Unclassified 

Vinyl Chloride No Federal Standards 0.01 ppm (24 hour) Information not 
available 

Visibility 
Reducing 
Particles 

No Federal Standards 

Extinction coefficient of 0.23 per 
kilometer — visibility of 10 miles or 
more (0.07 TO 30 miles or more for 
Lake Tahoe) due to particles when 
relative humidity is less than 
70 percent 

Unclassified 

Notes: ppm: parts per million, by volume; µg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter 
a National standards, other than ozone, particulate matter, and those based on annual averages or annual arithmetic means, are not to 

be exceeded more than once a year. The ozone standard is attained when the fourth highest 8-hour concentration in a year, averaged 
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TABLE 3-1 
Ambient Air Quality Standards 

Criteria 
Pollutant 

Federal Standard  
(Averaging Period)a 

Federal 
Attainment 

Status 
State Standard  

(Averaging Period)b 

State 
Attainment 

Status 
over 3 years, is equal to or less than the standard. For PM10, the 24-hour standard is attained when the expected number of days per 
calendar year with a 24-hour average concentration above 150 µg/m3 is equal to or less than 1. For PM2.5, the 24-hour standard is 
attained when 98 percent of the daily concentrations, averaged over 3 years, are equal to or less than the standard. 

b California standards for ozone, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide (1-hour and 24-hour), nitrogen dioxide, and suspended particulate 
matter (PM10, PM2.5, and visibility reducing particles) are values that are not to be exceeded. All others are not to be equaled or 
exceeded. 

c To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the 98th percentile of the daily maximum 1-hour average at each monitor within an area 
must not exceed 0.100 ppm (effective January 22, 2010).  

Source: Ambient Air Quality Standards Chart from Cal/EPA ARB Web site: (www.arb.ca.gov/research/aaqs/caaqs/caaqs.htm), 2010.  
 

The Pond has been a source of odors in the past specially when portions of it dry out. PG&E 
currently maintains a foot of water over most of the Pond basin to prevent odor generation.  
While some of these odors are associated with the contaminants in the non-native sediments, 
Materials underlying surrounding wetlands also generate odors when exposed to air. Thus, peat 
and organic-rich clays in the northern two-thirds of the Pond could continue to be a potential 
source of odors caused by hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, mercaptans, organic acids, phenols, and 
other naturally occurring organic carbon compounds that are found in this layer.  

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

BAAQMD has prepared an update to the regional ozone strategy to meet California Clean 
Air Act (CCAA) requirements, which is incorporated into the Bay Area 2010 Clean Air Plan 
(BAAQMD, 2010c). Construction associated with the Project will result in emissions of ozone 
precursors (nitrogen oxides [NOx] and reactive organic gas [ROG]), particulate matter, air 
toxics, and greenhouse gases (see Section 7 of this checklist).  

To prevent restoration activities from having a potential impact on air quality the project 
design plan (Corrective Measures Plan and Design, PG&E, 03/30/2011) incorporates a 
comprehensive, project-specific Air Quality Management Plan designed to monitor and 
manage all expected air releases, and address unforeseen air quality issues that may arise. 
This Air Quality Management Plan is fully consistent with the Bay Area 2010 Clean Air Plan.  

Implementation of the Air Quality Management Plan, and the temporary nature of the 
remediation phase of the Project, reduce the potential impact project activities may have on 
air quality to Less-than-Significant ensuring that the Project will not obstruct implementation 
of the Clean Air Plan. Project elements such as the choice of a nearby landfill to reduce 
hauling distance, the use of electrically powered rather than fossil fuel-powered pumps, and 
the appropriate phasing of construction activities to distribute impacts over time will further 
ensure that the implementation of the Project will be consistent with the Clean Air Plan.  

Once site restoration is completed, activities in the property will only include sporadic visual 
inspections to the site, and minor physical maintenance if deemed necessary.  These 
activities at their most extensive will consist of a two-hour visit by personnel in no more than 
three motor–vehicles, and the might include the use of minor power tools.  With the 
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exception of these inspections and occasional security patrols, no other long-term activity is 
expected.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air 

quality violation.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

Restoration activities associated with the Project are expected to result in the following types 
of emissions: 

 Fugitive dust from ground-disturbing activities (PM10 and PM2.5) 

 Potential Waste emissions, including odor-causing compounds detected within the 
Pond’s non-native materials such as sulfides, ammonia, polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons, volatile organic compounds, and mercaptans, and contaminants present 
in waste and media such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, chromium, copper, lead, 
mercury, molybdenum, selenium, and zinc. 

 Ozone precursors (ROG and NOx) and particulates (PM10, and PM2.5) from vehicle and 
construction exhaust  

Fugitive Dust  

Construction emissions of fugitive dust (PM10) can vary greatly depending on the level of 
activity, the specific operations taking place, the equipment being operated, local soils, 
weather conditions, and other factors. Despite this variability, multiple feasible control 
measures can be reasonably implemented to reduce fugitive PM10 emissions. The following 
feasible control measures have been incorporated into the Project: 

 All exposed surfaces including parking areas, staging areas, soil piles, graded areas, 
and unpaved access roads will be watered twice a day and will also be watered 
discretionarily whenever dust coming from those areas is observed or reported. 

 All trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose material to and from the site will be 
covered. 

 Vehicle traveling on unpaved roads must obey 15 mph speed limit. 

 All visible mud or dirt tracked out onto adjacent public roads will be removed using wet 
power vacuum street sweepers at least once per day. The use of dry power sweeping 
will be prohibited. 

 A publicly visible sign with the telephone number and person to contact at the lead 
agency regarding dust complaints will be posted on trucks, on the project site fence and 
in other locations identified by public participation specialists.  This information will also 
be printed in the work notice that will be distributed prior to the start of the project. The 
contact person will respond by contacting project management who will respond within 3  
hours of the phone call. BAAQMD’s phone number will also be visible to ensure 
compliance with applicable regulations. 
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The Project will implement all basic control measures listed above; thus, the potential impact 
from emissions of fugitive dust from construction is expected to be less than significant. 

Waste Emissions 

Though most of the non-native contaminants remaining in pond media are not highly 
volatile, and their concentrations are low, the excavation, handling, stockpiling, dewatering, 
and transportation of pond sediments during pond restoration could enhance the emission 
and transfer of contaminants to air.  Specific enhancement processes include evaporation 
and bacterial action induced by aerobic exposure of media, and physical separation 
processes such as dewatering and segregation, which could increase contaminant 
concentration.  

To prevent restoration activities from having a significant impact on air quality the project 
design plan (Corrective Measures Plan and Design, PG&E, 03/30/2011) incorporates a 
comprehensive, project-specific Air Quality Management Plan designed to monitor and 
manage all expected air releases, and address unforeseen air quality issues that may arise. 
This plan describes the assets that will be deployed to monitor waste related emissions, 
schedules and procedures describing how and when air monitoring will take place and, a 
procedures and actions that will take place to respond to waste related air quality 
management issues that arise.  

Vehicle/Construction Equipment Exhaust 

In order to minimize air quality impacts including those associated with vehicle and 
Construction equipment exhaust, the project plan (Corrective Measures Plan and Design, 
PG&E, 03/30/2011) incorporates a comprehensive, project-specific Air Quality Management 
Plan designed to monitor and manage all expected air releases, and address unforeseen air 
quality issues that may arise.  The plan explains how vehicle and construction equipment 
exhaust impacts were assessed, and contains all the measures that will be implemented to 
manage vehicle and equipment exhaust effectively.  

BAAQMD has adopted new CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, which include new thresholds of 
significance for construction (BAAQMD, 2010b). The adopted thresholds shown in Table 3-2 
were used to evaluate potential Project impacts from construction exhaust emissions. 

TABLE 3-2 
Thresholds of Significance for Construction-Related Criteria Air Pollutants and Precursors 

Pollutant 
Average Daily Emissions 

Threshold of Significance (lb/day) 

ROG 54 

NOx 54 

PM10 82 

PM2.5 54 

Risks & Hazards  All Areas: Siting a New Source or Receptor 
Compliance with Qualified Risk Reduction Plan, OR 

Increased cancer risk of > 10.0 in a million 
Increased non-cancer risk of > 1.0 Hazard Index (Chronic or Acute) 

Ambient PM2.5 increase > 0.3 µg/m3 annual average 
Zone of Influence: 1,000-foot radius from fence line of source or receptor 
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Detailed construction exhaust emission estimate calculations are included as Attachment B. 

On-road emissions were calculated based on the type of vehicles, number of vehicle trips, 
and the estimated trip distance. During transport of the impacted material to the landfill, the 
hauling rate will need to be limited to 75 round trip trucks per day to meet the proposed 
emissions guidelines for NOx. Emission factors from the California Air Resources Board’s 
(CARB’s) EMFAC2007 emissions model for the BAAQMD for 2011, were used to estimate 
on-road emissions. Off-road emissions were calculated based on the construction 
equipment type and usage. It was assumed that, on average, each piece of equipment will 
operate approximately 80 percent of its maximum daily usage each workday. Emission 
factors from URBEMIS2007 for Windows Version 9.2 Users’ Guide (Appendix I) were used 
to estimate equipment emissions (Jones & Stokes Associates, 2007). The default load 
factors for each equipment type were taken from the URBEMIS2007 model.  

For all tasks, estimated daily average emissions will be below the proposed thresholds of 
significance for ROG, PM10, and PM2.5. For mechanical removal of the impacted material 
and fill placement in upland areas of the Carbon Black Area, more stringent NOx-control 
measures were integrated into the Project to ensure that average daily emissions remain 
below the threshold of significance. These measures include: 

 Idling time for all equipment will be minimized, with a special emphasis on reducing 
idling time from diesel-powered construction equipment. Idling times will be minimized 
either by shutting off equipment when not in use or limiting the maximum idling time for 
all equipment to 5 minutes in the case of non-diesel equipment (as required by the 
California airborne toxics control measure Title 13, Section 2485 of CCR).  and to 2 
minutes for diesel equipment. Clear and visible signage communicating idling restrictions 
will be provided for construction workers at all access points. 

 All construction equipment, diesel trucks, and generators will be equipped with Best 
Available Control Technology for emission reductions of NOx. 

 All contractors will be required to use equipment that meets CARB’s most recent 
certification standard for off-road heavy-duty diesel engines. 

 All contractor construction equipment will be maintained and properly tuned in 
accordance with manufacturer specifications. All equipment will be checked by a 
certified mechanic and determined to be running in proper condition prior to operation. 
Equipment that remains onsite for an extended period will also be checked by a certified 
mechanic at scheduled intervals. 

 The Project will develop a plan demonstrating that the off-road equipment (more than 50 
horsepower) to be used in the Project (that is, owned, leased, and subcontractor 
equipment) will achieve a Project-wide fleet-average 20 percent NOx reduction 
compared to the most recent CARB fleet average. Acceptable options for reducing 
emissions will include the use of late model engines, low-emission diesel products, 
alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology, after-treatment products, add-on devices 
such as particulate filters, and/or other options as such become available. This 
requirement will not be applicable to the dredges. 

 Motors, pumps, tools and other power equipment will be electrical where feasible. 

 All clean soil needed to cover the Carbon Black Area will be obtained from within the 
property in order to reduce transportation distance. 
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Implementing these additional measures will reduce NOx emissions by 20 percent or more 
compared to standard operations, ensuring that the average daily NOx emissions remain 
below the threshold of significance. 

Once site restoration is completed, activities in the property will only include sporadic visual 
inspections to the site, and minor physical maintenance if deemed necessary.  These 
activities at their most extensive will consist of a two-hour visit by personnel in no more than 
three vehicles, and might include the use of minor power tools.  With the exception of these 
inspections and occasional security patrols, no other long-term activity is expected.  

With the above measures in place, combined with the limited duration of restoration 
activities, the potential air quality impact from construction exhaust emissions will be less 
than significant. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Result in cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the Project 

region is in non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard 
(including releasing emissions that exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors).  
 
Impact Analysis: 

Cumulative impacts are the effect of long-term (operational) emissions of a proposed Project 
on the local general plan and the regional air quality plan. With the exception of minor 
maintenance activities, similar to those already occurring no emissions from long-term 
operations will occur. Therefore, the Project will have no cumulative impact on air quality.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
d. Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations.  

 
Impact Analysis: 

Construction activities can generate toxic air contaminants (TACs), in particular diesel 
particulate matter (DPM), from diesel haul trucks and construction equipment. Current 
models and methodologies for conducting health risk assessments are associated with 
longer-term exposure periods of 9, 40, and 70 years, which do not correlate well with the 
temporary and highly variable nature of construction activities (BAAQMD, 2010). This results 
in difficulties with producing accurate estimates of health risk (BAAQMD, 2010). The 
following discussion summarizes screening level health risk evaluations for diesel haul 
trucks and onsite construction activities.  

In coordination with the BAAQMD, a screening level risk analysis was conducted to evaluate 
the potential cancer and chronic health risks from heavy duty trucks traveling between the 
Project location and the disposal site (CH2M HILL, 2010). The worst-case chronic and 
cancer risks predicted for human exposures to truck DPM emissions will be below the 
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BAAQMD thresholds of significance. Therefore, DPM emissions from heavy duty diesel 
trucks during Project construction will have a less than significant impact on sensitive 
receptors. 

To evaluate onsite construction equipment, BAAQMD developed a screening approach to 
conduct initial evaluations of potential health risks from exposure to toxic air contaminants 
(TACs), including diesel particulate matter (DPM), and PM2.5. DPM, PM2.5, and several other 
TACs emitted from construction activity that uses traditional diesel-powered equipment such 
as bulldozers, generators, and cranes. Table 2 in the document “Screening Tables for Air 
Toxics Evaluation during Construction” (BAAQMD, 2010b) presents minimum distances 
required between the fence line of a construction site and a nearby sensitive receptor to 
ensure that cancer and non-cancer risks associated with a Project are less than significant 
per the District’s proposed significance thresholds. Sensitive receptors are generally defined 
as facilities that house or attract groups of children, the elderly, people with illnesses, or 
others who are especially sensitive to the effects of air pollutants. Schools, hospitals, 
residential areas, and convalescent facilities are examples of sensitive receptors. 

The Project may have construction activities in an area totaling up to 130 acres. According 
to the BAAQMD screening table, for projects of this size, a minimum distance of 500 meters 
(1,640 feet) is required between the construction-site fence line and the nearest sensitive 
receptor. The closest residential receptor is located within approximately 1,080 feet of the 
southwest corner of the Shell Pond and within 910 feet of the material-handling area on the 
West Parcel. However, the document explains that this table is limited and is based on 
many worst-case and conservative assumptions, which may not necessarily represent 
individual project-by-project characteristics and site conditions.  

Although the closest sensitive receptor is less than 500 meters from the fence line, due to 
the specific characteristics of the Project, potential impacts to air quality from Toxic Air 
Contaminants  are still expected to be less than significant for the following reasons: 

 The BAAQMD screening table recommends distances between a project construction 
fence line and nearby sensitive receptors that are based on long-term exposure (i.e., 
exposure of a sensitive receptor to construction DPM emissions for a 70-year period) 
within a small area of activity at the fence-line (.25 acre), whereas project construction 
activities will occur over a short duration, approximately one year, will be spread over the 
site, and will not occur within a .25-acre area at the fenceline next to where the closest 
sensitive receptor is located. Given these parameters, the Project is not expected to 
expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations. 

 Measures to reduce NOx emissions, discussed above under question 3 b., will be 
implemented at the Project site. It is expected that measures to reduce NOx will also 
reduce the amount of toxic air contaminants released into the air. 

With these considerations in mind, it is reasonable to expect the impact of toxic air 
contaminant emissions on air quality will be less than significant. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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e. Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

When the Shell Pond dried out in 2008, PG&E received complaints of odor from a number of 
nearby residents. For this reason, PG&E maintains about one foot of water over most of the 
pond. a cover of water over the Pond. An ambient monitoring effort, performed in August 
2008, specifically identified the presence of the following potentially odor-causing 
compounds: carboxylic acids, amines, reduced sulfur compounds, volatile organic 
compounds, ammonia, and petroleum hydrocarbons. 

According to PG&E, removal of sediments will generate odors during remediation but these 
odors will likely not affect a substantial number of people.  Yet, PG&E has incorporated in 
the Air Quality Management Plan included in the project design (Corrective Measures Plan 
and Design, PG&E, 03/30/2011) measures to monitor contaminants in the waste including 
those responsible for odors and to respond to concentrations of such contaminants if ther 
reach pre-determined concentrations.   PG&E has also included odor control measures in 
the Air Quality Management Plan such as the use of atomizers to disperse odor mitigation 
products, reductions in total work area if odors are detected above pre-determined 
thresholds, and the strategic timing of construction work to prevent odor transport during 
high wind periods. PG&E will also inform residents within a mile of the project area through 
work notices and will provide call-in numbers for those residents to call if they do experience 
objectionable odors. 

Implementation of all these measures will minimize potential odors impacts. However, as 
described above, native materials underlying the pond and local wetlands generate odors if 
exposed to air. Thus, naturally occurring peat and organic-rich clays in the northern two-
thirds of the Pond could continue to be a potential source of odors. Since these odors are 
already associated with natural marsh systems, their presence after restoration activities are 
completed will not constitute a significant effect on ambient air quality.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
f. Result in human exposure to naturally occurring asbestos (see also Geology and Soils, f.).  

 

Impact Analysis: 

The Project is not located in an area with deposits containing naturally occurring asbestos 
and does not involve the handling of man made asbestos materials. 
 
Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
References: 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). BAAQMD California Environmental Quality Act Air Quality 

Guidelines. June 2010. 
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Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). Screening Tables for Air Toxics Evaluation during 
Construction. Version 1.0. May 2010. 

Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). Bay Area 2010 Clean Air Plan. September 15, 2010. 
CH2M HILL. Proposed Corrective Measures Plan and Design, PG&E Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area. Oakland, 

CA, March 2011 
Jones & Stokes Associates. 2007. Software User’s Guide: URBEMIS2007 for Windows Version 9.2 Emissions 

Estimation for Land Use Development Projects. Prepared for: South Coast Air Quality Management District, 
21865 East Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765. Prepared by: Jones & Stokes Associates, 2600 V 
Street, Sacramento, CA 95818. November. 

 

4. Biological Resources 
 
Project Activities with the Potential to Have an Impact:  

 Mobilization of construction equipment  
 Construction and use of a temporary road 
 Set up and operation of temporary Handling and Dewatering Areas 
 Movement of trucks to transport materials to and from the site during remediation 
 Movement of vehicles to bring personnel and supplies to the site during remediation 
 Excavation and dredging throughout the entire Pond area during remediation  
 Stockpiling, dewatering, and handling of soil over a period of up to 9 months during remediation 
 Temporary night time lighting during remediation 
 Excavation, vegetation removal, and revegetation of portions of the Project site 

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions:  

The Project site is located on the south shore of Suisun Bay, near the confluence of the San 
Joaquin River and the bay. The areas to the north of the Shell Pond and the Carbon Black Area 
support extensive tidal marshes. The Project area also includes the tidal sloughs bordering the 
west and east sides of the the pond (West Slough and East Slough respectively); tidal marshes 
to the north of the Pond and Carbon Black Area; and transitional areas and uplands with 
seasonal wetland inclusions south of the Pond and Carbon Black Area (see Figure 4-1).  

As part of the DTSC-approved remedy currently being implemented, a water cap is maintained 
over the Pond bottom to reduce the exposure of impacted material to air and minimize odors by 
periodically pumping water into the Pond from the adjacent East Slough, or importing water from 
Contra Costa Water District when seasonal Delta smelt restrictions preclude pumping from the 
East Slough. 

The Carbon Black Area supports weedy ruderal vegetation. Seasonal wetlands and 
unvegetated seasonal pools occur in low-lying areas of the Carbon Black Area where surface 
water collects. The former wastewater ditch also supports a strip of seasonal wetlands.  

Uplands to the south and west of the the pond, which are not within the historic marsh margin, 
support ruderal/annual grasslands. The southern portion of the West Parcel supports upland 
non-native grasslands at higher elevations, while the central and northern portions of the parcel 
support tidally influenced salt marsh dominated by perennial pickleweed (Salicornia virginica). 
The southern portion of the West Parcel is used for grazing cattle. No cattle are grazed on the  
Shell Pond Carbon Black Area parcel.  
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Vegetation Communities and Wetlands 
Two vegetation community surveys are the basis for the descriptions below (ENTRIX, 2007; 
CH2M HILL, 2010). Vegetation communities include annual grasslands, coyote brush scrub, 
seasonal wetlands, brackish marsh, and salt marsh. Marsh communities are described first, 
followed by the upland communities. Wetland and water acreages are provided in Table 4-1. 
Location of vegetation communities and wetlands are presented in Figure 4-1. 

TABLE 4-1 
Acreages of Jurisdictional Waters of the U.S. and State 

Feature Name  Acres  

Emergent Marsh  8.37 

High Marsh 8.77 

Open Water 0.50 

Tidal Slough 3.78 

 Shell Pond (open water) 68.54 

Seasonal Wetlands 7.27 

Shell Pond Wetlands  3.78 

Channelized Tributary to West Slough  0.17 

Swales 0.04 

Total  101.22 

 

Overview of Tidal Marshes  
Tidal marsh was the dominant habitat on the Project site based on historic marsh margin 
mapping (Nichols & Wright, 1971). The historic marsh boundary is shown to extend along the 
edge of the existing upland in the West Parcel, crossing the southern portion of the Shell Pond 
and into the Carbon Black Area (Figure 4-1). The marshes to the north and east of the Pond 
include numerous straight-line channels, most likely vector control drainage ditches. 

Typically, dominant species in tidal marshes along the bay include perennial pickleweed 
(Salicornia sp) in a broad, flat marsh plain that generally occurs at the approximate elevation of 
local mean higher high water (MHHW). California cordgrass (Spartina foliosa) is generally the 
dominant species in the low marsh zone that occurs between local mean tide level (MTL) and 
mean high water (MHW). Salt marsh species generally give way to brackish water species as 
the system becomes increasingly influenced by freshwater inflow and the proportion of 
estuarine tidal water is reduced, as it is in Suisun Bay. Although often not as well segregated as 
salt marshes, these brackish systems are generally dominated by alkali bulrush (Scirpus 
maritimus and S. robustus) at higher elevations and by tules (Scirpus spp.) and cattails (Typha 
spp.) in the low marsh zone. Brackish and salt marsh plant dominance may also move up and 
down stream in response to wet year and dry year precipitation cycles. 

Another important tidal salt marsh habitat is the high marsh and adjacent upland transition zone. 
While pickleweed typically dominates this zone, diversity generally increases above the marsh 
plain. Important extreme high tide cover plants, such as marsh gum (Grindelia humilis) and 
coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis), occur at or just above the high marsh-upland ecotone. This 
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transition habitat is important for marsh species, such as the salt marsh harvest mouse 
(Reithrodontomys raviventris ssp. halicoetes) and California clapper rail (Rallus longirostris 
obsoletus), since it provides cover during periods when the marsh plain and low marsh are 
inundated. Perennial peppergrass (Lepidium latifolium) is a non-native invasive species that is 
replacing coyote brush and other important cover plants throughout the bay (Grossinger et al., 
1998). 

PG&E Shell Pond and Edges 
While the Pond has no direct hydrologic connection with the bay or adjacent tidal marshes, its 
water level elevation fluctuates with evaporation, Pond operations, and potentially indirect tidal 
effects. As a result, the southern part of the Pond and the levee edges are intermittently 
exposed and support a narrow, discontinuous fringe of salt marsh vegetation such as saltgrass 
(Distichlis spicata), brass buttons (Cotula coronopifolia), perennial pickleweed, sand-spurry 
(Spergularia rubra), sea-purslane (Sesuvium verrucosum), and bristly ox-tongue (Picris 
echioides).  

Tidal Emergent Brackish Marsh 
Brackish marsh is found along the tidal sloughs and in the marshes north and east of the Shell 
Pond and Carbon Black Area immediately adjacent to the Project site. A large, open tidal slough 
(East Slough) is present on the east side of the Shell Pond. This approximately 75-foot-wide 
slough is subject to regular tidal inundation during high tides and is largely exposed during low 
tides, with an average water depth of approximately 4 feet. The slough substrate appears to be 
a clay loam to silty clay loam. Small patches of hardstem bulrush (Schoenoplectus acutus) 
occur within the slough; better-developed marsh is present along the edges and at the south 
end of the slough.  

A narrower tidal channel, West Slough, occurs within the northern section of the tidal emergent 
brackish marsh habitat along the west side of the Shell Pond. The open channel in this area 
generally ranges from around 3 to 6 feet wide and is only a few feet deep; it extends directly 
north to Suisun Bay. This slough is subject to the ebb and flow of the tides, but also receives 
inflows from a channelized un-named drainage that flows from the south along several miles 
before discharging at the southern end of the West Parcel. The substrate appears to be a clay 
loam to silty clay loam. Tidal emergent marsh habitat is present on both sides of the slough. The 
area along the west side of the Shell Pond is characterized by dense mix of emergent 
vegetation including narrow leaf cattail (Typha angustifolia), common three-square 
(Schoenoplectus americanus), Mexican rush (Juncus mexicanus), hardstem bulrush, and 
perennial pepperweed. This wetland area is subject to regular tidal inundation and receives 
inflows from the channelized drainage (Drainage 1, Figure 4-1) at the southwest corner of the 
West Parcel.  

The marsh habitat immediately to the north of the Shell Pond is characterized by dense 
hardstem bulrush with scattered narrowleaf cattail, common three-square, and common reed 
(Phragmites australis). This area is subject to regular tidal inundation. 

Emergent marsh habitat is also present along the edges and at the south end of the tidal slough 
located to the east of the Shell Pond. Vegetation in this area is predominantly hardstem bulrush, 
with occasional cattail and perennial pepperweed. A dense patch of common reed is also 
present at the southern end of the slough. This wetland is subject to regular tidal inundation.  
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High Marsh 
High marsh is present in the northern portion of the West Parcel, north of the Project site, and 
west of the Shell Pond and adjacent West Slough. Vegetation in this area is characterized 
predominantly by saltgrass and pickleweed with some alkali weed (Cressa truxillensis), brass 
buttons, and alkali heath (Frankenia salina) present. In the southern and central portions of this 
marsh, vegetation is short at typically less than 6 inches in height. This area appears to be 
subject to inundation during the highest tide events. 

Seasonal Wetlands  
A number of wetland areas are characterized by wetland facultative plant species such as 
perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) and Mediterranean barley (Hordeum murinum), with 
sparse cover of perennial pepperweed and sparse to moderate cover of saltgrass. These 
wetlands often occur in low, weakly expressed topographic depressions south of the Shell Pond 
and on the Carbon Black Area, as well as along the former wastewater ditch.  

Drainage Channels  
Two drainage channels are present in the Project study area. The first drainage is a channelized 
tributary to the West Slough that flows from an area near the southwestern corner of the Shell 
Pond into the tidal West Slough (see Figure 4-1). This drainage, ranging from 9 to 12 feet wide 
and up to 2 feet in depth, flows to the east-northeast from under the railroad tracks in the West 
Parcel across the southern portion of that parcel, and flows into the tidally influenced emergent 
marsh habitat west of the Shell Pond. The drainage flows north forming the West Slough along 
the western edge of the Pond, where it eventually flows into Suisun Bay. This unnamed 
drainage drains an area from the north slope of the Diablo foothills through the adjacent urban 
development, extending about 4 miles inland.  

The West Slough is a mosaic of open water and patches of vegetation consisting of watercress 
(Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum), dallisgrass (Paspalum dilatum), cosmopolitan bulrush 
(Schoenoplectus maritimus), Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon), and Mexican rush. The 
Slough has relatively steep vegetated banks characterized by broadleaf plantain (Plantago 
major), bristly ox-tongue, perennial pepperweed, yellow star-thistle (Centaurea solstitialis), white 
clover (Trifolium repens), and various annual grasses (Bromus, Avena, Hordeum and Lolium).  

The second drainage is a non-jurisdictional, abandoned, excavated former wastewater 
discharge ditch in the grassland habitat south of the Carbon Black Area (Figure 4-1). A small 
section of the drainage is located on the south side of an existing gravel road, connected to the 
eastern part via a steel culvert. Dense perennial ryegrass occurs throughout most of the Slough 
with some saltgrass and perennial pepperweed, as well as sparse nut sedge (Cyperus 
eragrostis) and cocklebur (Xanthium strumarium). No evidence of active flow was noted at any 
time during the field surveys and there is no current connection with the Shell Pond or any other 
apparent outlet to the north or west. Shallow inundation was noted in the ditch during the April 
2010 survey, but this appears to be due to precipitation and local runoff only rather than current 
inflows from any offsite source. 

Annual Grasslands 
The majority of the surrounding uplands to the west and south are dominated by ruderal 
(weedy) non-native forbs and grasses surrounding the proposed construction staging and 
access areas. The areas to the south of the historic marsh margin in the West Parcel and in the 
Shell Pond parcel are largely dominated by California annual grassland with seasonal wetland 
inclusions. This vegetation type is characterized by grasses and forbs as the prevalent ground 
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cover, and there is less than 10 percent canopy cover from trees and shrubs. The dominant 
species are mostly nonnative grasses such as soft chess (Bromus hordeaceus), ripgut brome 
(Bromus diandrus), red brome (Bromus madritensis ssp. rubens), wild oat (Avena fatua), barley 
(Hordeum murinum), and rat-tail fescue (Vulpia myuros). Introduced forbs are also commonly 
observed, such as filarees (Erodium cicutarium and E. botrys), and wild radish (Raphanus 
sativa). The dominant non-native forb in many areas is perennial peppergrass. The non-native 
grasses are also observed in the area due south of Shell Pond and around the existing and 
proposed access routes. In areas where the dense pepperweed and/or non-native grass cover 
does not preclude the presence of other species, forbs such as wild radish, sow-thistle 
(Sonchus oleraceous), field mustard (Brassica rapa), fennel (Foeniculum vulgare), English 
plantain (Plantago lanceolata), black mustard (Brassica nigra), Italian thistle (Carduus 
pycnocephalus), and vetch (Vicia americana) are common.  

Uplands – Coyote Brush Scrub 
The dominant species in this plant community is coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis). A sparsely 
vegetated band of coyote brush is found along the southern boundary of the Carbon Black Area. 
General vegetation areas are shown in Figure 4-2. 

Wildlife Habitats  
Wildlife habitats in the Project area include a mosaic of open water, wetlands, channels, and 
disturbed ruderal upland habitat on and adjacent to the levees that potentially support a diverse 
wildlife component. The riprap-lined and mud banks of the Pond provide habitat for rodents and 
other small mammals. There are no mudflats in the Shell Pond; however, there is an area of 
exposed non-native material in the southern portion of the Pond. Although this area looks like a 
mudflat, it does not perform the same function of providing prey for shorebirds and areas safe 
from terrestrial predators. Because the potential nest sites on the non-native material are not 
protected by soft mud or surrounded by water, it is unlikely that this area will be used by 
shorebirds for nesting. If shorebirds did attempt to nest in this area, it is unlikely that they will be 
successful because of the lack of protection for the nests and the apparent high number of 
mammalian predators that could access the site. During surveys conducted in spring 2010, 
numerous coyote (Canis latrans) and raccoon (Procyon lotor) tracks were observed on the 
shoreline of the Shell Pond. 

Open Water 
The Shell Pond currently contains brackish water and is not influenced by tidal action. Open 
water provides important resting, foraging, and wintering habitat for migratory wildlife, such as 
waterfowl and shorebirds. The Shell Pond contains approximately 68.5 acres of open water 
habitat. A variety of birds have been observed on the open waters of the Shell Pond including 
American white pelicans (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos), mallard (Anas platyrhynchos), black-
necked stilt (Himantopus mexicanus), and American avocet (Recurvirostra americana). 

The Shell Pond is surrounded by partially vegetated levees topped with a gravel access road. 
There are patches of pickleweed that mostly occur at the base of the inside bank of the levees, 
just above the water line on the southern portions of the east and west levees. The pickleweed 
abruptly transitions to upland, non-native grasses; this transition generally corresponds to the 
upper wetland boundary within the Pond. The levees on the northern portion of the Pond are 
adjacent to sloughs and brackish marsh habitat. 
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Wetlands 
Wetlands are important for many resident and breeding tidal marsh obligate species. Wetlands 
provide food for birds and other animals in the form of plants and invertebrates. Birds find 
shelter in wetland vegetation from predators and the weather as well as nesting and foraging 
opportunities. Rails build platform nests in the low marsh and feed in the sloughs. Other birds 
build nests and forage in the salt-tolerant vegetation, and other types of wildlife nest in and feed 
on the pickleweed of the higher marsh. Although relatively few bird species are year-round 
residents of coastal wetlands, many species temporarily inhabit brackish marshes during their 
annual migrations.  

High marsh occurs to the west of the Shell Pond and these wetlands support pickleweed; low 
marsh occurs to the north and east and supports fairly dense, salt-tolerant vegetation. A variety 
of wildlife occurs in the wetlands including Pacific chorus frog (Pseudacris regilla), western pond 
turtle (Actinemys marmorata), marsh wren (Cistothorus palustris), common yellowthroat 
(Geothlypis trichas), red-winged blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus), song sparrow (Melospiza 
melodia), and raccoon. 

Sloughs  
Tidal channels (sloughs) and islands in wetlands are a barrier to terrestrial predators and reduce 
the risk of predation to nesting or young birds. However, some predators, such as the raccoon, 
are well adapted to both wetland and upland environments, and prey on both young and nesting 
birds. Snakes, foxes, feral cats, rats, predatory birds, and other animals may also hunt in these 
areas.  

The California clapper rail is a resident species that is found in tidal marshes where cordgrass 
and pickleweed occur. It nests along channels and feeds throughout the intertidal zone. A 
number of other resident species rely on the tidal marsh, including ducks, rails, and muskrats 
(Ondatra zibethicus). Herons and egrets also use tidal sloughs and shallow ponds although they 
prefer to nest in tall trees, which do not occur at the Shell Pond site. 

Uplands 
Uplands occur to the south and west of the Shell Pond. Plant species in the upland habitats 
include coyote brush, fennel, exotic grasses, and various thistles including Italian thistle 
(Carduus pycnocephalus), bull thistle (Cirsium vulgare), and artichoke thistle (Cynara 
cardunculus). The habitat is highly disturbed, with few shrubs along levee banks and virtually no 
understory. Wildlife observed in the upland habitats at the Shell Pond include California 
kingsnake (Lampropeltis getula californiae), Pacific gopher snake (Pituophis catenifer catenifer), 
western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis), American kestrel (Falco sparverius), western 
meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta), northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos), red-winged 
blackbird, California vole (Microtus californica), black-tailed jackrabbit (Lepus californicus), long-
tailed weasel (Mustela frenata), and coyote. 

Special-Status Species  
Special-status species are defined as species that are legally protected under the California and 
federal Endangered Species Acts (ESAs) or other regulations, or species considered sufficiently 
rare by the scientific community to qualify for such listing. Attachment C, Regulatory Framework, 
provides a summary of the federal and state Endangered Species Acts. 

Special-status species that have the potential to occur in the Project area were identified from 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Species Lists, the California Natural Diversity 
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Database (CNDDB), and the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) List for the Honker Bay 
U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute Quadrangle map. 

The CNDDB record search was conducted in October 2009 and updated in February 2011; the 
results are presented in Figures 4-3 and 4-5 through 4-7.  

Plants 
Four plant species of concern have been found on the West Parcel and Shell Pond Parcel 
(Figure 4-4), including Suisun marsh aster (Symphyotrichum lentum); Mason’s lilaeopsis 
(Lilaeopsis masonii); Delta tule pea (Lathyrus jepsonii ssp. jepsonii); and soft bird’s beak 
(Cordylanthus mollis ssp. mollis) (CH2M HILL, 2010; CDFG, 2008; ENTRIX, 2007). One of 
these species, Mason’s lilaeopsis, was observed on the bank of the canal north of Shell Pond 
during a 2007 survey conducted by boat (ENTRIX, 2007). Suisun Marsh aster was observed 
during 2006 surveys (ENTRIX, 2007), but was not found during the rare plant surveys 
conducted in 2009 and 2010 (CH2M HILL, 2010). These and other potentially occurring plant 
species of concern are described and are listed in Table 4-2. Further detail related to plant 
species that have been found on the Project site is included below.  

Protocol-level surveys were floristic in scope, meaning that all plant species encountered were 
identified to the taxonomic level needed to determine if they have special status. Surveys were 
conducted according to the botanical survey guidelines of the USFWS (USFWS, 1996a), the 
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG, 2000), and the CNPS (2001). Reference 
populations of Suisun Marsh aster were visited along the south shore of the San Joaquin River 
at the Antioch Bridge. 

Reference site visit were not conducted for the remaining species in Table 4-1 because they 
were impractical for the following reasons:  

 The large number of potentially occurring special-status plants 

 The large range in their flowering times (January through November) 

 The lack of precise information on the location and land ownership of many local 
populations 

 The lack of access to many local populations 10 miles or less from the study area, many of 
which are on private property, or on property to which access is restricted to limited days 
and hours 

Suisun Marsh Aster (Symphyotrichum lentum) 
Suisun Marsh aster is an herbaceous, perennial rhizomatous plant in the sunflower family 
(Asteraceae). The name Aster lentus was used for this taxon in The Jepson Manual (Hickman, 
1993) but is currently recognized as a synonym (Jepson Online Interchange, 2009). Suisun 
Marsh aster grows from 15 to 60 inches tall, and spreads vegetatively by underground roots to 
form clonal colonies. It has smooth, dark green, 1- to 2-inch long leaves attached to more or 
less smooth stems. In bloom, it has numerous daisy-like flower heads with violet-colored petals. 
It is known from freshwater and brackish marshes in California, primarily from the Sacramento 
Valley, San Francisco Bay area, and central coast (Hickman, 1993; UCB, 2009).  

Suisun Marsh aster is distinguished from the more common Pacific aster (Symphyotrichum 
chilense [=Aster chilensis]) by its hairless stems and relatively slender phyllaries (bracts on 
flower heads in the sunflower family) that are pale-margined for greater than half of their length. 
Intergrades between the two species have been noted (Hickman, 1993). 
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Suisun Marsh aster was previously reported to occur at the northwest corner of the Shell Pond 
levees (ENTRIX, 2007); however, this species was not found during surveys conducted in 2009 
and 2010 (CH2M HILL, 2010). 
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TABLE 4-2 
Special-Status Plants Potentially Present at the PG&E Shell Pond Site 

Scientific Name 
Common Name 

Status a 
(Fed/State/CNPS) Habitat Requirements Occurrence or Potential to Occur 

Blooming 
Period 

Atriplex cordulata 
Heartscale 

--/ --/ 1B.2 Chenopod scrub, meadows and seeps, 
valley and foothill grassland (sandy)/ 
saline or alkaline 

Typically found in alkaline or saline soils of the Central 
Valley rather than tidal marshes. Low potential to occur in 
the Project site, not found in surveys. 

Apr-Oct 

Blepharizonia plumosa  
Big tarplant 

--/ --/ 1B.1 Valley and foothill grassland 
30-505 meters (m) (98-1,660 feet) 

Low likelihood of occurrence given the low elevations onsite  Jul-Oct 

Cicuta maculata var. bolanderi  
Bolander's water-hemlock 

--/ --/ 2.1 Marshes and swamps; coastal, fresh or 
brackish water; 0-200 m 

Potential to occur in marshes or slough fringes Jul-Sep 

Cordylanthus mollis ssp. mollis  
Soft bird's-beak 

FE/ SR/ 1B.2 Marshes and swamps (coastal salt) Occurs along the north shore of the tidal pond found in the 
field to the west of the Shell Pond (ENTRIX, 2007) 

Jul-Nov 

Isocoma arguta 
 Carquinez goldenbush 

--/ --/ 1B.1 Valley and foothill grassland Low potential to occur given known range of species (Solano 
County) 

Aug-Dec 

Lathyrus jepsonii var. jepsonii  
Delta tule pea 

--/ --/ 1B.2 Marshes and swamps (freshwater and 
brackish) 

Found on the west bank of the West Slough, roughly half-
way to Suisun Bay from the Pond (CH2M HILL, in prep) 

May-Jul 
(Sep) 

Lilaeopsis masonii  
Mason's lilaeopsis 

--/ SR / 1B.1 Marshes and swamps (brackish or 
freshwater); riparian scrub. Occurs 
typically in intertidal areas of the Delta 

Occurs along the East Slough and along the northern limit of 
the adjacent marshes at Suisun Bay (ENTRIX, 2007; CH2M 
HILL, 2010) 

Apr-Nov 

Limosella subulata 
 Delta mudwort 

--/ --/ 2.1 Marshes and swamps 
Note, the species does not appear to 
be native to California 

Low potential to occur May-Aug 

Oenothera deltoides ssp. howellii  
Antioch dunes evening-primrose 

FE/ SE/ 1B.1 Inland dunes Occurs in sand dune habitat approximately 8 miles to the 
east of the site 
No habitat present on site 

Mar-Sep 

Symphyotrichum lentum  
Suisun Marsh aster 

--/ --/ 1B.2 Marshes and swamps (brackish and 
freshwater) 

Potential to occur along the shore of Suisun Bay and at 
along the Shell Pond levees. Not found during 2010 protocol 
surveys at Shell Pond.  

May-Nov 
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TABLE 4-2 
Special-Status Plants Potentially Present at the PG&E Shell Pond Site 

Scientific Name 
Common Name 

Status a 
(Fed/State/CNPS) Habitat Requirements Occurrence or Potential to Occur 

Blooming 
Period 

Notes: 
a Status codes: 
Federal (USFWS) designations: 

FE Endangered: Any species in danger of extinction throughout 
all or a significant portion of its range. 

State (CDFG) designations: 
SE Endangered: Any species in danger of extinction throughout 

all or a significant portion of its range. 
SR Rare: Any species not currently threatened with extinction, 

but in such small numbers throughout its range that it may 
become endangered if its present environment worsens. 

 
CNPS List:  
1B Plants Rare, Threatened, or Endangered in California and Elsewhere 
2 Plants Rare, Threatened, or Endangered in California, But More Common Elsewhere 
3 Plants About Which We Need More Information - A Review List 
4 Plants of Limited Distribution - A Watch List 
CNPS Threat Ranks: 
1 Seriously threatened in California (high degree/immediacy of threat) 
2 Fairly threatened in California (moderate degree/immediacy of threat) 
3 Not very threatened in California (low degree/immediacy of threats or no current threats known) 

Sources: California Native Plant Society (CNPS), 2010; California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), 2010; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), 2010. 
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Mason’s Lilaeopsis (Lilaeopsis masonii) 
Mason’s lilaeopsis is a small perennial rhizomatous herb in the Apiaceae family; it grows from 
less than 1 inch to 3 inches in height and has tufted linear leaves. It blooms from April through 
November in brackish or freshwater marshes or swamps and riparian scrub. It reproduces 
primarily vegetatively from creeping rhizomes. It is typically found in tidal zones on muddy or 
silty soil at elevations ranging from approximately 0 to 30 feet in estuarine wetlands and 
immediately below the banks of sloughs and rivers. Mason’s lilaeopsis is a California rare 
species listed under the California Native Plant Protection Act and is considered severely 
threatened in California (1b.1) by the CNPS (CDFG, 2008). Mason’s lilaeopsis is found along 
the Eastern Slough and on the north edge of the parcels along the banks of Suisun Bay 
(ENTRIX, 2007, CH2M HILL, 2010).  

Delta Tule Pea (Lathyrus jepsonii var. jepsonii) 
Delta tule pea (Lathyrus jepsonii var. jepsonii) is a glabrous climbing perennial herb that can 
grow up to 8 feet in height. It has winged stems and is identified by the number of leaflets, its 
glabrous winged stem, and pink to pink-purple flowers. It tends to grow over other vegetation 
because of its climbing habit. The leaves have small, narrow stipules, with 10 to 16 leaflets, and 
coiled branched tendrils (Hickman, 1993). Delta tule pea occurs in freshwater and brackish 
marshes and swamps at low elevations (0 to 13 feet). It grows in areas that are often deeply 
inundated during the flood events and are subjected to intense soil disturbance by floodwaters. 
This species blooms from May to September (CNPS, 2001). It was found along the banks of the 
Western Slough, north of the Shell Pond.  

Soft Bird’s Beak (Cordylanthus mollis ssp. mollis) 
Soft bird's beak (Cordylanthus mollis ssp. mollis) is an endangered species endemic to tidal 
marshes of San Pablo Bay and Suisun Bay. It is restricted to persistent emergent intertidal 
estuarine wetland above the mean high water line. Its growth habit is a hemiparasitic annual 
herb, 25 to 40 centimeters (cm) tall, with foliage that is grayish-green, often tinged red or purple. 
The inconspicuous white or pale yellow flowers, each subtended by bracts, are borne in a spike, 
usually 5 to 15 cm long. It blooms from July to September. 

Soft bird’s beak thrives best under a partially open canopy that provides intermediate light levels 
at ground level during seedling emergence in the spring (Grewell et al., 2003). This plant 
establishes fragile, parasitic root connections to host plants by means of a specialized structure 
called a haustorium. Known suitable hosts include salt grass, pickleweed, and marsh jaumea. 
Seedlings suffer increased mortality when they germinate near unsuitable hosts or in habitats 
with a low availability of suitable hosts (Grewell, 2004). 

Soft bird’s beak is known to occur along the north shore of the tidal pond found in the field to the 
west of the Shell Pond (ENTRIX, 2007) in an area outside the proposed Project boundary. 

Special-Status Wildlife Species 
A search of the California Natural Diversity Database was conducted to determine which 
species have the potential to occur in the Project area. Special-status wildlife species with the 
potential to occur are listed in Table 4-3.  
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TABLE 4-3 
Comprehensive List of Special-Status Wildlife Species Potentially Residing in the PG&E Shell Pond Site 

Common Name Scientific Name Statusa  Seasonb Primary Habitatc 
Potential Occurrence 

in Project Area 

Insects and Crustaceans 

Lange’s metalmark 
butterfly 

Apodemia mormo langei FE Resident Riverbank sand dunes; host is Eriogonum latifolium ssp. 
auriculatum. Only uses plants that are 4 or 5 years old. 

Low potential to occur, 
no suitable habitat.  

Conservancy fairy 
shrimp 

Branchinecta conservation FE Resident Large, cool-water vernal pools with moderately turbid water None. No suitable 
habitat. Nearest CBDDB 
occurrence more than 5 
miles from Project area. 

Longhorn fairy shrimp B. Longiantenna FE Resident Associated with ephemeral swales and clear to turbid vernal 
pools in grassland communities. 

None. No suitable 
habitat. Nearest 
CBDDB occurrence 
more than 5 miles from 
Project area. 

California freshwater 
shrimp 

Syncaris pacifica SE, FE Resident Endemic to low gradient streams in Marin, Napa, and 
Sonoma Counties 

None. No suitable 
habitat. Outside of 
species’ known range. 

Vernal pool fairy shrimp  Branchinecta lynchi FT Resident Vernal pools, ephemeral alkali pools, seasonal drainages, 
stock ponds, vernal swales, and rock outcrops 

Low potential to occur in 
seasonal wetlands 

Vernal pool tadpole 
shrimp 

Lepidurus packardi FE Resident Inhabits vernal pools and swales in the Sacramento Valley 
and San Joaquin Valley containing clear to highly turbid 
water. 

No suitable habitat. 
Nearest CBDDB 
occurrence more than 5 
miles from Project area. 

San Bruno elfin 
butterfly 

Callophrys mossii bayensis FE Resident Coastal, mountainous areas with grassy ground cover, 
mainly in the vicinity of San Bruno mountain, San Mateo 
County. Colonies are located on steep, north-facing slopes 
within the fog belt. Larval host plant is Sedum 
spathulifolium 

Unlikely to be present 
due to lack of host plant 
habitat and current 
known range. 

Fish      

Green sturgeon Acipenser medirostris  FT, CSC Resident Found in coastal marine waters and inland in waters and 
tributaries of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta 

Potential to occur in 
sloughs 

Central California coast 
Coho salmon 
Evolutionary 
Significant Unit (ESU) 

Oncorhynhcus kisutch FE, SE N.A. Found from Punta Gorda in northern California south to and 
including the San Lorenzo River in central California, as well 
as tributaries to San Francisco Bay, excluding the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin River system, as well as several 
artificial propagation programs 

Project area is 
outside of designated 
Critical Habitat, 
unlikely to be found in 
Project vicinity. 
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TABLE 4-3 
Comprehensive List of Special-Status Wildlife Species Potentially Residing in the PG&E Shell Pond Site 

Common Name Scientific Name Statusa  Seasonb Primary Habitatc 
Potential Occurrence 

in Project Area 

Delta smelt (and critical 
habitat) 

Hypomesus transpacificus FT, SE Resident Found upstream from Suisun Bay through the delta, 
primarily in the mixing zone, but dispersing up rivers and 
sloughs in spawning season 

Potential to occur in 
sloughs 

Longfin smelt Spirinchus thaleichthys ST,  Resident Found from Monterey to Alaska in saltwater and 
freshwater habitats, including coastal lagoons, 
estuaries, and marshes 

Potential to occur in 
sloughs  

Steelhead- Central 
Valley ESU (and critical 
habitat) 

Oncorhynchus mykiss irideus FT Summer run (May-Oct); 
Winter run (Nov-Apr) 

From Russian River south to Pajaro River Potential to occur in 
sloughs 

Central Valley spring-
run Chinook salmon,  

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha FT, ST Spring Sacramento River and tributaries Potential to occur in 
sloughs 

Winter-run Chinook 
salmon, Sacramento 
River (and critical 
habitat) 

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha SE, FE Winter Sacramento River and tributaries Potential to occur in 
sloughs 

Sacramento splittail Pogonichthys macrolepidotus CSC Resident Endemic to the lakes and rivers of the central valley, but 
now confined to the delta, Suisan bay, and associated 
marshes; prefers slow moving river sections, dead-end 
sloughs; requires flooded vegetation for spawning and 
foraging for young 

Potential to occur in 
sloughs 

Amphibians 

California tiger 
salamander, central 
population 

Ambystoma californiense FT,ST Resident Grassland, oak savanna, and edges of mixed woodlands; 
breeding: vernal pools, temporary rainwater ponds, 
permanent human-made ponds if predatory fishes are 
absent 

Unlikely to occur due to 
lack of freshwater 
habitat. 

California red-legged 
frog 

Rana draytonii FT, CSC Resident Grasslands and streamsides with plant cover; permanent 
water sources: lakes, ponds, reservoirs, slow streams, 
marshes, bogs, and swamps. 

Unlikely to occur due to 
lack of freshwater 
habitat. 

Reptiles 

Western pond turtle Actinemys marmorata CSC Resident Ponds, lakes, rivers, streams, creeks, marshes, and 
irrigation ditches, with abundant vegetation 

Observed in the Project 
area 

Northwestern pond 
turtle 

Actinemys marmorata 
marmorata 

CSC Resident Ponds, lakes, rivers, streams, creeks, marshes, and 
irrigation ditches, with abundant vegetation 

Observed in the Project 
area 
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TABLE 4-3 
Comprehensive List of Special-Status Wildlife Species Potentially Residing in the PG&E Shell Pond Site 

Common Name Scientific Name Statusa  Seasonb Primary Habitatc 
Potential Occurrence 

in Project Area 

Birds 

Burrowing owl  Athene cunicularia CSC Resident Primarily inhabits open areas with short vegetation and 
bare ground in desert, grassland, and shrub-steppe 
environments; dependent on the presence of fossorial 
mammals (primarily prairie dogs and ground squirrels), 
whose burrows are used for nesting and roosting. 

Potentially present 
based on presence of 
potentially suitable 
habitat and current 
range. 

Double-crested 
cormorant 

Phalacrocorax auritus CSC Resident Coast and inland lakes, rivers, and other water bodies 
throughout North America; build nests of twigs and 
branches beginning in April, usually in trees or on the 
ground, on islands favored also by other colonial nesting 
birds 

Observed in the Project 
area 

California clapper rail Rallus longirostris obsoletus FE, FP, 
SE 

Resident Inhabits freshwater marshes, wet meadows, and shallow 
margins of saltwater marshes bordering larger bays; needs 
water depth of about 1 inch that does not fluctuate during the 
year and dense vegetation for nesting habitat 

Potentially present 
based on presence of 
potentially suitable 
habitat and current range 

California black rail Laterallus jamaicensis 
coturniculus 

FP, ST Resident Inhabits freshwater marshes, wet meadows, and shallow 
margins of saltwater marshes bordering larger bays; needs 
water depth of about 1 inch that does not fluctuate during the 
year and dense vegetation for nesting habitat 

Potentially present 
based on presence of 
potentially suitable 
habitat and current 
range 

California least tern Sterna antillarum browni FE, FP, 
SE 

Summer Nests along the coast from San Francisco Bay south to 
northern Baja California. Colonial breeder on bare or 
sparsely vegetated, flat substrates: sandy beaches, alkali 
flats, landfills, or paved areas. 

Potentially present 
based on presence of 
suitable foraging 
habitat and current 
range 

Northern harrier Circus cyaneus CSC Resident (primarily) Flat, open areas of tall, dense grasses, moist or dry shrubs, 
and edges for nesting, cover, and feeding 

Observed in the Project 
area; potential breeding 
habitat nearby. 

White-tailed kite Elanus leucurus FP Resident Open grasslands, meadows, farmlands, and emergent 
wetlands. Groves of dense, broad-leafed deciduous trees 
used for nesting and roosting 

Observed in the Project 
area 

Tricolored blackbird Agelaius tricolor CSC Resident (primarily) Near open accessible water with dense emergent vegetation 
(for example, cattails) 

Potentially present 
based on presence of 
potentially suitable 
habitat and current range 

Loggerhead shrike Lanius ludovicianus CSC Resident Open shrub/grassland Observed in the Project 
area 
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TABLE 4-3 
Comprehensive List of Special-Status Wildlife Species Potentially Residing in the PG&E Shell Pond Site 

Common Name Scientific Name Statusa  Seasonb Primary Habitatc 
Potential Occurrence 

in Project Area 

Salt marsh common 
yellowthroat 

Geothlypis trichas sinuosa CSC Resident Salt marshes Observed in the Project 
area 

Suisun song sparrow Melospiza melodia 
maxillaries 

CSC Resident Brackish marshes Observed in the Project 
area 

Mammals      

Salt-marsh harvest 
mouse 

Reithrodontomys raviventris  FE, FP, 
SE 

Resident Inhabits the saline emergent wetlands of San Francisco Bay 
and its tributaries. Typically found in pickleweed marshes 

Potentially present 
based on presence of 
potentially suitable 
habitat and current 
range 

Notes: 
a Status. 

Federal Status 
BGPA = Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
FD = federally delisted  
FE = federally listed as endangered 
FT = federally listed as threatened 

State Status 
CSC = state species of special concern 
FP = fully protected  
SE = state listed as endangered 
SP = state proposed for listing 
SR = state rare 
ST = state listed as threatened 

b Season. Season of use for animals. N.A. = not applicable. 
c Primary Habitat: Most likely habitat association  
Sources (CDFG, 2010; USFWS, 2010, ECCHCP, 2007, CNDDB, 2011):  
(Altamont, Livermore, Clifton Court Forebay, Holt, Tracy, Midway, Antioch South, Brentwood, Woodward Island, Tassajara, Byron Hot Springs, Union Island, La Costa Valley, Mendenhall 
Springs, Cedar Mountain, and Lone Tree Creek 7.5-minute USGS quadrangles searched)  
California Natural Diversity Database Program “Rarefind” (April 2010). The Resources Agency, Sacramento. 
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Reconnaissance-level wildlife surveys were conducted at the Project site in July 2006. This 
survey involved traversing habitats by walking and driving in representative portions of the 
habitat types (plant communities). Species were recorded as present if they were observed, if 
species-specific vocalizations were heard, or if diagnostic field signs were found (e.g., 
scat/pellets, tracks). Species observed in areas immediately adjacent to the Project site were 
also recorded if appropriate habitat occurred within the Project site. Binoculars and a spotting 
scope were used to assist with the visual survey. General observations on the suitability of 
cover types for various species of conservation concern were also recorded. 

Additionally, a habitat assessment was conducted at the Project site for California clapper rail 
and California black rail in October 2010. The Project site was systematically evaluated on foot 
along accessible levees using binoculars to identify potential areas suitable for foraging and/or 
nesting by the California black rail and California clapper rail in the vicinity of Shell Pond. The 
field survey included the Shell Pond area, the Carbon Black Area and a potential access route 
southwest of the Pond. The survey was conducted by Jules Evens of Avocet Research 
Associates on October 20, 2010 between the hours of 10 am and 12 pm. Protocol-level surveys 
are planned for California clapper rail and California black rail in 2011. 

Protocol-level surveys for burrowing owls will also be conducted in 2011. Surveys for other 
special-status species (including nesting birds) will be conducted prior to Project construction. 

A more detailed description of species likely to occur on the Project site, based on observation 
of presence or the presence of suitable habitat, is provided below.  

Federally Listed Vernal Pool Crustaceans 
Some of the seasonal wetland habitats identified on the Shell Pond parcel have a low potential 
to support vernal pool fairy shrimp (Branchinecta lynchi), a federally listed threatened species 
that occurs in neutral to slightly alkaline seasonal wetlands and vernal pools throughout the 
California Central Valley and the Sacramento River Delta. The closest reported occurrence of 
vernal pool fairy shrimp is more than 5 miles away, approximately 5.5 miles east of the property 
near along the Burlington Northern Santa Fe railroad tracks near Dowest Slough. 

North American Green Sturgeon 
The southern distinct population segment (DPS) North American green sturgeon (Acipenser 
medirostris) (green sturgeon) is listed as federally threatened. The green sturgeon critical 
habitat review team determined that only the Sacramento, Feather, and Yuba Rivers in the 
Sacramento Valley are natal watersheds for the green sturgeon (74 Code of Federal 
Regulations [CFR] 52300). Juvenile, sub-adult, and adult life stages may occur throughout the 
Suisun, San Pablo, and San Francisco Bay estuaries, and these bays support rearing, feeding, 
and growth of juvenile green sturgeon prior to their first entry into marine waters. These 
estuaries also serve as important feeding, rearing, and migratory habitat for sub-adult and adult 
green sturgeon. In summary, green sturgeon occur throughout riverine areas of only their natal 
river systems (that is, the Sacramento River, lower Feather River, and lower Yuba River) and 
are believed to be restricted to the estuarine areas of non-natal river systems in the San 
Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun Bays downstream of the head of mean high tidal waters 
(Federal Register Vol. 74, No. 195). The green sturgeon is a long-lived anadromous species 
that generally migrates upstream through the San Francisco and San Pablo Bays and into the 
fresh waters of the Sacramento River between late February and late July (CDFG, 2002). Green 
sturgeon may spawn from every 2 to 5 years from March through July, with peak spawning 
occurring in April through June (Moyle et al., 1995). The Project area coincides with critical 
habitat for green sturgeon. Therefore, green sturgeon can potentially occur at the Project site.  
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Delta Smelt 
The Delta smelt (Hypomesus transpacificus) is a federally threatened and state endangered 
species. Critical habitat for Delta smelt was designated in 1994. Delta smelt are endemic to the 
upper Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta (estuary). They occur in the Delta primarily 
downstream of the mouth of the American River on the Sacramento River, downstream of 
Mossdale on the San Joaquin River, and in Suisun Bay in the western Delta.  

In most years, spawning occurs in shallow water habitats in the Delta. Spawning has been 
recorded in Montezuma Slough near Suisun Bay (Wang, 1986) and may occur in Suisun Slough 
in Suisun Marsh (P. Moyle, UCD, unpublished data as cited by USFWS, 2004a). 

The spawning season includes winter (December) to early summer (July) with a peak in April 
and May. 

According to the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Native Fish Recovery Plan (USFWS, 1996b) 
and PG&E staff biologists (S. Running, pers. comm., in progress), Delta smelt have been 
documented in the tidally influenced riverine waters of the Project site. The Project site has all 
the primary constituent elements essential to the conservation of the Delta smelt: physical 
habitat, water, “river flow” (East Slough), and salinity concentrations required to maintain Delta 
smelt habitat for spawning, larval and juvenile transport, rearing, and adult migration. The 
Project area includes marginal habitat for Delta smelt, primarily within the East and West 
Sloughs that historically linked the Pond with the shoreline and waters of the Bay. 

Longfin Smelt 
The USFWS is completing a 12-month review of the status of the longfin smelt (Spirinchus 
thaleichthys) before formally listing the longfin smelt under the federal ESA. The California Fish 
and Game Commission listed the longfin smelt as threatened under the California ESA.  

Longfin smelt is a small silvery anadromous fish that can tolerate salinities ranging from 
freshwater to nearly pure seawater. Adults are known to be concentrated in Suisun, San Pablo, 
and North San Francisco Bays (Moyle, 2002). Longfin smelt congregate for spawning in the 
upper end of Suisun Bay and lower and middle Delta, especially in the Sacramento River 
channel and sloughs (Moyle et al., 1995). The longfin smelt has a very prolonged spawning 
season with spawning occurring as early as November into June (Baxter, unpublished data as 
cited by Moyle et al., 1995). The peak breeding season occurs between February and April with 
larger and older longfin smelt spawning later in the year (Wang, 1986 as cited by Moyle et al., 
1995).  

Longfin smelt share similar habitat characteristics as the Delta smelt, and are therefore 
assumed to exist in the Project area.  

Central Valley Steelhead 
The Central Valley steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss irideus) Distinct Population Segment 
(DPS) is listed as federally threatened. The Project lies in designated critical habitat for Central 
Valley steelhead. 

Central Valley steelhead enter freshwater as adults in August with a peak from late September 
to October (Moyle, 2002). They typically spawn in tributaries to the Sacramento and San 
Joaquin rivers, often ascending long distances. Spawning generally occurs from December 
through April depending on the local population. Habitat requirements are similar to those for 
Chinook salmon in that they require cool, clean flowing water with sufficient dissolved oxygen 
and minimal turbidity for successful incubation and rearing. Potential steelhead use of the 
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Project area is limited to migration for both adults and juveniles and foraging and rearing for 
juveniles.  

Central Valley Spring-run Chinook Salmon 
Central Valley spring-run Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) are listed as federally 
threatened and as state threatened. Critical habitat for the federal Central Valley spring-run 
Chinook salmon Evolutionary Significant Unit (ESU) includes all river reaches accessible to 
listed Chinook salmon in the Sacramento River and its tributaries, including Suisun Bay.  

Adult spring-run Chinook migrate up Sacramento Valley tributary creeks from March through 
June (Vogel, 1987) and spawn from late August to mid-October. Juveniles move downstream 
soon after hatching in March or April, or may move downstream the following fall as yearlings 
(C. Harvey, pers. comm. as cited by Moyle et al., 1995). The presence of spring-run Chinook 
salmon in the Project area can only be inferred during the upstream migration of adults and the 
downstream migration of juveniles. 

Winter-run Chinook Salmon 
Sacramento River winter-run Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) are listed as 
federally and state endangered. Critical habitat for the winter-run Chinook salmon includes the 
Sacramento River from Keswick Dam in Shasta County to Chipps Island at the westward 
margin of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta, including Suisun Bay.  

Generally, winter-run adults migrate from December through July with a peak occurring in 
March in most years (Moyle, 2002). Spawning occurs in mid- to late April and continues through 
early August in most years, with a peak occurring in May and June. Juveniles may spend an 
indeterminate length of time in the Bay Delta estuary (Moyle, 2002). Use of the Project area by 
winter-run Chinook is limited to migration for both adults and juveniles and foraging and rearing 
for juveniles.  

Sacramento Splittail 
Sacramento splittail (Pogonichthys macrolepidotus) was listed as a federally threatened 
species, but was delisted and is currently a Class 1 California species of special concern. 
Class 1 species of special concern conform to the state definition of a threatened or endangered 
species and could qualify for addition to the official state list of threatened and endangered 
species. 

The Sacramento splittail is native to the California Central Valley and is mainly found in sloughs, 
lakes, and rivers. Splittail are principally found in the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta 
estuary, especially the western Delta and Suisun Marsh (Moyle et al., 1995). They are also 
common in and around the marshy areas of Sherman Island and Big Break (Moyle et al., 1995). 
In these locations, they are year-round residents concentrating in the dead-end sloughs that 
typically have small streams feeding into them (Moyle et al., 1985 as cited by Moyle et al., 
1995). In the lower reaches of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta estuary, spawning 
occurs as early as late January to early February through July (Wang, 1986 as cited by Moyle et 
al., 1995). Splittail spawn on submerged vegetation in flooded areas, and spawning occurs in 
the lower reaches of rivers and in dead-end sloughs, (Moyle, 1976 as cited by Moyle et al., 
1995). Splittail can potentially occur on the Project site.  

Western Pond Turtle 
Western pond turtle (Actinemys marmorata) is a California species of special concern. Pond 
turtles are found in slow-moving aquatic habitats such as ponds, marshes, streams, and 
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irrigation ditches. They use submerged or emergent vegetation for foraging and require logs or 
other objects for basking. During the spring and summer, pond turtles nest in upland habitats 
adjacent to aquatic sites that provide a suitable thermal and hydric environment for incubation of 
the eggs. Pond turtles are known from throughout Suisun Marsh and potential nesting habitat 
occurs in and around the site. Pond turtles have not been observed in the Shell Pond, but they 
were observed during the spring 2010 surveys basking on islands in the ditch north of the 
Carbon Black Area and on the banks of the Western Slough between the Shell Pond and 
Carbon Black Area. 

California Clapper Rail 
The California clapper rail (Rallus longirostris obsoletus) is a state- and federally listed 
endangered species. It is also listed as a fully protected species by the State of California. This 
secretive bird prefers salt marshes dominated by pickleweed and California cordgrass with 
adjacent areas of high marsh cover, for example, pickleweed, gumplant (Grindelia spp.), 
saltgrass, alkali heath, or fleshy jaumea (Jaumea carnosa) (Albertson and Evens, 2000). They 
also occupy marshes dominated by bulrush. Use of brackish marshes by clapper rails is largely 
restricted to major sloughs and rivers of San Pablo Bay and western Suisun Marsh, and along 
portions of Coyote Creek in south San Francisco Bay. In brackish marshes, other rail species 
such as Virginia rail (Rallus limicola) and sora rail (Porzana carolina) are typically more common 
than clapper rails (USFWS, 2009). This subspecies of the clapper rail is now restricted to the 
tidal marshlands around the San Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun Bays.  

No California clapper rails have been observed in the marshes adjacent to the Shell Pond 
parcel, but there is potential nesting and foraging habitat in these areas. Although rail surveys 
could not be completed during 2009 or 2010 to confirm or refute presence, additional surveys 
will be performed in 2011. Until these surveys are completed, it is assumed that California 
clapper rail is present but only in the center of the marsh located north of the Pond. 

California Black Rail 
The California black rail (Laterallus jamaicensis coturniculus) is a state-listed threatened and 
fully-protected species. Around the San Francisco Bay Estuary, these rails inhabit marsh 
dominated by pickleweed but also occupy areas with bulrush. They prefer tidal marshes but 
apparently will use higher marshlands during “wet” years (Trulio and Evens, 2000). There are a 
number of records of this highly secretive species in the Suisun Bay. Based on the known 
occurrence of this species in the Suisun Bay and the habitat present north of the Shell Pond, 
there is at least some potential for the California black rail to occur in the vicinity of the site. 
Black rails have not been observed in the marshes adjacent to the Shell Pond parcel, but there 
is potential habitat for them in these areas. 

Northern Harrier 
The northern harrier (Circus cyaneus) is a California species of special concern at its nesting 
sites. This raptor prefers to nest in open habitats including grasslands, ranch lands, marshes, 
and fields. Typically, they forage low over these habitats hunting for small mammals, birds, 
reptiles, and frogs (MacWhirter and Bildstein, 1996). Northern harriers generally nest on the 
ground in open country in tall dense grasses or other vegetation. A male harrier has been 
observed foraging in the Shell Pond area during numerous site visits and is likely nesting in the 
vicinity. Potential breeding habitat for this species occurs in the dense vegetation around the 
site. 
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California Least Tern 
The California least tern (Sterna antillarum browni) is a state- and federally listed endangered 
species. The California least tern occurs during the breeding season along the west coast of 
North America from central California south to northwestern Mexico. This subspecies winters in 
coastal marine areas off Mexico and Central America. Other subspecies occur along the 
Mississippi River and its major tributaries, and along the East and Gulf Coasts. The least tern 
nests in colonies on barren or sparsely vegetated sand flats, low dunes, beaches, levees, river 
bars, sandy and shell islands, and in some areas on gravel rooftops (Thompson et al., 1997). 
They forage for fish over shallow to deep waters. In the San Francisco Bay area, the largest 
least tern nesting colony is at the Alameda Naval Air Station, and there are small numbers that 
nest at the Oakland Airport and the Pittsburg Power Plant, approximately 1.4 miles from the 
Project site (Feeney, 2000). Another least tern breeding colony within the Project vicinity is 
located on the east side of Montezuma Slough near Collinsville. There is no nesting habitat at 
the site; however, least terns could potentially forage in the Shell Pond during spring migration 
or after nesting in late summer and early fall. 

Salt Marsh Common Yellowthroat 
The salt marsh common yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas sinuosa) is a California species of 
special concern. The common yellowthroat is a widely distributed warbler in North America 
occurring in wetland habitats, moist thickets, and grasslands (Dunn and Garrett, 1997). The salt 
marsh common yellowthroat is a subspecies restricted to the marshlands and wetlands 
surrounding the San Francisco Estuary. Large areas of former habitat have been lost around 
the bay due to development and flood-control projects. Salt marsh yellowthroats were 
commonly observed during site visits in spring 2010 and surveys conducted in 2006 (ENTRIX, 
2007). Presumably, these were of the salt marsh subspecies, because of their location. The 
Project site supports a large amount of suitable cover, foraging, and nesting habitat for this 
species. 

Loggerhead Shrike 
The loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is a California species of special concern. It 
frequents open habitats with sparse trees and shrubs. They are known to utilize fences, trees, 
power lines, and utility poles as lookout posts for scanning broad open areas where suitable 
prey abounds. This species generally nests in open fields with few trees or in open woodlands 
or scrub. Loggerhead shrike has been observed at the Property (ENTRIX, 2007) and potential 
breeding habitat can be found on the Shell Pond parcel. 

Suisun Song Sparrow 
The Suisun song sparrow (Melospiza melodia maxillaris) is a California species of special 
concern. The song sparrow is a widely distributed species throughout most of North America. 
Several song sparrows occur in the salt marshes around the San Francisco Bay that are 
considered a distinct subspecies (Cogswell, 2000). The Suisun song sparrow’s year-round 
range is confined to tidal salt and brackish marshes fringing the Carquinez Strait and Suisun 
Bay east to Antioch, at the confluence of the San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers (Grinnell and 
Miller, 1944). Intermixed stands of bulrush, cattail, and other emergent vegetation provide ideal 
habitat. There is ample habitat within the Project Site to support this species. During site visits in 
spring 2010, song sparrows were found to be common in the marshes to the north, east, and 
west of the Shell Pond. The birds observed during the site visits were presumably Suisun song 
sparrows based on the location. 
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Tricolored Blackbirds 
Tricolored blackbirds (Agelaius tricolor) are state species of special concern and a federal 
species of conservation concern. They winter in the San Francisco Bay Delta and along the 
central California coast from Monterey to Mendocino County, the San Joaquin Valley, and in 
southern California. In March and April they move from these wintering areas to breeding sites 
throughout the valleys and foothills of California and southern Oregon (Hamilton 1998). During 
the winter, tricolored blackbirds form large roosts, sometimes in association with other species, 
such as red-winged blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus), Brewer’s blackbirds (Euphagus 
cyanocephalus), and European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris; Beedy and Hamilton 1999). 
Preferred roost sites include cattail and bulrush marshes near suitable foraging areas in 
pasturelands and croplands. Declines in the population can be attributed to loss of nesting and 
foraging habitat throughout the breeding range of this species in the Central Valley and in 
southern California.  

The only blackbird species that has been observed nesting onsite is the red-winged blackbird. 
They have been observed nesting in the blackberries (Rubus sp.) southwest of the Pond and in 
fennel (Foeniculum vulgare) south of the Pond. Although tricolored blackbirds are not known to 
nest in the bay or delta, there is potential nesting habitat in and around the Property such as in 
the blackberries southwest of the Pond and foraging habitat in the pasture west of the Pond. 
Pre-construction surveys will be conducted and establishment of a buffer will be established if 
tricolored blackbirds are observed nesting to prevent disturbance to the nesting colony. 

Burrowing Owl 
The burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a California species of special concern. The 
burrowing owl is a grassland specialist distributed throughout western North America, primarily 
in open areas with short vegetation and bare ground in desert, grassland, and shrub-steppe 
environments. Burrowing owls are dependent on the presence of fossorial mammals (primarily 
prairie dogs and ground squirrels), whose burrows they use for nesting and roosting. Burrowing 
owls have not been observed on the Project site, and there is no indication that they have 
nested on-site in the past. However, due to the presence of ground squirrel burrows, there is 
potential for burrowing owls to nest on the Project site, particularly within the West Parcel, to the 
south of the Shell Pond, and in the upland portion of the Carbon Black Area. Breeding season 
for burrowing owls is February 1st through August 31st. 

Other Bird Species of Concern 
In addition to the above species, a number of other bird species of concern could potentially 
occur at the Shell Pond on a sporadic basis, but are not known or expected to nest around the 
Pond or in the Carbon Black Area areas due to a lack of suitable habitat. These birds include 
American white pelican (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos), double-crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax 
auritus), great egret (Ardea alba), great blue heron (Ardea herodias), snowy egret (Egretta 
thula), black-crowned night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax), white-faced ibis (Plegadis chihi), 
canvasback (Aythya valisineria), Barrow’s goldeneye (Bucephala islandica), harlequin duck 
(Histrionicus histrionicus), white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus), Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperi), 
sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter striatus), American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum), 
long-billed curlew (Numenius americanus), black skimmer (Rynchops niger), Caspian tern 
(Hydroprogne caspia), Forster’s tern (Sterna forsteri), elegant tern (Sterna elegans), and black 
tern (Chlidonias niger). 
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Salt Marsh Harvest Mouse 
The salt marsh harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys raviventris) is listed by USFWS as a federally 
endangered species and by CDFG as a state-endangered and state fully protected species. 
There are two subspecies: the northern salt marsh harvest mouse (R. r. halicoetes) and 
southern salt marsh harvest mouse (R. r. raviventris). The northern subspecies lives in the 
marshes of the San Pablo and Suisun Bays. The southern subspecies lives in the marshes of 
Corte Madera, Richmond, and South San Francisco Bay. The salt marsh harvest mouse is 
critically dependent on dense cover, and their preferred habitat is pickleweed. However, they 
have recently been found in alkali bulrush dominated brackish marsh (SCVWD, 2008). In 
marshes with an upper zone of salt-tolerant plants, mice use this vegetation to escape the 
higher tides and may even spend a considerable portion of their lives there. Mice also move into 
the adjoining grasslands during the highest winter tides. Breeding generally goes on from March 
through November.  

Suitable habitat (pickleweed) for the salt marsh harvest mouse does occur in the Project site, 
but has been characterized as of being of low quality and quantity by the USFWS (2008). A 
small patch of potential salt marsh harvest mouse habitat (pickleweed) is located in the 
southwest corner of the Shell Pond and will be removed as part of the remedy.  

Thomas Kucera, Ph.D., conducted trapping surveys for the salt marsh harvest mouse in areas 
of pickleweed under a federal permit and a Memorandum of Understanding from the CDFG in 
September 2006 (ENTRIX, 2007). Trapping surveys resulted in the capture of four individual 
Reithrodontomys that exhibited tail characters that are intermediate between R. raviventris and 
the more common R. megalotis; however, the report concluded that the four individuals were 
likely the rare R. raviventris based on additional morphological characters.  

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any 
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional 
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service. 

Impact Analysis: 

A potential exists for impacts through direct mortality of individuals during the 
implementation of the Project from moving equipment and grading activities. Equipment 
noise and/or lighting could lead to disruption of the behavior and associated potential loss of 
reproductive success, foraging, and resting activities during construction. Habitat 
modification will occur in the Shell Pond itself, which will convert from the current managed 
open pond system, with its related fringe wetland and exposed material, to a tidal area 
anticipated to support a mix of tidal open water and marsh habitats. Protection of special-
status species will be incorporated directly into the Project design and Conceptual 
Restoration Plan. Additional information regarding potential Project impacts and associated 
avoidance and minimization measures is included in the Biological Technical Memorandum 
(CH2M HILL, 2010) prepared for the Project. 

The Project has received concurrence from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that, with the 
incorporation of PG&E’s proposed measures, the Project is not likely to adversely affect soft 
bird’s beak, Delta smelt, California clapper rail, California least tern, or salt marsh harvest 
mouse (which are the only species under USFWS jurisdiction that the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) determined to be potentially affected by the Project) (USFWS, 2011). 
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Plants  

Project construction could result in impacts to rare plant species, including Mason’s 
lilaeopsis and Delta tule pea. As described above, Mason’s lilaeopsis is present along the 
Eastern Channel and on the north edge of the parcels along the banks of Suisun Bay, and 
Delta tule pea is found on the banks of the Western Channel, north of the Shell Pond 
(Figure 4-4). Opening the Pond to tidal action could have an indirect effect on habitat for 
Mason’s lilaeopsis and Delta tule pea in the adjacent channels, as some scour or minor 
modifications in tidal action in the channels may occur. Protocol-level surveys will be 
completed prior to the levee breach to determine the distribution and location of these 
species, and avoidance measures will be implemented to minimize impacts if feasible. 

The soft bird's beak population found in the West Parcel north of the Pond (Figure 4-4) has 
no hydrological connection to the tidal marsh areas that will be disturbed during the 
remediation activities or the breaching of the Shell Pond levee. The soft bird’s beak 
population is also separated from the part of the West Parcel that will be used for 
construction staging by approximately 800 feet of patchy pickleweed marsh and by a tidal 
pond. Therefore it will not be affected by construction activities. 

In general, opening the Pond to tidal influence will increase the suitable habitat available for 
rare plant species present in the Project area. This increase in suitable habitat in the Project 
area will offset any potential short-term impacts, resulting in a net benefit. For example, 
Mason’s lilaeopsis habitat will be expected to increase along the new Pond edges, thus 
offsetting any small loss of this species that may result from the breaching of the levee.  

The Conceptual Restoration Plan analyzes the potential effects on tidal flows within the 
existing sloughs and identifies the anticipated habitat types expected within the restored 
Pond. A Final Restoration Plan will be developed in coordination with the resource agencies. 

Should any new late-season species or populations be found within the proposed work 
areas, Carbon Black Area, or the Pond fringe, these will be incorporated into the Rare Plant 
Protection Plan and/or the Final Restoration Plan and will be avoided during Project 
activities.  

The Rare Plant Protection Plan will include: 

 Avoidance of the population where feasible 

 Exclusion fencing to avoid inadvertent encroachment of workers or vehicles into rare 
plant habitat 

 Provisions to collect seed or relocate individuals depending on the species 

With incorporation of these measures, and other environmental protection measures such 
as worker training, impacts to rare plants will be less than significant. 
Invertebrates 

As noted above, certain seasonal wetlands in and south of the Carbon Black Area have a 
low potential to provide habitat for the vernal pool fairy shrimp. Even if this species was 
present, no fill of the seasonal wetlands will occur as part of the Project; therefore, no direct 
impact to these invertebrates will occur. Indirect impacts to potentially suitable vernal pool 
fairy shrimp habitat could occur if sediment were allowed to discharge to these wetlands 
during the wet season.  
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With implementation of the following avoidance and minimization measures, impacts to 
potentially suitable habitat will be avoided:  

 Restriction of work in and around the Carbon Black Area wetlands to the dry season only  

 Use of construction fencing or flagging to avoid inadvertent encroachment of workers or 
vehicles into the Carbon Black Area wetlands and potential habitat south of the access 
road 

 Implementation of the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan that will be prepared and 
implemented in compliance with State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) Order 
No. 2009-009-DWQ, General Permit No. CAS 000002 

Birds 

Sensitive bird species that could potentially be affected by Project activities include 
California clapper rail, California black rail, California least tern, and burrowing owl. 

There is the potential for construction-related impacts to avian species nesting in and 
around the Shell Pond parcel. Foraging opportunities available in the Shell Pond for rail 
species and other avian species could also be disturbed. However, the Pond and its shore 
appear to provide only marginal resources for foraging birds, because the non-native 
material does not seem to support a dense or diverse benthic community, and the Pond 
dries out periodically, which keeps the fish diversity and density low.  

PG&E will develop a Nesting Bird Protection Plan in coordination with CDFG and USFWS to 
identify species-specific avoidance buffers and other protection measures for nesting birds. 
Pre-construction bird nesting surveys will be conducted during breeding season prior to the 
start of any construction activity. In the event that active nests for any bird species of 
concern are found, appropriate buffer zones will be established around active nests per 
resource agency requirements, which will remain in effect throughout the breeding season. 
During the breeding season, construction activities will only resume in established buffer 
zones in accordance with measures included in the Nesting Bird Protection Plan. Per the 
Plan, certain activities may be permitted within established buffers with monitoring by a 
qualified biologist, as will be determined during agency coordination.  

California clapper rail. California clapper rails have not been known to occur in the Project 
area, but since suitable rail habitat does exist just north of the Pond, protocol surveys will be 
conducted in winter-spring of 2011 to determine the presence or absence of this species. 
Until the protocol surveys have been completed and confirm otherwise, the presence of 
clapper rails in the Project area will be presumed. Therefore, there is the potential for 
construction activities to impact individuals of this species.  

Rails may be particularly sensitive to construction noise and disturbance, including night 
lighting, during their breeding period (February 1 through August 31). This type of 
disturbance during construction activities could preclude California clapper rail individuals 
from foraging the adjacent sloughs. However, these effects will be temporary and limited to 
the construction period. 

Potential adverse effects of night lighting needed for barge operation during hydraulic 
removal will be minimized by limiting light intensity and direction to the minimum needed for 
safe operation of the barge. Further, as noted above, if clapper rails are observed during 
protocol surveys, a buffer zone will be established in consultation with USFWS and CDFG 
for any work occurring during the breeding season. If no California clapper rails are 
identified during the planned 2011 surveys, then the buffer zone will not be implemented.  
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California black rail. California black rail suitable habitat is also present just north of the 
Pond; in addition, they have been observed about 1,200 feet to the east of the Pond. 
Protocol surveys will be conducted for this species in winter-spring of 2011 to document 
presence/absence with more certainty. California black rails will be susceptible to the same 
types of potential construction-related impacts as described for the California clapper rail, 
including construction noise and night lighting. However, these effects will be minimized with 
the same avoidance and minimization measures described above for California clapper rail, 
including the establishment of buffer zones (if black rails are observed during surveys) and 
limitations on night lighting. Because of their relatively small home range (Tsao et al., 2009), 
the extent of the buffer zone for California black rails would be less than that recommended 
for California clapper rails. Specific monitoring for California black rail disturbance by a 
qualified biologist will be implemented to avoid impacts to this species. Further, access to 
levees roads during extreme high tide events, when California black rail move into upland 
areas, will be forbidden. 

After the Pond is open to tidal action, there is a potential for scouring of the East Slough 
channel to occur until the system reaches equilibrium; this will result in loss of potential 
habitat for both California clapper rail and California black rail. However, it is anticipated that 
this potential loss of habitat will be offset by the gradual development of suitable habitat 
within the restored Pond area. No long-term adverse effects to California clapper rail, 
California black rail, or other avian species are anticipated. The increase in tidal marsh and 
restoration of tidal flows to the Pond are expected to benefit both species of rails by 
providing new foraging habitat. Once restoration of the Shell Pond has been completed, no 
long-term effects due to operation of the Pond are anticipated.  

California least tern. The California least tern does not nest in and has not been observed 
in the Project area; however, this species is presumed present based on its current range 
and the presence on the Project site of suitable foraging habitat. Potential construction-
related impacts on the least tern foraging habitat will not be significant since alternative 
foraging habitat in the Project region is plentiful. 

Burrowing owl. Construction activities in upland areas also have the potential to impact 
burrowing owls, a state species of special concern. While burrowing owls have not been 
observed on-site, and there is no indication that burrowing owls have nested on-site in the 
past, nesting opportunities do exist on the Project site within existing ground squirrel 
burrows. Burrowing owl protocol surveys have been initiated, and will be ongoing into the 
first phase of Project construction. If nesting burrowing owls are encountered during Project 
construction, buffers will be established around occupied burrows (160 ft from Sept 1 to Jan 
31 and 250 ft from Feb 1 to Aug 30), and work within these areas will be prohibited. 

Other avian species. As discussed above, other bird species of concern that have the 
potential to occur in the Project area, but that are not known or expected to nest around the 
Pond or in the Carbon Black Area, include loggerhead shrike, tri-colored blackbird, northern 
harrier, salt marsh common yellowthroat, and Suisun song sparrow.  

Implementation of environmental protection measures will avoid or minimize construction 
impacts to all special-status avian species known or presumed to occur in the Project area. 
These measures include:  

 The preparation of a Nesting Bird Protection Plan 

 Establishment of appropriate buffers around active nests (if nests are found) 

 Presence of a biological monitor onsite during construction 
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 Pre-construction surveys  

 Installation of wildlife deterrence fencing, where appropriate  

 Restriction of vehicle movement to daylight hours and establishment of a speed limit 
on levees 

 Access to levees roads during extreme high tide events, when California black rail 
move into upland areas, will be forbidden  

After remediation activities are completed, restoration of the Pond to tidal action will 
increase the amount of habitat area available for these species and their predators. The 
Conceptual Restoration Plan analyzes the potential effects on tidal flows within the existing 
channels and identifies the anticipated habitat types expected within the restored Pond. The 
Conceptual Restoration Plan is described at the beginning of this resource section. Based 
on resource agency input and post-remediation conditions, a Final Restoration Plan will be 
developed. 

Salt Marsh Harvest Mouse 

There is potential for impacts to the salt marsh harvest mouse during construction, including 
noise disturbance, potential take by vehicles, and loss of suitable habitat. The 
implementation of general avoidance measures, including the presence of a biological 
monitor, preconstruction surveys, restriction of vehicle movement to daylight hours, and 
establishment of speed limit on levees, will contribute to the avoidance of impacts to this 
species during construction. However, direct construction-related impacts will be further 
minimized with the implementation of the following species-specific avoidance measures, 
which PG&E has developed in consultation with USFWS and CDFG to avoid take of salt-
marsh harvest mice: 

 Orange construction fencing will we installed to keep all construction activities from 
entering potential salt marsh harvest mouse habitat. The selective use of silt fencing or 
other wildlife deterrence fencing will be coordinated with CDFG and USFWS to provide 
best protection while avoiding accidental trapping of salt marsh harvest mice. 

 The biological monitor will inspect the active portions of the access road daily prior to the 
beginning of work and a 10-mph speed limit will be strictly enforced. 

 The biological monitor will inspect all vehicles parked for more than 30 minutes before 
they are allowed to move. 

 Biological surveys will also be performed before each work day. Survey for salt marsh 
harvest mice will be conducted throughout the study area prior to the start of work. If a 
salt marsh harvest mouse is observed, work will halt until it has exited the area of its own 
accord. 

 Access to levee roads during extreme high tide events, when salt marsh harvest mice 
need upland refugia, will be forbidden.  

Loss of marginal salt marsh harvest mouse habitat during Project construction will occur, as 
some suitable tidal marsh habitat (pickleweed) for the salt marsh harvest mouse is present 
in the Project area. However, the majority of the suitable pickleweed habitat is located 
outside of the Project site, within the West Parcel north of the proposed staging area. The 
potential salt marsh harvest mouse habitat (pickleweed) located within the Project site is in 
the northwest and southwest corners of the Shell Pond and has been characterized by the 
USFWS (2008) as having low quality and quantity of pickleweed and saltgrass, growing 
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amongst weedy ruderal vegetation. Therefore, only marginal habitat will be removed as part 
of the Project. 

Loss of the low-quality habitat removed during construction will be mitigated by the 
development of more suitable habitat following the restoration of tidal action to the Pond. 
The amount of potential habitat that will be established will depend on the actual post-
remedy topography, which will be determined in coordination with the resource agencies, 
following completion of the remediation work (Phase 2). Ultimately, the increase in tidal 
marsh and restoration of tidal flows to the Pond are expected to benefit the salt marsh 
harvest mouse by providing additional nesting and foraging habitat for the species. Once 
restoration of the Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area has been completed, no long-term 
effects due to operation of the Pond are anticipated. 

Fish  

Project construction has the potential to result in direct and indirect effects on several 
special-status fish species, including anadromous salmonids (steelhead and Chinook 
salmon), North American green sturgeon, longfin smelt, Delta smelt, and Sacramento 
spittail. Direct effects to special-status fish species may occur as a result of post-remediation 
levee breaching. Potential construction-related effects will occur during Phase 3 of the 
Project, when the levee along the existing East Slough channel will be breached to restore 
tidal action to the Pond. Potential effects to fish species related to levee breaching include 
disturbance of aquatic habitats and organisms, sedimentation and turbidity, and risk of spills 
from construction equipment. All of the activities in Phase 1 and Phase 2 will occur in the 
Pond or on the landward side of the levees, and therefore will have no effect to special-
status aquatic species.  

Direct impacts to Delta smelt and longfin smelt associated with habitat disturbance will be 
avoided by performing all in-water work along the East Slough between August 1 and 
November 30. No in-water work is anticipated in the West Slough; however, if it is required, 
it will also occur between August 1 and November 30. This work window is designed to 
minimize exposure of Delta smelt to dredging activities, and will therefore minimize exposure 
of Delta smelt and longfin smelt to levee breaching activities.  

Introduction of sediment from construction activities along the levee during Phase 3 will be 
minimized through adherence to the Best Management Practices (BMPs) and preventative 
measures included in the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. Breaching of the levee will 
be timed to occur on an incoming tide to reduce turbidity in the East Slough and minimize 
potential adverse effects to sensitive species. Turbidity levels in the receiving water are 
expected to periodically be higher than ambient conditions during the first few days after 
breaching; however, experience at other restoration projects involving levee breaching (e.g., 
Napa Sonoma Marsh Project and Napa Plant Site Restoration Project) has shown that 
turbidity typically returns to ambient conditions within days of the breaching activity. The 
timing, size and location of breaches that will allow the return of tidal action to the area will 
be finalized in consultation with permitting resource agencies, and will be part of the Final 
Restoration Plan. It is not anticipated that turbidity levels associated with the levee breach 
will increase to harmful levels. Because of the short duration of turbidity events, as well as 
the lack of significant numbers of Delta and longfin smelt likely to be in the Project area 
during the work window, few individuals, if any, of this species are likely to be affected.  

Implementation of standard best management practices included in the Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan will avoid or minimize the effects of fuel spills on Delta smelt, 
longfin smelt, and other fish species potentially present at the Project site to a less than 
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significant level. No ongoing, indirect impacts to Delta smelt or longfin smelt are expected to 
occur. 

Direct impacts to anadromous salmonids also will be avoided by the application of the in-
water work window of August 1 to November 30. Water temperatures in the Project area 
during this time are often unsuitable for rearing salmonids; therefore, the potential for 
adverse effects on anadromous salmonids through habitat disturbance as a result of Project 
activities will be negligible. 

The same measures described above for Delta smelt and longfin smelt also will minimize 
impacts to anadromous salmonids. No impacts to designated critical habitat will occur, and 
no ongoing, indirect effects on anadromous salmonid species are expected to occur. 

Since the Project area contains only marginal habitat for green sturgeon, the potential for 
adverse effects through habitat disturbance associated with Project activities will be minimal. 
Potential impacts to green sturgeon and Sacramento splittail that are related to 
sedimentation and turbidity and to the release of contaminants will be avoided or minimized 
through implementation of the measures outlined above for Delta and longfin smelt and for 
anadromous salmonids.  

No long-term adverse effects to any aquatic species are expected to result from the Project. 
Rather, the increase in tidal marsh and restoration of tidal flows to the Pond are expected to 
benefit these species by providing additional rearing habitat, primarily for resident fish 
species.  

Impact Avoidance and Minimization 

In addition to the measures outlined above for each species, the following general measures 
will be implemented during Project construction to avoid or minimize adverse effects to 
special-status species and their habitats. With implementation of these measures, impacts 
on special-status species will be less than significant: 

1. All site workers will be provided with training by a qualified biologist to ensure they 
understand the requirements associated with work adjacent to and in sensitive habitat, 
and to enable them to recognize the sensitive species that may be present. 

2. A biological monitor will be present during ground disturbing activities or as required by 
the permitting agencies and will have the authority and obligation to temporarily stop or 
redirect work should the work have the potential to adversely affect sensitive species. 
The Biological Monitor does not have the authority to shut down an entire Project or 
construction spread. This authority is reserved for the PG&E Construction Lead. The 
biological monitor will implement measures to protect salt marsh harvest mouse and 
other species of concern that have been approved by CDFG and USFWS.  

3. All construction work areas will be marked to ensure that activities are confined to 
uplands, with the exception of work occurring in the Pond, and designated sensitive 
habitat areas are avoided. 

4. Project-related vehicle traffic within the Project area will be restricted to roads 
established for the Project and clearly indicated on Project drawings. These areas will be 
included in pre-construction surveys. Project-related vehicles will observe a 15-mile-per-
hour speed limit or less within the work area. A 10-mph speed limit will be strictly 
enforced on the Shell Pond levees. No vehicles will be permitted on levee roads during 
extreme high tide events.  
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5. Work hours, except for hydraulic removal, will be limited to daytime only and will begin 
no sooner than one-half hour after sunrise and end at least one-half hour before sunset. 
Where the nighttime use of construction equipment is required for hydraulic removal, 
lighting will be kept as low as possible, will be directed away from the marsh to the north 
to minimize disturbance to surrounding eco and human communities. 

6. Where feasible, work activities will be timed to avoid species sensitive periods (for 
example, breaching outside of salmonid migration season and California clapper rail or 
California black rail breeding season).  

7. Pre-construction bird nesting surveys will be conducted for the work areas within two 
weeks of the start of any construction activity during the bird breeding season. If active 
nests are found, appropriate buffers will be established around active nests per resource 
agency requirements. Construction activities will only resume in established buffer zone 
in accordance with a Nesting Bird Protection Plan to be prepared in coordination with 
resource agencies. 

The following BMPs also will be implemented: 

 Fencing will be installed to keep cattle from work area, and to prevent accidental 
intrusion of Project activities into the wetlands to the north of the West Parcel staging 
and material-handling areas. Environmentally Sensitive Areas will be clearly marked on 
Project drawings.  

 All food-related trash items such as wrappers, cans, bottles, and food scraps will be 
disposed of in closed containers and removed from the study area at least once a day. 

 No firearms will be allowed in the study area except for those carried by authorized 
security personnel or by local, state, or federal law enforcement officials.  

 No pets will be permitted in the study area. 

 All construction equipment and materials that are stored at a construction site will be 
inspected before being used or moved. If wildlife species are present, they will be 
allowed to exit on their own without being handled or is authorized by the resource 
agencies. Once the Project is completed, all unused material and equipment will be 
removed from the Study area. 

 Fueling or refueling will be restricted to a designated area, away from the sloughs. Use 
of hydraulic dredge will likely require that fueling be conducted within the Pond.  

 A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan will be prepared and implemented. 

Provisions for minimizing adverse effects on special-status species are also contained in the 
Draft Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area Conceptual Restoration Plan, which has been 
developed and submitted to the resource agencies. The Plan aims to protect sensitive 
resources within the Project area. The Final Restoration Plan will be developed in coordination 
with, and be subject to review and approval by, the resources and regulatory agencies. The 
Plan will incorporate the following elements: 

 A basis for design including: 

 The existing habitats on and adjacent to the area 
 Existing and post-remedy target topography, bathymetry, and anticipated tidal 

regime 
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 Rationale for design decisions as it relates to those existing and target resources 
 Discussion of the anticipated changes to hydrology and associated habitats, 

including the mix of potential habitats and size ranges for each habitat, through the 
establishment of the new tidal habitats 

 Recommended breaching options in terms of timing, location, and number and 
width/height of breaches 

 Water quality evaluation to address the timing and approach for breaching the levee and 
the resulting temporary discharge of Pond waters, including sediment transport 

 Special-status species and wetland protection plans as outlined below by species 
category, including: 

 Protective measures for existing resources during implementation of the plan 

 Anticipated changes to habitats with restoration 

 Revegetation Plan  

 Tidal habitats will be expected to revegetate naturally from recruitment of species 
through wind-borne or tidally transported seeds and vegetative propagules  

 Reseeding of adjacent temporarily disturbed upland and marsh transition habitat  

 A 10-year monitoring program  

This Final Restoration Plan will be developed as part of developing the permits and 
agreements necessary to cover this work. Permits anticipated include: a USACE Nationwide 
Permit; a RWQCB 401 Water Quality Certification; USFWS Section 7 consultation for salt 
marsh harvest mouse, California clapper rail, California least tern, soft bird’s beak, and Delta 
smelt (the potentially Project-affected species under USFWS jurisdiction); National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS) Section 7 consultation for migratory fish species; coordination 
with CDFG for Fully Protected Species; and a Bay Conservation and Development 
Commission (BCDC) permit for work within tidal areas and the shoreline band. 

Additionally, a Rare Plant Protection Plan will be developed and implemented. This Plan will 
include the following measures: 

 Avoidance of the population where feasible 

 Use of construction fencing to avoid inadvertent encroachment of workers or vehicles 
into rare plant habitat 

 Provisions to collect seed or relocate individuals depending on the species 
Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
 

b. Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community 
identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations, or by the California Department of 
Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  
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Impact Analysis: 

Because the project may only have temporary impacts on a limited portion of larger natural 
communities and will restore an estimated total of 74 acres of tidal waters and wetlands, the 
Project will not have a substantial adverse effect on sensitive natural communities.  

The brackish marshes and tidal channels surrounding the Shell Pond constitute sensitive 
communities as outlined in the Draft Recovery Plan for Tidal Marshes Ecosystems of 
Northern and Central California (USFWS, 2009). The remedy Project will have little if any 
direct impact on these habitats; it will, however, allow for restoration of tidal flows to the 72-
acre Shell Pond area, which is currently a managed open-water Pond with some exposed 
material, and will thereby increase the overall acreage of tidal marshes in the area. The 
Project will be expected to have a net benefit to the tidal marsh habitats in the area. The 
precise balance of tidal marsh and open water areas will be developed once detailed 
bathymetry and topography have been performed and the remedy is finalized. The Final 
Restoration Plan will be developed in cooperation with the resource agencies, as detailed 
above under question 4 a)  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of 

the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through 
direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means.  

Impact Analysis: 

Because the Project will only have temporary impacts to existing waters and wetlands and 
will restore about 74 acres of tidal waters and wetlands, the Project will not have a 
substantial effect on federally protected wetlands.  

A total of approximately 72.65 acres, including 3.84 acres of wetlands and 68.81 acres of 
other waters of the U.S., will be temporarily affected by remediation and restoration of the 
Shell Pond. The Project may result in placing approximately 1,300 cubic yards of fill over 
approximately 0.27 acre of wetlands and waters of the U.S due to placing levee breach 
material along the interior of the levee bank. Reintroduction of tidal action will consist 
primarily of breaching the levee, with no armoring of the breach. Material removed during 
levee breaching will be placed inside of the levee and used to improve habitat within the 
Pond and to further benefit the tidally restored wetland.  

Up to 0.4 acre of existing tidal marsh and berm along the edges of the East Slough north of 
the Pond could be converted to open water or mudflat, as a result of the widening of the 
East Slough in response to the increased tidal prism associated with opening the Shell Pond 
to tidal action. This includes up to 0.02 acre of emergent marsh habitat converted to open 
water as a result of removing levee fill breach material. Approximately 1.64 acres of upland 
habitat along the southern levee of the Shell Pond will be converted to tidal habitat.  

Overall, there will be an increase of 1.73 acres of waters and wetlands created in the Project 
area. Thus, the Project will create and enhance a total of 74.34 acres of waters of the U.S., 
excluding 0.04 acre of potential restoration that will occur if a small wetland in the southwest 
corner of the Pond (Wetland SW-1; see Figure 4-1) is temporarily affected. The remediation 
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and subsequent conversion of other waters (the Shell Pond) to tidal habitat will result in a 
significant improvement in the quality of the habitat. 

Temporary impacts to wetlands associated with Project construction activities will be 
minimized with implementation of the environmental protection measures incorporated into 
the Project. These measures include the following: 

 Work within the pickleweed and wetland areas will be minimized.  

 All construction work areas will be marked to ensure that activities are confined to 
uplands and that designated sensitive habitat areas, including wetlands (with the 
exception of the Pond), are avoided.  

 All site workers will be provided with training to ensure they understand the requirements 
associated with work adjacent to and in sensitive habitat, and to enable them to 
recognize the sensitive species that may be present.  

As stated above, restoration of tidal actions to the Pond area will enhance the overall habitat 
quality within the area. The final balance of anticipated tidal marsh, open water areas, and 
seasonal wetlands will be identified in the Final Restoration Plan once detailed bathymetry 
and topography surveys have been performed and analyzed, tidal flows evaluated in the 
new configuration of the Pond, and the remedy finalized. Reintroduction of tidal action to the 
Project site will result in a net increase in wetlands.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
d. Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife 

species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use 
of native wildlife nursery sites.  

Impact Analysis: 

The Project will not interfere substantially with the movement of fish or wildlife species, with 
the exception of those movements that could be specifically disrupted within the project area 
during the construction phase. Although, the Project could impact nesting and foraging 
opportunities for avian species, implementation of avoidance and minimization measures , 
including the presence of a biological monitor, pre-construction surveys, installation of 
wildlife deterrence fencing where appropriate, restriction of vehicle movement to daylight 
hours only, and establishment of a speed limit on levees, will be implemented to minimize 
impacts to avian species known or presumed to occur in the Project area. In addition, pre-
construction bird nesting surveys will be conducted during breeding season prior to the start 
of any construction activity, and buffers will be established around active nests in 
consultation with CDFG and USFWS. Certain activities may be permitted within established 
buffers with monitoring by a qualified biologist, as will be determined during agency 
consultation and documented in a Nesting Bird Protection Plan. 

Habitat for aquatic species could also be disturbed during Phase 3 of Project 
Implementation. However, impacts to aquatic species will be avoided or minimized with 
establishment of the August 1 to November 30 work window and through adherence to the 
BMPs and preventative measures included in the Storm water Pollution Prevention Plan. 
Restoration of tidal action to the area ultimately will enhance habitat for migratory and 
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resident species; this enhancement completely offsets any temporary disruptions that may 
occur. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
e. Conflict with local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree 

preservation policy or ordinance.  

Impact Analysis: 

The Project does not conflict with local polices or biological ordinances. All work will be 
conducted in adherence to local polices and in consultation with the appropriate resource 
agencies. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
f. Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community 

Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan.  

Impact Analysis: 

The Project is not located within an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community 
Conservation Plan area, or other approved habitat conservation plan.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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5. Cultural Resources 
 

Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact: 

 Excavation, grading and construction of temporary structures during sire preparation 
 Excavation and dredging throughout the entire Pond area during remediation  
 Breaching of levees to revert Shell Pond to tidal influence 
 Grading and placement of soil over upland areas in the Carbon Black Area 
 Revegetation of barren portions of the Carbon Black Area 
 

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

A cultural survey performed in compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act (Garcia and Associates, 2010; see Attachment D) identified ten historic period archeological 
and architectural resources. The investigation found these items to be ineligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places and California Register of Historic Resources, and found no 
previously documented or newly identified prehistoric resources in the Area of Potential Effects.  
The survey concluded that the Project would have no effect on historic properties as per 36 
CFR 800.5.  
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A geo-archeological exploration conducted in 2011 (Far Western Anthropological Research 
Group, Inc,  2011), included seven exploration trenches excavated across the footprint of the 
proposed Materials Handling and Dewatering Area, down to depths below which impacts of the 
proposed project are not expected.  This investigation found no archaeological materials in 
excavated sediments, leading the researchers to the conclusion that finding a substantial 
archaeological site would be very unlikely.  An assessment of the depth of the proposed project 
excavation relative to the thickness of artificial fill found below the area also indicated that 
subsurface impacts would be very unlikely below the artificial fill and that the fill being composed 
of dredged river sediments was very unlikely to contain redeposited archaeological materials.  

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as defined in 
15064.5.  
 
Impact Analysis:  

No object has been found in the project area meeting the definition of historical resource in 
Section 15064.5, and the potential for finding historical resources onsite as defined in 
15064.5 has been identified as very low (Garcia and Associates, 2010). However, PG&E will 
train all project workers to recognize potential artifacts and will inform them about the 
appropriate procedures they should follow if they find artifacts or human remains. If buried 
cultural resources such as chipped or ground stone, large quantities of shell, historic debris, 
or building foundations are discovered during ground-disturbing activities, work will stop in 
that area and within 100 feet of the find until a qualified archaeologist can assess the 
significance of the find and, if necessary, develop appropriate treatment measures in 
consultation with DTSC, PG&E, other agencies, and Native American representatives as 
appropriate. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource 

pursuant to 15064.5.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

No archaeological resources pursuant to 15064.5 have been found in the project area and 
the probability for such findings has been estimated to be very low (Far Western 
Anthropological Research Group, Inc, 2011). However, PG&E will train all site workers on 
how to recognize potential buried artifacts, and will be informed them of appropriate 
procedures they should follow if they find buried artifacts or human remains. If cultural 
resources such as chipped or ground stone, large quantities of shell, historic debris, or 
building foundations are discovered during ground-disturbing activities, work will stop in that 
area and within 100 feet of the find until a qualified archaeologist can assess the 
significance of the find, and appropriate measures will be developed in consultation with 
DTSC, PG&E, other agencies, and Native American representatives as appropriate. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
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 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique geologic 

feature.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

Sediment that could be affected by Project activities exhibit low to no paleontological 
sensitivity, and thus the probability that this Project will directly or indirectly affect unique 
paleontological resources is negligible. This conclusion is based not only on the scientific 
literature and paleontological records, but also on prior paleontological monitoring in similar 
settings along the south shore of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River. As a result, no 
mitigation measures for paleontological resources are proposed. 

The Project area lies within the limits of the historic floodplain and estuarine habitat of 
Suisun Bay at the mouth of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River. Quaternary (chiefly if not 
exclusively Holocene) alluvium extends from here south for about 1.2 miles to the foothills of 
the Diablo range. Other than estuarine mud, alluvium and local dune sand, there are no 
other geological units within a mile of the Project site. The closest outcrops of fossiliferous 
Mio-Pliocene sedimentary rocks lie about 1.2 miles to the south (Graymer et al., 1994). 
Thus, the probability that this Project will affect a unique geologic feature is negligible 

Published as well as available unpublished geological and paleontological literature was 
reviewed to develop a baseline paleontological resource inventory of the Project area, and 
to assess the potential paleontological productivity of the stratigraphic units that may be 
affected by the Project, Sources included geological maps, remote imagery, and technical 
and scientific reports. For this Project, prior paleontological resources records for this part of 
Contra Costa County were consulted. They were obtained from the on-line database 
maintained by the University of California, Museum of Paleontology at Berkeley (UCMP).  

The total number of Quaternary-age (Pleistocene and Holocene) fossil localities recorded by 
the UCMP for Contra Costa County is 160, with 61 fossil vertebrate localities. Of these, 13 
localities are from the east and northeast side of the Diablo Range. Only one paleontological 
locality comes from a near-shore location, and significantly, it is associated with the Antioch 
Fault zone, about 10 miles to the east of the Project site. After monitoring excavations in 
other areas in the vicinity, local uplift associated with the Antioch Fault Zone is thought to 
have exposed older fossiliferous sediments that are of restricted, local distribution. 

In addition to the records search and literature review, a paleontological resources survey of 
the Project area yielded no fossil material. Finally, approximately two years of 
paleontological resources monitoring associated with development of PG&E’s Gateway 
Generation Station, and several months of monitoring at other localities along the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin River, have yielded no evidence of fossil material.  

There are no known paleontological localities within a mile of the Project site, and recent 
paleontological monitoring in the same geological settings nearby have failed to yield 
scientifically significant fossil remains. A “low” sensitivity rating is therefore applied to 
sediments potentially affected by this Project because they are generally devoid of fossils in 
this area. This is likely because near surface (within 15 feet of the ground surface) 
sediments are of Holocene age and there unlikely to contain scientifically significant fossils. 

The depth to undisturbed sediment in the Project area is variable from place to place, but 
sediments to be removed will be no greater than 2 feet in thickness. Material above this 
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depth has no potential to yield scientifically important fossils, and therefore possesses no 
paleontological sensitivity. Material below this depth to at least 15 feet below the surface has 
low paleontological sensitivity. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
d. Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries.  

 
Impact Analysis: 

Although neither the Garcia survey, nor the Far Western subsurface exploration found 
evidence indicating that encountering human remains will be likely in the project area, there 
is always a possibility that human remains may be found while excavating land anywhere 
near an urban or riverine area. If any human remains are discovered in the project area, 
work will be stopped immediately within a perimeter of at least 100 feet around the 
discovery. The County coroner will be notified immediately, and there will be no further work 
or disturbance of the discovery location, or any nearby area reasonably suspected to overlie 
adjacent human remains, until the coroner has completed investigation of the site. If the 
County coroner determines that the remains are Native American, the coroner will then will 
be required to contact the Native American Heritage Commission (pursuant to Section 
7050.5 (c) of the California Health and Safety Code) and the County Coordinator of Indian 
Affairs. PG&E will also contact a qualified cultural resources specialist immediately. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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6. Geology and Soils 
 

Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact: 

 Construction of a temporary road and installation of a portable bridge to more safely undertake 
the Phase II and Phase III Project activities.  

 Installation of power poles to provide electrical power at the site. 
 Breaching of Pond levee and restoration of tidal action. 

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

The project area consists of the 72-acre Shell Pond, the 20-acres Carbon Black Area, a small 
former wastewater discharge ditch, an up-to-39-acre portion of the West Parcel, approximately 
10 acres of temporary access road, and surrounding upland and wetland areas within the 
floodplain of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River systems within the Suisun Bay ecosystem.  

The site is located in an estuarine wetland ecosystem adjacent to Suisun Bay. The wetland is a 
result of sea level rise over the past 10,000 years since the end of the last glacial period. These 
wetland tidal marshes have developed within the floodplains of tributary rivers to the 
embayment along the San Joaquin-Sacramento River.  

Evidence of tributary rivers both past and present from the south toward the Sacramento-San 
Joaquin River across the Property is seen in the topographic patterns across the site. The 
associated alluvial deposits from these tributary rivers are noted on the geologic map to the 
south of the Shell Pond and may exist beneath the Young Bay Mud Deposits that are present at 
the Pond and Carbon Black Area locations. 

Project site soils include Young Bay Mud, fill material, and alluvial materials. The Shell Pond is 
situated on Young Bay Mud, which consists of highly organic peat and organic and inorganic 
clay and silt. Within the Pond, previous studies have identified a layer of Pond-impacted 
material that has been characterized as a mix of byproducts from Shell Chemicals’ former 
manufacturing plant and organic silt (Pacific Environmental Group, 1998). Recent coring by 
ENTRIX indicated that the thickness of the impacted material layer varies from approximately 
0.5 foot to 3 feet thick across the extent of the Pond (ENTRIX, 2009).  

This impacted material is underlain by a layer of peat and Young Bay Mud as described above. 
The uppermost layer of highly organic peat and organic clay and silt was derived from Marsh 
Sediments (AMEC, 2009). Around the perimeter of the Pond, levees have been constructed 
using Young Bay Mud and other fill materials. These layers range in thickness from 2.5 to 7 
feet. The fill is composed of different portions of clay, silt and sand (AMEC, 2009). 

The Project site lies approximately 6 miles east of the Concord-Green Valley Fault, 12 miles 
east of the Greenville Fault, 15 miles east of the Northern Calaveras Fault, and 20 miles east of 
the Hayward Fault (USGS, 2008). Potential effects due to seismic events were evaluated using 
the moment magnitude. The moment magnitude reflects the energy released by an earthquake 
and is considered a better measure of larger earthquakes than the Richter measure. The 
moment magnitude of a characteristic earthquake on the Concord-Green Valley Fault is 7.1, 
Greenville Fault is 7.1, Northern Calaveras Fault is 6.9, and on the Hayward Fault is 7.3 (ABAG, 
1995). A major (magnitude 7.0) earthquake on any of the above-mentioned faults will result in 
moderate to strong ground shaking at the site. The site is mapped as having moderate to low 
susceptibility to liquefaction (USGS, 2006).  
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Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, 
or death involving: 
 
i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo 

Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other 
substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology Special 
Publication 42? 
 

Impact Analysis: 

The Project will not expose people or structures to adverse effects related to rupture of a 
known earthquake fault. The site is not located in an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. 
No impact will occur.  

 
Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
ii) Strong seismic ground shaking? 
 
Impact Analysis: 

Although a major seismic event along local active faults will cause moderate to strong 
ground shaking at the site, the Project itself will not permanently expose people or structures 
to loss, injury, or death related to seismic ground shaking.  

The project includes construction crew presence over a period of no more than a year and 
the construction of a temporary private road to provide safe access to the site during 
restoration. Failure of the road could result in structure loss and expose workers to seismic 
risk. However, the road has been designed to resist seismic loads expected in the area and 
to meet construction code standards.  Furthermore, a geotechnical investigation of a small 
bridge that will be part of the access road evaluated the impact of strong ground shaking on 
the bridge and found its design to be sound.  The implementation of standard engineering 
practices as part of the design will also reduce the probability of subjecting project personnel 
people and structures to adverse effects resulting from strong ground shaking.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction? 
 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project will not result in the exposure of people or structures to seismic ground failure, 
including liquefaction. Due to the significant percentage of fines in the Young Bay Mud and 
alluvial deposits at the site, the potential for liquefaction is low. Liquefaction could potentially 
occur in isolated lenses of non-cohesive material that may be present in or near historic 
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channels. However, because these lenses will be contained by the surrounding material, the 
potential impacts will be less than significant.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
iv) Landslides? 
 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project will not increase the likelihood of exposing people or structures to landslides. 
Therefore, impacts are less than significant. The Project includes removal of Pond-impacted 
material and a thin layer of the underlying Young Bay Mud or alluvium and peat. The Project 
also includes the breaching of the perimeter levees, and the minor regrading of upland 
areas. The Carbon Black Area will be modified by adding 1 to 2 feet of clean soil in upland 
areas, which will not affect the landslide potential. With the exception of the existing levees 
(less than 9 feet in height) and the new bridge and road, the topography at the site is 
relatively flat. Although a major seismic event along the nearby active faults could cause 
moderate to strong ground shaking at the site, there will be no increased landslide potential 
due to the Project. Finally, the Project will not affect landslide potential from pre-construction 
conditions and, the levees, once breached will no longer serve a functional purpose.  Thus, 
any seismically induced slope failures will result in less-than-significant impacts. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.  

 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project includes the removal of up to 300,000 cubic yards of non-native sediments and 
soil from the bottom of Shell Pond. During removal, the work area will continue to be 
contained by existing levees, which will preclude erosion of material from the pond. Upon 
completion of remediation and DTSC determination that cleanup goals have been met, a 
section of the levee surrounding the pond (Figures 2-2 and 2-3) will be breached, allowing 
water to flow between the Pond basin and the East Slough, which connects the area directly 
to Suisun Bay. Although final bathymetry of the pond will not be known until excavation 
completion, a primary design criterion for the Final Restoration Plan will be to minimize the 
movement of materials from the Pond to the existing tidal channels. The hydraulic forces of 
the tidal flow may erode portions of the remaining levee initially, until the breaches reach an 
equilibrium size. Erosion will be relatively minor, limited in location and duration, and will not 
lead to the loss of topsoil as only the man made levees will be affected.  

The project also specifies regrading of upland areas including land south of the Shell Pond, 
and north of the railroad easement, and an upland area on the West Parcel. Prior to any 
grading activities, PG&E will implement a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan, to minimize 
the potential for erosion during construction. Additionally, all work will be conducted in 
compliance with a grading plan approved as part of the grading permit. Upon completion of 
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the regrading activities, the upland areas will be revegetated, if necessary, to be consistent 
with regulatory requirements. Revegetation activities may include the placement of onsite 
soil on the Carbon Black Area or other locations, where needed. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable as a 

result of the project, and potentially result in on or offsite landslide, lateral spreading, 
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

Project activities are not expected to cause or increase the possibility of landslides, lateral 
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse. USGS published a liquefaction 
susceptibility map of the Central San Francisco Bay Area in Special Publication 2006-1037. 
This map indicates that the site has a moderate to low susceptibility to liquefaction.  

There is a potential for levee or natural creek bank slumping; however, a geotechnical 
evaluation conducted for the road bridge location indicates that conditions to build safely to 
specifications are present.  Standard engineering practices will also be implemented to 
ensure that potential impacts associated with slope failures are less than significant.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
d. Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code (1994), 

creating substantial risks to life or property.  
 
Impact Analysis:  

The Young Bay Mud and alluvium deposits in the Project area are considered expansive 
soils. However, the Project will not result in the permanent or temporary movement of 
humans to the site, or the enhancement of location that would lead to such movement and 
that would expose populations or structures to any risk. The Project does not include 
construction of any structure on the Project site, and the site will not be occupied after 
construction. The potential impacts of expansive soil on the temporary bridge have been 
addressed in the geotechnical evaluation and incorporated into the design.  
 
Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
e. Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative 

wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of water.  
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Impact Analysis:  

The Project will not result in impacts related to the use of septic tanks or other alternative 
wastewater disposal systems, as the Project does not include installation of any wastewater 
systems. Therefore, no impact will occur.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 

f. Be located in an area containing naturally occurring asbestos (see also Air Quality, f.).  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project is not located in an area with deposits containing naturally occurring asbestos. 
Therefore, no impact will occur. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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7. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact:  

 Mobilization and use of construction equipment 
 Use of trucks to transport materials away from the site 
 Use of trucks to bring materials to the site 
 Use of vehicles to bring personnel and supplies to the site during construction 
 Use of generators to power support systems including pumps, work lights, administrative facilities  
 Excavation, handling, dewatering and transportation of soil, sediments, and other media 
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 Minor maintenance activities after remediation has been completed including transportation of 
personnel and transportation and use of maintenance support equipment  

Construction of the Project will involve the use of various types of heavy equipment. Emissions 
of carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrous oxide (N2O) will result from the use of fossil fuels used to 
power the heavy equipment. Delivery trucks will be required to bring equipment and materials to 
the Project site. Dredges and excavators will be required to remove the impacted material. 
Bulldozers and onsite articulated dump trucks will be required to move the excavated material to 
processing and off-hauling locations. Pumps will be used to return the geotube filtrate water to 
the Pond. Once the impacted material has dried sufficiently, on-road dump trucks will be 
required to move it to the landfill. In addition to removal and disposal of the impacted material, 
short-term use of heavy equipment will be required to construct the temporary access road and 
bridge, construct and maintain the temporary material handling/staging areas, place the cover 
soil at the Carbon Black Area, and to support operations (work lights, office trailer, mixing 
equipment, and similar). Finally, most workers will be expected to arrive at the site by personal 
vehicle. 

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

Greenhouse gases are global pollutants unlike criteria air pollutants or toxic air contaminants 
that are pollutants of regional and/or local concern. Scientific research to date indicates that 
observed climate change is most likely a result of increased greenhouse gas emissions 
associated with human activity (IPCC, 2007). Global climate change describes a collection of 
phenomena, such as increasing temperatures and rising sea levels, occurring across the globe 
due to increasing anthropogenic (human-caused) emissions of greenhouse gases (EPA, 2009). 
greenhouse gases contribute to climate change by allowing ultraviolet radiation to enter the 
atmosphere and warm the Earth’s surface, but they also prevent some infrared radiation from 
the Earth from escaping back into space. The largest anthropogenic source of greenhouse 
gases is the combustion of fossil fuels, which results primarily in emissions of CO2. Other 
greenhouse gases include methane, N2O, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur 
hexafluoride. Of these additional greenhouse gases, N2O is the only greenhouse gas commonly 
associated with fossil fuel combustion. To account for the differences in the warming effect of 
various greenhouse gases, emissions of various gases are often expressed in units of CO2 
equivalents (CO2e). This represents the amount of CO2 that will have the same relative warming 
effect as the actual combination of greenhouse gases emitted. The global warming potential of 
N2O is 298 (that is, over a 100-year period, 1 pound of N2O will have the same effect on 
temperature as 298 pounds of CO2). 

The global atmospheric concentration of CO2 has increased from a pre-industrial value of about 
280 parts per million (ppm) to 379 ppm in 2005 (IPCC, 2007). “Avoiding dangerous climate 
change” is generally understood to be achieved by stabilizing global average temperatures 
between 2 and 2.4 degrees Celsius (°C) above pre-industrial levels. In order to limit temperature 
increases to this level, ambient global CO2 concentrations must stabilize between 350 and 400 
ppm (IPCC, 2007). Mitigating or reducing greenhouse gas emissions is critical to slowing 
climate change. In 2004, the most recent year for which data are available, greenhouse gas 
emissions in the State of California were about 493,600,000 metric tons of CO2e (CEC, 2006). 
Most emissions, 81 percent, are due to CO2 from fossil fuel combustion. The transportation 
sector is the largest contributor, producing 41 percent of the state’s total emissions in 2004. 
Electricity generation is the second largest contributor (CEC, 2006).  

A greenhouse gas emissions inventory is available for the San Francisco Bay Area Region 
(BAAQMD, 2010). In 2007, 95,800,000 metric tons of CO2e were attributable to the San 
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Francisco Bay Area (88,700,000 metric tons of CO2e were emitted within the Bay Area Air 
District and 7,100,000 metric tons of CO2e were indirect emissions from imported electricity).  

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant 
impact on the environment? 

Impact Analysis: 

During construction, the Project will contribute greenhouse gas emissions through direct 
CO2 emissions from vehicles and equipment. Calculations of CO2 emission estimates for the 
Shell Pond Project can be found in Attachment B. Total CO2 emissions for the Project’s 
construction phase are estimated to be 976 metric tons, not including the reductions in 
greenhouse gases associated with improved fuel efficiency due to the mitigation measures 
for NOx emissions. This is a very small fraction of the total greenhouse gas emissions in the 
Bay Area. BAAQMD has established thresholds of significance for greenhouse gas 
emissions from operation of projects (BAAQMD, 2010). However, the BAAQMD has not 
established thresholds of significance for construction greenhouse gas emissions. Adopted 
CEQA guidelines (BAAQMD, 2010) recommend implementation of the following 
performance-based BMPs, as applicable: 

 Alternative fuel (for example, biodiesel, electric) construction vehicles/equipment of at 
least 15 percent of the fleet 

 Local building materials comprising at least 10 percent of all building materials 

 Recycling at least 50 percent of construction waste or demolition materials 

For this Project, the only “building materials” that will be used are additive chemicals, 
geomembranes used to line work areas, geotextile fabric for the temporary access road, 
gravel for the temporary access road, the temporary bridge, and soil needed to provide a 
cover over the Carbon Black Area. The soil for the Carbon Black Area cover will be obtained 
from the Project site. Recycling 50 percent or more of the construction waste is not feasible, 
because the vast majority of the waste generated by this Project will be non-native material, 
which requires off-haul to a landfill. However, the landfill is in close proximity to the Project 
site, thereby minimizing emissions associated with transportation and disposal. Alternatively 
fueled equipment will be used where feasible, as described in Section 3, Air Quality. 

The proposed Project will have only very minor long-term emissions of greenhouse gases 
(associated with minor maintenance activities, such as control of site security and monitoring 
activities). The proposed restoration phase will create new tidal marsh acreage, which will 
act as a carbon sink, and will likely offset any operational emissions associated with the 
Project. Because the total tidal marsh acreage cannot be quantified at this time, the 
anticipated tons of CO2 fixed by new tidal marsh cannot be quantified. The long-term the 
Project will result in a small net beneficial effect on greenhouse gas emissions, and impacts 
will be less than significant. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing the 

emissions of greenhouse gases? 
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Impact Analysis: 

While Project construction and maintenance activities will result in additional greenhouse 
gas emissions, the Project will not conflict with applicable plans, policies or regulations. 
Therefore, impacts will be less than significant. BAAQMD is the public agency entrusted with 
regulating sources of air pollution, including greenhouse gas emissions, in the nine counties 
that surround San Francisco Bay (Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San 
Mateo, Santa Clara, southwestern Solano, and southern Sonoma counties). In June, 2010, 
BAAQMD adopted the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines (BAAQMD, 2010). All 
of the adopted CEQA thresholds of significance included in the Guidelines, except for the 
risk and hazards thresholds for new receptors, were effective starting June 2, 2010. The risk 
and hazards thresholds for new receptors are effective as of January 1, 2011. The most 
recent greenhouse gas thresholds are shown in Table 7-1.  

TABLE 7-1 
BAAQMD Greenhouse Gas Thresholds of Significance 

Project Type 
Construction-

Related Emissions Operation-Related Emissions  
Projects other than 
Stationary Sources  

None Compliance with Qualified Climate Action Plan 
OR 

1,100 metric tons of CO2e/yr 
OR 

4.6 metric tons CO2e/service population/yr a (residents + employees) 
Stationary Sources  None 10,000 metric tons of CO2e/yr 
Plans 
 

None Compliance with Qualified Climate Action Plan 
(or similar criteria included in a General Plan) 

OR 
6.6 metric tons CO2e/service population/yr (residents + employees) a 

Notes: 
CO2e = carbon dioxide equivalents 

a Bay Area Air Quality Management District staff note that the efficiency-based thresholds should be applied to individual projects 
with caution. As explained in the Thresholds of Significance Report, lead agencies may determine that the efficiency-based 
greenhouse gas thresholds for individual land use projects may not be appropriate for very large projects. If there is a fair argument 
that a project’s emissions on a mass level will have a cumulatively considerable impact on the region’s greenhouse gas emissions, 
the insignificance presumption afforded to a project that meets an efficiency-based greenhouse gas threshold would be overcome. 
Source: Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). CEQA Air Quality Guidelines. December, 2010. 
 

The short-term construction greenhouse gas emissions associated with the Project will not 
conflict with any goals set by the BAAQMD to achieve the Bay Area’s implementation of 
Assembly Bill 32 (the state’s global warming law), including the long-term goal of Assembly Bill 
32 to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. Operation of the Project will 
result in minor greenhouse gas emissions from periodic maintenance activities; however, 
emissions resulting from such activities will be negligible. Therefore, the Project will not conflict 
with plans, policies, or regulations intended to reduce greenhouse gases. 

Contra Costa County developed a Municipal Climate Action Plan in December 2008. This 
document only relates to curbing greenhouse gas emissions from County-owned facilities 
and vehicles, and includes emissions and emission-reduction goals for employee 
commuting. Because the measures included in this Climate Action Plan are specific to 
County-owned facilities and County employees, they are not relevant to the Project. 
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Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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8. Hazards and Hazardous Materials 
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact: 

 Excavation and hydraulic dredging of non-native sediments, and contaminated soil containing 
constituents of potential concern above proposed clean-up levels 

 Stockpiling, dewatering, and handling of sediments and soil over a period of up to 9 months 
during remediation 

 Transportation and offsite disposal of sediments and soil 
 Renovation of the Carbon Black Area by removing current vegetation, covering it with one foot of 

non-waste containing soil, and planting it with local vegetation 
 Undertaking of staging activities to support all construction-related Project aspects 
 Spills or improper management of hazardous materials used onsite during construction including 

fuels, oils, maintenance chemicals, dewatering/stabilization additives, and odor control chemicals 

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

Shell Pond and Surrounding Levees 

Constituents of potential concern in the non-native material in the Pond include polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, molybdenum, selenium, and zinc 
(ENTRIX, 2009). Concentrations of total polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons within the non-native 
material range from 0.7 to 1,521 mg/kg. Concentrations in the decayed vegetation (peat) and 
bay mud underlying the non-native material, ranges from 0.026 to 47.97 mg/kg.  

A baseline risk assessment of the non-native material in the Pond indicated that risks from 
impacted material to human receptors, assuming a trespassing-child scenario, are acceptable, 
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but ecological risks from metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons to benthic organisms 
and/or upper trophic level receptors such as birds and mammals may not be acceptable 
(ENTRIX, 2009).  

Odors associated with the Shell Pond were also investigated. Sulfides, ammonia, polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons, and mercaptans are the primary odor-causing compounds that were 
detected within the Pond’s non-native materials (ENTRIX, 2009). These constituents are found 
at their highest concentrations in non-native material in the central to southeast quadrant of the 
Pond. The underlying native material, in and of its own and unrelated to past wastewater 
management, also generates odors if exposed to air. Thus, peat and organic-rich clays in the 
northern two-thirds of the Pond could be a potential source of odors caused by hydrogen 
sulfide, ammonia, mercaptans, organic acids, phenols, and other naturally occurring organic 
carbon compounds that are found in this layer.  

Analytical results for the Shell Pond levees indicated that metals in levee materials are in the 
range of background concentrations. Additionally, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, where 
detected, are present at concentrations below applicable screening criteria. The human health 
risk assessment indicated that constituents in levee soils do not pose an unacceptable risk to 
the child trespasser. The screening level ecological risk assessment identified vanadium and 
mercury present in levee soils as potential ecological risk drivers. Vanadium concentrations 
were determined to be statistically within the range of background concentrations. One mercury 
sample exceeding background concentrations was determined to be an outlier. Based on this 
analysis, metals in levee soils were determined to not pose an ecological risk (ENTRIX, 2009). 

Former Wastewater Discharge Ditch   

The non-native sediments and underlying soil in the ditch are impacted to a depth of at least 1.5 
feet below ground surface. Samples collected from wastewater ditch sediments contained 
mercury, selenium, molybdenum, lead, and several other metals above background 
concentrations and  polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons above screening values (ENTRIX, 2009). 
The screening level ecological risk assessment found sediments in the wastewater ditch to pose 
potential ecological risk.  

Carbon Black Area  
Investigations conducted in 1995 and 1996 (PEG, 1998) identified  polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons, benzene, total recoverable petroleum hydrocarbons, and some metals as 
constituents of concern in the Carbon Black area. Interim corrective measures conducted in 
1997 removed some of the tar-like material, and material with contaminant of concern 
concentrations from nine isolated locations. Concentrations of residual contaminants in those 
locations after soil removal included benzene at less than 3.6 ppm, total recoverable petroleum 
hydrocarbons at less than 1,100 ppm, and beryllium at less than 0.68 ppm. (PEG, 1998). One 
sample below the water table had total recoverable petroleum hydrocarbons at 3,200 ppm.  

Early risk assessment sampling of constituents of potential concern at depths between 4 and 7 
feet including Title 22 metals, total recoverable petroleum hydrocarbons, and BTEX was 
conducted (PEG, 1998). CH2M HILL compared the 2008 residential Environmental Screening 
Level for shallow soil in an area where groundwater is not a potential source of drinking water 
(RWQCB, 2008) and also the 2009 residential Preliminary Remediation Goal for soils (EPA, 
2009) to this data collected in 1995 and 1996. Excedances for data collected in 1995 and 1996 
are antimony, arsenic, and thallium. These constituents exceeded screening levels in several 
soil samples; however, in every case these excedances of screening levels were below ambient 
(background levels impacted by humans) concentrations. Ambient concentrations were based 
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on an ambient concentration study in the bay lands at the Concord Naval Weapons Station 
(PRC, 1996). 

In 2006, the Carbon Black Area was considered to be a potential source of cyanide in 
groundwater below the site (MSE, 2007; MSE, 2008). A risk assessment of the soils conducted 
in 2008 concluded that: (1) concentrations of cyanide found in the Carbon Black Area will not 
result in unacceptable hazards to a trespassing child, and (2) potential site exposures of the 
trespassing child provide conservative upper bounds to potential site exposures (MSE, 2009). 
Based on the conservative screening level ecological risk assessment, cyanide was concluded 
not to be a significant ecological hazard.  

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 
 
a. Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment throughout the routine transport, 

use or disposal of hazardous materials.  
 
Impact Analysis: 
 
A variety of hazardous materials, including products such as fuels, oils, and chemicals, will 
be used routinely onsite during the remediation phase of the Project.  However, all activities 
involving the use of hazardous materials will take place during the restoration part of the 
Project, which is estimated to last for up to a year and none of these activities will involve 
large-scale use, or environmental application of such materials.  Potential impacts 
associated with the use of such materials will also be minimized through proper storage and 
disposal, the use of best management practices, and compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations governing the management of hazardous materials and hazardous waste.  After 
restoration is completed and construction activities cease, routine transport, use, of 
hazardous materials or management of waste generated by the use of these materials will 
also cease completely.  

Environmental remediation activities will also require routine management of sediments and 
soil underlying the pond and drainage ditch, and of materials found in the Carbon Black 
Area.  This includes removal of all non-native and contaminated materials for the pond and 
the drainage ditch.  However, these materials do not classify as a hazardous waste and risk 
assessments have determined that short-term exposure to these material does not pose a 
risk to human health. These management activities will also take place during the 
restoration phase of the project which is estimated to last less than a year. 

In addition, the management, storage, and transport of remediation materials will be 
consistent with all applicable federal and state laws. As described above, a Transportation 
Management Plan will be in place prior to the start of offsite transport of the impacted 
material.  Any storage of hazardous or impacted materials will occur in a designated 
material-handling area with secondary containment.  Accidental releases of hazardous or 
remediation materials will be minimized through the implementation of a Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan and with enhanced spill response training for site workers. 
Therefore, impacts related to the transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials will be 
less than significant. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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b. Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably foreseeable 

upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the 
environment.  
 
Impact Analysis: 
 
Potential upsets associated with hazardous materials and hazardous waste could include 
the accidental release of contaminated site materials during the removal, management, or 
transport of these materials, the accidental release of construction-related hazardous 
materials such as fuel, oil, maintenance chemicals, odor suppressants, and dewatering 
additives, or the generation of toxic airborne pollutants during site remediation activities.  

The proposed environmental remediation includes the removal, management and 
transportation of up to 300,000 cubic yards of materials containing hazardous constituents.  
However, these materials do not classify as a hazardous waste, and risk assessments have 
determined that short-term exposure to these material does not pose a risk to human health. 
These management activities will also take place for less than a year. In addition, the 
probability that remediation materials escape to the environment during transportation 
accidents will be minimized through the implementation of a Transportation Management 
Plan which is an integral part of the project design (Corrective Measures Plan and Design, 
PG&E, 03/30/2011) .  
 
Potential spills or releases of hazardous materials will be minimized through implementation 
of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan.  

Vehicle fueling will occur offsite except when necessary (such as for stationary or floating 
equipment). Implementation of the following of measures, in addition to those contained in 
the Transportation Management Plan and the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan, will 
reduce potential impacts associated with accidental release of hazardous materials to a less 
than significant level: 

 Preparation of a Health and Safety Plan including requirements for workers, and other 
construction management components, such as dust and offsite migration control. 

 A requirement that all construction activities involving work in proximity to potentially 
contaminated soils and/or surface water be undertaken in accordance with California 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal-OSHA) standards, contained in Title 
8 of the CCR. 

 Establishment of health and safety provisions for monitoring exposure to construction 
workers, procedures to be undertaken in the event that previously unreported 
contamination is discovered, and emergency procedures and responsible personnel. 

Though most contaminants remaining in pond media are not volatile, and their 
concentrations are low, the excavation, handling, stockpiling, dewatering, and transportation 
of pond sediments during pond restoration could enhance the emission and transfer of 
contaminants to air.  Specific enhancement processes include evaporation and bacterial 
action induced by aerobic exposure of media, and physical separation processes such as 
dewatering and segregation, which could increase contaminant concentration.  

To prevent potential significant air impacts associated with remediation activities the project 
design plan (Corrective Measures Plan and Design, PG&E, 03/30/2011) incorporates a 
comprehensive, project-specific Air Quality Management Plan designed to monitor and 
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manage all expected air releases, and address unforeseen air quality issues that may arise. 
This plan describes the assets that will be deployed to monitor waste related emissions, 
schedules and procedures describing how and when air monitoring will take place and, a 
procedures and actions that will take place to respond to waste related air quality 
management issues that arise.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances or 

waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school.  
Impact Analysis: 
 
The routes selected to haul remediation materials to the landfill run within 0.25 mile of some 
existing schools (Figure 8-1). However, as described above, remediation materials do not 
classify as a hazardous waste or pose an acute threat to human health. The potential spill of 
construction-related hazardous materials will be avoided or minimized with implementation 
of the measures described in response to question 8 b), as well as the measures contained 
in the Transportation Management Plan prepared for the Project. Risk will be further 
minimized with Project compliance with federal and state approved material/waste transport 
regulations. Therefore, potential impacts will be less than significant. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
d. Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled 

pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a significant 
hazard to public or the environment. 
 
Impact Analysis: 
 
The Shell Pond and the Carbon Black Area are not on the “Cortese List” associated with 
Section 65962.5. Therefore, no impact related to the exposure of the public or environment 
to such sites will occur. 
 
Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
e. Impair implementation of, or physically interfere with, an adopted emergency response plan or 

emergency evacuation plan. 
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Impact Analysis: 
 
The Project does not have potential to impair or interfere with an adopted Emergency 
Response Plan or Emergency Evacuation Plan except during the transportation of 
remediation materials to the Keller Canyon Landfill when trucks on public streets could slow 
down the flow of traffic. However, the transportation management plan provides for 
communication between all trucks and project management, and offers the ability to manage 
project related truck traffic and respond to unexpected conditions in real time.  If an 
Emergency Response or Evacuation Plan were to be implemented, the transport of 
impacted material will be stopped until the emergency or evacuation is no longer in effect.  
Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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9. Hydrology and Water Quality 
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact:  

 Earthmoving and grading 
 Accidental spill of construction-related material 
 On-site dewatering of all the material removed from the Pond 
 Levee breaching 

Earthmoving and grading will be performed in the material-handling area(s), staging area, and 
other associated construction zones such as access roads and other facilities. The potential for 
erosion and loss of sediments to nearby receiving water bodies exists during these activities. 
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There is also the potential for accidental spill of construction-related material (for example, fuel 
or additives) into surrounding sloughs.  

After all impacted materials are removed from the Shell Pond and confirmation testing is complete, 
levees will be breached creating a potential for a short-term surge of Pond water. This may have a 
transient effect on the adjacent slough due to water quality parameters such as high salinity or low 
dissolved oxygen (DO) in the Pond water, or metals or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons above 
ambient levels. Sediment loss from the Pond may also occur in response to the new tidal flows.  

As described above, suspended material will be allowed to settle prior to breaching of the levee 
to minimize surge, and breaching will be timed to occur on an incoming tide to reduce turbidity 
in the East Slough. Turbidity levels in the receiving water are expected to periodically be higher 
than ambient during the first few days after breaching; however, experience at other restoration 
projects involving levee breaching (e.g., the Napa Sonoma Marsh Project and Napa Plant Site 
Restoration Project) has shown that turbidity typically returns to ambient conditions within days 
of the breaching activity. Furthermore, turbidity in tidal systems, especially in shallow areas, is 
naturally variable and is often elevated due to wind-induced resuspension, tidal scour, and/or 
high runoff conditions.  

After the levee has been breached, DO, salinity, pH, turbidity, and other constituents, depending 
on the results of confirmation sampling, will be measured within 24 hours and 5 days of the 
breach, weekly for the first month, and then monthly until water quality performance criteria 
have been met for 3 consecutive months. Over time, the system will reach an equilibrium 
condition balancing marsh elevations, tidal sloughs, and other features with the supply of 
suspended sediment from the Bay. 

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

Surface Hydrology 
The Project area lies within the San Francisco Bay Area Hydrologic Basin. Surface water from 
the site eventually drains to Suisun Bay. Suisun Bay is part of the larger Bay-Delta system, 
which drains the Sacramento Valley, eventually discharging to the Pacific Ocean through San 
Francisco Bay. The Project area is relatively flat with elevations that range from -5 to 10 feet 
above mean sea level. The climate of the San Francisco Bay Area is characterized as 
Mediterranean with cool wet winters and relatively warmer dry summers. The mean annual 
rainfall in the Project vicinity is ranges from approximately 13 to 17 inches (Western Regional 
Climate Center -- Antioch Pump Plant Station 1955-2009). 

The Shell Pond is surrounded by wetlands and ruderal upland areas. A small intermittent 
drainage ditch, which originates in the hills southwest of the site, flows through the Shore Acres 
development through underground culverts and underneath the railroad tracks into the West 
Slough between the  Pond and the West Parcel. The West Slough is tidally influenced to about 
the southern edge of the Pond, and extends due north along the pond eventually connected to 
Suisun Bay. A stormwater pipe that appears to originate in an area southeast of the site 
conveys runoff into the tidally influenced East Slough located immediately east of the pond. The 
East Slough extends due north along the pond to Suisun Bay. The remnants of the former 
wastewater discharge ditch to the pond extends from the railroad tracks to the southeast of the 
Project area but no longer discharges to the pond.  

The Carbon Black Area contains two surface water features: a non-tidal channel or depression 
that bounds the west and north sides of the Carbon Black Area, and seasonal wetlands over a 
small portion of the site. Both of these are fed by local stormwater and possibly groundwater 
and are not connected to other surface water bodies. 
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Hydrogeology and Groundwater 
The Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area Property is located in the Pittsburg Plain Groundwater 
Basin of the San Francisco Bay Hydrologic Region. The basin is approximately 30 square miles. 

Groundwater is encountered in two connected zones beneath the site (Brown and Caldwell, 
1983; MSE, 2007). The first zone occurs within the shallow peat and organic soil of the Bay Mud 
and is generally 2 to 6 feet below ground surface. The deeper zone occurs in the alluvium under 
the Bay Mud, generally 25 to 35 feet below ground surface (MSE, 2007). The lower inorganic 
clay and silt of the Bay Mud appear to pinch out to the south of the Pond. MSE reports 
significant evidence (based on Shaw, 2006) that the upper and lower groundwater zones are 
interconnected over many parts of the site (MSE, 2007). 

Groundwater flow direction varies seasonally and between the two zones. The groundwater 
generally flows in a northerly direction. Just south of the Shell Pond, unconfined groundwater 
generally moves from southwest to northeast. Groundwater depths decrease and approach sea 
level north toward the Bay (MSE, 2007). In general, a net upward vertical gradient was 
observed in over 80 percent of measurements at wells paired in the upper and lower 
groundwater zones except during the wettest months of the year (ENTRIX, 2009).  

Long-term monitoring of the groundwater (MSE, 2007), subsequent fate and transport analysis 
of potential constituents of concern detected in groundwater, and a screening-level ecological 
risk assessment of groundwater underlying the Pond have been conducted. After a request from 
PG&E, the RWQCB approved an exemption of the site groundwater from the MUN (municipal 
drinking water) beneficial use due to brackish conditions and low recharge, and DTSC approved 
termination of the groundwater monitoring program (DTSC, 2007).  

Pond Surface Water 
The depth of water in the Pond varies seasonally, with Pond maintenance activities, and with 
topography of the Pond bottom. In general, the water in the Pond is shallow, varying from 0 to 
2 feet deep, with an average depth of approximately 1.5 feet. constituents of potential concern 
primarily include selected polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and metals found in the impacted 
material (Brown and Caldwell, 1993, Woodward Clyde Consultants, 1986). An investigation in 
2009 (ENTRIX, 2009) concluded that Pond water metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
at greater concentrations than water samples collected from the adjacent slough. A human 
health risk assessment and a screening level ecological risk assessment identified Pond water 
as posing a potentially unacceptable ecological and human health risk (ENTRIX, 2009).  

Based on results of National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System discharge sampling, the 
Pond water has generally met National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System discharge 
criteria with some exceptions. For National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System monitoring 
in 2007, these exceptions included pH greater than the discharge limit of 8.5; dissolved oxygen 
lower than 5 mg/L; and mercury mass greater than the average monthly total maximum daily 
load limits.  

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements?  
 
Impact Analysis: 

Water discharged to surface waters as result of Project activities will not violate any water 
quality standards or waste discharge requirements.  
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The constituents found in the Shell Pond (metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) are 
frequently adsorbed to carbonaceous particulates such as those that make up the non-
native material in the Pond.  During the excavation, the potential exists for a decrease in 
Pond water quality due to resuspension of impacted material as the Pond bottom is 
disturbed. However, water will be contained in the Pond by the existing Pond levees 
throughout excavation and construction activities related to restoration of the wetland 
habitat; therefore, these resuspended contaminants will not be discharged from the site 
during removal of the impacted material or any restoration construction prior to final 
breaching. After the impacted material removal is complete, an improvement in Pond water 
quality is anticipated due to removal of the impacted material that is the primary source of 
contamination in Pond water and the addition of surface water necessary to maintain water 
levels in the pond during dredging. Sufficient settling time will be provided to ensure any 
suspended native and non-native materials return to the Pond bottom; and, breaching will 
be timed to occur on an incoming tide to reduce turbidity in the East Slough.  

As specified in the Water Quality Management Plan included in the project design plan 
(Corrective Measures Plan and Design, PG&E, 03/30/2011), filtrates from dewatering 
operations and other rinsates generated during remediation will be sampled periodically and 
at key points during remediation to monitor and if necessary manage water quality over 
time.   Pond water will also be sampled representatively and analyzed prior to breaching the 
levee to ensure that target water quality parameters are met. If chemical concentrations 
exceed water quality parameters established for the Project by the RWQCB, the Pond water 
will be treated on site, most likely through filtration and granular activated carbon treatment 
to remove petroleum hydrocarbons before breaching. Once water quality sampling confirms 
that the Pond water meets the required water quality parameters and the levee has been 
breached, PG&E will measure DO, salinity, pH, turbidity, and other constituents (depending 
on the results of confirmation sampling) within 24 hours and 5 days of the breach, weekly for 
the first month, and monthly until water quality performance criteria have been met for 3 
consecutive months. Over time, the system will reach an equilibrium condition balancing 
marsh elevations, tidal sloughs, and other features with the supply of suspended sediment 
from the Bay. 

To address construction-related impacts, a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan and 
training will be in place prior to the initiation of construction. Secondary containment will be 
provided to contain any potential spills or stormwater runoff within the Material Handling 
Area, staging area, and associated zones. The Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan will 
specify appropriate practices to prevent potential runoff of soils and chemicals from the 
Project site or into sensitive areas within the Project site. Stormwater collected within the 
bermed and lined material-handling areas will be discharged to the Pond in conjunction with 
the filtrate and any other water generated by the Project. No fueling or refueling will be 
allowed onsite except where it is impractical to send vehicles and equipment offsite for 
fueling (such as for stationary or floating equipment). When fueling must occur onsite, the 
contractor will use a previously disturbed area subject to the approval of the onsite biological 
monitor. In addition, fueling will be subject to spill prevention measures to be included in the 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan.  

The impacted material in the wastewater ditch will also be removed as part of the Project 
and the ditch returned to pre-construction elevation using clean fill. This will remove a 
source of water contamination. The Carbon Black Area is an upland area with a surrounding 
channel on the west and north sides, and seasonal wetlands. The proposed Project will 
seed mapped Carbon Black Area wetland areas and cover upland portions of the Carbon 
Black Area with clean fill; water quality will not be adversely affected.  
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Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater 

recharge such that there would be a net deficient in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local 
groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a 
level which would not support existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have 
been granted)?  
 
Impact Analysis: 

No groundwater supplies or groundwater recharge areas will be used or affected by the 
Project. In 2007, the RWQCB determined that the groundwater was not a potential source of 
drinking water and the DTSC determined that groundwater monitoring at the Shell Pond and 
Carbon Black Area could be discontinued. The proposed Project will not alter the 
hydrogeology of the site in ways that will have adverse effects on groundwater. The 
groundwater table at the Project site is largely driven by tidal influence from the adjacent 
San Francisco Bay and implementation of the Project will not alter groundwater levels 
significantly.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the 

alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial 
erosion or siltation on or offsite?  
 
Impact Analysis: 

There will be no alteration of the existing drainage patterns of the site vicinity. Within the 
site, levee breaching will open tidal flow to an area that is currently non-tidal (the Shell 
Pond), and this area will, therefore, experience a substantial change in drainage (most of 
the former Shell Pond area will be expected to fill and drain twice daily). No substantial 
erosion or siltation will occur as a result of the Project. Some sediment from the Pond 
restoration may be deposited in tidal sloughs in the vicinity of the site, and some scouring of 
sloughs could occur as a result of the restoration. The Final Restoration Plan will address 
any potential issues associated with sedimentation and scouring.  

Impacted material will also be removed from the former wastewater ditch that historically fed 
the Shell Pond. Appropriate erosion-control measures in the ditch such as silt fences, fiber 
rolls, or hay bales will be used to prevent downstream movement of disturbed sediments. In 
addition, the wastewater ditch is no longer hydrologically connected to any other surface 
water body, and therefore no sediment loss from the wastewater ditch will occur.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
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 No Impact 
 

d. Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the 
alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or amount of 
surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or offsite?  

 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project will not alter the existing drainage pattern as described above or increase 
flooding. Material handling areas and staging areas may be graded and bermed to provide 
containment for construction-related activities and stormwater runoff, but will not be 
expected to appreciably change the rate of runoff. After completion of the Project, any 
disturbed areas will be vegetated as needed.  
 
Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
e. Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or planned 

stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff? 
 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project will not alter the existing or planned drainage systems or pollute stormwater 
runoff. A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan will be developed and implemented prior to 
the start of any construction activities. Other than the discharges to the Shell Pond 
described in Section d) above, no additional sources of runoff will be created. 
 
Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
f. Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?  

 
Impact Analysis: 

Other than the potential impacts described under questions  a) through e) above, which are 
less than significant, no other potential impacts to water quality are anticipated. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated  
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
g. Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard 

Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map?  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The proposed Project will not create any housing facilities. 
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Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated  
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
h. Place within a 100-flood hazard area structures which would impede or redirect flood flows?  

 
Impact Analysis: 

The proposed Project will not create any permanent structures or place any structures in a 
100-year flood hazard area. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
i. Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding, 

including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The proposed Project area is in an undeveloped area that will not be expected to expose 
people or structures to a flooding risk. If the levee were to fail, it will not significantly change 
the flood hazard under the current or post-Project conditions. The current Shell Pond levees 
do not provide any flood protection function to the surrounding areas.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
j. Inundation by seiche, tsunami or mudflow?  

 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project will not affect the potential for seiche, tsunami, or mudflows. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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10. Land Use and Planning 
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact:  

 None 
Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions:  

The Project site is open space with a mix of tidal wetlands, open water, seasonal wetlands, and 
upland habitat. A small pump house is located in the southwest corner of the Shell Pond. The 
site is bounded by the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta to the north and Union Pacific 
Railroad and Burlington Northern Santa Fe railroad tracks to the south. PG&E owns parcels 
immediately adjacent to the Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area on the east (East Parcel) and 
west (McAvoy Yacht Harbor) that are designated in local plans as open space and recreational 
use, respectively (ENTRIX, 2007). A land use covenant for the Shell Pond and Carbon Black 
Area restricts future development by not allowing residential development.  

The Project site is located in unincorporated Contra Costa County and under the jurisdiction of 
the Redevelopment Agency of the Department of Conservation and Development. The site and 
the adjacent areas to the east are designated in County plans as Open Space. To the south are 
the railroad tracks designated as Public and Semi-Public and include transportation and utility 
corridors such as railroads, PG&E lines, and pipelines. Further south is a large area designated 
Heavy Industry. The area to the southwest of the site is zoned for Single Family Residential-
High Density and the area to the southeast of the site it is zoned Multi Family Residential-Low 
Density. The land toward the west of the Project site (West Parcel) is designated Parks and 
Recreation. The West Parcel is inside the Urban Limit Line and the remaining areas in the 
Project site are located outside the Urban Limit Line.  

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction 
over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan, local coastal 
program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an 
environmental effect.  
 
Impact Analysis:  

The Project does not conflict with any land use plan or policy. The site will remain as open 
space after the Project is complete. No impact will occur. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation 

plan.  
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Impact Analysis:  
 
The Project will not conflict with any conservation plan or natural community conservation 
plan. The East County Habitat Conservation Plan/ Natural Community Conservation Plan 
goals are to protect and restore wildlife habitat in the area. In keeping with these goals, the 
Project site will remain open space, and the Project will result in improvements to existing 
habitat as well as the creation of additional marsh habitat through restoration of tidal 
influence to the Shell Pond. Potential impacts to wildlife habitat related to Project 
construction will be avoided or minimized through implementation of environmental 
protection measures, as described above in Section 4, Biological Resources. The Project is 
also consistent with the Strategic Plan redevelopment proposed for the West Parcel (CCC 
Redevelopment Agency, 2008). For these reasons, effects from the Project are expected to 
be less than significant.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
References: 
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11. Mineral Resources 
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact:  

 None 
Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

The Project site does not have any known mineral resources. 

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value to the 
region and the residents of the state.  
 
Impact Analysis:  

No known mineral resources are located on the Project site; therefore, the Project will not 
result in the loss of availability of any known resource. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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b. Result in the loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource recovery site 

delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land use plan. 
 
Impact Analysis:  

No known mineral resources are located on the Project site; therefore, the Project will not 
result in the loss of availability of a locally important mineral resource recovery site. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
 
 

12. Noise 
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact: 

 Mobilization and use of construction equipment 
 Use of trucks to transport materials away from the site 
 Use of trucks to bring materials to the site 
 Use of vehicles to bring personnel and supplies to the site during construction 
 Use of generators to power support systems including pumps, work lights, administrative facilities  
 Excavation, handling, dewatering and transportation of soil, sediments and other media 
 Minor maintenance activities after remediation has been completed including transportation of 

personnel and transportation and use of maintenance support equipment 

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions:  

The County Noise Element presents current ambient noise levels for the County in a series of 
noise contour maps. The residential area closest to the Project location is within the 60 day-
night noise level (DNL) contour line. The DNL is the 24-hour A-weighted1 average noise-
exposure level that accounts for the greater sensitivity of most people to nighttime noise by 
applying a 10-dBA (A-weighted decibels) weighting to noise levels at night. The DNL is 
calculated based on hourly equivalent noise levels (Leq). All hourly noise levels are assumed to 
be Leq levels, unless otherwise noted. With a DNL of 60 dBA, the noise levels in the residential 
area are assumed to be roughly 50 dBA at night and 60 dBA during the day. 

Ambient noise from existing traffic along Willow Pass Road, motorized boat traffic on Suisun 
Bay, and railroad noise (up to three trains per hour) occurs at the site. The railroad tracks 
generate noise when trains pass by and when they are required to sound their horns when 
passing an at-grade crossing. Existing noise levels from the railroad range from 60 to 70 dB 
(Contra Costa County General Plan 2005-2020, Noise Element [CCC, 2005]). Future levels are 

                                                      
1 The sensitivity of the human ear to sound depends on the frequency or pitch of the sound. People hear some frequencies better 
than others do. If a person hears two sounds of the same sound pressure but of different frequencies, one sound may appear louder 
than the other one. This occurs because people hear high-frequency noise much better than low-frequency noise. Noise-
measurement readings can be adjusted to correspond to this peculiarity of human hearing. An A-weighting filter that is built into the 
instrument de-emphasizes low frequencies or pitches. Sound levels measured using this filter are called A-weighted noise levels.  
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expected to be 73 dB. The current noise level at Willow Pass Road is 60 dB and is expected to 
be 65 dB in the future. 

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would lead to: 

a. Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards established in the 
local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies.  
 
Impact Analysis:  

The Project will result in construction-related noise associated with mechanical and 
hydraulic dredging as well as transport of material offsite that may be noticeable to nearby 
receptors. However, noise will be construction-related and therefore temporary, and noise 
levels will not be in excess of established standards. Therefore, impacts will be less than 
significant.  

All Project construction will occur during daytime hours with the exception of hydraulic 
dredging, which will take place on a 24-hour basis for a period of up to 4 months to allow 
removal to occur within the shortest possible period of time. An estimated 197,000 cubic 
yards of in-situ material, including 0.5 feet of material below the non-native material, will be 
removed hydraulically. The material will be removed using two auger-type dredges 
operating simultaneously. Each dredge will remove approximately 1,200 to 1,500 cubic 
yards of material over a 24-hour period.  

Assuming a noise level of 77 dBA at 50 feet, the combined noise level from the two dredges 
will be 80 dBA, and a minimum separation of 1,600 feet from the closest residence will be 
required to meet the assumed night-time ambient noise level of 50 dBA at the closest 
residence. If just one dredge is operating, the required separation distance is only 
1,120 feet. The closest residential receptor to the Project site is located within approximately 
1,080 feet of the southwest corner of the Shell Pond and within 910 feet of the Material 
Handling Area on the West Parcel. Because hydraulic dredging will not occur in the 
southernmost portion of the Shell Pond, the required separation distance of 1,120 feet will 
be respected.  

Forklifts required to place the geotubes in the dewatering area, and move other large 
objects will also generate noise during construction. Although forklifts can be noisy, they will 
be used infrequently, and every effort will be made to avoid using them at night. When 
hydraulic removal operations are scheduled for nighttime hours (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.), the use 
of forklifts and other construction equipment during this time will be minimized by staging 
sufficient geotextile bags prior to 10 p.m. Additionally, only one forklift will be used at a time. 

To ensure that Project-related noise is minimized, the following measures will be 
implemented: 
 Conducting initial noise monitoring at the site to ensure that nighttime noise levels at the 

closest residential receptor do not exceed acceptable levels. 
 Locating construction equipment staging area, material-handling areas, and stationary 

construction equipment away from foraging, nesting, or breeding habitats and residential 
receptors. 

 Limiting truck traffic to 6 to 7 hours per day during daytime hours, and locating the 
temporary access road at least 600 feet from the closest residential receptors. 

 Shutting off idling equipment when not in use (this measure will also be implemented to 
reduce NOx and greenhouse gas emissions). 
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 Selecting or contractually specifying the use of lower noise equipment. 
 Adding mufflers on construction equipment, generators, and vehicles. 
 Utilizing electrically powered construction equipment where feasible. 
 Installing temporary barriers (shielding) around stationary construction noise sources. 
 For sheet pile driving, a vibratory hammer-type driver will be used to minimize vibration. 
Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne 

noise levels.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project is not expected to generate significant groundborne vibration or groundborne 
noise levels. Activities that will generate vibration and groundborne noise includes trucking, 
and sheet pile driving which may be required to contain mechanical excavation activities. 
Sheet pile driving will be limited in duration, and where feasible, sheets will be pushed using 
an excavator bucket. If a sheet pile driver is required, a vibratory hammer-type driver will be 
used to minimize vibration. This will render sheet pile generated groundborne vibration 
insignificant. Haul trucks will travel only during the times that the landfill is open, and will not 
be using the roads during sensitive periods (10 p.m. and 7 a.m.). Hauling will occur an 
estimated 6 to 7 hours per day, with an estimated 12 round trips per hour. Because truck 
trips will be spread over time and trucks will not operate during sensitive periods, 
groundborne noise and vibration associated with truck traffic will be less than significant. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the vicinity above levels existing 

without the project.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project will not result in a permanent increase in ambient noise levels. Any increase in 
noise levels will be limited to the duration of construction activities.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
d. A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity 

above levels existing without the project.  
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Impact Analysis: 

The Project will result in temporary increases in ambient noise resulting from site restoration 
activities which include excavation, dredging pumping, handling and transportation of 
materials. However, related impacts will be less than significant because all construction, 
with the exception of hydraulic dredging operations, will be restricted to daytime hours. 
Truck traffic will also be restricted to daytime hours. Nighttime activities will take place in the 
northern portion of the Pond, far from nearby sensitive receptors and the public, and mostly 
behind dykes and railroad embankment rendering less than significant potential impacts 
associated with temporary increases in ambient noise.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
References: 
Bay Area Air Quality Management District. BAAQMD CEQA Air Quality Guidelines. May, 2010. 
CH2M HILL. Technical Memorandum: PG&E Shell Pond Initial Study: Noise Analysis. March 3, 2010. 
CH2M HILL. Technical Memorandum: Supplemental Noise Analysis. May 13, 2010. 
Contra Costa County (CCC) Community Development Department. 2005. Contra Costa County General Plan 2005-

2020, Noise Element.  
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13. Population and Housing 
 

Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact: 

 None 
Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

The site is open space and no housing or other development currently is located or proposed for 
the site.  

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Induce substantial population growth in area, either directly (for example, by proposing new 
homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension of roads or other 
infrastructure).  
 
Impact Analysis: 

No housing or other development is proposed for the site, and remediation and restoration 
of the site will not induce population growth. Therefore, no impact will occur. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the construction of 

replacement housing elsewhere.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

No housing will be displaced as a result of the remediation and restoration of the site. 
Therefore, no impact will occur. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of replacement 

housing elsewhere.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

No people will be displaced as a result of the remediation and restoration of the site. 
Therefore, no impact will occur. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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14. Public Services 
 

Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact: 

 Temporary construction activities 
 Transportation of material to and from the Project site.  

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

This site is located within an unincorporated part of Contra Costa County and is within the 
Contra Costa County Fire Protection District. The nearest fire station is on Willow Pass Road at 
the intersection of Manor Drive, approximately 1.25 miles from the southeast side of the Shell 
Pond via the private railroad crossing at the east side of the Project. 

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or 
physically altered government facilities, need for new or physically altered 
governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant 
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times 
or other performance objectives for any of the following public services: 

 
 Fire protection 
 Police protection 
 Schools 
 Parks 
 Other public facilities 
 
Impact Analysis: 

No new or altered facilities will be required as a result of the Project. Therefore, this impact 
is less than significant. Potential demands on emergency services during the Project 
construction period could be slightly greater than under current conditions; however, 
extensive steps will be taken to minimize the potential for incidents, and incident response 
will be coordinated with the County as part of the Emergency Response Plan. After 
completion of the Project, the site will remain in open space and no increase in public 
services will be required.  
 
Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 

15. Recreation 
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact: 

 None 

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

The site is fenced open space on private property and currently does not support recreational 
use. Public access to the site is limited by access restrictions included in a deed restriction for 
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the property; and, while the West Parcel is zoned for recreational use, no recreational use is 
proposed on or immediately adjacent to the Project site. The suitability of the site and 
surrounding area for public access is limited at this time due to both species and safety 
concerns. The adjacent marshlands provide habitat for several listed and fully protected 
species, many of which are particularly secretive and sensitive to disturbance by people and 
pets. Further, accessing the site requires crossing several railroad lines, and not all existing 
crossing locations are safe.  

A segment of the Great California Delta Trail is proposed to be located in the southernmost 
portion of the Project site; but, the trail will be developed and managed by East Bay Regional 
Park District and is not part of this Project.  

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational facilities 
such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated.  
 
Impact Analysis: 
 
None of the Project activities or components will result in an increased use of nearby 
recreational facilities. Therefore, no impact will occur. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Include recreational facilities or require construction or expansion of recreational facilities, 

which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment. 
 
Impact Analysis: 

No recreational facilities or recreational development are proposed for the site, nor is there 
an activity proposed for the site which will require the expansion or construction of such 
facilities. Therefore, no impact will occur. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 

16. Transportation and Traffic 
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact:  

 Mobilization and use of construction and support equipment 
 Use of trucks to transport materials to and from the site during pond remediation 
 Use of vehicles to bring personnel and supplies to the site during restoration 
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Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

Once the temporary access road specified in the plan is constructed (Figures 1-2 and 2-2), most 
traffic project will move through the McAvoy Road / Port Chicago Highway / Willow Road 
corridor on its way to or from State Route 4 (See Figures 3-1 and 3-2). 

Travelling south along this corridor from the intersection of Mc Avoy and the temporary road, 
McAvoy Road is a two-way road.  The first major feature to be found less than 50 feet from the 
intersection is a 250-feet wide, controlled triple railroad crossing.  (See Figure 3-3). The next 
feature is the intersection of McAvoy and Port Chicago Highway, which is located in the middle 
of a curve where Port Chicago Highway goes from being a west to east corridor into a north to 
south one. For those driving south from McAvoy onto Port Chicago Highway, this intersection 
offers a stop sign as traffic control.  For those driving in the opposite direction (north) on Port 
Chicago Highway and wanting to go into McAvoy the intersection provides a short relief lane 
around a rubber-barrier-lined speed reduction turn designed to prevent fast traffic from 
approaching the railroad crossing. Moving south from the McAvoy intersection most of Port 
Chicago Highway is a two-lane road with wide shoulders until it crosses Fireside drive, where it 
becomes a four-lane medium service road that ends at Willow road.  Willow road itself is a four-
lane full service expressway with merging lanes and wide separating aisles lined with trees.  
From this intersections those wishing to approach State Road 4 turn west (right) and follow the 
signs.  

In terms of zoning, the northern portion of the corridor is industrial and becomes residential 
further south after Port Chicago Highway merges with Pacifica Avenue.  However, both Port 
Chicago Highway and Willow Pass Road, are industrial traffic corridors along the route, and 
offer no direct access to residences, which lay behind thick hedges and sound-walls.  

SR 4 currently experiences traffic congestion in peak periods (westbound in the morning, 
eastbound in the evening). According to Caltrans, in 2007 there were 10,300 vehicles during the 
peak hour and 142,000 vehicles per day on SR 4 between Port Chicago Highway East and 
Bailey Road (Caltrans, 2010). In 2008, these volumes dropped to 9,900 and 136,000, 
respectively.  

According to the 2009 Congestion Monitoring Program Final Draft Monitoring Report (Contra 
Costa Transportation Authority, 2010), between SR 242 and Bailey Road SR 4 operates at 
Level of Service2 (LOS) E westbound during the AM peak hour and LOS D during the PM peak 
hour in the eastbound direction. The facility operates at LOS C during the AM peak hour and 
LOS E during the PM peak hour in the westbound direction. These observed levels of service 
are all better than the LOS F standard that applies on this segment of SR 4. However, there is 
congestion on SR 4 to the east. The current LOS at intersections along the haul route is 
predominantly LOS A, with one intersection each at LOS D, during the AM peak and PM peak, 
as shown in Table 16-1. 

TABLE 16-1 
Haul Route Intersection Level of Service 

Existing (2005) Intersection Level of Service 
Traffic 
Control 

AM Peak 
LOS  

PM Peak 
LOS 

Port Chicago Highway/McAvoy Road SSSC B A 

                                                      
2  Level of service is a scale used in traffic engineering to measure the congestion of a roadway. It ranges from LOS A (best traffic 
flow) to LOS F (worst flow). LOS A describes conditions where traffic flows at or above the posted speed limit and all motorists have 
complete mobility between lanes; LOS F means that flow is heavily restricted with frequent slowing or stopping (essentially stop-
and-go traffic). 
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TABLE 16-1 
Haul Route Intersection Level of Service 

Existing (2005) Intersection Level of Service 
Traffic 
Control 

AM Peak 
LOS  

PM Peak 
LOS 

Port Chicago Highway/Pacifica Avenue Signal A A 

Port Chicago Highway/Riverside Drive/Lynbrook Street Signal A A 

Port Chicago Highway/Willow Pass Road Signal A A 

Willow Pass Rd./San Marco Blvd./Evora Rd./SR 4 Westbound Ramps Signal A A 

San Marco Boulevard/SR 4 Eastbound Ramps Signal A A 

Willow Pass Road/Alves Lane Signal A A 

Willow Pass Road/Bailey Road Signal A A 

Bailey Road/SR 4 Westbound Ramp/Canal Road Signal D A 

Bailey Road/SR 4 Eastbound Ramps/BART Signal B D 

Notes:  Signal=Signalized Intersection  
 SSSC=Side-street stop-controlled intersection 
Source: Bay Point Waterfront Strategic Plan Environmental Impact Report, ESA Associates, March 2007. 

 
Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of effectiveness 
for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of transportation 
including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components of the circulation 
system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian 
and bicycle paths, and mass transit?  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The hauling of materials to the landfill and return of trucks to the project site for reloading 
during remediation of the Shell Pond constitutes the bulk of all project related traffic.  Project 
specifications include a maximum of eighty round-trips to and from the landfill for an 7-hour 
period beginning at 8 am and ending at 3 pm amounting to a rate of 10 trucks per hour 
which could significantly affect local traffic if not managed appropriately. 

To address this particular challenge, the Transportation Management Plan included in the 
project design plan (Corrective Measures Plan and Design, PG&E, 03/30/2011) will 
incorporate a Transportation management Plan specifically designed to spread traffic flow 
across transportation shifts in a manner that reduces potential traffic impacts to 
insignificance.  This system will also be capable of collecting real-time traffic information and 
issuing real-time commands to its components (including truck drivers) in order to make 
them respond in real time to changing conditions. 

The Transportation Management Plan will also prevent adverse traffic impacts in the vicinity 
of sensitive locations (schools, community center, and library) and will contain provisions to 
assess and repair transportation infrastructure wear and damage. Implementation of the 
Transportation Management Plan will reduce potentially significant impacts of project 
transportation to less than significant. 

The proposed Project activities will not conflict with any applicable plans, ordinances, or 
policies that have established measures of effectiveness for the performance of 
intersections, streets, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit. SR 4 is currently at 
acceptable, but low, levels of service during peak traffic periods (as low as LOS E); 
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however, the acceptable LOS for SR 4 has been set at LOS F by Contra Costa County 
(CCTA, 2010).  

The majority of traffic associated with the Project will consist of trucks hauling impacted 
material to Keller Canyon Landfill exclusively from 8 am to 3 pm on weekdays, and 8 am to 
1 pm.  This will ensure that truck traffic associated with the Project will have minimal impact 
on the PM peak traffic.  During the AM peak traffic period, trucks traveling eastbound on SR 
4 will be traveling counter-commute.  Trucks returning from the landfill before 10 am will 
return using West Leland road, which is not a commuter traffic corridor.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
b. Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not limited to 

level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other standards established by the 
county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways?  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The hauling of materials to the landfill and return of trucks to the project site for reloading 
during remediation of the Shell Pond constitutes the bulk of all project related traffic.  Project 
specifications include a maximum of eighty round-trips to and from the landfill for an 7-hour 
period beginning at 8 am and ending at 3 pm amounting to a rate of 10 trucks per hour 
which could significantly affect local traffic if not managed appropriately. 

As explained in question a) above, potential traffic impacts along hauling routes will be 
rendered less than significant by the implementation of a Transportation Management Plan. 
In the case of level of service standards in particular, the Transportation Management Plan 
will ensure that project traffic is distributed sparsely across work shifts minimizing the 
presence of project trucks on the road.  

The current level of service at intersections along the haul route varies from LOS A to 
LOS D, as shown in Table 16-1 above. Truck traffic spread across the shift will add 2 to 4 
percent to the traffic on some of the intersection movements. The exact effects (additional 
delay) will depend on the intersection configuration and existing traffic patterns, but will 
generally be in the range of 0 to 10 percent. The impact to individual drivers will range from 
0 to 5 seconds. Consequently, the additional truck traffic managed through the 
Transportation Management Plan is not expected to have a significant impact on the LOS at 
these intersections. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels or a 

change in location that results in substantial safety risks? 
 

Impact Analysis: 

The Project will not affect air traffic patterns. Therefore, no impact will occur. 
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Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
d. Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous 

intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment).  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The proposed project includes access between the property and public roads via a new 
private temporary road that will travel east-west between the southern section of the project 
area and McAvoy Road (See Figure 3-3).  While the proposed temporary road will be much 
safer than the road that currently offers access to the site, the new road will convey project 
traffic to and from McAvoy Road across the controlled, 250-feet wide, triple railroad crossing 
at McAvoy (See Figure 3-3).  Traffic across the rail road craossing will increase substantially 
above current baseline during the up to nine months, when material excavated from the 
Shell Pond will be transported to the landfill. If unaddressed, this increase in the frequency 
at which vehicles cross the railroad could increase the probability of accidents. The 
proposed temporary road would also intersect McAvoy at less than 100 feet north of the 
railroad crossing, which could make the crossing more hazardous particularly during times 
of low visibility, or heavy traffic.  The proposed route would also include a 250-foot long 
section between the southern side of the railroad crossing at McAvoy, and a stop sign where 
McAvoy intersects Port-Chicago Highway, which could conceivably gridlock traffic in a 
segment of road vehicles driving across railroad tracks would need in order to safely clear 
the rails.  

In order to address the potential increase in traffic hazard associated with this particular 
feature, there will be a flag-person station specifically minding the railroad crossing at 
McAvoy Road.  The flag-person at this station will ensure that adequate space is available 
on the road on either side of the railroad crossing so that no vehicle will be on the tracks 
without space to accommodate the vehicle on the road outside the railroad right of way.   

Regarding incompatible uses, the streets conveying traffic to and from the project area 
during project activities are all compatible with the industrial type of traffic that will take place 
as part of the project.  Some of these roads including Port Chicago Highway, circulate along 
the boundaries of residential areas, but the houses in those areas do not face the roads and 
most of them sit behind sound walls and hedges.  Schools closest to the Project site (see 
Figure 8-1) are the Shore Acres Elementary (351 Marina Road, Bay Point, California); Rio 
Vista Elementary (611 Pacifica Avenue, Bay Point, California), both located southwest of 
Port Chicago Highway; and Bel Air Elementary (663 Canal Road, Bay Point, California), 
which is the closest to the haul route (immediately adjacent to Bailey Road at the SR 4 
overcrossing). None of these schools is located directly along the haul route. 

Pedestrian facilities are scarce in the vicinity of the Project site (CCC, 2007). All crosswalks 
across the haul routes either are at signalized intersections or have stop signs.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 
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e. Result in inadequate emergency access.  

Impact Analysis: 

Emergency access to the site or any portion of the areas along the proposed truck haul 
routes will not be affected by the proposed Project. No impact will occur. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
f. Conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or 

pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities?  
 
Impact Analysis: 

As discussed under question a) above, potential traffic impacts along hauling routes will be 
rendered less than significant by the implementation of the Transportation Management 
Plan. In the case of public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities in particular, the 
Transportation Management Plan will ensure that project traffic is distributed sparsely across 
time minimizing the presence of project trucks on the road, and the possibility that such 
presence might compromise the implementation of transit policies, plans or programs.  

According to project specifications, the number of round trip truck trips to the landfill will 
never exceed 75 per day. Keller Canyon Landfill is currently permitted to receive 320 trucks 
per day, and is requesting an increase to 395 trucks per day (CCC, 2010a). Thus, the 
proposed number of trucks associated with the Project will be consistent with current plans 
regarding truck traffic. Improvements for pedestrian and bicycle traffic on Bailey Road and 
along portions of Willow Pass Road are currently under review by Contra Costa County 
(Bailey Road Pedestrian & Bicycle Improvement Plan and Willow Pass Road Safety 
Improvements, CCC, 2010b and 2010c, respectively). Project related traffic will not conflict 
with the implementation of these plans, and will be rendered insignificant through the 
implementation of the Transportation Management Plan, which will ensure the appropriate, 
impact-minimizing placement of project traffic over time and locations. In addition, project-
related truck traffic will last no longer than a year.  

The closest public transit to the Project site is a Tri-Delta Transit bus stop serving Routes 
201 and 389, located at Port Chicago Highway and Pacifica Avenue (Tri-Delta Transit, 
2010). This bus stop is approximately two blocks south of the intersection of McAvoy Road 
and Port Chicago Highway. The additional vehicle traffic associated with the Project is not 
expected to have a significant impact on the availability of this bus stop. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
References: 
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans). 2010. Traffic Volumes for all vehicles on California State 

Highways. http://traffic-counts.dot.ca.gov/ 
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costa.ca.us/index.aspx?NID=2276. Accessed May 17, 2010. 
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17. Utilities and Service Systems  
 
Project Activities Likely to Create an Impact: 

 Disposal of soil and non-native sediments into local disposal facility 
 Temporary use of electricity during construction 
 Dewatering and other treatment of remediation waste 

Utilities and public services that could be used by the Project include waste disposal at the 
Keller Canyon Landfill and electricity from PG&E. The Keller Canyon Landfill has sufficient 
capacity for the disposal of the impacted material. Testing of the impacted material will 
determine if the material is suitable for disposal at the landfill; however, a screening analysis 
indicates it will be acceptable.  

An overhead, 12-kilovolt (kV) electric distribution line extends to the southwest corner of the 
Shell Pond, and previously provided electric service for the pumps. PG&E will provide sufficient 
temporary power from this line to support the Project needs. No other utilities are known to be 
present in the Project area. No excavation will occur in the vicinity of any utilities. All utilities will 
be surveyed and marked prior to construction.  

Description of Baseline Environmental Conditions: 

The site is fenced open space on private property. A Delta Diablo Sanitary sewer line and a 
non-functioning PG&E overhead 12-kV electric distribution line exist on the site.  

Analysis as to whether or not project activities would: 

a. Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water Quality Control 
Board.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

Remediation activities will generate filtrates, rinsates and wastewaters from other activities 
including equipment and personnel washout.  This water will be monitored in accordance 
with a Water Quality Management Plan, but pilot tests indicate it will nor require treatment 
prior to being returned to the Shell Pond for recirculation. The water remaining in the Pond 
following removal of all impacted material will be tested and released to the surrounding 
sloughs if it meets discharge requirements. If chemical concentrations exceed water quality 
parameters established for the Project by the RWQCB, the Pond water will be treated on 
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site, most likely through filtration and granular activated carbon treatment to remove 
petroleum hydrocarbons before breaching. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

b. Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment facilities or 
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant 
environmental effects.  
 
Impact Analysis: 

The portion of the Project requiring wastewater management of any sort (pond restoration) 
is short in duration and will not require the expansion of wastewater treatment facilities. If 
chemical concentrations exceed water quality parameters established for the Project by the 
RWQCB, the Pond water will be treated on site, most likely through filtration and granular 
activated carbon treatment to remove petroleum hydrocarbons before breaching. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
c. Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or expansion of 

existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects. 
 
Impact Analysis: 

There will be no discharges to any storm drains, nor will pond restoration affect existing 
drainage patterns to the extent that new or expanded facilities will be required. No impact 
will occur as a result of the proposed Project.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
d. Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing entitlements and 

resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed. 
 
Impact Analysis: 

No new or expanded entitlements are needed as a result of the Project, and no new 
development is proposed at the site. Therefore, no impact will occur. Water to maintain the level 
in the Pond during construction and for dust control will be obtained from the adjacent slough, or 
by importing water from Contra Costa Water District when seasonal Delta smelt restrictions 
preclude pumping from the East Slough.  

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
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 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
e. Result in determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or may serve the 

project that it has inadequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in addition to 
the provider’s existing commitments. 
 
Impact Analysis: 

The remedial component of the Project is temporary and of short duration and will not 
change the demand. If chemical concentrations exceed water quality parameters 
established for the Project by the RWQCB, the Pond water will be treated on site, most likely 
through filtration and granular activated carbon treatment to remove petroleum 
hydrocarbons before breaching.  

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
f. Be served by a landfill with insufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the project’s solid 

waste disposal needs. 
 
Impact Analysis: 

Keller Canyon Landfill has sufficient capacity to accommodate the impacted material 
disposal needs, and formal arrangements with the landfill have been made in advance to 
ascertain that this is the case. Therefore, Project-related impacts on solid waste capacity will 
be less than significant. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
g. Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste. 

 
Impact Analysis: 

The Project will comply with all federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to 
solid waste and hazardous waste. This impact is less than significant. 

Conclusion: 

 Potentially Significant Impact 
 Potentially Significant Unless Mitigated 
 Less Than Significant Impact 
 No Impact 

 
References: 
CH2M HILL. Proposed Corrective Measures Plan and Design, PG&E Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area. Oakland, 

CA, March 2011 
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Mandatory Findings of Significance 
 

Based on evidence provided in this Initial Study, DTSC makes the following findings: 

The Project  has  does not have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment, substantially 
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self-
sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the number or restrict the 
range of a rare or endangered plant or animal, or eliminate important examples of the major periods of 
California history or prehistory. 

As described above in Section 4 (Biological Resources) and Section 5 (Cultural Resources), the 
Project will not have significant impacts on biological or cultural resources. 

The Project  has  does not have impacts that are individually limited but cumulatively considerable. 
“Cumulatively considerable” means that the incremental effects of an individual project are considerable 
when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the 
effects of probable future projects. 

The Project  has  does not have environmental effects that would cause substantial adverse effects 
on human beings, either directly or indirectly. 

Determination of Appropriate Environmental Document: 

Based on evidence provided in this Initial Study, DTSC makes the following determination: 

 The proposed project COULD NOT HAVE a significant effect on the environment. A Negative 
Declaration will be prepared. 

 The proposed project COULD HAVE a significant effect on the environment. However, there will not 
be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the project have been made by or agreed to by the 
project proponent. A Mitigated Negative Declaration will be prepared. 

 The proposed project MAY HAVE a significant effect on the environment. An Environmental Impact 
Report is required. 

 The proposed project MAY HAVE a “potentially significant impact” or “potentially significant unless 
mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been adequately analyzed in an 
earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2) has been addressed by mitigation 
measures based on the earlier analysis as described on attached sheets. An Environmental Impact 
Report is required, but it must analyze only the effects that remain to be addressed. 

 The proposed project COULD HAVE a significant effect on the environment. However, all potentially 
significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier Environmental Impact Report or 
Negative Declaration pursuant to applicable standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant 
to that earlier Environmental Impact Report or Negative Declaration, including revisions or mitigation 
measures that are imposed upon the proposed project. Therefore, nothing further is required. 
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FIGURE 4-5 
Special Status Birds (CNDDB) Known Within 5 
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PG&E Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area Project
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FIGURE 4-6 
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FIGURE 4-7 
Special Status Wildlife Species (CNDDB) 
Within 5 Miles of Project Site
PG&E Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area Project
Bay Point, California
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Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area 
Project Narrative  

 
 

If approved as proposed, the Project will take place in three phases as follows: 

PHASE 1 – SITE PREPARATION 
Site preparation is estimated to last two months, and will consist of the following activities: 

1. Mobilization, Establisment of Biological Protection Areas, and Training 
Initial access to the site will be through an existing access road located at the northern end of 
North Broadway Avenue (Figure 1-2). Preconstruction biological surveys will be conducted as 
needed; biological barriers and exclusion areas will be established; and site-specific 
construction worker training will be conducted for health and safety, emergency response, and 
any specific requirements to minimize Project impacts.  

2. Construction of Temporary Access Road  
To establish safe site access through a controlled railroad crossing, a temporary 4,250 linear 
feet long gravel access road will be constructed to connect the Pond area to McAvoy Road west 
of the Site through land currently belonging to PG&E (Figure 1.2) . The access road, designed 
to handle eighty (80) 4-axle trucks per day for one (1) year, will include a temporary bridge 
founded on spread footings, spanning a stormwater ditch that runs from south of the railroad 
track into the slough on the west side of the Shell Pond.  

3. Construction of Material Handling and Staging Areas 
Ten acres of the upland area west of the Pond (see Figure 2-2) will be setup for materials and 
equipment staging, and for the Material Handling and Dewatering Area; a bermed containment 
area where dredged pond materials will be stored and dewatered in geotextile tubes. 
Construction of the Material Handling and Dewatering Area will include site grading, and the 
installation of an impermeable liner to collect filtrate from the dewatering of hydraulically 
removed material.  

A five-acre Materials Handling Area will also be setup immediately south of the Pond for 
equipment staging, handling material during mechanical excavation, and loading trucks. (Figure 
2-2) This might require minor grading and gravel surfacing. Both Material Handling Areas will 
include a truck wash area for decontaminating trucks before they leave the site.  

A temporary 50 foot-high power line will be installed to provide power to electrical construction 
equipment.  This line will be removed upon completion of Project activities. 

PHASE 2 – REMEDIAL IMPLEMENTATION 
Phase 2 is estimated to last 12 months, and will include the following primary tasks:  

1. Removal of Pond Material 
An estimated 180,000 cubic yards of non-native material (pond sediments), and 60,000 cubic 
yards of potentially contaminated soil from the bottom of the entire 72-acre pond will be 
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removed as part of remediation. An additional amount estimated at 60,000 cubic yards may be 
removed if remediation goals are not achieved after planned removals are completed.  

Mechanical Removal. An estimated 43,000 cubic yards of material will be excavated from 
eleven-acres of the southern end of the Pond where shallower water precludes hydraulic 
removal. (Figures 1-2 and 2-2).  A temporary berm will be installed to keep the area dry to 
facilitate excavation. Two excavators will excavate, stabilize, and load into trucks an estimated 
600 cubic yards of material per 10-hour daylight only shift.  Mechanical removal may also be 
required near the perimeter of the Pond where rip-rap, and shallow water preclude hydraulic 
removal. 

Hydraulic Removal. Hydraulic removal is planned for an estimated 61 acres in the northern 
portion of the Pond where water covers the non-native material.  Two auger-type dredges 
operating simultaneously will remove the material from the bottom of the pond, and plumbing 
will convey the Pond slurry to geotextile bags (geo-tubes) that will be stacked in the Material 
Handling and Dewatering Area. Pond materials in the geotubes will passively dewater through 
the porous skin of the geotubes under the pressure of their own weight.  Rinsate will be 
collected in a sump, sampled in accordance with a pre-approved schedule and pumped back to 
the Pond to allow continuous hydraulic removal of the remaining material. Materials stored in 
geotextile tubes is expected to be ready for off-site disposal after one month of dewatering.  

An estimated 197,000 cubic yards of material will be removed hydraulically. Each dredge will 
remove up to 1,500 cubic yards of material per 24-hour period, and will operate 6 days a week 
to ensure efficient and timely completion of removal.  

2. Water Management 
The majority of water managed during remedy implementation will consist of filtrate from 
dewatered pond materials. Smaller quantities of water will also be generated by 
decontamination (washdown) of construction equipment, trucks, and personnel.  PG&E will 
sample project water under a detailed water management plan that will require approval by 
DTSC and the Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region (RWQCB).  
Target water quality parameters will include at a minimum metals, polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons, TPH, and VOC’s.  PG&E will provide water standards to protect project workers 
and pond fauna during remediation, and to demonstrate that the pond is suitable for levee 
breaching after remediation is completed.  If pond water fails to mee water standards during 
remediation PG&E will respond immediately by implementing measures commensurate with the 
finding including requiring higher level of protection for workers, changing processes to prevet 
reoccurance of the breach, stopping activities and others as needed.  If pond water fails to meet 
clean up standards after remediation, PG&E will treat the water, or ship it offsite prior to 
breaching the levee.  

3. Former Wastewater Discharge Ditch Soil Removal 
Approximately 300 to 600 cubic yards of non-native material and contaminated soil will be 
mechanically excavated from the former wastewater ditch at the southeastern end of the site 
(Figure 1-2). Abandoned piping associated with the former wastewater conveyance system will 
also be removed at this time, and sent to a landfill for disposal.  

4. Confirmation Sampling and Analysis 
Once cleanup activities are completed, numerous soil samples will be collected from the bottom 
of Shell Pond and the former wastewater discharge ditch. and analyzed for constituents of 
potential concern to demonstrate that DTSC approved remediation goals have been achieved.  
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Failure to meet remediation goals will require further remediation including the removal of 
additional pond materials, 

5. Transport and Disposal of Removed Material 
Once materials removed from the pond and the discharge ditch are ready for disposal, they will 
be loaded into appropriately licensed trucks and sent to the Keller Canyon Sanitary Landfill, 
which is located on Bailey Road 5 miles southeast of the Project site. (See Figures 3-1 and 3-
2).Transportation is estimated to last up to nine-months, with a maximum of 75 roundtrips per 
day taking place, from Monday through Friday.  Transportation will be coordinated under a site-
specific Transportation Management Plan designed to monitor project traffic, and minimize 
traffic related impacts including above-baseline congestion, exhaust emissions and noise. 

6. Carbon Black Area Restoration 
CBA restoration includes covering unvegetated areas with 1 foot of clean soil, and populating 
those areas with native plant species.  

CBA restoration will include grading currently unvegetated portions of the area, covering these 
areas with a minimum of one foot of soil, which will require up to 50,000 CY of soil, which PG&E 
will excavate from a parcel west of the pond, and seeding of these areas with native plant 
species in accordance with the plan approved by the resource agencies. The CBA would remain 
a Solid Waste Management Unit under DTSC’s Corrective Action Program. The enhancement 
plan would include monitoring and an adaptive management program in addition to the 
requirements for maintenance, monitoring, and land use restriction currently attached to the 
unit.  

PHASE 3 – LEVEE BREACHING AND RESTORATION OF TIDAL ACTION  
Phase 3 will consist of breaching the Pond levee to let water move freely between the Pond and 
the surrounding wetlands and restoring the Pond area as a self-sustaining combination of 
upland habitat and estuarine wetland habitat.  

Breaching will occur only after PG&E has met all remedial goals to the full satisfaction of DTSC, 
achieved water quality standards to the full satisfaction of the RWQCB, and obtained all permits 
required by agencies with jurisdiction of the various components of the project. If Pond water 
does not meet standards, PG&E will treat it.  

Levee breaching will consist of the excavation of an 82-foot section of the eastern dike of the 
Pond (Figures 2-1, and 2-3), and the placement of the excavated levee material behind the 
remaining levee structures in a manner that improves habitat values of the marsh. Breaching 
will be undertaken during a rising tide to minimize the potential for turbidity in the East Slough, 
and prevent adverse effects to sensitive species, including Delta smelt, long-fin smelt, Chinook 
salmon, and steelhead.  The breach will be designed to minimize the build-up of sediment in 
adjacent sloughs.  

The introduction of tidal action will initiate the formation of intertidal mudflat and marsh habitat, 
benefiting numerous wildlife species, including shore birds and federal and state listed species, 
such as the California clapper rail, California black rail, and salt marsh harvest mouse. The 
additional low marsh habitat and marsh sloughs will also provide increased rearing habitat for 
resident fish such as the endangered Delta smelt.  Restoration activities will be implemented in 
accordance with the Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area Conceptual Restoration Plan 
(CH2M HILL, 2010b), currently under review by the resource agencies. Design and operation 
will also be coordinated with the Contra Costa County Mosquito and Vector Control District.  
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SHELL POND AND CARBON BLACK AREA RESTORARION PROJECT 

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION MEASURES 
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 

 

RESOURCE AREA  MEASURES 

Primary NOx reduction measures: 

 Use of electrical power instead of diesel motors or generators where feasible: The pumps used to return the filtrate back 
to the Pond will be electrically powered, and other equipment will be electrically powered if feasible. 

 Use of onsite soil from the West Parcel or other upland for cover at the CBA: The use of onsite soil will reduce the truck 
trips that will otherwise be required to deliver material from offsite. 

 Development of a NOx Emission Reduction Plan to achieve a Project‐wide fleet‐average 20 percent NOx reduction 
compared to the most recent California Air Resources Board (CARB) fleet average for all off‐road equipment (of more than 
50 horsepower): Acceptable options that may be incorporated into the plan include the use of late model engines, low‐
emission diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology, after‐treatment products, add‐on devices such as 
particulate filters, and/or other options as they become available. 

 Selection of a landfill location as close to the Project site as possible 

 Appropriate phasing of the work schedule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AIR QUALITY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Additional operating measures for NOx reduction: 

 Idling time from all equipment will be minimized, with a special emphasis on reducing idling time from diesel‐powered 
construction equipment. Idling times will be minimized either by shutting off equipment when not in use or limiting the 
maximum idling time for all equipment to 5 minutes (as required by the California airborne toxics control measure Title 13, 
Section 2485 of California Code of Regulations [CCR]). Clear signage will be provided for construction workers at all access 
points. To more effectively reduce emissions from diesel‐powered equipment, the idling time for this type of construction 
equipment will be limited even more, to 2 minutes. 

 All construction equipment, diesel trucks, and generators will be equipped with Best Available Control Technology for 
emission reductions of NOx. 

 All contractors will be required to use equipment that meets CARB’s most recent certification standard for off‐road heavy‐
duty diesel engines. 

 All contractor construction equipment that will be required for use will be maintained and properly tuned in accordance 
with manufacturer specifications. All equipment will be checked by a certified mechanic and determined to be running in 
proper condition prior to operation. Equipment that remains onsite for an extended period will also be checked by a 
certified mechanic at scheduled intervals. 
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RESOURCE AREA  MEASURES 

Basic control measures identified by BAAQMD to be implemented at all construction sites: 

 All exposed surfaces (for example, parking areas, staging area, soil piles, graded areas, and unpaved access roads) shall be 
watered two times per day. 

 All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose material offsite shall be covered. 

 All visible mud or dirt tracked out onto adjacent public roads shall be removed using wet power vacuum street sweepers at 
least once per day. The use of dry power sweeping is prohibited. 

 Posting of a publicly visible sign with the telephone number and person to contact at the Lead Agency regarding dust 
complaints. This person shall respond and take corrective action within 48 hours. The Air District’s phone number shall also 
be visible to ensure compliance with applicable regulations. 

Enhanced Control Measures to be implemented if needed: 

 Hydroseed or apply (non‐toxic) soil stabilizers to inactive construction areas (previously graded areas inactive for ten days 
or more). 

 Enclose, cover, water twice daily, or apply (non‐toxic) soil binders to exposed stockpiles (dirt, sand, etc.). 

 All vehicle speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to 15 mph. 

 Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible, where appropriate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AIR QUALITY 
(CONTINUED) 

Odors will be monitored during the pilot testing of impacted material removal methods, and select odor‐control products may be 
evaluated as part of the pilot test. To ensure that odor control is successfully implemented, an Odor Control Plan will be developed 
for implementation during construction. This Plan may include provisions for implementation of odor‐control treatment, 
minimization of work areas, and timing of construction work so that odors are not carried offsite during high winds. PG&E will also 
inform nearby residents of expected activity and provide a call in number for residents. The Plan will include additional measures to 
be implemented should other forms of odor control fail.  

 

 

 

 

BIOLOGICAL 
RESOURCES AND 

WETLANDS 

 
 
 
 

A biological monitor will be present during ground disturbing activities or as required by required by the permitting agencies, and 
will have the authority to stop or redirect work should the work have the potential to adversely affect sensitive species. The 
biological monitor’s duties will include but will not be limited to the following:  

 Providing training to workers regarding the potential species of concern and habitats in the area and measures taken to 
minimize any effects on the species of concern and habitats 

 Verifying the limits of the work areas and staging area and the locations of access roads and ensuring that they are 
properly marked before the construction begins 

 Verifying the locations of signs and flagging marking the boundaries of sensitive resource areas and other areas with 
special requirements in the construction work area 

 Ensuring that construction and sampling crews are in compliance with the environmental protection measures 

 Inspecting the active portions of the access road daily prior to the beginning of work 

 Ensuring the air‐boat operator operates the boat to minimize noise 

 Conducting daily surveys prior to the start of the work to ensure that no special status species are in the work area. 
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RESOURCE AREA  MEASURES 

The biological monitor will inspect the active portions of the access road daily prior to the beginning of work and a 10‐mph speed 
limit will be strictly enforced. 

The biological monitor will inspect all vehicles parked for more than 30 minutes before they are allowed to move. 

All site workers will be trained to ensure they understand the requirements associated with work adjacent to and in sensitive 
habitat, and to enable them to recognize the sensitive species that may be present. 

With the exception of areas inside the pond itself, all construction work areas will be marked to ensure that activities are confined 
to uplands and designated sensitive habitat areas are avoided. 

Pre‐construction bird nesting surveys will be conducted for the work areas within two weeks of the start of any construction activity 
during the bird breeding season. If active nests are found, appropriate buffers will be established around active nests per resource 
agency requirements. Construction activities would only resume in established buffer zone in accordance with a  Bird Protection 
Memorandum prepared in consultation with resource agencies. 

Biological surveys will also be performed before each workday. Survey for salt marsh harvest mice will be conducted throughout the 
study area prior to the start of work. If a salt marsh harvest mouse is observed, work will halt until it has exited the area of its own 
accord. 

If nesting burrowing owls are encountered during Project construction, buffers will be established around occupied burrows (160 ft 
from Sept 1 to Jan 31 and 250 ft from Feb 1 to Aug 30), and work within these areas will be prohibited. 

If it is determined that suitable habitat for California clapper rail and/or black rail is present on site, the proposed staging area will 
be located outside of buffer zones to be established in collaboration with resource agencies. 

Staging area(s) will be located a minimum of 500 feet from adjacent potential California clapper rail and black rail habitat.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BIOLOGICAL 
RESOURCES AND 

WETLANDS 
(CONTINUED) 

Exclusion fencing for salt marsh harvest mouse will be placed in consultation with CDFG.   

Vehicle traffic within the Project area will be restricted to roads established for the Project and clearly indicated on Project 
drawings. These areas will be included in pre‐construction surveys. Project‐related vehicles will observe a 15‐mile‐per‐hour speed 
limit or less within the work area. A 10‐mph speed limit will be strictly enforced on the Shell Pond levees. 

Except in the case of hydraulic removal, work hours will be limited to daytime only, and will begin no sooner than one‐half hour 
after sunrise and end at least one‐half hour before sunset. Where the nighttime use of construction equipment is required for 
hydraulic removal, lighting will be kept as low as possible and will be directed away from the marsh to the north to minimize 
disturbance to surrounding ecological and human communities 

Orange construction fencing will we installed to keep all construction activities from entering potential salt marsh harvest mouse 
habitat. The selective use of silt fencing or other exclusion fencing will be coordinated with CDFG and USFWS to provide best 
protection while avoiding accidental trapping of salt marsh harvest mice. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Construction will be avoided or minimized during certain periods for species of concern as follows:  
Delta smelt and long‐fin smelt: In‐water work will be restricted to August 1st through November 30th 
California clapper rail: No construction will occur within California clapper rail suitable breeding habitat. Construction activities 
during the rail breeding period, February 1 through August 31, would only occur outside of a buffer zone established around the 
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RESOURCE AREA  MEASURES 

California clapper rail suitable breeding habitat per CDFG and USFWS requirements. If no California clapper rails are identified 
during the planned 2011 surveys, then the buffer zone and/or breeding season exclusion window will be reduced or eliminated 
based on requirements from CDFG and USFWS. 
Chinook salmon and steelhead: In‐water work (i.e., levee breaching) will occur between August 1 and November 30 to comply 
with the established work window for Chinook salmon and steelhead. 

A Rare Plant Protection Plan will be developed and implemented which at a minimum will include the following measures: 
‐  Avoidance of the population where feasible 
‐  Use of construction fencing to avoid inadvertent encroachment of workers or vehicles into rare plant habitat 
‐  Provisions to collect seed or relocate individuals depending on the species. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BIOLOGICAL 
RESOURCES AND 

WETLANDS 
(CONTINUED) 

 

 
The following good management practices will also be implemented: 

‐ Environmentally Sensitive Areas will be clearly marked on Project drawings. 
‐ Fencing will be installed to keep cattle from work area, and to prevent accidental intrusion of Project activities into the 

wetlands to the north and south of the West Parcel staging and material‐handling areas.   
‐ All food‐related trash items such as wrappers, cans, bottles, and food scraps will be disposed of in closed containers and 

removed from the study area at least once a day. 
‐ No firearms will be allowed in the study area except for those carried by authorized security personnel or by local, state, or 

federal law enforcement officials.  
‐ No pets will be permitted in the study area. 
‐ All construction equipment and materials that are stored at a construction site will be inspected before being used or 

moved. If wildlife species are present, they will be allowed to exit on their own without being handled, or they will be 
handled as authorized by resource agencies. 

‐ Once the Project is completed, all unused material and equipment will be removed from the Study area.  
‐ Fueling or refueling will be restricted to a designated area, away from the sloughs. Use of hydraulic dredge will likely 

require that fueling be conducted within the Pond. To minimize consequences of a fuel spill, a Spill Prevention and Control 
Plan will be prepared and strictly implemented by the contractor. The Plan will specifically address risks associated with 
fueling over water, including training of all workers and quick access to absorbent pads and booms.  

‐ A Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) will be prepared and implemented in compliance with State Water 
Resources Control Board Order No. 2009‐009‐DWQ, General Permit No. CAS 000002. 
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RESOURCE AREA  MEASURES 

All site workers will be trained to recognize buried artifacts and on the appropriate procedures to be followed should buried 
artifacts or human remains be encountered. If buried cultural resources, such as chipped or ground stone, large quantities of shell, 
historic debris, or building foundations are discovered inadvertently during ground‐disturbing activities, work will stop in the area 
and within 100 feet of the find until a qualified archaeologist can assess the significance of the find and, if necessary, develop 
appropriate measures in consultation with DTSC, PG&E, other agencies, and Native American representatives as appropriate. 

If human skeletal remains are encountered, the county coroner will be contacted immediately. If the county coroner determines 
that the remains are Native American, the coroner will then be required to contact the Native American Heritage Commission 
(pursuant to Section 7050.5 (c) of the California Health and Safety Code) and the County Coordinator of Indian Affairs. A qualified 
cultural resources specialist also will be contacted immediately. CULTURAL RESOURCES 
If any human remains are discovered in any location, there will be no further work or disturbance of the location or any nearby area 
reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent human remains until: 

 The county coroner has been informed and has determined that no investigation of the cause of death is required and 
whether or not the remains are of Native American origin. 

 The descendants of the deceased Native Americans have made a recommendation to DTSC and PG&E for means of 
treating or disposing of, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and any associated grave goods as provided in Public 
Resources Code Section 5097.98. 

 The Native American Heritage Commission was unable to identify a descendant or the descendant failed to make a 
recommendation within 24 hours after being notified by the Commission. 

Ensure that at least 15% of the construction fleet operates on alternative fuel (biodiesel, electric) [The feasibility of using 
alternatively fueled vehicles will be evaluated as part of the NOx Emission Control Plan]. 

Ensure local building materials comprise at least 10 percent of all building materials 

 

GREENHOUSE GAS 
EMISSIONS 

Cover soil for the CBA will be locally sourced (that is, excavated from the West Parcel). 

A Health and Safety Plan for the site will include the following: 

 Health and safety requirements for workers, and other construction management components, such as dust and offsite 
migration control 

 A requirement that all construction activities involving work in proximity to potentially contaminated soils and/or surface 
water be undertaken in accordance with California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal‐OSHA) standards, 
contained in Title 8 of the CCR 

 Establishment of health and safety provisions for monitoring exposure to construction workers, procedures to be 
undertaken in the event that previously unreported contamination is discovered, and emergency procedures and 
responsible personnel 

 

 

 

HAZARDS/HEALTH AND 
SAFETY 

To address potential safety concerns associated with truck traffic, two plans will be prepared prior to mobilization: A 
Transportation Management Plan (more detail below under “Traffic and Transportation”) and an Emergency Response Plan. 
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RESOURCE AREA  MEASURES 

Noise avoidance and minimization measures could include: 

 Locating construction equipment staging area, material‐handling areas, and stationary construction equipment as far away 
as possible from sensitive species foraging, nesting, or breeding habitats and residential receptors 

 Shutting off idling equipment when not in use (this measure will also be implemented to reduce NOx and GHG emissions) 

 Selecting or contractually specifying the use of lower noise equipment 

 Adding mufflers on construction equipment, generators, and vehicles 

 Installing temporary barriers (shielding) around stationary construction noise sources 

 Utilizing electrically powered construction equipment where feasible 

If a sheet pile driver is required, a vibratory hammer‐type driver will be used to minimize vibration.  

NOISE 

Truck traffic will be limited to 6 to 7 hours per day during daytime hours, and the temporary access road will be located at least 600 
feet from the closest residential receptors. 

TRAFFIC AND 
TRANSPORTATION 

A Transportation Management Plan will coordinate  major transportation components of the project including the delivery of 
impacted material to the landfill. The Plan  will ensure trucking to and from the landfill is spread sparsely over shipping hours.   The 
plan will include measures to minimize peak‐traffic‐hours impacts to local intersections and State Route 4 with .measures such as 
the use of alternate hauling routes such as West Leland Road during peak hours, prohibiting hauling activities during peak hours, 
and timing onsite construction shifts to minimize commuting impacts. The Plan will also address traffic management in the vicinity 
of sensitive locations (schools, community center, library) and will provide  video or photo documentation of road conditions prior 
to construction to restore roadway sections along the haul route damaged by construction traffic if necessary. 

WATER QUALITY AND 
WASTEWATER 
MANAGEMENT 

All wastewater generated by the Project will be contained within a lined and bermed material‐handling area. Water quality will be 
protected by ensuring that all filtrate and other water generated from the impacted material removal and dewatering is returned to 
the Pond. No filtrate or other water that has come into contact with the impacted material or additives will be released to the 
adjacent sloughs or tidal marshes. To prevent generation of wastewater that could not be returned to the Pond, procedures will be 
implemented to segregate the wastewater from the Project from all other materials and wastes that will limit its potential for 
discharge back into the Pond. The wastewater will be evaluated during the bench and pilot tests. If the wastewater meets discharge 
requirements, it will be returned to the Shell Pond. Water generated by ex situ stabilization of the material excavated from the 
wastewater ditch will be combined with water generated from the mechanical excavation as it will contain the same constituents.  
Prior to breaching the Pond for restoration, the water in the Pond will first be allowed to settle to reduce turbidity, and then tested 
to determine whether it is acceptable to release the water to the surrounding environment.  
Water quality in the receiving water (outside the Pond) will also be protected by carefully timing the breaching process. Breaches 
will be completed on an incoming tide to ensure that any turbidity effects from breaching will be minimized. Breaching the Pond on 
an incoming tide will also result in the mixing of water from the surrounding areas with the water in the Pond, making the water 
released from the Pond during the ebb tide more similar to the surrounding water. 
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RESOURCE AREA  MEASURES 

STORM WATER 
MANAGEMENT 

A Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) will be prepared and implemented in compliance with State Water Resources 
Control Board Order No. 2009‐009‐DWQ, General Permit No. CAS 000002.The SWPPP would specify appropriate practices to 
prevent potential run‐off of soils and chemicals from the Project site or into sensitive areas within the Project site. Storm water 
collected within the bermed and lined material‐handling areas would be discharged to the Pond in conjunction with the filtrate and 
any other water generated by the Project. No fueling or refueling will be allowed onsite except where it is impractical to send 
vehicles and equipment offsite for fueling. When fueling must occur onsite, the contractor will designate an area to be used, in an 
appropriate area subject to the approval of the onsite biological monitor. 

 





 

 

ATTACHMENT C 
CONSTRUCTION EXHAUST EMISSION ESTIMATE CALCULATIONS 

Pacific Gas & Electric Company, San Ramon, CA, March 3, 2011 





PG&E Shell Pond and Carbon Black Construction Project 
Emissions in the Year 2011

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5
Onroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 0.2 4 0.2 0.2
Offroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 2 17 1 1 Onroad Exhaust Emissions 9.51
Total Emissions (lbs/day) 3 21 1 1 Offroad Exhaust Emissions 23.57
BAAQMD Threshold (lb/day) 54 54 84 54 Total Emissions 33.08

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5
Onroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 0.2 4 0.2 0.2
Offroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 2 16 1 1 Onroad Exhaust Emissions 10.74
Total Emissions (lbs/day) 2 20 1 1 Offroad Exhaust Emissions 33.13
BAAQMD Threshold (lb/day) 54 54 84 54 Total Emissions 43.87

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5
Onroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 0.4 4 0.2 0.2
Offroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 2 14 1 1 Onroad Exhaust Emissions 30.27
Total Emissions (lbs/day) 2 18 1 1 Offroad Exhaust Emissions 22.47
BAAQMD Threshold (lb/day) 54 54 84 54 Total Emissions 52.74

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5
Onroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 0.3 2 0.1 0.1
Offroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 7 43 2 2 Onroad Exhaust Emissions 57.46
Total Emissions (lbs/day) 8 45 3 3 Offroad Exhaust Emissions 235.88
BAAQMD Threshold (lb/day) 54 54 84 54 Total Emissions 293.34

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5
Onroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 0.4 4 0.2 0.2
Offroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 4 30 1 1 Onroad Exhaust Emissions 51.08
Total Emissions (lbs/day) 4 34 2 1 Offroad Exhaust Emissions 163.65
BAAQMD Threshold (lb/day) 54 54 84 54 Total Emissions 214.73

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5
Onroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 2 24 1 1
Offroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 3 23 1 1 Onroad Exhaust Emissions 109.16
Total Emissions (lbs/day) 5 47 2 2 Offroad Exhaust Emissions 64.66
BAAQMD Threshold (lb/day) 54 54 84 54 Total Emissions 173.82

Emissions in the Year 2012

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5
Onroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 2 24 1 1
Offroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 3 23 1 1 Onroad Exhaust Emissions 189.93
Total Emissions (lbs/day) 5 47 2 2 Offroad Exhaust Emissions 136.51
BAAQMD Threshold (lb/day) 54 54 84 54 Total Emissions 326.44

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5
Onroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.03
Offroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 6 43 2 2 Onroad Exhaust Emissions 6.84
Total Emissions (lbs/day) 6 43 2 2 Offroad Exhaust Emissions 64.25
BAAQMD Threshold (lb/day) 54 54 84 54 Total Emissions 71.09

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5
Onroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.03
Offroad Exhaust Emissions (lbs/day) 1 6 0.3 0.3 Onroad Exhaust Emissions 1.54
Total Emissions (lbs/day) 1 6 0.3 0.3 Offroad Exhaust Emissions 2.77
BAAQMD Threshold (lb/day) 54 54 84 54 Total Emissions 4.31

1,213.42 tonnes

Mitigated Average Daily Emission Estimate - Phase II, Task 3

CO2 Emissions (tonnes) - Task 3

Mitigated Average Daily Emission Estimate - Phase II, Task 4a - Mechanical

CO2 Emissions (tonnes) - Task 4 - Mechanical

Mitigated Average Daily Emission Estimate - Phase II, Task 4b - Hydraulic

Mitigated Average Daily Emission Estimate - Phase I, Task 1

CO2 Emissions (tonnes) - Task 1

Mitigated Average Daily Emission Estimate - Phase I, Task 2

CO2 Emissions (tonnes) - Task 2

CO2 Emissions (tonnes) - Task 7

TOTAL CO2 Emissions - All Tasks

CO2 Emissions (tonnes) - Task 4 - Hydraulic

Mitigated Average Daily Emission Estimate - Phase II, Task 5a

CO2 Emissions (tonnes) - Task 5

Mitigated Average Daily Emission Estimate - Phase II, Task 6

CO2 Emissions (tonnes) - Task 6

Mitgated Average Daily Emission Estimate - Phase II, Task 7

Mitigated Average Daily Emission Estimate - Phase II, Task 5b

CO2 Emissions (tonnes) - Task 5



Phase I Construction Site Data - On-Road Vehicles

Task Number Vehicle Purpose Vehicle Type
Distance per 
Round Trip

Number of 
Trips per 

Day
Daily VMT 

Per Vehicle
Activity 
Duration

(mi/RT)
(round 

trips/day) (mi/day) (days)

1 Equipment Delivery Truck Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Truck 60 2 120 20

1 Pickup Truck Gasoline Light Duty Truck 60 4 240 20

1 Worker Commute Passenger Cars 60 10 600 20

2 Equipment Delivery Truck Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Truck 60 2 120 25

2 Pickup Truck Gasoline Light Duty Truck 60 2 120 25

2 Worker Commute Passenger Cars 60 10 600 25
Notes:
It was assumed that there will be 10 workers onsite on any construction day.
Assumptions for # of pickup truck trips/day for each task based on # of "3/4 Ton Gas 2WHL" in Equipment List under each task.
Assumptions for # of equipmnet deliveries/day for each task based on # of "1 TON FLATBED" in Equipment List under each task.
It was assumed that the average one-way travel distance for all deliveries and worker commutes was 30 miles each way (60 miles round-trip).
It was assumed that each Task would occur independently (i.e., no overlap).

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2
5 0.001 0.031 0.001 0.001 3.866
10 0.001 0.031 0.001 0.001 3.750
15 0.001 0.031 0.001 0.001 3.683
20 0.001 0.032 0.001 0.001 3.665
25 0.002 0.032 0.001 0.001 3.695
30 0.002 0.033 0.002 0.002 3.774
35 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
40 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
45 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2
5 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.801
10 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.785
15 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.799
20 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.844
25 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.925
30 0.0001 0.0006 0.0001 0.0000 1.053
35 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000
40 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000
45 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2
5 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.0000 0.642
10 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.630
15 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.641
20 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.00003 0.677
25 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.00003 0.742
30 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.00003 0.844
35 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.000
40 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.000
45 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.000

Notes:
1.  Emission factors from EMFAC2007 for BAAQMD for the year 2011
2.  All vehicles were assumed to travel at an average speed of 20 miles per hour (mph).
3.  Passenger Car emission factors were used to estimate emissions associated with worker commutes.
4.  Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Truck emission factors were used to estimate emissions associated with equipment/supply delivery trucks.
5.  Light-Duty Gasoline emissions factors were used to estimate emissions associated with pickup truck trips.

Equipment Type ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CO2 (tonnes)

Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks 0.17 3.79 0.14 0.14 439.78 3.44 75.85 2.87 2.75 8,795.51 3.99

Gasoline Light-Duty Trucks 0.02 0.12 0.02 0.01 202.56 0.38 2.49 0.31 0.17 4051.23 1.84

Passenger Cars (Worker Commute) 0.03 0.21 0.04 0.02 406.07 0.66 4.26 0.74 0.37 8,121.40 3.68

Total 0.22 4.13 0.20 0.16 1,048.41 4.49 82.59 3.92 3.29 20,968.14 9.51

Equipment Type ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CO2 (tonnes)
Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks 0.17 3.79 0.14 0.14 439.78 4.31 94.81 3.58 3.44 10994.39 4.99
Gasoline Light-Duty Trucks 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.00 101.28 0.24 1.55 0.19 0.11 2532.02 1.15
Passenger Cars (Worker Commute) 0.03 0.21 0.04 0.02 406.07 0.83 5.32 0.93 0.46 10151.75 4.60

Total 0.21 4.07 0.19 0.16 947.13 5.37 101.69 4.70 4.01 23,678.16 10.74

Total Task 2 Onroad Emissions (lbs)

Maximum Daily Task 1 Onroad Emissions (lb/day)

Speed
Emission Factors (lbs/mile)

Speed

Emission Factors - Year 2011, Passenger Cars

Emissions - On-Road Vehicles
Total Task 1 Onroad Emissions (lbs)

Emission Factors - Year 2011, Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks
Emission Factors (lbs/mile)

Maximum Daily Task 2 Onroad Emissions (lb/day)

Emission Factors - Year 2011, Light Duty Gasoline Truck

Speed
Emission Factors (lbs/mile)



Phase II Construction Site Data - On-Road Vehicles

Task Number Vehicle Purpose Vehicle Type Distance per Round Trip

Number of 
Trips per 

Day
Daily VMT 

Per Vehicle Activity Duration

(mi/RT)
(round 

trips/day) (mi/day) (days)

3 Equipment Delivery Truck Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Truck 60 2 120 45

3 Pickup Truck Light-Duty Gasoline Truck 60 4 240 45

3 Worker Commute Passenger Cars 60 10 600 45

4a - Mechanical Equipment Delivery Truck Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Truck 60 1 60 90

4a - Mechanical Pickup Truck Light-Duty Gasoline Truck 60 2 120 90

4a - Mechanical Worker Commute Passenger Cars 60 10 600 90

4b - Hydraulic Equipment Delivery Truck Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Truck 60 2 120 80

4b - Hydraulic Pickup Truck Light-Duty Gasoline Truck 60 3 180 80

4b - Hydraulic Worker Commute Passenger Cars 60 10 600 80

5a (2011) Material-Hauling Trucks Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Truck 10 75 750

NA (assume total of 
5,000 truck trips in 

2011)

5b(2012) Material-Hauling Trucks Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Truck 10 75 750

NA (assume total of 
8,700 truck trips in 

2012)

6 Pickup Truck Light-Duty Gasoline Truck 60 2 120 20

6 Worker Commute Passenger Cars 60 10 600 20

7 Pickup Truck Light-Duty Gasoline Truck 60 1 60 5

7 Worker Commute Passenger Cars 60 10 600 5
Notes:
It was assumed that there will be 10 workers onsite on any construction day.
Assumptions for # of pickup truck trips/day for each task based on # of "3/4 Ton Gas 2WHL" in Equipment List under each task.
Assumptions for # of equipment deliveries/day for each task based on # of "1 TON FLATBED" in Equipment List under each task.
It was assumed that the average one-way travel distance for all deliveries and worker commutes was 30 miles each way (60 miles round-trip).
It was assumed that the average one-way travel distance for sediment-hauling trucks (between site & landfill) was 5 miles each way (10 miles round-trip).
Assumptions for Sediment-Hauling Trucks from pg. 6 of 3/24/10 Project Description "It is anticipated that 100 truck per day can be loaded with waste-sediment and transport the waste-sediment

to the landfill" and "The total one-way travel distance is approximately 5 miles".
In order for the daily NOx emissions to be less than 54 lbs/day, it was assumed the maximum number of daily truck trips would be 75.

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2
5 0.020 0.076 0.004 0.004 8.477
10 0.011 0.052 0.003 0.003 6.978
15 0.005 0.038 0.002 0.002 5.723
20 0.003 0.032 0.001 0.001 4.813
25 0.002 0.031 0.001 0.001 4.503
30 0.002 0.029 0.001 0.001 4.242
35 0.001 0.029 0.001 0.001 4.030
40 0.001 0.028 0.001 0.001 3.866
45 0.001 0.028 0.001 0.001 3.750

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2
5 0.0006 0.0009 0.0002 0.0001 2.606
10 0.0004 0.0008 0.0001 0.0001 1.970
15 0.0003 0.0007 0.0001 0.0001 1.545
20 0.0002 0.0006 0.0001 0.0001 1.257
25 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 1.062
30 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.932
35 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.848
40 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.801
45 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.785

ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2
5 0.0004 0.0006 0.0001 0.0001 2.085
10 0.0003 0.0005 0.0001 0.0001 1.575
15 0.0002 0.0004 0.0001 0.0001 1.236
20 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.00005 1.006
25 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.00004 0.850
30 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.00003 0.746
35 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.00003 0.679
40 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.00003 0.641
45 0.0000 0.0003 0.0001 0.00003 0.628

Notes:
1.  Emission factors from EMFAC2007 for BAAQMD for the year 2011
2.  All vehicles were assumed to travel at an average speed of 20 miles per hour (mph).
3.  Passenger Car emission factors were used to estimate emissions associated with worker commutes.
4.  Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Truck emission factors were used to estimate emissions associated with equipment/supply delivery trucks.
5.  Light-Duty Gasoline emissions factors were used to estimate emissions associated with pickup truck trips.

Equipment Type ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CO2 (tonnes)

Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks 0.33 3.84 0.16 0.14 577.56 14.93 172.67 7.31 6.27 25990.00 11.79

Light-Duty Gasoline Trucks 0.04 0.14 0.02 0.01 301.79 1.95 6.40 0.93 0.57 13580.55 6.16

Passenger Cars (Worker Commute) 0.07 0.24 0.05 0.03 603.63 3.21 10.89 2.14 1.25 27163.33 12.32
Total 0.45 4.22 0.23 0.18 1,482.98 20.10 189.96 10.38 8.10 66,733.88 30.27

Equipment Type ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CO2 (tonnes)
Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks 0.17 1.92 0.08 0.07 577.56 14.93 172.67 7.31 6.27 51,980.00 23.58
Light-Duty Gasoline Trucks 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.01 226.34 1.95 6.40 0.93 0.57 20,370.82 9.24
Passenger Cars (Worker Commute) 0.07 0.24 0.05 0.03 603.63 6.43 21.79 4.29 2.50 54,326.67 24.64

Total 0.26 2.23 0.14 0.10 1,407.53 23.31 200.86 12.52 9.35 126,677.49 57.46

Equipment Type ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CO2 (tonnes)
Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks 0.33 3.84 0.16 0.14 577.56 26.54 306.96 12.99 11.15 46,204.44 20.96
Light-Duty Gasoline Trucks 0.03 0.11 0.02 0.01 226.34 2.60 8.54 1.24 0.76 18,107.40 8.21
Passenger Cars (Worker Commute) 0.07 0.24 0.05 0.03 603.63 5.71 19.37 3.81 2.22 48,290.37 21.90

Total 0.44 4.19 0.23 0.18 1,407.53 34.86 334.87 18.04 14.14 112,602.21 51.08

Equipment Type ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CO2 (tonnes)
Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks 2.07 23.98 1.02 0.87 3609.72 138.23 1,598.77 67.68 58.09 240,648.15 109.16

Total 2.07 23.98 1.02 0.87 3,609.72 138.23 1,598.77 67.68 58.09 240,648.15 109.16

Equipment Type ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CO2 (tonnes)
Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks 2.07 23.98 1.02 0.87 3609.72 240.52 2,781.85 117.76 101.08 418,727.78 189.93

Total 2.07 23.98 1.02 0.87 3,609.72 240.52 2,781.85 117.76 101.08 418,727.78 189.93

Equipment Type ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CO2 (tonnes)
Light-Duty Gasoline Trucks 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.01 150.89 0.43 1.42 0.21 0.13 3,017.90 1.37
Passenger Cars (Worker Commute) 0.07 0.24 0.05 0.03 603.63 1.43 4.84 0.95 0.56 12,072.59 5.48

Total 0.09 0.31 0.06 0.03 754.52 1.86 6.26 1.16 0.68 15,090.49 6.84

Equipment Type ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG NOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 CO2 (tonnes)
Light-Duty Gasoline Trucks 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.00 75.45 0.05 0.18 0.03 0.02 377.24 0.17
Passenger Cars (Worker Commute) 0.07 0.24 0.05 0.03 603.63 0.36 1.21 0.24 0.14 3,018.15 1.37

Total 0.08 0.28 0.05 0.03 679.08 0.41 1.39 0.26 0.15 3,395.39 1.54

Maximum Daily Task 4b - Hydraulic Onroad Emissions (lb/day) Total Task 4b Onroad Emissions (lbs)

Maximum Daily Task 7 Onroad Emissions (lb/day) Total Task 7 Onroad Emissions (lbs)

Maximum Daily Task 5a Onroad Emissions (lb/day) Total Task 5a Onroad Emissions (lbs)

Maximum Daily Task 6 Onroad Emissions (lb/day) Total Task 6 Onroad Emissions (lbs)

Maximum Daily Task 5b Onroad Emissions (lb/day) Total Task 5b Onroad Emissions (lbs)

Speed

Emission Factors - Year 2011, Passenger Cars

Emission Factors - Year 2011, Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks
Emission Factors (lbs/mile)

Emission Factors (lbs/mile)
Emission Factors - Year 2011, Light Duty Gasoline Truck

In the year 2011, there would be approximately 5,000 truck trips and in the year 2012 there would be approximately 8,700 truck trips.

Speed

Maximum Daily Task 4a - Mechanical Onroad Emissions (lb/day) Total Task 4a Onroad Emissions (lbs)

Emissions - On-Road Vehicles

Maximum Daily Task 3 Onroad Emissions (lb/day) Total Task 3 Onroad Emissions (lbs)

Speed

Emissions - On-Road Vehicles

Emission Factors (lbs/mile)



Phase I Construction Site Data - Offroad Equipment

Task 
Number Code Equipment Description

URBEMIS 
Equipment Type Units

Max Daily 
Usage Horsepower Load Factor Total Duration

(Ea.) (hrs/day) (hp) (%) ROG NOx PM CO2 (days)
1 807-0380045 HVY DTY LOWBOY Off-Highway Truck 1 2 500 57% 0.282 2.529 0.094 324.222 20
1 810-0202800 28 TON HYD R.T.CRANE Crane 1 1 200 43% 0.255 2.513 0.093 244.589 2
1 804-0140000 CAT 14 BLADE Grader 1 5 350 61% 0.309 2.97 0.111 346.974 20
1 805-2106600 66" VIB RCK RLR Roller 1 5 150 56% 0.300 3.15 0.114 318.534 20
1 808-1060000 CAT D-6 DOZER Rubber Tired Dozer 2 5 225 64% 0.441 3.853 0.163 335.598 20
1 810-0202800 28 TON HYD R.T.CRANE Crane 1 2 200 43% 0.255 2.513 0.093 244.589 2
2 802-0132000 CAT 320 EXCAV(.75CY) Excavator 1 8 300 57% 0.262 2.444 0.089 324.222 25
2 804-0120000 CAT 12 BLADE Grader 1 4 275 61% 0.309 2.97 0.111 346.974 25

2 805-1081500 CAT 815 CMPCT
Other Construction 
Equipment 1 4 300 62% 0.221 2.51 0.084 352.663 25

2 808-1060001 CAT D-6 LGP DOZ Rubber Tired Dozer 1 8 225 64% 0.441 3.853 0.163 335.598 25
Notes:
1.  Emission Factors from URBEMIS2007 for Windows version 9.2 Users' Guide (Appendix I) for the year 2011.
2.  Load Factors from URBEMIS2007 modeling default values.
3.  Max Daily Usage from the Equipment List (total hours listed divided by number of equipment listed divided by 8 hours/day).
4.  On average, it was assumed that all equipment operates for 80% of the time each working day.
5. For tasks with crane operation, it was assumed the crane would be operated for two days.

Task 
Number Code Equipment Description

URBEMIS 
Equipment Type

ROG NOx PM CO2 ROG NOx PM CO2 ROG NOx PM CO2
1 807-0380045 HVY DTY LOWBOY Off-Highway Truck 0.35 3.18 0.12 407.43 7.09 63.56 2.36 8,148.62 3.70 0.28 2.54 0.09 325.94 2.03
1 810-0202800 28 TON HYD R.T.CRANE Crane 0.05 0.48 0.02 46.37 0.10 0.95 0.04 92.75 0.04 0.04 0.38 0.01 37.10 0.30
1 804-0140000 CAT 14 BLADE Grader 0.73 6.99 0.26 816.58 14.54 139.79 5.22 16,331.70 7.41 0.58 5.59 0.21 653.27 4.47
1 805-2106600 66" VIB RCK RLR Roller 0.28 2.92 0.11 294.95 5.56 58.33 2.11 5,898.91 2.68 0.22 2.33 0.08 235.96 1.87
1 808-1060000 CAT D-6 DOZER Crawler Tractor 1.40 12.23 0.52 1,065.41 28.00 244.64 10.35 21,308.28 9.67 1.12 9.79 0.41 852.33 7.83
1 810-0202800 28 TON HYD R.T.CRANE Rubber Tired Dozer 0.10 0.95 0.04 92.75 0.19 1.91 0.07 185.49 0.08 0.08 0.76 0.03 74.20 0.61

Total Task 1:  2.90 26.75 1.06 2,723.50 55.48 509.19 20.15 51,965.74 23.57 2.32 21.40 0.84 2,178.80 17.12
2 802-0132000 CAT 320 EXCAV(.75CY) Excavator 0.79 7.37 0.27 977.83 19.75 184.27 6.71 24,445.85 11.09 0.63 5.90 0.21 782.27 4.72
2 804-0120000 CAT 12 BLADE Grader 0.46 4.39 0.16 513.28 11.43 109.84 4.11 12,832.05 5.82 0.37 3.51 0.13 410.63 2.81

2 805-1081500 CAT 815 CMPCT
Other Construction 
Equipment 0.36 4.12 0.14 578.45 9.06 102.93 3.44 14,461.37 6.56 0.29 3.29 0.11 462.76 2.63

2 808-1060001 CAT D-6 LGP DOZ Rubber Tired Dozer 1.12 9.79 0.41 852.33 28.00 244.64 10.35 21,308.28 9.67 0.90 7.83 0.33 681.86 6.26
Total Task 2:  2.73 25.67 0.98 2,921.90 68.25 641.68 24.61 73,047.54 33.13 2.18 20.53 0.79 2,337.52 16.43

Note: Average Daily Emisisons assumes a daily usage rate of 80%.

20% NOx Reduction 
(lb/day)Ave Daily Phase I Offroad Emissions (lb/day)

CO2 (tonnes)

Emission Factor (g/hp/hr)

Max Daily Phase I Offroad Emissions (lb/day) Total Phase I Offroad Emissions (lbs)



Phase II Construction Site Data - Offroad Equipment

Task Number Code Equipment Description
URBEMIS 

Equipment Type Units
Maximum 

Daily Usage Horsepower Load Factor
Activity 

Duration
(Ea.) (hrs/day) (hp) (%) ROG NOx PM CO2 (days)

3 807-0380045 HVY DTY LOWBOY Off-Highway Truck 1 2 500 57% 0.282 2.529 0.094 324.222 45
3 810-0202800 28 TON HYD R.T.CRANE Crane 1 4 200 43% 0.255 2.513 0.093 244.589 2
3 804-0140000 CAT 14 BLADE Grader 1 2 300 61% 0.309 2.97 0.111 346.974 20
3 805-2106600 66" VIB RCK RLR Roller 1 2 250 56% 0.300 3.15 0.114 318.534 20
3 808-1060000 CAT D-6 DOZER Rubber Tired Dozer 2 5 225 64% 0.441 3.853 0.163 335.598 20

4a - Mechanical 802-0133000 CAT 330 EXCAV(2.3CY) Excavator 2 8 350 57% 0.262 2.444 0.089 324.222 70
4a - Mechanical 807-0510025 25TON ARTIC DUMP (OF Dumper/Tender 4 8 450 57% 0.293 1.782 0.096 216.148 65
4a - Mechanical 808-1040001 CAT D-4 LGP DOZ Rubber Tired Dozer 2 8 200 64% 0.441 3.853 0.163 335.598 70

4b - Hydraulic 8ME440 Auger Dredge
Other Material 
Handling Equipment 2 24 240 59% 0.29 3.012 0.103 335.598 70

4b - Hydraulic 8ME410 Work Boat
Other General 
Industrial Equipment 1 2 50 51% 1.559 3.155 0.356 290.093 70

4b - Hydraulic 810-0202800 28 TON HYD R.T.CRANE Crane 1 2 200 43% 0.255 2.513 0.093 244.589 70
5a 802-0135000 CAT 350 EXCAV(3.1CY) Excavator 2 8 375 57% 0.262 2.444 0.089 324.222 36
5a 808-1040001 CAT D-4 LGP DOZ Rubber Tired Dozer 2 8 200 64% 0.441 3.853 0.163 335.598 36
5b 802-0135000 CAT 350 EXCAV(3.1CY) Excavator 2 8 375 57% 0.262 2.444 0.089 324.222 76
5b 808-1040001 CAT D-4 LGP DOZ Rubber Tired Dozer 2 8 200 64% 0.441 3.853 0.163 335.598 76
6 804-0140000 CAT 14 BLADE Grader 1 4 350 61% 0.309 2.97 0.111 346.974 20
6 808-1060000 CAT D-6 DOZER Rubber Tired Dozer 1 8 225 64% 0.441 3.853 0.163 335.598 20
6 805-2108400 84" VIB RCK RLR Roller 1.5 8 300 56% 0.271 2.827 0.104 318.534 20
6 806-1062300 CAT 623 SCRAPER Scraper 2 8 400 72% 0.425 3.843 0.152 409.544 20
7 802-0135000 CAT 350 EXCAV(3.1CY) Excavator 1 8 375 57% 0.262 2.444 0.089 324.222 5

NA 807-0202500 2.5 M WATER TRK Water Truck 1 3 300 50% 0.282 2.529 0.094 324.222 277
Notes:
1.  Emission Factors from URBEMIS2007 for Windows version 9.2 Users' Guide (Appendix I) for the year 2011.
2.  Load Factors from URBEMIS2007 modeling default values.

3.  Max Daily Usage from the Equipment List [total hours listed divided by number of equipment listed divided by 8 hours/day (24 hours/day for hydraulic dredging)].
4.  On average, it was assumed that all equipment operates 80% of the time each working day.
5. Tasks 3 through 5a would occur in the year 2011 and Task 5b, 6, and 7 would occur in the year 2012.

ing Practical Alterna Code Equipment Description
URBEMIS 

Equipment Type
ROG NOx PM CO2 ROG NOx PM CO2 ROG NOx PM CO2

3 807-0380045 HVY DTY LOWBOY Off-Highway Truck 0.35 3.18 0.12 407.43 15.95 143.01 5.32 18,334.39 8.3163 0.28 2.54 0.09 325.94 2.03
3 810-0202800 28 TON HYD R.T.CRANE Crane 0.19 1.91 0.07 185.49 0.39 3.81 0.14 370.99 0.1683 0.15 1.52 0.06 148.40 1.22
3 804-0140000 CAT 14 BLADE Grader 0.25 2.40 0.09 279.97 4.99 47.93 1.79 5,599.44 2.5399 0.20 1.92 0.07 223.98 1.53
3 805-2106600 66" VIB RCK RLR Roller 0.19 1.94 0.07 196.63 3.70 38.89 1.41 3,932.61 1.7838 0.15 1.56 0.06 157.30 1.24
3 808-1060000 CAT D-6 DOZER Rubber Tired Dozer 1.40 12.23 0.52 1,065.41 28.00 244.64 10.35 21,308.28 9.6653 1.12 9.79 0.41 852.33 7.83

Total Task 3:  2.38 21.66 0.87 2,134.94 53.02 478.28 19.00 49,545.70 22.4736 1.9059 17.3255 0.6929 1707.9535 13.86
4a - Mechanical 802-0133000 CAT 330 EXCAV(2.3CY) Excavator 1.84 17.20 0.63 2,281.61 129.06 1,203.92 43.84 159,712.88 72.4446 1.47 13.76 0.50 1,825.29 11.01
4a - Mechanical 807-0510025 25TON ARTIC DUMP (OF Dumper 5.30 32.25 1.74 3,911.34 344.63 2,096.02 112.92 254,236.82 115.3200 4.24 25.80 1.39 3,129.07 20.64
4a - Mechanical 808-1040001 CAT D-4 LGP DOZ Rubber Tired Dozer 1.99 17.40 0.74 1,515.26 139.38 1,217.77 51.52 106,067.88 48.1116 1.59 13.92 0.59 1,212.20 11.13

Total Task 4a - 
Mechanical: 9.14 66.84 3.10 7,708.20 613.07 4,517.71 208.28 520,017.58 235.88 7.31 53.47 2.48 6,166.56 42.78

4b - Hydraulic 8ME440 Auger Dredge
Other Material 
Handling Equipment 4.35 45.13 1.54 5,028.75 304.18 3,159.32 108.04 352,012.77 159.6705 3.48 36.11 1.23 4,023.00 28.89

4b - Hydraulic 8ME410 Work Boat
Other General 
Industrial Equipment 0.18 0.35 0.04 32.62 12.27 24.83 2.80 2,283.19 1.0356 0.14 0.28 0.03 26.09 0.23

4b - Hydraulic 810-0202800 28 TON HYD R.T.CRANE Crane 0.10 0.95 0.04 92.75 6.77 66.70 2.47 6,492.32 2.9449 0.08 0.76 0.03 74.20 0.61
Total Task 4b - 

Hydraulic: 4.62 46.44 1.62 5,154.12 323.22 3,250.86 113.31 360,788.28 163.65 3.69 37.15 1.29 4,123.29 29.72
5a 802-0135000 CAT 350 EXCAV(3.1CY) Excavator 1.98 18.43 0.67 2,444.58 71.12 663.39 24.16 88,005.05 39.9185 1.58 14.74 0.54 1,955.67 11.79
5a 808-1040001 CAT D-4 LGP DOZ Rubber Tired Dozer 1.99 17.40 0.74 1,515.26 71.68 626.28 26.49 54,549.19 24.7431 1.59 13.92 0.59 1,212.20 11.13

Total Task 5a:  3.97 35.82 1.41 3,959.84 142.80 1,289.67 50.65 142,554.25 64.6616 3.17 28.66 1.13 3,167.87 22.93
5b 802-0135000 CAT 350 EXCAV(3.1CY) Excavator 1.98 18.43 0.67 2,444.58 150.13 1,400.48 51.00 185,788.45 84.2723 1.58 14.74 0.54 1,955.67 11.79
5b 808-1040001 CAT D-4 LGP DOZ Crawler Tractor 1.99 17.40 0.74 1,515.26 151.33 1,322.14 55.93 115,159.41 52.2355 1.59 13.92 0.59 1,212.20 11.13

Total Task 5b:  3.97 35.82 1.41 3,959.84 301.46 2,722.63 106.93 300,947.86 136.5078 3.17 28.66 1.13 3,167.87 22.93
6 804-0140000 CAT 14 BLADE Grader 0.58 5.59 0.21 653.27 11.64 111.84 4.18 13,065.36 5.9264 0.47 4.47 0.17 522.61 3.58
6 808-1060000 CAT D-6 DOZER Rubber Tired Dozer 1.12 9.79 0.41 852.33 22.40 195.71 8.28 17,046.62 7.7322 0.90 7.83 0.33 681.86 6.26
6 805-2108400 84" VIB RCK RLR Roller 1.20 12.56 0.46 1,415.74 24.09 251.29 9.24 28,314.76 12.8434 0.96 10.05 0.37 1,132.59 8.04
6 806-1062300 CAT 623 SCRAPER Scraper 4.32 39.04 1.54 4,160.54 86.35 780.82 30.88 83,210.77 37.7438 3.45 31.23 1.24 3,328.43 24.99

Total Task 6:  7.22 66.98 2.63 7,081.88 144.48 1,339.66 52.59 141,637.51 64.2458 5.78 53.59 2.10 5,665.50 42.87
7 802-0135000 CAT 350 EXCAV(3.1CY) Excavator 0.99 9.21 0.34 1,222.29 4.94 46.07 1.68 6,111.46 2.7721 0.79 7.37 0.27 977.83 5.90

Total Task 7:  0.99 9.21 0.34 1,222.29 4.94 46.07 1.68 6,111.46 2.7721 0.79 7.37 0.27 977.83 5.90
Entire Project 807-0202500 2.5 M WATER TRK Water Truck 0.28 2.51 0.09 321.66 77.50 694.99 25.83 89,098.68 40.4145 0.22 2.01 0.07 257.32 1.61

Note: Average Daily Emisisons assumes a daily usage rate of 80%.

20% NOx Reduction 
(lb/day)Ave Daily Offroad Emissions (lb/day)

CO2 (tonnes)

Emission Factor (g/hp/hr)

Max Daily Phase II Offroad Emissions (lb/day) Total Phase II Offroad Emissions (lbs)



EMFAC Emission Factor Summary for BAAQMD - Years 2010 & 2011

Year 2010, Passenger Cars (LDA ALL) Year 2010, Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks (HHD DSL) Year 2010, Light-Duty Gasoline Trucks (LDT1-CAT)
Speed Speed Speed

ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2
5 0.0005 0.007 0.001 0.00002 0.0001 0.0001 2.09 5 0.022 0.034 0.085 0.0001 0.005 0.005 8.48 5 0.0007 0.009 0.001 0.00002 0.0002 0.0001 2.607
10 0.0003 0.006 0.001 0.00002 0.0001 0.0001 1.58 10 0.012 0.025 0.058 0.0001 0.003 0.003 6.98 10 0.0004 0.008 0.001 0.00002 0.0001 0.0001 1.970
15 0.0002 0.005 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.0001 1.24 15 0.006 0.017 0.042 0.0001 0.002 0.002 5.72 15 0.0003 0.008 0.001 0.00002 0.0001 0.0001 1.545
20 0.0001 0.005 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00005 1.01 20 0.003 0.013 0.035 0.00005 0.002 0.002 4.81 20 0.0002 0.007 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.0001 1.258
25 0.0001 0.004 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 0.85 25 0.002 0.011 0.034 0.00004 0.001 0.001 4.50 25 0.0001 0.006 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00005 1.063
30 0.0001 0.004 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 0.75 30 0.002 0.009 0.033 0.00004 0.001 0.001 4.24 30 0.0001 0.006 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 0.932
35 0.0001 0.004 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.68 35 0.002 0.008 0.032 0.00004 0.001 0.001 4.03 35 0.0001 0.005 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 0.848
40 0.0001 0.004 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.64 40 0.001 0.007 0.031 0.00004 0.001 0.001 3.87 40 0.0001 0.005 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 0.801
45 0.0001 0.003 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.63 45 0.001 0.006 0.031 0.00004 0.001 0.001 3.75 45 0.0001 0.005 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.785
50 0.0001 0.003 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.64 50 0.001 0.006 0.031 0.00004 0.001 0.001 3.68 50 0.0001 0.004 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.799
55 0.0001 0.003 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.68 55 0.001 0.006 0.032 0.00004 0.001 0.001 3.66 55 0.0001 0.004 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 0.844
60 0.0001 0.003 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.74 60 0.002 0.006 0.032 0.00004 0.001 0.001 3.69 60 0.0001 0.004 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 0.925
65 0.0001 0.003 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.84 65 0.002 0.006 0.033 0.00004 0.002 0.002 3.77 65 0.0001 0.004 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 1.053

Year 2011, Passenger Cars (LDA ALL) Year 2011, Heavy-Heavy Duty Diesel Trucks (HHD DSL) Year 2011, Light-Duty Gasoline Trucks (LDT1-CAT)
Speed Speed Speed

ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2 ROG CO NOx SOx PM10 PM2.5 CO2
5 0.0004 0.006 0.001 0.00002 0.0001 0.0001 2.08 5 0.020 0.032 0.076 0.0001 0.004 0.004 8.48 5 0.001 0.009 0.001 0.00002 0.0002 0.0001 2.606
10 0.0003 0.005 0.001 0.00002 0.0001 0.0001 1.58 10 0.011 0.023 0.052 0.0001 0.003 0.003 6.98 10 0.000 0.008 0.001 0.00002 0.0001 0.0001 1.970
15 0.0002 0.005 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.0001 1.24 15 0.005 0.016 0.038 0.0001 0.002 0.002 5.72 15 0.0003 0.007 0.001 0.00002 0.0001 0.0001 1.545
20 0.0001 0.004 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00005 1.01 20 0.003 0.012 0.032 0.00005 0.001 0.001 4.81 20 0.0002 0.006 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.0001 1.257
25 0.0001 0.004 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 0.85 25 0.002 0.010 0.031 0.00004 0.001 0.001 4.50 25 0.0001 0.006 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 1.062
30 0.0001 0.004 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.75 30 0.002 0.008 0.029 0.00004 0.001 0.001 4.24 30 0.0001 0.005 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 0.932
35 0.0001 0.003 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.68 35 0.001 0.007 0.029 0.00004 0.001 0.001 4.03 35 0.0001 0.005 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 0.848
40 0.0001 0.003 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.64 40 0.001 0.006 0.028 0.00004 0.001 0.001 3.87 40 0.0001 0.005 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.801
45 0.0000 0.003 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.63 45 0.001 0.006 0.028 0.00004 0.001 0.001 3.75 45 0.0001 0.004 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.785
50 0.0000 0.003 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.64 50 0.001 0.005 0.028 0.00004 0.001 0.001 3.68 50 0.0001 0.004 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.799
55 0.0000 0.003 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.68 55 0.001 0.005 0.028 0.00004 0.001 0.001 3.66 55 0.0001 0.004 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.844
60 0.0001 0.002 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.74 60 0.002 0.006 0.029 0.00004 0.001 0.001 3.69 60 0.0001 0.004 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.925
65 0.0001 0.002 0.000 0.00001 0.0001 0.00003 0.84 65 0.002 0.006 0.030 0.00004 0.002 0.001 3.77 65 0.0001 0.003 0.001 0.00001 0.0001 0.00004 1.052

Emission Factors (lbs/mile)

Emission Factors (lbs/mile)

Emission Factors (lbs/mile) Emission Factors (lbs/mile)

Emission Factors (lbs/mile) Emission Factors (lbs/mile)
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REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

PG&E Shell Pond and Carbon Black Area Project,  
Bay Point, Contra Costa County, California 
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Regulatory Framework

� The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) regulates waters and wetlands through 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act 
(RHA) and requires the issuance of an Individual Permit or Nationwide Permit (NWP) 
Authorization for activities that result in a discharge of dredged or fill material within 
their jurisdiction. Under Section 404 of the CWA and Section 10 of the RHA, the USACE 
has jurisdiction over all traditional navigable waters, including their tributaries and any 
associated wetlands. The landward limits of jurisdiction in tidal waters extends to the 
high tide. The Shell Pond would be jurisdictional under Section 404 and Section 10. The 
USACE has determined that the project would require issuance of an Individual Permit. 

� The California Regional Water Quality Control Board (Water Board) regulates 
Section 401 of the CWA and requires the issuance of a Water Quality Certification to 
uphold state water quality standards for projects that require a 404 Permit from the 
USACE for discharge of dredged or fill material. Implementation of the project would 
require issuance of a Water Quality Certification from the San Francisco Bay Regional 
Water Quality Control Board. 

� The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act authorizes the State Water Resources 
Control Board to regulate state water quality and protect beneficial uses. The Act, passed 
in 1975, provides for the development and periodic review of Water Quality Control 
Plans (Basin Plans) that designate beneficial uses of California’s major rivers and 
groundwater basins and establish narrative and numerical water quality objectives for 
those waters. Basin plans are implemented through issuance of Waste Discharge 
Requirements and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits 
regulating waste discharges so that water quality objectives are met. 

� The CDFG regulates Section 1600-1607 of the Fish and Game Code and requires the 
issuance of a 1602 Streambed Alteration Agreement for projects that result in a 
modification to the bed and/or bank of a river, stream, or lake. The California 
Department of Fish and Game has not yet determined if the project would require 
issuance of a 1602 Streambed Alteration Agreement. 

� The Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) of 1973 and subsequent amendments 
provide for the conservation of endangered and threatened species and the ecosystems 
on which they depend. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS) oversee the FESA. Section 7 of the FESA mandated that all 
federal agencies consult with USFWS and NMFS if they determine that a proposed 
project may affect a listed species or its habitat. The purpose of consultation with USFWS 
and NMFS is to ensure that the federal agencies’ action does not jeopardize the 
continued existence of a listed species or destroy or adversely modify critical habitat for 
listed species.  

� The California Endangered Species Act (CESA) (California Fish and Game Code Section 
2050 et seq.) establishes state policy to conserve, protect, restore, and enhance threatened 
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or endangered species and their habitats. CESA mandates that state agencies should not 
approve projects that jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or endangered 
species if reasonable and prudent alternatives are available that would avoid jeopardy. 
There are no state agency consultation procedures under CESA. For projects that would 
affect a species that is federally and state-listed, compliance with the FESA satisfies 
CESA if California Department Fish and Game (CDFG) determines that the federal 
incidental take authorization is consistent with CESA under California Fish and Game 
Code Section 2080.1. For projects that would result in take of a species that is only state 
listed, the project proponent must apply for a take permit under Section 2081(b). 

� California Fully Protected Species are species that may not be taken or possessed at any 
time, and no licenses or permits may be issued for their take except for collecting these 
species for necessary scientific research and relocation of bird species for the protection 
of livestock. Fully protected species are described in Sections 3511 (birds), 4700 
(mammals), 5050 (reptiles and amphibians), and 5515 (fish) of the California Fish and 
Game Code. These protections state that “…no provision of this code or any other law 
shall be construed to authorize the issuance of permits or licenses to take any fully 
protected [bird], [mammal], [reptile or amphibian], [fish].” 

� The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918, as amended (MBTA), implements various 
treaties and conventions between the U.S. and Canada, Japan, Mexico, and the former 
Soviet Union for the protection of migratory birds. Under the MBTA, taking, killing, or 
possessing migratory birds is unlawful, as is taking of any parts, nests, or eggs of such 
birds (16 United States Code [USC] 703). “Take” is defined more narrowly under the 
MBTA than under ESA and includes only the death or injury of individuals of a 
migratory bird species or their eggs. The MBTA defines migratory birds broadly; all 
covered birds in the project area are considered migratory birds under the MBTA. 

� Pursuant to the Magnusen-Stevens Fisheries Conservation and Management Act, the 
NMFS is required to provide Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) Conservation 
Recommendations for any federal or state agency action that would adversely affect 
EFH. EFH means those waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, 
feeding, or growth to maturity (Magnuson-Stevens Act, 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq). For the 
purpose of interpreting the definition of essential fish habitat:  Waters include aquatic 
areas and their associated physical, chemical, and biological properties that are used by 
fish and may include aquatic areas historically used by fish where appropriate; substrate 
includes sediment, hard bottom, structures underlying the waters, and associated 
biological communities; necessary means the habitat required to support a sustainable 
fishery and the managed species’ contribution to a healthy ecosystem; and spawning, 
breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity covers a species’ full life cycle (EFH Interim 
Final Rule, 62 FR 66531). 

� The San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) regulates 
changes to any water, land, or structure in San Francisco Bay pursuant to the McAteer-
Petris Act. BCDC’s jurisdiction extends to the upper limit of the East Channel and West 
Channels plus area located within the 100-foot shoreline extending on either side of the 
channels. The proposed project will need a BCDC permit.  
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Statement of Confidentiality 

 
This report identifies the locations of cultural resources, which are confidential. As nonrenewable 
resources, archaeological sites can be significantly impacted by disturbances that can affect their cultural, 
scientific, and artistic values. Disclosure of this information to the public may be in violation of both 
federal and state laws. To discourage damage resulting from vandalism and artifact looting, cultural 
resources locations should be kept confidential and report distribution restricted. Applicable U.S. laws 
include, but are not be limited to, Section 304 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 USC 470w-3) 
and California state laws that apply include, but are not be limited to, Government Code Sections 6250 et 
seq. and 6254 et seq.  
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Management Summary 

This report presents the results of a cultural resources inventory and evaluation for the proposed Shell 
Pond Remedy Project in Contra Costa County, California. Pacific Gas and Electric, in coordination with 
the United States Army Corps of Engineers is proposing to remove wastewater sediment from the Shell 
Pond in order to reestablish wetland habitat in the Shell Pond and surrounding areas. This project is a 
federal undertaking as defined by Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and its 
implementing regulations,  36 Code of Federal Regulations Part 800 and meets the report requirements of 
the California State Historic Preservation Officer. This report also complies with the California 
Environmental Quality Act. 

Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (36 CFR Part 800.4) this report 
documents the methods used to identify and evaluate all cultural resources within the Area of Potential 
Effects for their potential eligibility for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.  

Findings for this report are based on the following:  

� a cultural resources records search and historic map review at the Northwest Information Center 
of the California Historic Resource Inventory System at California State University, Sonoma;   

� consultation with the Native American Heritage Commission and Native American groups and 
individuals;  

� archival research at the Pittsburg Historical Society; Contra Costa County Historical Society, and 
the University of California, Berkeley Northern Regional Library Facility; 

� review of existing documentation regarding the proposed project location (e.g. Bay Point 
Waterfront Strategic Plan Environmental Impact Report 2007); 

� a pedestrian survey of the Area of Potential Effects;  
� site recordation of all newly or previously identified cultural resources within the Area of Potential 

Effects on Department of Parks and Recreation 523 forms; and 
� a formal evaluation of all historic period cultural resources identified within the Area of Potential 

Effects for their potential for listing in the National Register of Historic Places and California 
Register of Historical Resources. 

 
This cultural resources investigation resulted in the identification of 10 newly identified historic period 
cultural resources within the Area of Potential Effects. All of the resources are historic archaeological and 
architectural sites or features and are recommended as ineligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places and California Register of Historical Resources. No previously documented or newly identified 
prehistoric resources are located in the Area of Potential Effects. As per 36 CFR 800.5, the assessment of 
effects, this project will have no effect on historic properties.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
This cultural resources investigation was conducted for the proposed Shell Pond Remedy Project in Contra 
Costa County, California (Figure 1). Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), in coordination with the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) is proposing the removal of wastewater sediment from the Shell Pond 
in order to reestablish wetland habitat in the Shell Pond and surrounding areas. This project is a federal 
undertaking as defined by Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and its 
implementing regulations,  36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 800 and meets the report requirements 
of the California State Historic Preservation Officer (CA SHPO). The federal lead agency is the USACOE 
and PG&E is the project proponent. This report also complies with the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA). 

Cultural resources specialists have taken the following steps to identify historic properties within the Area of 
Potential Effects (APE) that may be affected by the project, as documented in this report:   
 
 

a) Determine the scope of identification efforts [36 CFR §800.4(a)];  
 
b) Establish the Area of Potential Effects [36 CFR §800.4(a)(1)];   
 
c) Consult with Indian tribes, other Native Americans, local governments, local groups (e.g., historical 

societies, landmark commissions, historic preservation groups), and other interested parties; 
 
d) Identify and evaluate potential historic properties (which includes conducting cultural resources 

surveys) [36 CFR §800.4(b)and (c)]; and 
 
e) Report the results of the identification and evaluation efforts [36 CFR §800.4(d)].                               

 

The purpose of this investigation was to identify and evaluate all cultural resources within the APE for their 
potential eligibility for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and California Register of 
Historical Resources (CRHR). In order to comply with Section 106 of the NHPA, 36 CFR Part 800.4, this 
report establishes the APE, regulatory, environmental, prehistoric, ethnographic, and historic contexts, survey 
methods, the results of consultation with Native American tribes, and the identification and evaluation of 
cultural resources within the APE.  

PROJECT LOCATION  

The Shell Pond Remedy Project is located in Bay Point/West Pittsburg, within Sections 2, 3, 10 and 11, 
Township 2 North, Range 1 West on the United States Geological Survey (USGS 7.5 minute Honker Bay 
1980 quadrangle) (Figure 2).  The project area is approximately four miles west of the city of Pittsburg in an 
unsectioned area of Contra Costa County on the south shore of the Suisun Bay where the Sacramento and 
San Joaquin Rivers meet.  The project area is bounded by the Suisun Bay on the north, the Atchison Topeka 
and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht Club and Harbor and 
McAvoy Road on the west, and marshland on the east.  Three parallel railroad tracks are located outside of 
the project area to the south; the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe, Southern Pacific, and Sacramento Northern 
railroads.  
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PROJECT PURPOSE  

The purpose of the Shell Pond Remedy Project is to restore the Shell Pond and remove the layer of sediment 
that was deposited in the pond when it received wastewater discharges from the Shell Oil Products Company. 
A key goal of removing the sediment is to reestablish optimal conditions for a naturally occurring wetland 
habitat in the Shell Pond. In addition, the proposed project may also require the grading and capping of the 
Carbon Black Area. 
 
AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECTS  

The APE is defined as the area where actual ground-disturbing activities and construction staging and 
laydown will occur during project implementation (Figure 3). The APE has been divided into four areas: (1) 
Shell Pond Parcel, (2) Shell Pond, (3) Carbon Black Area, and (4) West Parcel, and are briefly described 
below:    

� Shell Pond Parcel - The main site area between the West and East Sloughs (APN 098-260-001 
& the sliver south of the pond APN 098-260-003); 

� Shell Pond - The 70-acre pond (inside parcel APN 098-260-001); 

� Carbon Black Area - Area east of the Shell Pond and between the unaltered marsh and the access 
road (inside parcel APN 098-260-001); 

� West Parcel - The parcel between the Shell Pond and Harris Yacht Harbor.   The extant boat house/ 
warehouse building is outside of the APE. 

The depth of ground disturbance within the Shell Pond, Carbon Black Area, and surrounding areas within the 
APE is not currently defined. While the removal of contaminated sediments from the Shell Pond and Carbon 
Black Area will require the use of heavy equipment and potential grading and subsequent capping of portions 
of the APE, the APE has no sensitivity for the presence of buried cultural resources based on the high level 
of previous ground disturbance and the estuarine setting of the area adjacent to Suisun Bay which results in a 
very shallow water table. In addition, there will be minimal ground disturbances as a result of the vehicles and 
equipment moving across the ground surface within the APE.  
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2.0 REGULATORY CONTEXT  
 
FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 

Section 106 of the NHPA requires federal agencies and those they fund or have approval authority over to 
consider the effects of their actions on properties that may be eligible for listing or are listed in the NRHP.  
To determine whether an undertaking could affect NRHP-eligible properties, cultural resources (including 
archaeological, historical, and architectural properties) must be inventoried and evaluated for listing in the 
NRHP. Although compliance with Section 106 is the responsibility of the lead federal agency, others can 
undertake the work necessary to comply with Section 106. The Section 106 process entails the six primary 
steps listed below. 
 

1)   Initiate consultation and public involvement (36 CFR Part 800.3). 

2) Identify and evaluate historic properties within the APE (36 CFR Part 800.4). 

3) Assess effects of the Project on historic properties (36 CFR Part 800.5). 

4) Consult with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) regarding adverse effects on historic 
properties, if applicable to the project, resulting in a memorandum of agreement (MOA) (36 CFR 
Part 800.5). 

5) Submittal of the MOA by the agency official (in this case, USACE to the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation) if necessary (36 CFR Part 800.6). 

6) Proceed in accordance with the MOA, if applicable to the project (36 CFR Part 800.6). 
 

NRHP Criteria for Evaluation 

An archaeological site’s significance is determined using the NRHP’s Criteria for Evaluation at 36 CFR Part 
60.4, which state that a historic property is any district, site, building, structure, or object: 
 

A. that is associated with events that made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history (Criterion A); 
 
B. that is associated with the lives of persons significant to our past (Criterion B); 
 
C. that embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that 
represents the work of a master, or that possesses high artistic values; or that represent a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction  (Criterion C); and/or 
 
D. that has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history 
(Criterion D). 

 
Cultural resources specialists generally evaluate archaeological resources using Criterion D in order to determine 
their potential to yield information. Criterion D emphasizes the importance of the information encompassed in 
an archaeological site rather than its inherent value as a surviving example of a particular architectural type or its 
historical association with an important person or event.  
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Buildings and structures less than 50 years old do not meet the NRHP criteria unless they are of exceptional 
importance under Criteria Consideration G as described in the National Park Service Bulletin No. 22, “How to 
Evaluate and Nominate Potential National Register Properties that Have Achieved Significance within the Last 50 Years.” 
 
If a cultural resource is determined to be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, then it is automatically eligible for 
inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources. If a resource does not have the level of integrity 
necessitated by the NRHP, it may still be eligible for the CRHR, which allows for a lower level of integrity.  
 
Regulations Concerning Discovery of Human Remains 
 
California Public Resources Code §5097.98 (Notification of Native American human remains, descendants; 
disposition of human remains and associated grave goods) mandates that the lead agency adhere to the following 
regulations when a project results in the identification or disturbance of Native American human remains:   
 
(a)  Whenever the commission receives notification of a discovery of Native American human remains from 

a county coroner pursuant to subdivision of Section 7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code, it shall 
immediately notify those persons it believes to be most likely descended from the deceased Native 
American. The descendents may, with the permission of the owner of the land, or his or her authorized 
representative, inspect the site of the discovery of the Native American remains and may recommend to 
the owner or the person responsible for the excavation work means for treating or disposing, with 
appropriate dignity, the human remains and any associated grave goods. The descendents shall complete 
their inspection and make their recommendation within 48 hours of their notification by the Native 
American Heritage Commission (Native American Heritage Commission website).�The recommendation 
may include the scientific removal and nondestructive analysis of human remains and items associated 
with Native American burials.  
 

(b) Whenever the commission is unable to identify a descendent, or the descendent identified fails to make a 
recommendation, or the landowner or his or her authorized representative rejects the recommendation of 
the descendent and the mediation provided for in subdivision (k) of Section 5097.94 fails to provide 
measures acceptable to the landowner, the landowner or his or her authorized representative shall reinter the 
human remains an items associated with Native American burials with appropriate dignity on the property in 
a location not subject to further subsurface disturbance.  

 
(c)  Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 5097.9, the provisions of this section, including those actions 

taken by the landowner or his or her authorized representative to implement this section and any action 
taken to implement an agreement developed pursuant to subdivision (l) of Section 5097.94, shall be exempt 
from the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (Division 13 (commencing with Section 
21000)).  

 
(d)  Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 30244, the provisions of this section, including those actions taken 

by the landowner or his or her authorized representative to implement this section, and any action taken to 
implement an agreement developed pursuant to subdivision (1) of Section 5097.94 shall be exempt from the 
requirements of the California Coastal Act of 1976 (Division 20 (commencing with Section 30000)). 
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STATE REGULATIONS 

California Environment Quality Act  
 
The CEQA Statute and Guidelines include procedures for identifying, analyzing, and disclosing potential adverse 
impacts to historical resources. CEQA further defines a “historical resource” as:  
 

� A resource listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in, the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP) or California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR). 

� A resource included in a local register of historical resources, as defined in Section 5020.1(k) of the 
Public Resources Code, unless the preponderance of evidence demonstrates that it is not historically 
or culturally significant. 

� A resource identified as significant (rating 1 to 5) in a historical resource survey meeting the 
requirements of Public Resource Code Section 5024.1(g) (Department of Parks and Recreation Form 
523), unless the preponderance of evidence demonstrates that it is not historically or culturally 
significant. 

� Any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript which a lead agency determines 
to be historically significant or significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, 
agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of California, provided the 
determination is supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record.  

CRHR Criteria of Evaluation 

All resources listed in or formally determined eligible for listing in the NRHP are eligible for listing in the CRHR. 
The CRHR is a listing of State of California resources that are significant within the context of California’s 
history.  Additionally, properties designated under municipal or county ordinances are also eligible for listing in 
the CRHR. For listing, a historic resource must be significant at the local, state, or national level under one or 
more of the following criteria that are defined in the California Code of Regulations Title 14, Chapter 11.5, 
Section 4850: 
 

1. It is associated with events or patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the United States; 
or 

2. It is associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or national history; or 

3. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or 
represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values; or 

4. It has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the prehistory or history of 
the local area, California or the nation.  
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 
 
The following is a summary of the environmental, ethnographic, prehistoric and historic background 
pertaining to Contra Costa County and the APE. This section also presents the existing setting of the APE 
and context against which the project area is assessed for sensitivity for prehistoric and historic cultural 
resources as well as the historical context within which the historic period resources within the APE are 
evaluated for their potential eligibility for listing in the NRHP and CRHR.  
 
EXISTING SETTING 

Contra Costa County 

Contra Costa County is located in west-central California, northeast of the San Francisco Bay Area. Alameda, 
Marin, Solano, Sacramento, San Joaquin, and San Francisco counties border Contra Costa. Presently there are 
19 cities and 24 unincorporated communities within Contra Costa County. Geographically, the county 
encompasses the Berkeley Hills to the west and Mount Diablo to the north. The majority of the county is 
comprised of bayside alluvial plains and steep grasslands (USDA 1973).  Five fault lines, the Hayward, 
Calaveras, Concord, Clayton Creek-Greenville Fault, and Diablo Thrust, extend through Contra Costa 
County. The soils in Contra Costa County range from sand to clay and vary from poorly drained to 
excessively drained (USDA 1973). 
 
Bay Point and West Pittsburg 

West Pittsburg is located on the southern shore of the San Joaquin River, on a flat, low-lying area below the 
confluence of the San Joaquin and Sacramento rivers, east of the Carquinez Strait. This region is comprised 
of a series of Pleistocene and Holocene aged sand dunes, rising from sea level to approximately 50 feet above 
mean sea level (amsl). The dunes are underlain by silty sand, peat and muck which are Deltaic in origin and 
relatively recent, geologically. However, the land and water systems in and around the entire area has been 
heavily altered due to agricultural, commercial, residential and industrial uses.  The dunes have been mined 
for sand and leveled for building; the hills and surrounding lowlands were largely denuded of trees during 
early settlement (Schick 1994), and the native bunch grasses have been replaced by European oat grasses and 
other invasive weeds such as star thistle. The San Joaquin Delta has been completely altered during the last 
150 years. Sediment from hydraulic mining caused siltation of channels and wetlands and resulted in flooding. 
Islands have been levied and pumped dry for agriculture and the normal flows of fresh and salt water into the 
estuary system have been attenuated to provide fresh water for agriculture and drinking.  In addition, the 
potential for buried archaeological resources within the APE is not likely due to the presence of tidal 
marshlands and proximity of Suisun Bay.  
 
ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXT 

Prior to European contact, the Bay Miwok occupied eastern portions of Contra Costa County, from Walnut 
Creek eastward to the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. Their traditional territory was located along the Suisun 
Bay shoreline and in the innermost ranges, in the vicinity of Mount Diablo. Bay Miwok tribes were composed 
of several lineages; each lineage named for a specific location and in most cases, the location was a permanent 
village settlement (Levy 1978). Bay Miwok tribes include the Chupcan, Julpun, Ompin, Saclan, Tatcan, and 
Volvon groups, two of which likely occupied lands within the APE (e.g. Chupcan and Ompin). The 
Chupacan settled along lower Pacheco Creek near present-day Concord, Bay Point, Pleasant Hill, parts of 
Walnut Creek, and the islands in Suisun Bay (Milliken 1995:219). The Ompin group inhabited both the north 
and south sides of the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers at the confluence of the Suisun Bay, and across 
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from present-day Pittsburg. Ompin territory may have also included the islands in Suisun Bay (Milliken 1995: 
219).  

Bay Miwok political organization was centered on the village.  Larger villages had a chief who held a non-
hereditary position.  The chief was responsible for advising villagers, generally taking care of villagers, and 
overseeing activities in the mixed dance house.  Other important Bay Miwok political roles were that of the 
speaker and the messenger.  The speaker functioned primarily as a voice for the chief regarding gathering and 
preparing foods and upcoming ceremonies.  The duties of the messenger were to deliver invitations to 
ceremonies to the chiefs of nearby triblets. The role of the messenger was hereditary and was passed down 
through male lineage (Levy 1978). 
 
Dancing was an essential part of the social life of the Bay Miwok community.  Dances occurred frequently 
either for fun, to heal the sick, or for special events. Bay Miwok religious ceremonies closely resembled those 
of the Yokuts and Ohlone groups, which often identified the Coyote as an important mythological character 
(Levy 1978). 
 
Bay Miwok villages were composed of various structures including residential dwellings, sweat houses, and 
secret society dance houses.  Residential dwellings were conical structures framed with willow or driftwood 
and thatched with bunches of grass, tule reeds or rushes.  Each household held from six to ten structures 
which had a central stone hearth and a smoke hole in the roof.  Sweathouses were semi-subterranean round 
structures which were recessed into the earth approximately four to five feet and were constructed of a 
framework of poles which supported a brush, grass, and earth covering (Levy 1978).   
 
Bay Miwok subsistence practices focused on the gathering of both plant and animal resources along the coast 
and inland.  Fishing and hunting were common, as was gathering plants and marine resources.  The Bay 
Miwok relied on animals such as deer, elk, jack rabbits, beaver, squirrel, and woodrats. The Bay Miwok also 
relied heavily on plant resources such as buckeye, pine nuts, seeds, greens, acorns, tobacco, and berries and 
they made mush and meal for bread from acorns (Levy 1978).      
 
 
PREHISTORIC CONTEXT 

In reconstructing the prehistoric chronology for the Central Valley, California archaeologists have faced 
numerous challenges over the past 100 years such as the documentation and analysis of the archaeological 
record within highly disturbed contexts due to historic and modern development, and within the context of 
cultural resources management practice and the subsequent confines of such investigations based on arbitrary 
project boundaries. However, many archaeologists have managed to remain dedicated to the pursuit of 
developing meaningful research regarding the prehistoric lifeways of the indigenous California population. 
The following information is based on the chronological frameworks developed by: (1) Fredrickson (1973)  
which proposes three basic periods for the Central Valley region: Paleo-Indian, Archaic, and Emergent and 
(2) Rosenthal et al. (2007) who further refined these time periods based on newly calibrated radiocarbon 
dates. 

Paleo-Indian Period (11550 to 8550 cal BC) 
 
The oldest site from the Paleo-Indian period within the Central Valley and San Francisco Bay Area is located 
in King County, in the southern San Joaquin Valley, roughly 300 miles from the APE. This site, CA-KIN-32, 
also referred to as the Witt site at Tulare Lake, yielded radiocarbon dates from human remains of 
approximately 9429 to 13852 years before present (cal BC). No associated funerary objects were identified 
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(NPS 2005).  Archaeological investigations at Los Vaqueros Reservoir, approximately 50 miles southeast of 
the APE, have produced an artifact assemblage dating to 9800 years BP (Ziesing 1997), which indicates a 
considerably longer span of prehistoric occupation than what has been generally accepted. These sites are 
typically situated near the shoreline, marshes, or along pluvial lake shores, and usually buried deep beneath 
Holocene alluvial deposits. According to Rosenthal et al. (2007:151), archaeological material from this time 
period has either been eroded away or buried by alluvial deposits and therefore is rarely represented in the 
archaeological record.  
 
Lower Archaic Period (8550 to 5550 cal BC) 
 
Similar to the Paleo-Indian Period, most of the archaeological discoveries for the Lower Archaic Period are 
represented by isolated finds (Rosenthal et al. 2007:147). Artifacts recovered from the Los Vaqueros 
Watershed at CA-CCO-637, which dates to 6570 cal BC, includes pestles with wooden mortars (Rosenthal et 
al. 2007:153; Milliken et al. 2007:115) and CA-CCO-696, contained wide-stemmed projectile point of Napa 
Glass Mountain obsidian and plant remains including acorns and wild cucumbers. Archaeologists obtained a 
date of 7920 cal BC from a charcoal sample excavated from the deepest component of this site (Rosenthal et 
al. 2007:152). No sites of this antiquity are known within the APE. 
 
Middle Archaic Period (5550 to 550 cal BC) 
 
Distinct cultural adaptations are demonstrated at sites dating to the Middle Archaic Period. Cultural materials 
from this period are typically described as originating from the foothills or valley traditions, as described 
below. Artifact assemblages for the foothill tradition are composed of flaked stone dart points and cobble 
tools similar to those of the Lower Archaic.  These sites are also characterized by rock-filled hearths and 
ovens, and “cairn capped” graves (Rosenthal et al. 2007). Middle Archaic sites of the valley tradition are fairly 
well represented in the archaeological record and are prevalent throughout Contra Costa County. For 
example, artifact assemblages and paleobotanical studies from sites CA-CCO-18/548 and CA-CCO-637 have 
produced data regarding extremely diverse technological and dietary remains suggesting the emergence of 
organized subsistence and increased occupation along river corridors (Rosenthal et al. 2007). Tabular 
pendants, incised slate, and perforated stone plummets are rare but have been identified across a broad 
geographical area during this time period. 
 
The Middle Archaic Period is also associated with the Windmiller Pattern or cultural sequence for this period 
(Rosenthal et al. 2007). However, the advent, spatial distribution, and variation across the regional landscape 
of the Windmiller Pattern are not clearly defined at this time. Situated in riverine, marshland, or valley floor 
settings, as well as on small knolls above prehistoric seasonal floodplains, most Windmiller Pattern sites 
contain ventrally extended burials that are oriented to the west. These sites generally contain large amounts of 
mortuary artifacts which indicate social hierarchy, and often include large projectile points and a variety of 
fishing gear such as net weights, bone hooks, and spear points. The presence of faunal remains throughout 
the archaeological record suggests a hunting economy that included both large and small mammals 
(Rosenthal et al. 2007). 
 
The high frequency of mortars and pestles in delta area sites indicates a shift to a more intensive subsistence 
strategy based on the acorn as a dietary staple. However, the types of plant foods that the population was 
procuring do not change during this time period, simply the method used to process the resources, which 
increased efficiency that may have allowed for a more sedentary lifestyle (Rosenthal et al. 2007:155). There is 
archaeological evidence for the advent of other technologies such as cordage, twined basketry, basketry awls, 
simple pottery, and other baked clay objects, stone plummets, bird bone tubes, and shell beads in the Middle 
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Archaic sites. The presence of exotic items, such as obsidian and shell ornaments, point to a complex 
exchange system with other native groups throughout California. 
 
 
 
Upper Archaic Period (550 cal BC to cal AD 1100) 
 
The technologies that are visible in the archaeological record during the Middle Archaic period became more 
highly specialized during the Upper Archaic period. New types of tools and widely traded goods such as 
saucer and saddle-shaped Olivella beads, Haliotis ornaments, obsidian biface “roughouts,” and ceremonial 
blades illustrate the increase in tool specialization. The Native population subsisted on seasonally available 
resources that could be harvested and processed in large quantities, such as acorns.  Although there is 
archaeological evidence that the Berkeley Pattern adaptation began to emerge during this time, as evidenced 
by large accumulations of habitation debris reflecting long-term use of sites, the Windmiller pattern continues 
to be visible in the archaeological record as well. According to Rosenthal and others (2007: 156), there is only 
one archaeological site, CA-SAC-107, that provides an example of the Berkeley Pattern actually replacing the 
Windmiller tradition.  
 
Unlike the Windmiller Pattern, Berkeley Pattern burials are tightly flexed and have no consistent orientation. 
Cemeteries with discrete populations of either flexed (Berkeley) or extended (Windmiller) burials can be 
found in the western parts of the San Joaquin valley dating to the Upper Archaic.  These likely represent 
alternating occupations by people of both cultural traditions. 
 
Berkeley Pattern sites are found in diverse environmental settings, but predominantly within riverine settings. 
Deeply stratified midden deposits characterize Berkeley Pattern sites and contain numerous shaped milling 
and grinding stone implements for food preparation. Projectile points become progressively more regularized 
in shape and somewhat smaller through time during this time period (Rosenthal et al. 2007). 
 
Emergent Period (cal AD 1100 to historic) 
 
The Augustine Pattern coincides with the Late or Emergent Period (further divided into Lower and Upper), 
ranging from as early as AD 1100 to the time of European settlement of this general area in the late 1700s. 
The artifact assemblages from sites that date to this period indicate that there was intensive fishing, hunting, 
and acorn and small hard seed harvesting (Moratto 2004). The Augustine Pattern is characterized by a general 
increase in population and settlements, a regularized exchange system, and an increase in evidence of 
ceremonialism. Distinctive artifacts seen in Augustine Pattern archaeological sites include small notched 
points that demonstrate the introduction and spread of bow-and-arrow, along with bone awls used in 
basketry, clay effigies, elaborately incised bone whistles, and flanged soapstone stone pipes.  
 
The Native population also practiced cremation in a limited way, for individuals of high status during the 
Lower Emergent period. In addition, cremation was used more frequently across the general population as 
well during the Upper Emergent period.  There is evidence for an increase in ornamental artifacts such as 
rectangular Olivella sequin beads and banjo-type Haliotis ornaments (Kuksu cult), which occur frequently in 
burials, suggesting an increase in social status and ranking. Other Upper Emergent characteristics include: 
Stockton serrate points, Olivella lipped and clam disc beads, bead drills, magnesite cylinders, hopper mortars, 
pre-interment grave pit burning with tightly flexed burials, and grave-associated items of groundstone which 
were ceremonially “killed” (Moratto 2004 498-500). 
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HISTORIC CONTEXT 

Contact Period (AD 1542 - 1769) 

In 1542, Juan Sebastian Cabrillo was the first of the Europeans explorers to sail along the California coast. 
The goal of this expedition was to explore the new territory and to find worthy locations for establishing 
Franciscan missions; along the way they rediscovered the Bay of Monterey, described by sailors a hundred 
years earlier. Several accounts of this expedition exist including those of Fray Juan Crespi (Bolton 1971), 
Miguel Costansó (Browning 1992), and Pedro Fages (Priestley 1937).  A Spanish expedition, lead by Pedro 
Fages in 1772, ventured across the Contra Costa hills in search of a land route from Monterey to Point Reyes 
(Kyle 1990). The expedition traveled down to the shores of the San Pablo Bay, crossed what was probably 
Pacheco Creek and over the western portion of Mount Diablo, ultimately passing through Contra Costa 
County. The name Contra Costa, “opposite coast,” was given by the Spanish in reference to the opposite 
section of land across from the San Francisco Bay.  The expedition of Juan Bautista de Anza and Fray Pedro 
Font in 1776 marched through Contra Costa, passing the swamps east of Byron Hot Springs. 
 
Mission Period (AD 1769 – 1822) 

The missions of the San Francisco Bay Area were established as follows: Mission Dolores in 1776, Mission 
Santa Clara in 1777, and Mission San Jose in 1797 (Bramlette et al. 1991, Kyle 1990).  Mission lands were 
primarily used for the cultivation of beans, corn, flax, hemp, linseed, peas, and wheat and for the raising of 
cattle, horses, sheep, pigs, goats, and mules.  The missions also had vegetable gardens and fruit trees, such as 
peaches, apricots, apples, pears, and figs.  
 
For the native peoples at Mission San Jose, those who didn’t come into the missions voluntarily were 
generally forced to do so (Milliken 1995).  As the populations of Ohlone, who were originally brought into 
Mission Santa Clara and Mission San Jose, died of disease or fled the missions, the Spanish were forced to go 
further afield to find new neophytes to replace them.  This was a common theme in all the California 
missions (Hackle 2005).   
 
Rancho Period (AD 1822 – 1850) 

In 1821, Mexico declared independence from Spain and in 1822, California became a Mexican Territory.  
Following the secularization of the missions in 1834, representatives of the Mexican government distributed 
very large land grants to various individuals. Native Americans continued to be laborers for new landowners 
(Beck and Haase 1988: 24).  The land use pattern of Alta California during this period expanded to include 
cattle ranches which were primarily for the hide and tallow trade. Working in adobe workshops, both Native 
American neophytes and immigrant artisans manufactured items such as “leather, soap, saddles, harnesses, 
blankets, shoes, and wagons” (Marschner 2002: 154).   

During California’s Mexican occupation between 1834 -1848, this area was part of the large land grant 
Rancho Los Madanos (or Megenos) that was granted to Mexican rancheros Jose Antonio Mesa and Jose 
Miguel Mesa.  In 1849, after California was incorporated into the United States, a portion of Rancho Los 
Medanos was sold to Col. Jonathan D. Stevenson and his partner William C. Parker.  With plans to build a 
seaport, they named the area the “New York of the Pacific”, after Stevenson’s home town (Collier 1983:141). 
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American Period (AD 1850 to present) 

California officially became a state in September 1850. The courts immediately reviewed Spanish and Mexican 
land grants, which were either confirmed or denied.  Contra Costa became an official county in 1850 (Kyle 
1990). During the mid-1860s, the commercial coal mining industry developed in Contra Costa County. Cattle 
ranching, agriculture and orchard production rose in the twentieth century and continues today. 

The discovery of gold in the Sierra Nevada by Euro Americans ignited a major population increase in the 
northern half of California, as immigrants poured into the territory seeking gold or the opportunities it 
presented.  The significant influx of people had a major impact on the environment and the remaining 
indigenous populations. Beginning in 1849, the Gold Rush created a shortage of ranch workers who rushed 
off to seek their fortunes.  This loss of a ranch workforce, along with a huge increase in Euro Americans 
squatting on these lands, would later contribute to the disintegration of the Mexican land grants and eventual 
division and sale of land grant property (Robinson 1979). 

Bay Point/West Pittsburg  
 
The community of Bay Point or West Pittsburg, in Contra Costa County, is located near the western edge of 
the city of Pittsburg overlooking Suisun Bay.  In 1849, after California was incorporated into the United 
States, a portion of Rancho Los Medanos was sold to Col. Jonathan D. Stevenson and his partner William C. 
Parker.  With plans to build a seaport, they named the area the “New York of the Pacific”, after Stevenson’s 
home town (Collier 1983:141) and hired William Tecumseh Sherman to lay out a town. 
 
The early American settlers defined this area as Bay Point.  For a short time during the 19th century, the 
community was known as “Seal Bluff” or “Seal Point”.  Coal mining, fishing, and lumber mills brought 
economic expansion, population growth, and development to Pittsburg, Antioch, and Bay Point’s port during 
the 19th century.  The flat fertile lands between these towns were devoted to farming and livestock ranching.    
In 1889, the Seal Bluff Warehouse Company built a warehouse and wharf in Seal Bluff.  In 1897, the Blum 
Warehouse Company opened for business in Seal Point. Between 1908 and 1931 the C.A. Smith Lumber 
Company operated a large lumber manufacturing plant on 1,500 acres of land near Seal Bluff. In 1898, Bay 
Point Township was created and included towns whose names have changed throughout the history of the 
area, including: Port Chicago, Clyde, Ohmer, Nichols, and more recently Shore Acres.  Bay Point offered 
future businesses a deep-water channel along the Carquinez Strait, as well as rail connections with the 
Southern Pacific and the Sante Fe railroad lines.  Other companies who located in Bay Point in the 1910s 
included the Electro Metals Company and the Pacific Shipbuilding Company (Bohakel 1983; Contra Costa 
County Development Association 1943). 
 
The locality McAvoy was a stop on the Southern Pacific Railroad line (formerly the Central Pacific Railroad 
and constructed in the 1870s), as shown in the 1918 USGS Honker Bay Quadrangle Topographic Map; the 
McAvoy stop is on the south side of the railroad tracks approximately 200 meters west of the north-south 
Port Chicago Road and adjacent to the APE. 
 
Harris Yacht Club 

The former Harris Yacht Club and Harbor (which may have originally been called the McAvoy Boat Harbor 
and includes a metal boat house), located on the western side of the APE, is currently owned by PG&E.  
Marshall and Russell Harris acquired the property from the Erkenbrecher family and the Shell Chemical 
Company in January 1947.  Marshall C. Harris constructed the Harris Yacht Harbor and entrance channel.  
Constructed in approximately 1950, the buildings and harbor configuration were altered in the 1970s.  The 
large corrugated steel boat house building was used to build and repair high-speed racing boats for 
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industrialist Henry J. Kaiser in the mid-1950s.  The Harris’s owned the marina from 1947 to 1974 when 
PG&E purchased 255 acres.  In approximately 1975, PG&E leased the property to marina operator Bob 
Herrenkohl who ran the Harris Yacht Club until 2001 (ESA Associates 2007).  The property is currently 
leased by PG&E and is used for cattle grazing. The extant boat house/warehouse is outside of the APE. 
 
Shell Chemical Company  
 
Shell Chemical Company built and operated the first commercial synthetic ammonia plant in the western 
United States from 1930-1967 in West Pittsburg/Bay Point, also referred to as “Shell Point” (National 
Petroleum News 1930).  The Shell Chemical Company Pittsburg plant employed approximately 250 people, 
and included the following structural components: administrative offices, an agricultural building, a machine 
shop, tank farm, sacking plant, cylinder plant, bulk storage, ammonia plant, storehouse, sulphate plant (with 
crystallizer), catalyst plant, laboratory, storage sphere, boiler house, raw gas holder, benzol plant, carbon plant, 
compressor house, synthesis plant, and a pond (Shell Chemical Company, undated).   
 
Shell Chemical Company chose the location of the Pittsburg plant because of the availability of natural gas via 
a nearby pipeline from Central California fields to the Bay Area, and the proximity of rail and water 
transportation to agricultural areas of California and the west.  The principal by-product of the ammonia 
plant was carbon black. 
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4.0 SUMMARY OF CULTURAL RESOURCES TYPES  
 
This section describes the types of cultural resources that are most often identified in the surrounding region 
and those most commonly identified within the APE. The following information regarding resource types 
within the APE is based on the archival research and the records search conducted for this investigation, the 
environmental setting, and the results of the pedestrian survey and site recordation. It is important to note 
that no prehistoric archaeological resources are documented in the APE and therefore prehistoric resource 
types are not addressed in this report. Due to the presence of tidal marshlands and proximity of Suisun Bay, 
the potential for buried archaeological resources within the APE are not likely. 
 
HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES 

Farmstead/Ranch – Farmsteads or ranching sites are relatively easy to identify because they generally 
include a residence and one or more out-buildings or structures associated with farming or ranching, such as a 
barn, corral, shed, or shop.  There may be associated refuse dumps or deposits or a privy pit. Farm property 
types are characterized by the presence of houses, foundations and chimneys, sheds, utility buildings, barn 
silos, stores and privies, farm equipment, fieldstone/rock fences and walls, orchards or vineyards, and refuse 
dumps. Ranches are characterized by the presence of houses, foundations and chimneys, barns, stores, utility 
buildings, privies, dairy facilities, stables, corrals, pens and mangers, water conveyances, field/stone/rock 
fences and walls, and refuse dumps. 
 
Railroads: Railroad sites generally consist of a relatively level grade, often on a constructed berm, with or 
without remnant spikes, ties, or rails to indicate the former function. Railroads are characterized by the 
presence of grades, tracks, tunnels, trestles, bridges, water towers or coal supplies. 
 
Water Conveyance: These include canals, ditches, reservoirs or water retention ponds, dams and water 
diversion systems, and vast interconnected systems of flumes, tunnels and ditches which could bring water to 
farms, to mining operations and to hydroelectric power houses across the landscape. Other associated 
features may include ditch tender’s dwellings, bridges, siphons, tool shacks, and penstocks. Flow control 
structures are also considered water conveyance features. A wide variety of structures are used to regulate 
flows, distribute water to users, and dispose of excess water. Gates, gauges, and valves allow direct control of 
the volume of water passing a given point in the system, while turnouts direct a portion of the flow into a 
branch conduit. 
 
Water Collection: These sites are characterized by the presence of wells and windmills; spring boxes, berms, 
and diversions from existing streams or rivers. 
 
Water Storage: These sites are characterized by the presence of ponds, levees, cisterns, tanks and or tank 
houses, and troughs. 
 
Communication and Utility: Communications features may be either telegraph and telephone poles or 
lines. Utility features may be either electrical or transmission poles or lines. 
 
Roads: A road may include stage stops, fords in streams or creeks, wagon ruts, and ferry crossings. 
 
Trails: Trails are characterized by the presence of trail markers or rock retaining walls. Numerous trails 
existed throughout Contra Costa County dating back to the early nineteenth century explorations and during 
the Gold Rush. 
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Specialized trades: Many different industrial and commercial activities took place throughout the project 
area during the historic period. These may include, but are not limited to, flour mills, bakeries and ovens, 
butchers shops, slaughterhouses, blacksmith shops, woodworking shops, general stores, saloons, livery 
stables, logging, lumberyards, and tanneries.  
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5.0 METHODS AND RESULTS 
 
This section presents the methods used to conduct the records search, the Native American consultation, and 
pedestrian survey, as well as the results of those efforts.  

RECORDS SEARCH AND HISTORICAL RESEARCH 

A records search was conducted on February 18, 2010 at the Northwestern Information Center (NWIC), to 
examine archaeological site records within 1.0 mile of the APE and previously conducted cultural resources 
investigations and surveys within 0.25 mile of the APE. This search also included historic map research, and 
archival search of history books, professional papers, maps, and specific resource directories provided by the 
California State government agencies and library internet sites, which are listed in detail below.  
 
The following sources were consulted in this records search: 
� NWIC base maps: USGS 7.5-minute series topographic quadrangle of Honker Bay, California, 1981.  

� Survey reports from previous cultural resources investigations and archaeological site records were 
examined to identify recorded archaeological sites and historic-period built environmental resources and 
architectural resources (buildings, structures, and objects) within or immediately adjacent to the APE. 

� USGS Topographical Map of Honker Bay (1918 and 1953), Pittsburg (1953), and Antioch (1908). 

� The California Department of Parks and Recreation’s (CDPR) California Inventory of Historic Resources 
(1976a), and the Office of Historic Preservation’s (OHP) Historic Properties Directories, October 23, 2009 
and February 8, 2010 which combines cultural resources listed in the California Historical Landmarks 
(1996), California Points of Historic Interest (1976b), California Archaeological Determinations of Eligibility, 
and those that are listed in or determined eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR for Contra Costa 
County. 

� California Place Names (Gudde 2004); Historic Spots of California (Kyle 1990); Historical Atlas of 
California (Beck and Haase 1977); Handbook of North American Indians, Volume 8 (Levy 1978); and 
California Indians and Their Environment (Lightfoot and Parrish 2009). 

 

Records Search Results 

 
The results of the records search indicate 13 cultural resources investigations have been completed within a 
0.25-mile radius of the APE, which did not result in the identification of previously recorded cultural 
resources within the APE. However, one historic resource, the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad (P-07-
000806) is located approximately 100 feet south of the APE. No prehistoric resources have been identified 
within a 0.25-mile radius of the APE (Appendix C). 
 
Historical Research Results 
 
Architectural Historian Jennifer Lang, M.S. visited the Pittsburg Historical Society in Pittsburg on April 2, 
2010, the Contra Costa County Historical Society in Martinez, and the U.C. Berkeley Northern Regional 
Library Facility in Richmond on April 6, 2010. 
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NATIVE AMERICAN CONSULTATION  

As part of the consultation process with Native American organizations and individuals, the Native American 
Heritage Commission (NAHC) was contacted on March 10, 2010 with a request for information about sacred 
lands that may be located within the APE and a list of interested Native American groups and individuals 
near the project area (Appendix A). A search of the Sacred Lands file housed at the NAHC did not result in 
the identification of any sacred lands within the APE.  
 
On March 10, 2010 letters and associated project maps were sent to interested individuals and Native 
American groups. Included in the correspondence was a request that the project archaeologist be notified if 
the recipients can provide any information or if they have concerns about the proposed APE. Follow-up calls 
were made on March 30, 2010 and April 2, 2010 to individuals on the NAHC list of interested Native 
American groups and individuals. Cassidy DeBaker, B.A., discussed the records search results and survey 
findings with both Ann Marie Sayers, Chairperson of the Indian Canyon Mutsun Band of Costanoan, and 
Andrew Galvan, of the Ohlone Indian Tribe. Both Ms. Sayers and Mr. Galvan stated that they would like to 
continue to be informed as the project progresses and would like to receive a copy of this report (Appendix 
A). No responses have been received from any of the other Native American organizations or individuals 
contacted for the project.  
 
SURVEY METHODS  

The survey area encompasses 183 acres (Figure 4) and was conducted by an archaeologist and an architectural 
historian who both have extensive experience in the California Central Valley and who meet the qualifications 
criteria listed in the Secretary of Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic 
Preservation (Per Section 101(f)(g), and (h)). Archaeologist Cassidy DeBaker, B.A. and architectural historian 
Jennifer Lang, M.S conducted the survey on March 17, March 31 and April 5, 2010. 
 
The survey team based their field methods primarily on the available ground visibility throughout the APE. 
The ground visibility was extremely limited in the wetland areas due to seasonal watercourses, ponds, 
channels, and dense vegetation. The majority of the soil in the APE is classified as Joice Muck or very poorly 
drained and saturated. There are, however, patches of moderately well drained areas that are typical of clays 
and loams (Welch et al.1977).  The topography of the APE was relatively level and easy to traverse, except for 
steep slopes near the Shell Pond and levee. Ms. DeBaker conducted small periodic surface scrapes with a 
trowel in open areas to expose the ground surface.  
 
All resources identified within the APE were mapped with Global Positioning System (GPS) equipment. For 
mapping purposes, GPS data was recorded using a Trimble Geo XT Datalogger. The GPS data files were 
downloaded and post-processed with GPS Pathfinder Office 3.1 software. In Pathfinder Office, raw data files 
were differentially corrected to the base station nearest to the APE. The corrected files were exported as 
ArcView shapefiles in the datum UTM NAD 83, zone 10 and imported into an ArcMap 9.2 GIS project.  
 
The survey team completed DPR 523 site record forms for each newly identified cultural resource (Appendix 
B). The site forms describe the physical characteristics and appearance of a resource, and summarize any 
associated features or artifacts. Digital photographs are also included with the forms and provide a visual 
overview of the resource in its existing setting at the time of the survey. The survey team photographed and 
plotted all artifacts on maps using GPS and did not collect any artifacts during the pedestrian survey. 
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SURVEY RESULTS  

This cultural resources inventory resulted in the identification of 10 newly identified historic period resources 
within the APE (Table 1 and Figures 5 and 6). All of the resources are historic archaeological and 
architectural sites or features. No previously documented or newly identified prehistoric resources are located 
in the APE.  
 
The following section includes brief descriptions of each of the historic period resources identified in the 
APE. Descriptions of the resources are listed by a temporary field number (“GANDA-482-28-[number]). 
The descriptions below focus on the contents and location of the resources; all DPR 523 site records 
including maps and photographs are provided in Appendix B.  
 

Table 1. Cultural Resources within the APE by Resource Type and Function 

*Temporary field number GANDA 482-28-05 has been discarded.  
 

GANDA No. Resource Type(s) Resource Function(s) Location within APE 

482-28-01 Lumber pile Refuse West Parcel 
482-28-02 Berm Water diversion West Parcel 
482-28-03 Berm Water diversion West Parcel 
482-28-04 Fence line  (total of 2 intersecting 

segments) 
Farm/Ranch West Parcel and Shell Pond Parcel 

482-28-06 Light poles (total of 8) Electric utilities West Parcel 
482-28-07 Utility poles (total of 6),  utility lines 

(total of 2) and transformer 
Electric utilities West Parcel 

482-28-08 Hitching posts Farm/Ranch West Parcel 
482-28-09 Glass scatter (total of 19 shards) Farm/Ranch West Parcel 
482-28-10 Pump house, pump platform, utility 

pole, abandoned pipes/footings, and 
concrete pad. 

Water conveyance and electric 
utilities 

Shell Pond Parcel 

482-28-11 Shell pond, levee road, outflow weirs 
(total of 2), and dredge machine 

Water storage and conveyance Shell Pond and Shell Pond Parcel 
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DESCRIPTION OF CULTURAL RESOURCES WITHIN THE APE 

GANDA 482-28-01 
This resource is a trash and lumber pile located within the West Parcel of the APE (Figure 7). The pile is 
composed of various types of wooden materials, including, telephone poles, pylons, dock parts, planks, scraps 
and remnants of plastic, broken Styrofoam, nails, and bolts. The immediate area surrounding GANDA 482-
28-01 is used for cattle grazing and is characterized as very poorly drained soil within minimal vegetation. The 
current tenant on the property, “Joe,” explained that the owner of the Harris Yacht Club placed the lumber 
pile in this location over 40 years ago. Some of the components of the lumber pile appear to date from the 
mid-twentieth century, while some components of the lumber pile appear to be of more recent age. 
 

 
Figure 7. GANDA 482-28-01: Lumber pile located, view southeast. 

 
 
GANDA 482-28-02: 
This resource is an earthen berm located within the West Parcel of the APE (Figure 5). The berm serves as a 
flood break or water diversion from the harbor and Suisun Bay and likely dates to the mid-twentieth century.  
GANDA 482-28-02 extends north-south and is situated 125 feet east of the Harris Yacht Harbor and 
measures approximately 10 feet wide at the top and roughly three to four feet high. The berm appears to 
extend outside the APE to north and south, however due to the close proximity of the harbor and bay waters 
(i.e. tidal influences and sediment build-up), the north and south ends of the berm are less discernable. The 
resource is covered with seasonal grasses and is part of the cattle grazing area used by the current tenant. 
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GANDA 482-28-03: 
This resource is an earthen berm located within the West Parcel of the APE (Figures 5 and 8). The berm 
serves as a flood break or water diversion from the pond, inlet, and Suisun Bay and likely dates to the mid-
twentieth century. GANDA 482-28-03 extends north-south and is situated 250 feet west of the Shell Pond 
(GANDA 482-28-11) and 125 feet west of a bay inlet. The berm is highly pronounced and measures 
approximately 15 feet wide at the top and roughly four to five feet high. Due to the influx of water and 
sedimentary build-up, the eastern side of the berm is less defined. The resource is covered with seasonal 
grasses and is part of the cattle grazing area used by the current tenant. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8. GANDA 482-28-03:  The earthen berm, view north. 

 
GANDA 482-28-04: 
This resource consists of two intersecting fence lines located within the West Parcel and Shell Pond Parcel of 
the APE (Figures 5 and 6) and appears to date from the mid-twentieth century.  The fence line within the 
West Parcel runs east-west from the ranch area to the fence line adjacent to the Shell Pond Parcel, and is 
composed of a run of approximately five foot high square wood posts with eight rows of barbed wire.  The 
fence line within the Shell Pond Parcel runs north-south from the southern edge of the parcel adjacent to the 
railroad tracks, north to the outflow weir, and is composed of a run of approximately five foot high metal 
stakes and square wood posts with eight rows of barbed wire. 
 
GANDA 482-28-06: 
This resource consists of eight light poles located within the West Parcel of the APE (Figure 5) and appears 
to date from the mid-twentieth century.  The light poles are oriented in three rows, trending east-west, within 
the paved and gravel yard surrounding the Harris Yacht Club and Harbor. The light poles are constructed of 
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wood, approximately 20-30 feet high, and feature either cobra head or utilitarian light fixtures. Several of the 
light fixtures are broken and do not appear to be in use. A metal boat house (outside APE) is located in the 
vicinity of the light poles. 
 
GANDA 482-28-07: 
This resource consists of six electric utility poles, two electric lines, and one transformer located within the 
West Parcel of the APE near the metal boat house (outside APE) (Figure 5). The electric line extends from 
McAvoy Road into the West Parcel on a wooden utility pole approximately 30-40 feet high and continues to 
extend to electric poles that are adjacent to the metal boat house. One electric pole features a double 
transformer or transformer bridge, and all of the electric poles feature three to five cross arms, with 
insulators. This resource appears to date from the mid-twentieth century. 
 
GANDA 482-28-08: 
This resource consists of two wooden hitching posts located within the West Parcel of the APE (Figure 5) 
and appears to date from the mid-twentieth century. The posts are constructed of solid wood and measure 
approximately five feet high and are less than eight inches in diameter. The resource likely served as a horse 
hitching rail; however the horizontal or top post is currently missing.   The hitching posts are located adjacent 
to electric utility poles (GANDA-482-28-07), a hedgerow of Eucalyptus trees, and are approximately 100 feet 
south of the metal boat house. 
 
GANDA 482-28-09: 
This resource is a surface glass scatter located within the West Parcel of the APE (Figures 5 and 9). The 
scatter was exposed in a set of vehicle track ruts extending southeast-northwest. The vehicle ruts where the 
glass scatter was identified are situated approximately 150 feet north of the Atchison Topeka and & Santa Fe 
Railroad (P-07-000-806) (outside APE) and trend parallel to the rail line. The scatter is comprised of 19 
shards and includes amber, brown, clear, and aqua colored glass. A single shard of white earthenware with 
dark green text was also identified. All of the glass shards are extremely fragmentary and thus not considered 
to be diagnostic artifacts.  
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Figure 9. GANDA 482-28-09: Surface glass scatter. 

 
 
GANDA 482-28-10: 
This resource is a complex consisting of a pump house, wooden pump platform, utility poles, abandoned 
pipes and footings, chain link fence segments, and a small concrete pad, located within the Shell Pond Parcel 
of the APE (Figures 6, 10, and 11). The complex is situated approximately 125 feet east of the Shell Pond 
(GANDA 482-28-11) and directly west of the Carbon Black Area.   
 
The pump house and associated features were constructed as a water pumping system to support the flow of 
water into and out of the Shell Pond and Suisun Bay.  The steel-framed gable-roofed corrugated metal pump 
house, constructed circa 1930, measures 23 feet by 13 feet and is located at the foot of the eastern outflow 
weir/channel.  It features multi-pane steel casement windows and a concrete foundation and floor, with an 
opening for a pump leading to the channel below. 
 
Adjacent to the pump house is a 12 foot by 10 foot wooden pump platform with an access bridge.  An 
abandoned wooden utility pole, concrete footings, large rusted pipes, chain-link fence segments, and a small 
concrete structure foundation are located adjacent to the pump house and pump platform. 
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Figure 10. GANDA 28-10: Pump house and chain link fence segment, view north. 
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Figure 11. Circa 1937 historic aerial of the Shell Chemical Company Plant in Bay Point, California 
(courtesy of the Pittsburg Historical Society).  The Pump house is shown in the red circle. 

 
 
GANDA 482-28-11: 
This resource is a complex of historic structures and features constructed circa 1930 that includes the Shell 
Pond,  a levee road, two outflow weirs, and a dredge machine located within the Shell Pond and Shell Pond 
Parcel of the APE (Figures 6 and 12). The Shell Pond is a roughly rectangular-shaped 70-acre wastewater 
discharge pond, with boulder cobble rip-rap of various sizes bordering the north, east and west sides, and 
shallow wetlands on the south side.  Shell Chemical Company constructed the pond, pump house, levee 
roads, and channels (GANDA 482-28-10) in the 1930s to receive wastewater discharges from their 
operations.  The pond currently has a depth of five to eighteen inches of water. Vertical wooden posts with 
barnacles project from the surface of the pond.  A single-track earthen levee road encircles the pond, there 
are two vehicle turn-around areas at the northeast and northwest ends of the pond/levee road.  Weirs flank 
the eastern and western sides of the Shell Pond, and extend north to Suisun Bay.  The weirs are water 
channels that connect to the Shell Pond via culverts and pumping mechanisms. An abandoned and burned 
dredge machine is located within the wetland area adjacent to the dirt access road (Figure 13).   
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Figure 12.GANDA 482-28-11: View of Shell Pond looking northwest from dirt road. 

 
 

 
Figure 13. GANDA 482-28-11: Dredge Machine looking south from dirt access road.  
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6.0 CULTURAL RESOURCES EVALUATIONS 

Undertakings that involve federal funding, lands, or permits require that the significance of historic properties 
within the APE be evaluated against the NRHP Criteria for Evaluation (36 CFR Part 60.4) (Section 2 of this 
report). An eligible property must be at least 50 years old (with few exceptions) and retain a certain amount of 
integrity. The seven elements of integrity include location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, 
and association. A property must meet one or more of the Criteria for Evaluation before a determination can 
be made about its integrity (National Register Bulletin 15). 
 
The following section and Table 2 below present the results of the cultural resource evaluations for the 10 
historic period resources identified within the APE and provide recommendations regarding their potential 
eligibility for listing in the NRHP and CRHR. All of the resources identified within the APE are 
recommended as ineligible for the NRHP and CRHR. 
 

Table 2: Recommended Eligibility Status for Cultural Resources Identified within the APE. 
GANDA 

No. 
Resource Type  Resource 

Function 
Condition Eligibility Status 

482-28-01 Lumber pile Refuse Poor Recommended  ineligible for 
the NRHP and CRHR 

482-28-02 Berm Water diversion Good Recommended  ineligible for 
the NRHP and CRHR 

482-28-03 Berm Water diversion Good Recommended  ineligible for 
the NRHP and CRHR 

482-28-04 Fence line  (total of 2 
intersecting segments) 

Farm/Ranch Good Recommended  ineligible for 
the NRHP and CRHR 

482-28-06 Light poles (total of 8) Electric utilities Fair Recommended  ineligible for 
the NRHP and CRHR 

482-28-07 Utility poles (total of 6),  
utility lines (total of 2) and 
transformer 

Electric utilities Good Recommended  ineligible for 
the NRHP and CRHR 

482-28-08 Hitching posts (2) Farm/Ranch Good Recommended  ineligible for 
the NRHP and CRHR 

482-28-09 Glass scatter (total of 19 
shards) 

Farm/Ranch Poor Recommended  ineligible for 
the NRHP and CRHR 

482-28-10 Pump house, pump platform, 
utility pole, abandoned 
pipes/footings, and concrete 
pad. 

Water conveyance 
and electric utilities

Poor Recommended  ineligible for 
the NRHP and CRHR 

482-28-11 Shell Pond, levee road, 
outflow weirs (total of 2), and 
dredge machine. 

Water storage and 
conveyance 

Good Recommended  ineligible for 
the NRHP and CRHR 

*Temporary field number GANDA 482-28-05 has been discarded.  
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GANDA 482-28-01 
 
GANDA 482-28-01 consists of a trash and lumber pile located within the West Parcel directly east of the 
former Harris Yacht Harbor. This resource is not recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or CRHR, 
because it lacks significance and historical association. 
 
It is not recommended that GANDA 482-28-01 be found eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) 
or the CRHR under Criterion 1 (events).  While this resource is associated with the former Harris Yacht Club 
and Harbor, it is not significant for its association with a specific event or the development of the community 
of Bay Point/ West Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, California. 
 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the 
lives of persons important to local, California or national history.   
 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), 
this resource is a trash and lumber pile, and as such, it is not associated with any special architectural or 
engineering feat.   
 
It is not recommended that GANDA 482-28-01 be found eligible under NRHR Criterion D or CRHR 
Criterion 4. The trash and lumber pile appear to date from the mid-twentieth century, and relate to the 
boating/harbor use of the adjacent site of the former Harris Yacht Club.  The resource has been documented 
and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the history of the region 
or California.  In summary, it is recommended that the trash and lumber pile not be found eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
 
GANDA 482-28-02 
 
GANDA 482-28-02 consists of an earthen berm located within the West Parcel extending north-south and 
situated approximately 125 feet east of the Harris Yacht Harbor.  This resource is not recommended as 
eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks significance and historical association. 
 
It is not recommended that the earthen berm be found eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or 
the CRHR under Criterion 1 (events).  While this resource is associated with ranching activities and serves as 
a flood break or water division from the harbor and Suisun Bay, it is not significant for its association with a 
specific event or the development of the community of West Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, California. 
 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the 
lives of persons important to local, California or national history.   
 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), 
this resource is a utilitarian earthen berm designed to function as a flood break, and as such, it is not 
associated with any special engineering feat.   
 
It is not recommended that GANDA 482-28-02 be found eligible under NRHR Criterion D or the CRHR 
Criterion 4.  The resource has been documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important 
information regarding the history of the region or California. In summary, it is recommended that the earthen 
berm not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under 
Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
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GANDA 482-28-03 
 
GANDA 482-28-03 consists of an earthen berm located within the West Parcel extending north-south and is 
situated 250 feet west of the Shell Pond (GANDA 482-28-11) and 125 feet west of a bay inlet.  This resource 
is not recommended as eligible for listing in the CRHR or the NRHP, because it lacks significance and 
historical association. 
 
It is not recommended that the earthen berm be found eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or 
the CRHR under Criterion 1 (events).  While this resource is associated with ranching activities and serves as 
a flood break or water division from the harbor and Suisun Bay, it is not significant for its association with a 
specific event or the development of the community of West Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, California. 
 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the 
lives of persons important to local California, or national history.   
 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), 
this resource is a utilitarian earthen berm functioning as a flood break, and as such, it is not associated with 
any special architectural, engineering, or landscape feat.   
 
It is not recommended that GANDA 482-28-03 be found eligible under NRHR Criterion D or the CRHR 
Criterion 4.  The resource has been documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important 
information regarding the history of the region or California. In summary, it is recommended that the earthen 
berm not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under 
Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
 
GANDA 482-28-04 
 
GANDA 482-28-04 consists of two intersecting fence lines located within the West Parcel and Shell Pond 
Parcel. This resource is not recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks 
significance and historical association. 
 
It is not recommended that the fence lines be deemed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events), or 
the CRHR under Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the ranching activities and functions as 
boundary delineation.  The fence lines are not significant for their association with a specific event or the 
development of the community of West Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, California. 
 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the 
lives of persons important to local, California or national history.   
 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), 
this resource was designed as utilitarian fencing to delineate ranching boundaries, and as such, it is not 
associated with any special engineering feat.   
 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under NRHP Criteria D, or the CRHR Criterion 4.  The 
resource has been documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information 
regarding the history of the region or California.  In summary, it is recommended that the fence lines not be 
found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 
4. 
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GANDA 482-28-06 
 
GANDA 482-28-06 consists of eight wooden light poles located within the West Parcel in the paved area 
surrounding the large corrugated boat house building at the former Harris Yacht Club. This resource is not 
recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks significance and historical 
association. 
 
It is not recommended that the light poles be deemed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or 
the CRHR under Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the former Harris Yacht Club. 
Although the poles provided lighting to the former Harris Yacht Club site, the Harris Yacht Club is not 
significant for its association with a specific event or the development of the community of Pittsburg, Contra 
Costa County, California. 
 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the 
lives of persons important to local, California or national history.   
 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering),   
this resource was designed as utilitarian light poles, and as such, it is not associated with any special 
engineering feat.   
 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under Criteria D, or the CRHR Criterion 4.  The resource 
has been documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the 
history of the region or California.  In summary, it is recommended that the light poles not be found eligible 
for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
 
GANDA 482-28-07 
 
GANDA 482-28-07 consists of six wooden utility poles, two utility lines, and a transformer located within the 
West Parcel in the paved area surrounding the boat house building at the former Harris Yacht Club. This 
resource is not recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks significance 
and historical association. 
 
It is not recommended that the utility poles, utility lines, or transformer be deemed eligible for the NRHP 
under Criterion A (events) or the CRHR under Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the 
former Harris Yacht Club.  Although the utility poles, lines and transformers provided electricity to the 
former Harris Yacht Club site, the Harris Yacht Club is not significant for its association with a specific event 
or the development of the community of Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, California. 
 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the 
lives of persons important to local, California or national history.   
 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering),   
this resource was designed as utilitarian utility poles and lines, and as such, it is not associated with any special 
engineering feat. 
 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under Criteria D, or the CRHR Criterion 4. The resource 
has been documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the 
history of the region or California. In summary, it is recommended that the light poles not be found eligible 
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for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
 
GANDA 482-28-08 
 
GANDA 482-28-08 consists of two wooden hitching posts located within the West Parcel of the APE, 
within the paved area and adjacent to a Eucalyptus tree hedgerow and the boat house building at the former 
Harris Yacht Club.  This resource is not recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR. 
 
It is not recommended that the hitching posts be found eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or 
the CRHR under Criterion 1 (events).   This resource is associated with the adjacent ranching area and is not 
significant for its association with a specific event.   
 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), it is not associated with the lives of 
persons important to local, California or national history.   
 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering),   
this resource was designed as utilitarian hitching posts to facilitate containment of an animals related to the 
adjacent ranching area.  This resource does not feature any special design or engineering feat, and may not be 
45 years old.  
 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under Criteria D, or the CRHR Criterion 4.  It has been 
documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the history 
of the region or California.  In summary, it is recommended that the hitching posts not be found eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
 
GANDA 482-28-09 
 
GANDA 482-28-09 consists of a glass scatter located in an agricultural field in the West Parcel.  This 
resource is not recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR. 
 
This resource does not appear to be eligible under Criteria D, or the CRHR Criterion 4. The non-diagnostic 
glass shards likely date from the 20th century due to the historical use of the surrounding land. The site does 
not appear to exhibit any artifact concentrations or subsurface deposits and there is no evidence that 
subsurface deposits are present.  There is no clear depositional context and the site lacks integrity, because the 
refuse has been distributed across the field by plowing and other mechanized disturbances.  It is not clear 
whether the deposit represents the remains of a dumping pit or dumping areas that have been scattered by 
plowing and other agricultural activity, and there is no clear or obvious association with a ranching complex, 
farmstead or other facility that would provide a context for interpretation of the refuse.  The potential for 
information to be gleaned at site GANDA 482-28-09 beyond what has already been recorded is unlikely, and 
it is improbable that the composition of the site will provide meaningful additional information.  These 
factors contribute to a recommendation that GANDA 482-28-09 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP, or 
the CRHR; the site has been documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important 
information regarding the history of the region or California.  In summary, it is recommended that the glass 
scatter not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion D or the CRHR under Criterion 4. 
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GANDA 482-28-10 
 
GANDA 482-28-10 consists of a pump house complex, including a pump house, wooden pump platform, 
utility poles, abandoned pipes and footings, chain link fence segments, and a small concrete pad located east 
of the Shell Pond in the Shell Pond parcel of the APE.  This resource is not recommended as eligible for 
listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks significance and historical association. 
 
It is not recommended that the pump house complex be deemed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A 
(events) or the CRHR under Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the adjacent Shell Pond 
and the former Shell Chemical Company Ammonia Plant. Shell Chemical Company built and operated a 
synthetic commercial ammonia plant at this location from 1930-1967 in Bay Point/West Pittsburg.  The 
pump house complex is associated with the adjacent Shell Pond, that together functioned as a component of 
a catchment and disposal system which flushed liquids/chemicals from the factory into and out of the Shell 
Pond and into Suisun Bay via inflow and outflow weirs.  The pump house complex, on its own, is not 
significant for its association with a specific event or the development of the community of Pittsburg, Contra 
Costa County, California. 
 
The pump house complex does not appear to be eligible under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR 
Criterion 2 (persons); criterion B addresses a property’s significance for its association with the lives of 
persons in the past.  This resource is not associated with the lives of persons important to local, California or 
national history.   
 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), 
this resource is a component of the Shell Pond pumping system, a former component of the Shell Chemical 
Company, and as such, it is not associated with any special architectural or engineering feat.   
 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under NRHR Criterion D or the CRHR Criterion 4.  The 
resource has been documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information 
regarding the history of the region or California. In summary, it is recommended that the pump house 
complex, including a pump house, wooden pump platform, utility poles, abandoned pipes and footings, chain 
link fence segments, and a small concrete pad  not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria 
A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
 
For a resource to be eligible for listing on the NRHP and the CRHR, it must retain sufficient integrity.  The 
seven elements of integrity include location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association. 
The pump house complex is a remnant feature of the larger Shell Chemical Plant; the demolition and 
alteration of other components of the Shell Chemical Plant have diminished the design, setting, feeling and 
association of the site as a whole.  However, a resource must meet one or more of the criteria before a 
determination can be made about it integrity.  As such, the pump house complex is not associated with 
important events or persons in California history, nor does it possess distinctive design or engineering.  The 
pump house complex is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP or the CRHR. 
 
 
GANDA 482-28-11 
 
GANDA 482-28-11 consists of a complex of historic structures and features that includes the Shell Pond, a 
levee road, two outflow weirs, and a dredge machine, located within the Shell Pond and Shell Pond Parcel of 
the APE.  This resource is not recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it 
lacks significance and historical association. 
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It is not recommended that the Shell Pond complex be deemed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A 
(events) or the CRHR under Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the former adjacent Shell 
Chemical Company Ammonia Plant. Shell Chemical Company built and operated a synthetic commercial 
ammonia plant at this location from 1930-1967 in Bay Point/West Pittsburg.  The Shell Pond complex 
functioned as a component of a catchment and disposal system which flushed liquids/chemicals from the 
factory into and out of the Shell Pond and into Suisun Bay via inflow and outflow weirs.  The Shell Pond 
complex, on its own, is not significant for its association with a specific event or the development of the 
community of Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, California. 
 
The Shell Pond complex does not appear to be eligible under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR 
Criterion 2 (persons); criterion B addresses a property’s significance for its association with the lives of 
persons in the past.  This resource is not associated with the lives of persons important to local, California or 
national history.   
 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), 
this resource is a component of the former Shell Chemical Company Ammonia Plant, and as such, it is not 
associated with any special architectural or engineering feat.   
 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under NRHR Criterion D or the CRHR Criterion 4.  The 
resource has been documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information 
regarding the history of the region or California. In summary, it is recommended that the Shell Pond 
complex, including the Shell Pond, a levee road, two outflow weirs, and a dredge machine not be found 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
 
For a resource to be eligible for listing on the NRHP and the CRHR, it must retain sufficient integrity.  The 
seven elements of integrity include location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association. 
The Shell Pond complex is a remnant feature of the larger Shell Chemical Plant; the demolition and alteration 
of other components of the Shell Chemical Plant have diminished the design, setting, feeling and association 
of the site as a whole.  However, a resource must meet one or more of the criteria before a determination can 
be made about it integrity.  As such, the pump house complex is not associated with important events or 
persons in California history, nor does it possess distinctive design or engineering.  The Shell Pond complex 
is not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP or the CRHR. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS  
 
As per the requirements of Section 106 and 36 CFR Part 800, this report presents the results of a cultural 
resources inventory and evaluation for all historic period cultural resources identified within the APE for the 
Shell Pond Remediation Project. This investigation resulted in the identification of 10 historic period 
archaeological and architectural resources. This report also presents a formal evaluation for each of these 
resources for their potential for listing in the NRHP. All ten of the resources identified within the APE are 
recommended as ineligible for the NRHP and the CRHP. In conclusion, this report recommends that:  
 

1. The following resources are not eligible for listing in the NRHP and the CRHP based on the 
evaluations presented here: 

 
� 482-28-01: Lumber Pile 
� 482-28-02: Berm 
� 482-28-03: Berm 
� 482-28-04: Fence Line 
� 482-28-06: Light Poles 
� 482-28-07: Utility Poles 
� 482-28-08:  Hitching Posts 
� 482-28-09:  Glass Scatter 
� 482-28-10:  Pump House Complex 
� 482-28-11:  Shell Pond Complex 

 
2. The project will have no effect as per 36 CFR 800.5. 

 
  
POST REVIEW DISCOVERIES AND UNANTICIPATED ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES 

If there is an unanticipated discovery of archaeological deposits or remains during project implementation, 
construction crews shall stop all work within 100 feet of the discovery until a qualified archaeologist can 
assess the discovery and provide recommendations. Resources could include buried historic features such as 
artifact-filled privies, wells, and refuse pits, and artifact deposits, along with concentrations of adobe, stone, or 
concrete walls or foundations, and concentrations of ceramic, glass, or metal materials. Native American 
archaeological materials could include obsidian and chert flaked stone tools (such as projectile points and 
knives), midden (darken soil created culturally from use and containing heat-affected rock, artifacts, animal 
bones, or shellfish remains), and/or groundstone implements (such as mortars and pestles). 
 
Encountering Human Remains 

While the probability is low, there remains a chance of encountering human remains either in association with 
prehistoric occupation sites or separately. Section 7050.5 of the California Health and Safety Code states that 
it is a misdemeanor to knowingly disturb a human burial and Section 5097.99 of the Public Resources Code 
defines the obtaining or possession of Native American remains or grave goods to be a felony. If human 
remains are encountered as a result of construction activities, any work in the vicinity shall stop and the 
County Coroner shall be contacted immediately. In addition, a qualified archaeologist shall be contacted 
immediately to evaluate the discovery. If the human remains are Native American in origin, then the Coroner 
must notify the Native American Heritage Commission within 24 hours of this determination. 
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Appendix A: 
 

Native American Correspondence 



 
 
1 Enclosure(s)  Per your request x For your review x For your information/use 
 

 Other Total Pages Faxed: 2   
 
To: Debbie Pilas-Treadway  Date: March 10, 2010 
 
 

 
Native American Heritage Commission 

 
 

 
Client: Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

 
 

 
915 Capitol Mall, #364 

 
 

 
Project: Shell Pond Remedy Modification 

Project
  482-28 Sacramento, CA 95814 Project #: 
  

(916) 657-5390  
 

Subject: Shell Pond Remedy Modification Project  
 

 

 

Garcia and Associates (GANDA) is providing cultural resource consulting to Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company (PG&E) for the Shell Pond Remedy Modification Project. This project area lies within Contra Costa 
County on the Honker Bay, CA 7.5 minute USGS Quadrangle (see attachment).  There is no Township, 
Range, or Section data available for this project area. The proposed remedy to restore the Shell Pond involves 
removal of the layer of sediment that was deposited in the pond when it received wastewater discharges from 
the Shell Oil Products Company. A key goal of removing the sediment is to reestablish optimal conditions for a 
naturally occurring wetland habitat in the Shell Pond.  
 
We are requesting a list of representatives from the Native American community to contact regarding cultural 
resources on this project.  In addition, we request that you check your inventory of sacred lands for properties 
that may be affected by the project in the ¼ mile radius.  We have included a map showing the approximate 
project location. 
 
Please contact me at the number below if you have any questions regarding this project or require any 
additional information. (415) 458-5803 ext. 23. 
 
Kindly,  
 
 
Cassidy DeBaker, Archaeologist 
 



±

Shell Ponds
Area of Potential Effects Project

Location

Shell Ponds
Study Area
1/4 Mile Buffer of Shell Ponds
Study Area

Sections 2,3,10,11
T2N, R1W
Mt. Diablo Meridian
Honker Bay 7.5 min
topo quad (1980)0 1,000 2,000

Feet
Scale 1:24,000, 1"=2,000'















Native American Correspondence Log 
Contacts Contact 

Date  
Response 
Date 

Follow-up 
Phone Call  

Notes 

NAHC 
Attn: Katy Sanchez 
916-653-4082  
fax 916-657-5390 

3.10.10 None None No findings.  

Indian Canyon Mutsun Band of 
Costanoan 
Ann Marie Sayers, Chairperson 
 (831) 637-4238 

3.10.10 None 4.2.10 Anne Marie was 
informed of the 
records search results 
and requested a copy 
of the report. 
(DeBaker). 

Ione Band of Miwok Indians 
Mathew Franklin, Chairperson 
Sarah Norris, Environmental 
Planner 
Pamela Baumgartner, Tribal 
Administrator 
 (209) 274-6753 / (209) 274-
6636 Fax 

3.10.10 None 4.2.10 

 
 
 
Voice message was 
left with a request for 
GANDA to be 
contacted with any 
specific comments 
regarding the project 
and initial contact 
letter sent out on 
March 10, 2010 
(DeBaker). 

Trina Marine Ruano Family 
Ramona Garibay, 
Representative 
Tribal Affiliation: Ohlone - 
Costanoan, Bay Miwok, Plains 
Miwok, Patwin 
(209) 629-8619  

3.10.10 None 4.2.10 Voice message was 
left with a request for 
GANDA to be 
contacted with any 
specific comments 
regarding the project 
and initial contact 
letter sent out on 
March 10, 2010 
(DeBaker) 

The Ohlone Indian Tribe 
Andrew A. Galvan 
Tribal Affiliation: Ohlone, Bay 
Miwok, Plains Miwok, Patwin 
Office: (510) 882-0527/ (510) 
687-9393 FAX 
Email: chochenyo@aol.com

3.10.10 None 4.2.10 Andy was informed 
of the records search 
results and requested 
a copy of the report. 
Follow up email was 
sent to Andy to 
confirm conversation 
(DeBaker). 
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Appendix B: 

 
Department of Parks and Recreations (DPR 523) Forms 

 



State of California � The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1    of  4  *Resource Name or #: GANDA 482-28-01  
 
P1.  Other Identifier:  

*P2.  Location:  � Not for Publication    � Unrestricted *a. County:  Contra Costa 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  Honker Bay Date:  1980 T 2N ;R 1W;  ¼ of       ¼ of Sec  2, 3, 10, 11; M.D. B.M. 
 c.  Address:  None City:  Bay Point Zip: 94565  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;  591614 mE/ 4210957 mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:  7 feet 
 
This resource is located in Bay Point, just four miles west of the city of Pittsburg, in eastern Contra Costa County. The Suisun Bay 
is situated on the north, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht 
Club and Harbor and McAvoy Road on the west, and wetland/pasture land on the east.   
 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
 
This resource is a lumber pile composed of various types of wooden debris, including, telephone poles, pylons, dock parts, planks, 
scraps and remnants of plastic, broken Styrofoam, nails, and bolts. The immediate area surrounding GANDA 482-28-01 is used for 
cattle grazing and is characterized as very poorly drained soil within minimal vegetation. The current tenant on the property, “Joe,” 
explained that the Harris Yacht Harbor placed the lumber pile at this location over 40 years ago.  
 
 
*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  AH4: Dump 

*P4.  Resources Present: �Building �Structure �Object �Site �District �Element of District �Other (Isolates, etc.) 
P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  
 March 31, 2010; view west. 
 
 

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: �Historic  
�Prehistoric �Both 
 
*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
 
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
C. DeBaker and J. Lang  
Garcia and Associates 
1 Saunders Avenue, San Anslemo, 
CA, 94930. 
 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March 31, 2010 
 
*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive Survey: identification and 
evaluation of cultural resources for 
compliance with Section 106 of the 
NHPA and CEQA. 

 
 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")   
Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation for the Shell Pond Remediation Project, Bay Point, Contra Costa, California (2010). 

 
*Attachments: �NONE  �Location Map  �Sketch Map  �Continuation Sheet  �Building, Structure, and Object Record 
�Archaeological Record  �District Record  �Linear Feature Record  �Milling Station Record  �Rock Art Record 
�Artifact Record  �Photograph Record  � Other (List):  

 
DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 



State of California — The Resources Agency Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

DPR 523B (1/95) *Required Information 

Page 2  of 4 *NRHP Status Code:    
 *Resource Identifier:  GANDA 482-28-01 
B1. Historic Name:  N/A 
B2. Common Name:  N/A 
B3.. Original Use: N/A  B4.  Present Use: Trash and Lumber Pile 
*B5. Architectural Style: N/A 
*B6. Construction History: N/A 
*B7. Moved:�� No       � Yes       � Unknown        Date:              Original Location: 
*B8. Related Features:  Harris Yacht Club and Harbor  
 
B9a. Architect: b. N/A                                                                         Builder:  N/A/ 
*B10. Significance:  N/A                                                                Area:  N/A 
 Period of Significance:  N/A/                                                    Property Type:  N/A                   Applicable Criteria: N/A 

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address 
integrity.) 

  
Site 482-28-01 consists of a trash and lumber pile located directly east of the former Harris Yacht Harbor. This resource is not 
recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks significance and historical association. 

 
It is not recommended that the trash and lumber pile be found eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or the CRHR under 
Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the former Harris Yacht Club and Harbor.  The trash and lumber pile is not 
significant for its association with a specific event or the development of the community of Bay Point/ West Pittsburg, Contra Costa 
County, California. 

 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the lives of persons 
important to local, California or national history.   

 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), this resource is a trash and 
lumber pile, and as such, it is not associated with any special architectural or engineering feat.   

 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under NRHR Criterion D or CRHR Criterion 4. The trash and lumber pile appear 
to date from the mid 20th century, and relate to the boating/harbor use of the adjacent site of the former Harris Yacht Club.  The 
resource has been documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the history of the 
region or California.  In summary, it is recommended that the trash and lumber pile not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 
under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

 
 
 
B11.   Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes): AH4 (Dump) 
*B12.  References:  
 
 
B13. Remarks:  
 
 
*B14. Evaluator: Cassidy DeBaker and Jennifer Lang 
                               Garcia and Associates (GANDA) 
                               1 Saunders Avenue 
                                San Anselmo, CA  94960 
 

 Date of Evaluation:  March 31, 2010 
 (This space reserved for official comments.) 

(Sketch map with north arrow required) 
 
See DPR 523K 
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State of California - The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
LOCATION MAP

Primary #
HRI #
Trinomial:

*Map Name: Honker Bay 7.5 min Topographic Quadrangle *Scale: 1:24,000 *Date of Map:  1980
*Resource Name or #: 482-28-01Page 3 of 4
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State of California � The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1    of  4  *Resource Name or #: GANDA 482-28-02  
 
P1.  Other Identifier:  

*P2.  Location:  � Not for Publication    � Unrestricted *a. County:  Contra Costa 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  Honker Bay Date:  1980 T 2N ;R 1W;  ¼ of       ¼ of Sec  2, 3, 10, 11; M.D. B.M. 
 c.  Address:  None City:  Bay Point Zip: 94565  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   591606mE/ 4210800mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:  7 feet 
 
This resource is located in Bay Point, just four miles west of the city of Pittsburg, in eastern Contra Costa County. The Suisun Bay 
is situated on the north, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht 
Club and Harbor and McAvoy Road on the west, and wetland/pasture land on the east.   
 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
 
This resource is an earthen berm that extends north-south and is situated 125 feet east of the Harris Yacht Harbor. The berm likely 
serves as a flood break or water diversion from the harbor and Suisun Bay. The berm measures approximately 10 feet wide at the 
top and roughly three to four feet high and is currently covered in seasonal grasses. The north and south ends of the berm are less 
discernableh  due to the close proximity of the harbor and bay waters (i.e. tidal influences and sediment build-up).  
 
 
 
*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  AH3: Landscaping 

*P4.  Resources Present: �Building �Structure �Object �Site �District �Element of District �Other (Isolates, etc.) 
P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 

 March 31, 2010; view north. 
 
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: �Historic  
�Prehistoric �Both 
 
*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Pacific Gas and Electric 
 
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
C. DeBaker and J. Lang  
Garcia and Associates 
1 Saunders Avenue, San Anslemo, 
CA, 94930. 
 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March 31, 2010 
 
*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive Survey: identification and 
evaluation of cultural resources for 
compliance with Section 106 of the 
NHPA and CEQA. 
 
 
 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")   
Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation for the Shell Pond Remediation Project, Bay Point, Contra Costa, California (2010) 

 
*Attachments: �NONE  �Location Map  �Sketch Map  �Continuation Sheet  �Building, Structure, and Object Record 
�Archaeological Record  �District Record  �Linear Feature Record  �Milling Station Record  �Rock Art Record 
�Artifact Record  �Photograph Record  � Other (List):  

 
 
 
DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 



State of California — The Resources Agency Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

DPR 523B (1/95) *Required Information 

Page 2  of 4  *NRHP Status Code:    
 *Resource Identifier:  GANDA 482-28-02 
B1. Historic Name:  N/A 
B2. Common Name:  N/A 
B3.. Original Use:  N/A B4.  Present Use: Earthen Berm 
*B5. Architectural Style: N/A 
*B6. Construction History: Unknown 
*B7. Moved:�� No       � Yes       � Unknown        Date:              Original Location: 
*B8. Related Features:    
 
B9a. Architect: b. N/A                                                                         Builder:  N/A/ 
*B10. Significance:  N/A                                                                    Area:  N/A 
 Period of Significance:  N/A/                                                    Property Type:  N/A                   Applicable Criteria: N/A 

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address 
integrity.) 

  
Site 482-28-02 consists of an earthen berm located on ranching land extending north-south and situated approximately 125 feet east 
of the Harris Yacht Harbor.  This resource is not recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks 
significance and historical association. 

 
It is not recommended that the earthen berm be found eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or the CRHR under Criterion 1 
(events).  This resource is associated with ranching activities and functions as a flood break or water division from the harbor and 
Suisun Bay.  The earthen berm is not significant for its association with a specific event or the development of the community of West 
Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, California. 

 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the lives of persons 
important to local, California or national history.   

 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), this resource is a utilitarian 
earthen berm designed to function as a flood break, and as such, it is not associated with any special engineering feat.   

 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under NRHR Criterion D or the CRHR Criterion 4.  The resource has been 
documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the history of the region or California. 
In summary, it is recommended that the earthen berm not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or 
the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

  
 
B11.   Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes): AH3 (Landscaping) 
*B12.  References:  
 
B13. Remarks:  
 
*B14. Evaluator: Cassidy DeBaker and Jennifer Lang 
                               Garcia and Associates (GANDA) 
                               1 Saunders Avenue 
                                San Anselmo, CA  94960 
 
Date of Evaluation:  March 31, 2010 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 

(Sketch map with north arrow required) 
 
See DPR 52K 
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State of California � The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1    of  4  *Resource Name or #: GANDA 482-28-03  
 
P1.  Other Identifier:  

*P2.  Location:  � Not for Publication    � Unrestricted *a. County:  Contra Costa 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  Honker Bay Date:  1980 T 2N ;R 1W;  ¼ of       ¼ of Sec  2, 3, 10, 11; M.D. B.M. 
 c.  Address:  None City:  Bay Point Zip: 94565  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   591987mE/ 4210614mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:  10 feet 
 
This resource is located in Bay Point, just four miles west of the city of Pittsburg, in eastern Contra Costa County. The Suisun Bay 
is situated on the north, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht 
Club and Harbor and McAvoy Road on the west, and wetland/pasture land on the east.   
 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
 
This resource is an earthen berm that extends north-south and is situated 250 feet west of the Shell Pond (GANDA 482-28-11) and 
125 feet west of a Suisun Bay inlet. The berm likely serves as a flood break or water diversion from the pond, inlet, and Suisun Bay. 
The berm is highly pronounced and measures approximately 15 feet wide at the top and roughly four to five feet high. Due to the 
influx of water and sedimentary build-up, the eastern side of the berm is less defined. The resource is covered with seasonal 
grasses and is part of the cattle grazing area used by the current tenant. 
 
 
*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  AH3: Landscaping 

*P4.  Resources Present: �Building �Structure �Object �Site �District �Element of District �Other (Isolates, etc.) 
P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 

 March 30, 2010; view north. 
 
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: �Historic  
�Prehistoric �Both 
 
*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Pacific Gas and Electric 
 
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
C. DeBaker and J. Lang  
Garcia and Associates 
1 Saunders Avenue, San 
Anslemo, CA, 94930. 
 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March 31, 2010 
 
 
 
 
 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive Survey: identification and evaluation of cultural resources for compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA and CEQA. 
 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")   
Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation for the Shell Pond Remediation Project, Bay Point, Contra Costa, California (2010). 

 
*Attachments: �NONE  �Location Map  �Sketch Map  �Continuation Sheet  �Building, Structure, and Object Record 
�Archaeological Record  �District Record  �Linear Feature Record  �Milling Station Record  �Rock Art Record 
�Artifact Record  �Photograph Record  � Other (List):  

 
 
 
DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 



State of California — The Resources Agency Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

DPR 523B (1/95) *Required Information 

Page 2  of 4 *NRHP Status Code:    
 *Resource Identifier:  GANDA 482-28-04 
B1. Historic Name:  N/A 
B2. Common Name:  N/A 
B3.. Original Use:  Fence Lines B4.  Present Use: Fence line 
*B5. Architectural Style: N/A 
*B6. Construction History: Unknown 
*B7. Moved:�� No       � Yes       � Unknown        Date:              Original Location: 
*B8. Related Features:    
 
B9a. Architect: b. N/A                                                                         Builder:  N/A 
*B10. Significance:  N/A                                                                    Area:  N/A 
 Period of Significance:  N/A/                                                    Property Type:  N/A                   Applicable Criteria: N/A 

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address 
integrity.) 

  
Site 482-28-04 consists of two intersecting fence lines located on ranching land west of the Shell Pond. This resource is not 
recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks significance and historical association. 

 
It is not recommended that the fence lines be deemed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or for the CRHR under 
Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the ranching activities and functions as boundary delineation.  The fence lines 
are not significant for their association with a specific event or the development of the community of Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, 
California. 

 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and the CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the lives of persons 
important to local, California or national history.   

 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), this resource was designed 
as utilitarian fencing to delineate ranching boundaries, and as such, it is not associated with any special engineering feat.   

 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under NRHP Criteria D or the CRHR Criterion 4.  The resource has been 
documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information. In summary, it is recommended that the fence 
lines do not appear to be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D, or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

    
 
B11.   Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes): AH11 (Fences) 
*B12.  References:  
 
 
B13. Remarks:  None 
 
 
*B14. Evaluator: Cassidy DeBaker and Jennifer Lang 
                               Garcia and Associates (GANDA) 
                               1 Saunders Avenue 
                                San Anselmo, CA  94960 
 
 Date of Evaluation:  March 31, 2010 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 

(Sketch map with north arrow required) 
 
See DPR 523K 
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State of California � The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1    of  4  *Resource Name or #: GANDA 482-28-04  
 
P1.  Other Identifier:  

*P2.  Location:  � Not for Publication    � Unrestricted *a. County:  Contra Costa 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  Honker Bay Date:  1980 T 2N ;R 1W;  ¼ of       ¼ of Sec  2, 3, 10, 11; M.D. B.M. 
 c.  Address:  None City:  Bay Point Zip: 94565  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   592034mE/ 4210599mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:  6 feet 
 
This resource is located in Bay Point, just four miles west of the city of Pittsburg, in eastern Contra Costa County. The Suisun Bay 
is situated on the north, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht 
Club and Harbor and McAvoy Road on the west, and wetland/pasture land on the east.   
 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
 
This resource is comprised of two intersecting fence lines (F01 and F02).  F01 runs east-west from a ranch/cattle grazing area and 
intersects with F02, adjacent to the Shell Pond (GANDA-482-11). F01 is comprised of a run of approximately five foot high square 
wood posts with eight rows of barbed wire.  F02 runs north-south from the southern edge of the ranch/cattle grazing area adjacent 
to the railroad tracks, and  north of the Shell Pond outflow weir (GANDA482-28-01-2). F02 is comprised of a run of approximately 
five foot high metal stakes and square wood posts with eight rows of barbed wire. 
 
*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  AH11: Fences 

*P4.  Resources Present: �Building �Structure �Object �Site �District �Element of District �Other (Isolates, etc.) 
P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 

 March 30, 2010; view north. 
 
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: �Historic  
�Prehistoric �Both 
 
*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Pacific Gas and Electric 
 
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
C. DeBaker and J. Lang  
Garcia and Associates 
1 Saunders Avenue, San 
Anslemo, CA, 94930. 
 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March 31, 2010 
 
*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive Survey: identification 
and evaluation of cultural 
resources for compliance with 
Section 106 of the NHPA and 
CEQA. 
 
 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")   
Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation for the Shell Pond Remediation Project, Bay Point, Contra Costa, California (2010). 

 
*Attachments: �NONE  �Location Map  �Sketch Map  �Continuation Sheet  �Building, Structure, and Object Record 
�Archaeological Record  �District Record  �Linear Feature Record  �Milling Station Record  �Rock Art Record 
�Artifact Record  �Photograph Record  � Other (List):  

 
 
DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 



State of California — The Resources Agency Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

DPR 523B (1/95) *Required Information 

Page 2  of 4 *NRHP Status Code:    
 *Resource Identifier:  GANDA 482-28-04 
B1. Historic Name:  N/A 
B2. Common Name:  N/A 
B3.. Original Use:  Fence Lines B4.  Present Use: Fence line 
*B5. Architectural Style: N/A 
*B6. Construction History: Unknown 
*B7. Moved:�� No       � Yes       � Unknown        Date:              Original Location: 
*B8. Related Features:    
 
B9a. Architect: b. N/A                                                                         Builder:  N/A 
*B10. Significance:  N/A                                                                    Area:  N/A 
 Period of Significance:  N/A/                                                    Property Type:  N/A                   Applicable Criteria: N/A 

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address 
integrity.) 

  
Site 482-28-04 consists of two intersecting fence lines located within the West Parcel and Shell Pond Parcel. This resource is not 
recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks significance and historical association. 

 
It is not recommended that the fence lines be deemed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or for the CRHR under 
Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the ranching activities and functions as boundary delineation.  The fence lines 
are not significant for their association with a specific event or the development of the community of Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, 
California. 

 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and the CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the lives of persons 
important to local, California or national history.   

 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), this resource was designed 
as utilitarian fencing to delineate ranching boundaries, and as such, it is not associated with any special engineering feat.   

 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under NRHP Criteria D or the CRHR Criterion 4.  The resource has been 
documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information. In summary, it is recommended that the fence 
lines do not appear to be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D, or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

    
 
B11.   Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes): AH11 (Fences) 
*B12.  References:  
 
 
B13. Remarks:  None 
 
 
*B14. Evaluator: Cassidy DeBaker and Jennifer Lang 
                               Garcia and Associates (GANDA) 
                               1 Saunders Avenue 
                                San Anselmo, CA  94960 
 
 Date of Evaluation:  March 31, 2010 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 

(Sketch map with north arrow required) 
 
See DPR 523K 
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State of California � The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1   of 4   *Resource Name or #: GANDA 482-28-06  
 
P1.  Other Identifier:  

*P2.  Location:  � Not for Publication    � Unrestricted *a. County:  Contra Costa 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  Honker Bay Date:  1980 T 2N ;R 1W;  ¼ of       ¼ of Sec  2, 3, 10, 11; M.D. B.M. 
 c.  Address:  None City:  Bay Point Zip: 94565  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   591344mE/ 4210613mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:  15 feet 
 
This resource is located in Bay Point, just four miles west of the city of Pittsburg, in eastern Contra Costa County. The Suisun Bay 
is situated on the north, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht 
Club and Harbor and McAvoy Road on the west, and wetland/pasture land on the east.   
 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
 
This resource is comprised of eight light poles.  The light poles are oriented in three rows, trending east-west, within the paved and 
gravel yard surrounding the Harris Yacht Club and Harbor. The light poles are constructed of wooden poles, approximately 20-30 
feet high, and feature either cobra head or utilitarian light fixtures. Several of the light fixtures are broken and do not appear to be in 
use. A metal boat house is located in the vicinity of the light poles.  
 
 
*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP11: Engineering Structure 

*P4.  Resources Present: �Building �Structure �Object �Site �District �Element of District �Other (Isolates, etc.) 
P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 March 30, 2010; view north, 
Suisun Bay in foreground. 
 
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: �Historic  
�Prehistoric �Both 
 
*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Pacific Gas and Electric 
 
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
C. DeBaker and J. Lang  
Garcia and Associates 
1 Saunders Avenue, San 
Anslemo, CA, 94930. 
 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March 31, 2010 
 
 
 
 

 
*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive Survey: identification and evaluation of cultural resources for compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA and CEQA. 
 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")   
Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation for the Shell Pond Remediation Project, Bay Point, Contra Costa, California (2010). 

 
*Attachments: �NONE  �Location Map  �Sketch Map  �Continuation Sheet  �Building, Structure, and Object Record 
�Archaeological Record  �District Record  �Linear Feature Record  �Milling Station Record  �Rock Art Record 
�Artifact Record  �Photograph Record  � Other (List):  

 
 
DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 



State of California — The Resources Agency Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

DPR 523B (1/95) *Required Information 

Page 2  of 4 *NRHP Status Code:    
 *Resource Identifier:  GANDA 482-28-06 
B1. Historic Name:  N/A 
B2. Common Name:  N/A 
B3.. Original Use:  Light Poles B4.  Present Use: Light Poles 
*B5. Architectural Style: N/A 
*B6. Construction History: Unknown 
*B7. Moved:�� No       � Yes       � Unknown        Date:              Original Location: 
*B8. Related Features: former  Harris Yacht Club  
 
B9a. Architect: b. N/A                                                                         Builder:  N/A 
*B10. Significance:  N/A                                                                    Area:  N/A 
 Period of Significance:  N/A/                                                    Property Type:  N/A                   Applicable Criteria: N/A 

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address 
integrity.) 

  
Site 482-28-06 consists of eight wooden light poles located in the paved area surrounding the large corrugated boat house building at 
the former Harris Yacht Club. This resource is not recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks 
significance and historical association. 

 
It is not recommended that the light poles be deemed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or the CRHR under Criterion 1 
(events).  This resource is associated with the former Harris Yacht Club. Although the poles provided lighting to the former Harris 
Yacht Club site, the Harris Yacht Club is not significant for its association with a specific event or the development of the community 
of Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, California. 

 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the lives of persons 
important to local, California or national history.   

 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering),   this resource was 
designed as utilitarian light poles, and as such, it is not associated with any special engineering feat.   

 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under Criteria D, or the CRHR Criterion 4.  The resource has been documented 
and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the history of the region or California   . In 
summary, it is recommended that the light poles not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the 
CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

 
 
    
B11.   Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes): HP11 (Engineering Structure) 
*B12.  References:  
 
 
B13. Remarks:  None 
 
 
*B14. Evaluator: Cassidy DeBaker and Jennifer Lang 
                               Garcia and Associates (GANDA) 
                               1 Saunders Avenue 
                                San Anselmo, CA  94960 
 

 Date of Evaluation:  March 31, 2010 
 (This space reserved for official comments.) 

(Sketch map with north arrow required) 
 
See DPR 523K 
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State of California � The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1   of  4  *Resource Name or #: GANDA 482-28-07  
 
P1.  Other Identifier:  

*P2.  Location:  � Not for Publication    � Unrestricted *a. County:  Contra Costa 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  Honker Bay Date:  1980 T 2N ;R 1W;  ¼ of       ¼ of Sec  2, 3, 10, 11; M.D. B.M. 
 c.  Address:  None City:  Bay Point Zip: 94565  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   591256mE/ 4210652mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:  15 feet 
 
This resource is located in Bay Point, just four miles west of the city of Pittsburg, in eastern Contra Costa County. The Suisun Bay 
is situated on the north, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht 
Club and Harbor and McAvoy Road on the west, and wetland/pasture land on the east.   
 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
 
This resource is comprised of six electric utility poles, two electric lines, and one transformer located near a metal boat house 
(outside project area). The electric line enter the project area from McAvoy Road on a wooden utility pole approximately 30-40 feet 
high, and runs to electric poles adjacent to the boat house. One electric pole features a double transformer or transformer bridge 
and all of the electric poles feature three to five cross arms, with insulators.  
 
*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP11: Engineering Structure 

*P4.  Resources Present: �Building �Structure �Object �Site �District �Element of District �Other (Isolates, etc.) 
P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  
 March 30, 2010; view northeast, 
McAvoy Marina in foreground. 
 
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: �Historic  
�Prehistoric �Both 
 
*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Pacific Gas and Electric 
 
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
C. DeBaker and J. Lang  
Garcia and Associates 
1 Saunders Avenue, San 
Anslemo, CA, 94930. 
 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March 31, 2010 
 
 
 
 

 
*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive Survey: identification and evaluation of cultural resources for compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA and CEQA. 
 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")   
Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation for the Shell Pond Remediation Project, Bay Point, Contra Costa, California (2010). 

 
*Attachments: �NONE  �Location Map  �Sketch Map  �Continuation Sheet  �Building, Structure, and Object Record 
�Archaeological Record  �District Record  �Linear Feature Record  �Milling Station Record  �Rock Art Record 
�Artifact Record  �Photograph Record  � Other (List):  

 
 
 
 
DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 

P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 
 



State of California — The Resources Agency Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

DPR 523B (1/95) *Required Information 

Page 2  of 4 *NRHP Status Code:    
 *Resource Identifier:  GANDA 482-28-07 
B1. Historic Name:  N/A 
B2. Common Name:  N/A 
B3.. Original Use:  Utility poles, electric lines, and transformer    B4.  Present Use: Utility poles, electric lines, and transformer 
*B5. Architectural Style: N/A 
*B6. Construction History: Unknown 
*B7. Moved:�� No       � Yes       � Unknown        Date:              Original Location: 
*B8. Related Features:  Harris Yacht Club  
 
B9a. Architect: b. N/A                                                                         Builder:  N/A 
*B10. Significance:  N/A                                                                    Area:  N/A 
 Period of Significance:  N/A/                                                    Property Type:  N/A                   Applicable Criteria: N/A 

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address 
integrity.) 
 
Site 482-28-07 consists of six wooden utility poles, two utility lines, and a transformer located within the paved area surrounding the 
boat house building at the former Harris Yacht Club. This resource is not recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the 
CRHR, because it lacks significance and historical association. 

 
It is not recommended that the utility poles, utility lines, or transformer be deemed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or 
the CRHR under Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the former Harris Yacht Club.  Although the utility poles, lines 
and transformers provided electricity to the former Harris Yacht Club site, the Harris Yacht Club is not significant for its association 
with a specific event or the development of the community of Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, California. 

 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), this resource is not associated with the lives of persons 
important to local, California or national history.   

 
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering),   this resource was 
designed as utilitarian utility poles and lines, and as such, it is not associated with any special engineering feat. 

 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under Criteria D, or the CRHR Criterion 4. The resource has been documented 
and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the history of the region or California. In summary, 
it is recommended that the light poles not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under 
Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

  
    
B11.   Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes): HP11 (Engineering Structure) 
*B12.  References:  
 
B13. Remarks:  None 
 
*B14. Evaluator: Cassidy DeBaker and Jennifer Lang 
                               Garcia and Associates (GANDA) 
                               1 Saunders Avenue 
                                San Anselmo, CA  94960 
 
 Date of Evaluation:  March 31, 2010 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 

(Sketch map with north arrow required) 
 
See DPR 523K 
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State of California � The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1    of  4  *Resource Name or #: GANDA 482-28-08  
 
P1.  Other Identifier:  

*P2.  Location:  � Not for Publication    � Unrestricted *a. County:  Contra Costa 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  Honker Bay Date:  1980 T 2N ;R 1W;  ¼ of       ¼ of Sec  2, 3, 10, 11; M.D. B.M. 
 c.  Address:  None City:  Bay Point Zip: 94565  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   591311mE/ 4210643mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:  14 feet 
 
This resource is located in Bay Point, just four miles west of the city of Pittsburg, in eastern Contra Costa County. The Suisun Bay 
is situated on the north, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht 
Club and Harbor and McAvoy Road on the west, and wetland/pasture land on the east.   
 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
 
This resource is comprised of two wooden hitching posts located. The posts are constructed of solid wood and measure 
approximately five feet high and are less than 8 inches in diameter. The resource likely served as a horse hitching rail, however the 
horizontal or top post is missing.  The hitching posts are adjacent to electric utility poles (GANDA 482/28-06 and 07), a hedgerow of 
Eucalyptus trees, and roughly 100 feet south of a metal boat house (outside project area). 
 
*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP33: Farm/ranch 

*P4.  Resources Present: �Building �Structure �Object �Site �District �Element of District �Other (Isolates, etc.) 
P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 

 March 30, 2010; view east, 
hitiching post in red circle. 
 
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: �Historic  
�Prehistoric �Both 
 
*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Pacific Gas and Electric 
 
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
C. DeBaker and J. Lang  
Garcia and Associates 
1 Saunders Avenue, San 
Anslemo, CA, 94930. 
 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March 31, 2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive Survey: identification and evaluation of cultural resources for compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA and CEQA. 
 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")   

Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation for the Shell Pond Remediation Project, Bay Point, Contra Costa, California (2010). 
 
*Attachments: �NONE  �Location Map  �Sketch Map  �Continuation Sheet  �Building, Structure, and Object Record 
�Archaeological Record  �District Record  �Linear Feature Record  �Milling Station Record  �Rock Art Record 
�Artifact Record  �Photograph Record  � Other (List):  

 
 
 
DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 



State of California — The Resources Agency Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

DPR 523B (1/95) *Required Information 

Page 2  of 4 *NRHP Status Code:    
 *Resource Identifier:  GANDA 482-28-08 
B1. Historic Name:  N/A 
B2. Common Name:  N/A 
B3.. Original Use:  Hitching Posts                             B4.  Present Use: Hitching Posts 
*B5. Architectural Style: N/A 
*B6. Construction History: Unknown 
*B7. Moved:�� No       � Yes       � Unknown        Date:              Original Location: 
*B8. Related Features: Ranching Complex  
 
B9a. Architect: b. N/A                                                                         Builder:  N/A 
*B10. Significance:  N/A                                                                    Area:  N/A 
 Period of Significance:  N/A/                                                    Property Type:  N/A                   Applicable Criteria: N/A 

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address 
integrity.) 
 
Site GANDA 482-28-08 consists of two wooden hitching posts located within the paved area and adjacent to a Eucalyptus tree 
hedgerow and the boat house building at the former Harris Yacht Club.  This resource is not recommended as eligible for listing 
in the NRHP or the CRHR. 

 
It is not recommended that the hitching posts be found eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or the CRHR under 
Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the adjacent ranching area and is not significant for its association with a 
specific event.   

 
Under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons), it is not associated with the lives of persons important to 
local, California or national history.  
  
Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), this resource was 
designed as utilitarian hitching posts to facilitate containment of animals related to the adjacent ranching area.  This resource 
does not feature any special design or engineering feat, and may not be 45 years old.  

 
Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under NRHP Criteria D or CRHR Criteria 4.  It has been documented and 
does not appear to be the source of additional important information.  In summary, it is recommended that the hitching posts do 
not appear to be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D, or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

    
B11.   Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes): HP33 (Farm/Ranch) 
*B12.  References:  
 
B13. Remarks:  None 
 
*B14. Evaluator: Cassidy DeBaker and Jennifer Lang 
                               Garcia and Associates (GANDA) 
                               1 Saunders Avenue 
                                San Anselmo, CA  94960 
 
 Date of Evaluation:  March 31, 2010 

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 

(Sketch map with north arrow required) 
 
See DPR 523K 
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State of California � The Resources Agency  Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #   

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial   
       NRHP Status Code  
    Other Listings  
 Review Code  Reviewer  Date   
Page  1    of  4  *Resource Name or #: GANDA 482-28-09  
 
P1.  Other Identifier:  

*P2.  Location:  � Not for Publication    � Unrestricted *a. County:  Contra Costa 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 

    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  Honker Bay Date:  1980 T 2N ;R 1W;  ¼ of       ¼ of Sec  2, 3, 10, 11; M.D. B.M. 
 c.  Address:  None City:  Bay Point Zip: 94565  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   591636mE/ 4210511mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:  12 feet 
 
This resource is located in Bay Point, just four miles west of the city of Pittsburg, in eastern Contra Costa County. The Suisun Bay 
is situated on the north, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht 
Club and Harbor and McAvoy Road on the west, and wetland/pasture land on the east.   
 

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)   
 
This resource is a surface glass scatter. The scatter had been previously exposed within a set of vehicle track ruts extending 
southeast-northwest. The vehicle ruts are situated approximately 150 feet north of the Atchison Topeka and & Santa Fe Railroad 
(P-07-000806) and trend parallel to the rail line. The scatter is comprised of 19 shards of glass and includes colors of amber, 
brown, clear, and aqua. A single shard of white earthenware with dark green text was also identified. All of the glass shards are 
extremely fragmentary and include no visible diagnostic traits.  
 
*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP33: Farm/ranch, AH4: Trash scatters 

*P4.  Resources Present: �Building �Structure �Object �Site �District �Element of District �Other (Isolates, etc.) 
P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)  P5a.  Photo or Drawing  (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 

 March 30, 2010, closeup of glass 
shards. 
 
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: �Historic  
�Prehistoric �Both 
 
*P7.  Owner and Address:   
Pacific Gas and Electric 
 
*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name, 
affiliation, and address)   
C. DeBaker and J. Lang  
Garcia and Associates 
1 Saunders Avenue, San 
Anslemo, CA, 94930. 
 

*P9.  Date Recorded:   
March 31, 2010 
 
*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)  
Intensive Survey: identification 
and evaluation of cultural 
resources for compliance with 
Section 106 of the NHPA and 
CEQA. 

 
*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")   

Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation for the Shell Pond Remediation Project, Bay Point, Contra Costa, California (2010) 
 
*Attachments: �NONE  �Location Map  �Sketch Map  �Continuation Sheet  �Building, Structure, and Object Record 
�Archaeological Record  �District Record  �Linear Feature Record  �Milling Station Record  �Rock Art Record 
�Artifact Record  �Photograph Record  � Other (List):  

 
 
 
DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 



State of California — The Resources Agency Primary #   
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

DPR 523B (1/95) *Required Information 

Page 2  of 4 *NRHP Status Code:   
 *Resource Identifier:  GANDA 482-28-09 
B1. Historic Name:  N/A 
B2. Common Name:  N/A 
B3.. Original Use:  N/A                             B4.  Present Use: N/A
*B5. Architectural Style: N/A 
*B6. Construction History: N/A 
*B7. Moved:�� No � Yes � Unknown        Date:              Original Location: 
*B8. Related Features:  Ranching Complex  
 
B9a. Architect: b. N/A                                                                         Builder:  N/A 
*B10. Significance:  N/A                                                                    Area:  N/A 
 Period of Significance:  N/A/                                                    Property Type:  N/A                   Applicable Criteria: N/A 

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address 
integrity.) 
 
Site 482-28-09 consists of a glass scatter located in an agricultural field in a ranching area adjacent to the former Harris Yacht Club.  
This resource is not recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR. 

This resource does not appear to be eligible under Criteria D, or the CRHR Criterion 4. The non-diagnostic glass shards likely date 
from the 20th century due to the historical use of the surrounding land. The site does not appear to exhibit any artifact concentrations 
or subsurface deposits and there is no evidence that subsurface deposits are present.  There is no clear depositional context and the 
site lacks integrity, because the refuse has been distributed across the field by plowing and other mechanized disturbances.  It is not 
clear whether the deposit represents the remains of a dumping pit or dumping areas that have been scattered by plowing and other 
agricultural activity, and there is no clear or obvious association with a ranching complex, farmstead or other facility that would 
provide a context for interpretation of the refuse.  The potential for information to be gleaned at site GANDA 482-28-09 beyond what 
has already been recorded is unlikely, and it is improbable that the composition of the site will provide meaningful additional 
information.  These factors contribute to a recommendation that GANDA 482-28-09 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP, or the 
CRHR; the site has been documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the history 
of the region or California.  In summary, it is recommended that the glass scatter not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 
under Criterion D or the CRHR under Criterion 4. 

 
 
     
B11.   Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes): HP33: Farm/ranch, AH4: Trash scatters 
*B12.  References:  
 
B13. Remarks:  None 
 
*B14. Evaluator: Cassidy DeBaker and Jennifer Lang 
                               Garcia and Associates (GANDA) 
                               1 Saunders Avenue 
                                San Anselmo, CA  94960 
 
 Date of Evaluation:  March 31, 2010

 

(This space reserved for official comments.) 

(Sketch map with north arrow required) 

See DPR 523K 
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State of California � The Resources Agency  Primary #
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial
       NRHP Status Code
    Other Listings

Review Code Reviewer  Date
Page  1 of  6  *Resource Name or #: GANDA 482-28-10

P1.  Other Identifier:
*P2.  Location:  � Not for Publication � Unrestricted *a. County:  Contra Costa 

and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  Honker Bay Date:  1980 T 2N ;R 1W; ¼ of       ¼ of Sec  2, 3, 10, 11; M.D. B.M.
 c.  Address:  None City:  Bay Point Zip: 94565  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   592456mE/ 4210340mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:  6 feet 
This resource is located in Bay Point, just four miles west of the city of Pittsburg, in eastern Contra Costa County. The Suisun Bay 
is situated on the north, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht 
Club and Harbor and McAvoy Road on the west, and wetland/pasture land on the east.   

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)
This resource is a pump house complex, which includes a pump house, wooden pump platform, utility poles, abandoned pipes and 
footings, chain link fence segments, and a small concrete pad. The complex is situated approximately 125 feet east of the Shell
Pond (GANDA 482-28-11).  The pump house and associated features were constructed as a water pumping system to support the 
flow of water into and out of the Shell Pond and Suisun Bay.  Located at the foot of the eastern outflow weir/channel, the steel-
framed gable-roofed corrugated metal pump house measures 23 feet x 13 feet, and features multi-pane steel casement windows, 
and a concrete foundation and floor with an opening for a pump leading to the channel below. Adjacent to the pump house there is
a 12 foot x 10 foot wooden pump platform with an access bridge.  An abandoned wooden utility pole, concrete footings, large 
rusted pipes, chain-link fence segments, and a small concrete structure foundation are located adjacent to the pump house and 
pump platform. 
*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP11: Engineering Structure; HP15:Standing Structure; AH2: Foundations; 
AH15: AH11:Fences 

*P4.  Resources Present: �Building �Structure �Object �Site �District �Element of District �Other (Isolates, etc.)
P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)
 March 30, 2010, view north.  

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: circa 1930

�Historic
�Prehistoric �Both

*P7.  Owner and Address:
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name,
affiliation, and address)
C. DeBaker and J. Lang
Garcia and Associates 
1 SaundersAvenue,
San Anslemo, CA, 94930. 

*P9.  Date Recorded:
March 31, 2010 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)
Intensive Survey: identification 
and evaluation of cultural 
resources for compliance with 
Section 106 of the NHPA and 
CEQA.

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")   
Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation for the Shell Pond Remediation Project, Bay Point, Contra Costa, California (2010).

*Attachments: �NONE �Location Map  �Sketch Map �Continuation Sheet �Building, Structure, and Object Record 
�Archaeological Record �District Record �Linear Feature Record  �Milling Station Record �Rock Art Record 
�Artifact Record �Photograph Record � Other (List):

DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information

P5a.  Photo or Drawing (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 



State of California — The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

DPR 523B (1/95) *Required Information 

Page 2 of 6 *NRHP Status Code:
 *Resource Identifier:  GANDA 482-28-10 
B1. Historic Name:  N/A 
B2. Common Name:  N/A 
B3.. Original Use:  Pump House Complex                          B4.  Present Use: Pump house complex 
*B5. Architectural Style: N/A
*B6. Construction History: The pump house was constructed circa 1930 as a component of the Shell Oil Company Ammonia Fertilizer 

Plant pond. 
*B7. Moved:�� No   Yes   Unknown        Date: Original Location: 
*B8. Related Features:  Shell Pond 
B9a. Architect: b. N/A                                                                         Builder:  N/A 
*B10. Significance:  N/A Area:  N/A 

Period of Significance:  N/A/ Property Type:  N/A Applicable Criteria: N/A
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address
integrity.) 
Site 482-28-10 consists of a complex, including a pump house, wooden pump platform, utility poles, abandoned pipes and footings,
chain link fence segments, and a small concrete pad located east of the Shell Pond.  This resource is not recommended as eligible
for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks significance, historical association and integrity. 

It is not recommended that the pump house complex be deemed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or the CRHR under 
Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the adjacent Shell Pond and the former Shell Chemical Company Ammonia 
Plant. Shell Chemical Company built and operated a synthetic commercial ammonia plant at this location from 1930-1967 in Bay 
Point/West Pittsburg.  The pump house complex is associated with the adjacent Shell Pond, that together functioned as a component
of a catchment and disposal system which flushed liquids/chemicals from the factory into and out of the Shell Pond and into Suisun
Bay via inflow and outflow weirs.  The pump house complex, on its own, is not significant for its association with a specific event or 
the development of the community of Bay Point, Contra Costa County, California. 

The pump house complex does not appear to be eligible under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons); criterion
B addresses a property’s significance for its association with the lives of persons in the past.  This resource is not associated with the 
lives of persons important to local, California or national history.   

Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), this resource is a 
component of the Shell Pond pumping system, a former component of the Shell Chemical Company, and as such, it is not associated
with any special architectural or engineering feat.   

Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under NRHR Criterion D or the CRHR Criterion 4.  The resource has been 
documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the history of the region or California.
In summary, it is recommended that the complex, including a pump house, wooden pump platform, utility poles, abandoned pipes 
and footings, chain link fence segments, and a small concrete pad  not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, 
C, or D or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

For a resource to be eligible for listing on the NRHP and the CRHR, it must retain sufficient integrity.  The seven elements of integrity 
include location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association. The pump house complex is a remnant feature of 
the larger Shell Chemical Plant; the demolition and alteration of other components of the Shell Chemical Plant have diminished the
design, setting, feeling and association of the site as a whole.  However, a resource must meet one or more of the criteria before a 
determination can be made about it integrity.  As such, the pump house complex is not associated with important events or persons
in California history, nor does it possess distinctive design or engineering.  The pump house complex is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP or the CRHR. 

     
B11.   Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes): HP11: Engineering Structure, AH15: Standing Structure; AH2:
Foundations; AH11:Fences 

*B12.  References: 
B13. Remarks:  None 

*B14. Evaluator: Cassidy DeBaker and Jennifer Lang 
                               Garcia and Associates (GANDA) 

            1 Saunders Avenue 
          San Anselmo, CA  94960 

Date of Evaluation:  March 31, 2010

(This space reserved for official comments.)
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Wooden pump platform adjacent to the Pump House. 

 

Chain link fence segment and abandoned pipes. 
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Concrete pad and chain link fence segment adjacent to Pump House. 

 

Utility poles, chain link fence segment and abandoned pipes. 



State of California � The Resources Agency  Primary #
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #
PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial
       NRHP Status Code
    Other Listings

Review Code Reviewer  Date
Page  1    of 6 *Resource Name or #: GANDA 482-28-11

P1.  Other Identifier:
*P2.  Location:  � Not for Publication � Unrestricted *a. County:  Contra Costa 

and (P2b and P2c or P2d.  Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
    *b.  USGS 7.5' Quad:  Honker Bay Date:  1980 T 2N ;R 1W; ¼ of       ¼ of Sec  2, 3, 10, 11; M.D. B.M.
 c.  Address:  None City:  Bay Point Zip: 94565  
 d.  UTM:  Zone:  10 ;   592234mE/ 420773mN (G.P.S.)  
 e.  Other Locational Data:  (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) Elevation:  4 feet 
This resource is located in Bay Point, just four miles west of the city of Pittsburg, in eastern Contra Costa County. The Suisun Bay 
is situated on the north, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad tracks on the south, the McAvoy Boat Harbor/Harris Yacht 
Club and Harbor and McAvoy Road on the west, and wetland/pasture land on the east.   

*P3a.  Description: (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries)
This resource is a complex that includes the Shell Pond,  a levee road, two outflow weirs, and a dredge machine. The Shell Pond is 
a rough rectangular-shaped 70-acre wastewater discharge pond, with boulder cobble rip-rap of various sizes bordering the north,
east and west sides, and shallow wetlands on the south side.  The pond, pump house (GANDA 482-28-10), levee roads, and 
channels were constructed by Shell Chemical Company in the 1930s to receive wastewater discharges from operations of the Shell 
Chemical Company.  The pond currently has a depth of five to eighteen inches of water.  Vertical wooden posts with barnacles 
project from the face of the pond.  A single-track earthen levee road encircles the pond, there are two vehicle turn-around areas at 
the northeast and northwest ends of the pond/levee road.  Two weirs/channels are located on the eastern and western sides and 
parallel with the Shell Pond, and extend north to Suisun Bay.  The weirs are water channels that connect to the Shell Pond with
culverts and pumping mechanisms.  An abandoned and burned dredge machine is located within the wetland area adjacent to a 
dirt access road. 
*P3b.  Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  HP11: Engineering Structure; HP22: Pond; AH10: Machinery 

*P4.  Resources Present: �Building �Structure �Object �Site �District �Element of District �Other (Isolates, etc.)
P5b.  Description of Photo: (View, 
date, accession #)P5a.  Photo or Drawing (Photo required for buildings, structures, and objects.) 

 March 30, 2010, view northwest.  

*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources: �Historic
�Prehistoric �Both

*P7.  Owner and Address:
Pacific Gas and Electric 

*P8.  Recorded by:  (Name,
affiliation, and address)
C. DeBaker and J. Lang
Garcia and Associates 
1 Saunders Avenue, San 
Anslemo, CA, 94930. 

*P9.  Date Recorded:
March 31, 2010 

*P10.  Survey Type: (Describe)
Intensive Survey: identification 
and evaluation of cultural 
resources for compliance with 
Section 106 of the NHPA and 
CEQA.

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.")   
Cultural Resources Inventory and Evaluation for the Shell Pond Remediation Project, Bay Point, Contra Costa, California (2010) 

*Attachments: �NONE �Location Map  �Sketch Map �Continuation Sheet �Building, Structure, and Object Record 
�Archaeological Record �District Record �Linear Feature Record  �Milling Station Record �Rock Art Record 
�Artifact Record �Photograph Record � Other (List):

DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information



State of California — The Resources Agency Primary #  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # 

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD

DPR 523B (1/95) *Required Information 

Page 2  of 6 *NRHP Status Code:
 *Resource Identifier:  GANDA 482-28-11 
B1. Historic Name:  N/A 
B2. Common Name:  N/A 
B3.. Original Use: Chemical catchment pond                          B4.  Present Use: Pond 
*B5. Architectural Style: N/A
*B6. Construction History: The Shell Pond was constructed circa 1930 as a component of the Shell Company Ammonia Fertilizer Plant. 
*B7. Moved:�� No   Yes   Unknown        Date: Original Location: 
*B8. Related Features:
B9a. Architect: b. N/A                                                                         Builder:  N/A 
*B10. Significance:  N/A Area:  N/A 

Period of Significance:  N/A/ Property Type:  N/A Applicable Criteria: N/A
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address
integrity.) 
Site 482-28-11 consists of a complex of historic structures and features that includes the Shell Pond, a levee road, two outflow weirs, 
and a dredge machine, located within the Shell Pond and Shell Pond Parcel of the APE.  This resource is not recommended as 
eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, because it lacks significance and historical association. 

It is not recommended that the Shell Pond complex be deemed eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A (events) or the CRHR under 
Criterion 1 (events).  This resource is associated with the former adjacent Shell Chemical Company Ammonia Plant. Shell Chemical
Company built and operated a synthetic commercial ammonia plant at this location from 1930-1967 in Bay Point/West Pittsburg.  The
Shell Pond complex functioned as a component of a catchment and disposal system which flushed liquids/chemicals from the factory
into and out of the Shell Pond and into Suisun Bay via inflow and outflow weirs.  The Shell Pond complex, on its own, is not 
significant for its association with a specific event or the development of the community of Bay Point, Contra Costa County, California.

The Shell Pond complex does not appear to be eligible under NRHP Criterion B (persons) and CRHR Criterion 2 (persons); criterion
B addresses a property’s significance for its association with the lives of persons in the past.  This resource is not associated with the 
lives of persons important to local, California or national history.   

Under NRHP Criterion C (architecture/engineering) and the CRHR Criterion 3 (architecture/engineering), this resource is a 
component of the former Shell Chemical Company Ammonia Plant, and as such, it is not associated with any special architectural or
engineering feat.

Finally, this resource does not appear to be eligible under NRHR Criterion D or the CRHR Criterion 4.  The resource has been 
documented and does not appear to be the source of additional important information regarding the history of the region or California.
In summary, it is recommended that the Shell Pond complex, including the Shell Pond, a levee road, two outflow weirs, and a dredge
machine not be found eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria A, B, C, or D or the CRHR under Criteria 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

For a resource to be eligible for listing on the NRHP and the CRHR, it must retain sufficient integrity.  The seven elements of integrity 
include location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association. The Shell Pond complex is a remnant feature of 
the larger Shell Chemical Plant; the demolition and alteration of other components of the Shell Chemical Plant have diminished the
design, setting, feeling and association of the site as a whole.  However, a resource must meet one or more of the criteria before a 
determination can be made about it integrity.  As such, the pump house complex is not associated with important events or persons
in California history, nor does it possess distinctive design or engineering.  The Shell Pond complex is not eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP or the CRHR. 

   
B11.   Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes): HP11: Engineering Structure; AH15: Standing Structure; AH2:
Foundations; AH11: Fences 
*B12.  References:    
B13. Remarks:  None 

*B14. Evaluator: Cassidy DeBaker and Jennifer Lang 
                               Garcia and Associates (GANDA) 

            1 Saunders Avenue 
          San Anselmo, CA  94960 

 Date of Evaluation:  March 31, 2010
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Outflow weir adjacent to Shell Pond. 

 

Dredge machine. 
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The beginning of the levee road around the perimeter of the Shell Pond. 

 

Concrete and wood pumping structure at the western outflow weir. 
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Subsurface Geoarchaeological Exploration Results  
PG&E Shell Pond Remediation Project, Contra Costa County, California 

 
Far Western Anthropological Research Group 

Davis, CA, April 11, 2011 
 

 
 





 

 

April 11, 2011 
 

Christophe Descantes, Ph.D. 
Senior Cultural Resources Specialist 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
245 Market Street – N10A 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 

Re: Subsurface Geoarchaeological Exploration Results for the PG&E Shell Pond Remediation 
Project, Contra Costa County, California 

 
 This letter reports the results of subsurface geoarchaeological investigation conducted for the PG&E 
Shell Pond Remediation project located on the northern edge of the town of Bay Point, in Contra Costa 
County, California. As currently proposed subsurface project impacts include the excavation of a materials 
handling area ranging from 0.3 to 1.8 meters (1 to 6 feet) below surface. The project area is located on the 
southern edge of Suisun bay at the interface of Historic-era tidal marsh and the lower (distal) part of a 
Pleistocene-age alluvial fan. This fan is drained by two small streams channels that may have been a seasonal 
source of freshwater for Native inhabitants. A previous cultural resources inventory completed for the 
project, including records search and pedestrian survey, did not identify any prehistoric archaeological sites 
within the project area or ¼ mile radius (DeBaker and Lang 2010). A subsequent buried site sensitivity 
assessment determined that artificial fill had been placed across most of the project area, which buried the 
original ground surface (Carpenter 2011). Consequently, prehistoric or historic-era archaeological materials 
may lie below the artificial fill. For these reasons this subsurface geoarchaeological investigation was 
conducted to identify archaeological sites that may be buried in the project area in advance of project 
construction, the results of which are discussed below.  

FIELD METHODS 

 Subsurface testing was performed by Far Western personnel on March 31, 2011. Exploratory 
trenches were excavated at seven locations across the materials handling area in an effort to determine the 
presence or absence of buried prehistoric archaeological remains (Figure 1). The exact location and size of 
each trench was determined in the field based on existing conditions and constraints and the ongoing results 
of trenching. Each trench was excavated deeper than planned subsurface project impacts. The trench 
dimensions averaged about 1.0 meter (3.0 feet) wide, 2.7 meters (~8.9 feet) deep, and 3.5 meters (~11.5 feet) 
long. In all, about 67.4 cubic meters of material were excavated from the trenches (more than 24.2 linear 
meters overall), for an average of about 9.6 cubic meters per trench. The dimensions and descriptions of each 
trench can be found in Appendix A. 

The presence or absence of archaeological materials was determined by examining and raking the 
deposits as they were removed from the trenches and by examining the trench walls. The trench locations 
were plotted using a GPS device, and the depth and general nature of the exposed geologic deposits were 
recorded, with additional attention given to deposits that appeared to contain Holocene-age buried soils 
and/or archaeological materials. Project personnel were not allowed to enter a trench more than 1.5 meters 
(~5.0 feet) in depth, in accordance with the California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (CAL-
OSHA) standards. All trenching was supervised by the project geoarchaeologist. Additionally a Native 
American and biological monitor were present for all excavations.  



Stratigraphic Identification and Soil Descriptions 

Natural and/or cultural stratigraphy was identified whenever possible by carefully examining the 
deposits exposed in the sidewalls of the trenches. Stratigraphic units (strata) were identified on the basis of 
physical composition, superposition, relative soil development, and/or textural transitions (i.e., upward fining 
sequences) characteristic of discrete depositional cycles. In the field, each stratum exposed in the test pits was 
assigned a Roman numeral (I, II, III, etc.) beginning with the oldest or lowermost stratum (sometimes 
bedrock) and ending with the youngest or uppermost stratum. Buried soils (also called paleosols), 
representing formerly stable ground surfaces, were identified in the field on the basis of color, structure, 
horizon development, bioturbation, lateral continuity, and the nature of the upper boundary (contact) with 
the overlying deposit, as described by Birkeland et al. (1991), Holliday (1990), Retallack (1988), and Waters 
(1992), among others. 

Master horizons describe in-place weathering characteristics and were designated by upper-case letters (A, 
B, C); an “R” designates solid bedrock. These are preceded by Arabic numerals (2, 3, etc.) when the horizon is 
associated with a different stratum (i.e., 2Cu); number 1 is understood but not shown. The upper part of a 
complete soil profile is usually called the A-horizon, with a B-horizon being the zone of accumulation in the 
middle of a profile, and the C-horizon representing the relatively unweathered parent material in the lower part of a 
profile. Lower-case letters are used to designate subordinate soil horizons. Combinations of these numbers and 
letters indicate the important characteristics of each major stratum and soil horizon described in Appendix A; they 
are consistent with those outlined by Birkeland et al. (1991), Schoeneberger et al. (1998), and the USDA Soil 
Survey Staff (1998).  

RESULTS AND FINDINGS OF EXPLORATORY TESTING 

No prehistoric archaeological materials were identified during the exploratory trenching for this 
investigation. Three primary stratigraphic units were identified in the project area, including artificial fill at the 
surface (Stratum III), and two buried wetland soils (Strata I and II).  

Stratum I generally consists of a massive black clay loam surface horizon identified at the bottom of 
trenches 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 ranging from 2.3 to 3.1 meters (7.5 to 10.2 feet) below surface. Sedimentary 
structures (laminations) often preserved in this stratum indicate that only a short period of time elapsed 
between the deposition of this stratum and its burial by Stratum II. The lower contact of this stratum was not 
encountered. Several cow bones identified in this stratum in trench 6, indicates that it formed the historic-era 
surface. The stratigraphic evidence suggests that this stratum is primarily a wetland or marsh soil, which was 
likely not attractive for repeated or sustained prehistoric human occupation.  

Stratum II consisted of massive black clay loam containing abundant undecayed plant remains 
grading into slightly coarser grained oxidized parent material. This unit was encountered in every trench at 
depths ranging from 0.9 to 2.5 meters (3 to 8.2 feet; table 2). The variation in depth is due entirely to the 
thickness of the overlying artificial fill (Stratum III) at the surface, rather than undulations in the elevation of 
Stratum II. The stratigraphic evidence indicates that Stratum II is a marsh soil that was deposited during the 
historic-era, which indicates that it is unlikely to contain prehistoric archaeological materials.  

Stratum III consists of artificial fill of light yellowish brown sandy loam to clean sand with abundant 
water rounded gravels. This stratum was encountered at the surface in every trench abruptly overlying 
Stratum II. The thickness of this artificial fill decreased substantially to the east (Table 1, Figure 1). 
Discussions with the rancher whom leased this property for cattle grazing indicated that this material 
originated from river dredging activities, which is in accordance with the texture of this stratum. The nature 
of this stratum indicates that it has no potential to contain intact prehistoric archaeological materials, and 
given the source (riverine sediments) it is very unlikely to contain redeposited archaeological materials.  

 
 
 
 



              Table 1. Thickness of Artificial Fill and Depth of Project Impacts. 

Trench 
No.  

Total Depth 
of trench 

Thickness of 
Artificial Fill 
(Stratum III) 

Approximate Depth of 
Project Impacts at this 

location 

1 2.8 meters  
(9.2 feet) 

2.2 meters              
(7.2 feet) 

1.8 meters                             
(6 feet) 

2 2.6 meters 
(8.5 feet) 

1.5 meters              
(4.9 feet) 

0.3 meters                              
(1 foot) 

3 1.3 meters 
(4.3 feet) 

0.9 meters                 
(3 feet) 

0.3 meters                              
(1 foot) 

4 2.6 meters 
(8.5 feet) 

1.6 meters                 
(5.2 feet) 

0.6 meters                              
(2 feet) 

5 3.3 meters 
(10.8 feet) 

2.1 meters                 
(6.9 feet) 

1.5 meters                              
(5 feet) 

6 3.4 meters 
(11.2 feet) 

2.5 meters                  
(8.2 feet) 

1.7 meters                              
(5.5 feet) 

7 3.2 meters 
(10.5 feet) 

1.8 meters                    
(5.9 feet) 

1.5 meters                               
(5 feet) 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Seven subsurface exploration trenches were excavated across the materials handling area to depths 
well below proposed project related impacts, with all sediments examined for archaeological materials. Given 
that no archaeological materials were identified it is unlikely that a large and/or substantial buried 
archaeological site is present underlying the artificial fill that comprises the surface of the materials handling 
area. This is not surprising given that the natural landform underlying the fill is a wetland or marsh soil that 
was likely unattractive for prehistoric human occupation. Furthermore, as shown in Table 1 it is unlikely that 
project impacts will extend below the artificial fill. Lastly, given that the artificial fill in this area is composed 
of dredged river sediments it is very unlikely to contain redeposited archaeological materials. As such, no 
further archaeological identification efforts are recommended for the project as it is currently proposed. If 
unanticipated archaeological discoveries occur during project construction, all work should cease in the 
vicinity of the find until a qualified archaeologist has been given an opportunity to assess its significance.  

 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Philip Kaijankoski 
Geoarchaeologist 

Attached: 

Figure 1: Trench locations 

Appendix A: Trench soil descriptions 
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Description and Observations (all colors 10YR wet unless noted)

Thickness 
of Artificial 

Fill

1 3.8 1.0 2.8 10.64 Surface horizon formed in artificial fill of dark gray sandy clay loam with weak subangular blocky structure (Ap) at 
surface extending to 0.3 m, over artificial fill of light yellowish brown sandy loam to sand with common rounded gravels, 
single grain structure, and an abrupt smooth lower contact (Cp) to 2.2 m, over buried soil of black sandy clay loam with 
weak subangular blocky structure and common undecayed plant remains (2Ab) to 2.6 m, over dark grayish brown 
sandy clay loam with massive structure and common faint redoximorphic features (2Cox) to 2.7 m, over buried soil of 
dark gray clay loam with moderate angular blocky structure, common CaCO2 filaments coating pores (3Ab) extending 
to bottom of trench at 2.8 m.

2.2 meters 
(7.2 feet)

2 3.0 1.0 2.6 7.80 Surface horizon formed in artificial fill of grayish brown sandy clay loam with weak subangular blocky structure (Ap) at 
surface extending to 0.2 m, over artificial fill of light yellowish brown sandy loam to sand with common rounded gravels, 
single grain structure, and an abrupt smooth lower contact (Cp) to 1.5 m, over buried soil of black sandy clay loam with 
weak coarse platy structure, common undecayed plant remains and CaCO3 filaments in pores (2Ab) to 1.9 m, over 
dark grayish brown silty clay with massive structure and common faint redoximorphic features and CaCO filaments, and 
an abrupt smooth lower contact (2Cox) to 2.3 m, over buried soil of black silty clay with weak subangular blocky 
structure, common CaCO2 filaments coating pores (3Ab) extending to bottom of trench at 2.6 m.

1.5 meters 
(4.9 feet)

3 3.0 1.0 1.3 3.90 Surface horizon formed in artificial fill of grayish brown sandy clay loam with weak subangular blocky structure and 
common small gravels (Ap) at surface extending to 0.2 m, over artificial fill of yellowish brown sandy loam to sand with 
common rounded gravels, single grain structure, and an abrupt smooth lower contact (Cp) to 0.9 m, over buried soil of 
black clay loam with weak coarse platy structure, common undecayed plant remains and CaCO3 filaments in pores 
(2Ab) to 1.2 m, over light gray sandy loam with massive structure and common faint redoximorphic features and CaCO 
filaments (2Cox) extending to bottom of trench at 1.3 m.

0.9 meters 
(3 feet)

4 3.5 1.0 2.6 9.10 Surface horizon formed in artificial fill of grayish brown sandy clay loam with weak subangular blocky structure and 
common small gravels (Ap) at surface extending to 0.3 m, over artificial fill of light yellowish brown sandy loam to sand 
with few rounded gravels, single grain structure, and an abrupt smooth lower contact (Cp) to 1.6 m, over buried soil of 
black clay loam with weak coarse platy structure, common undecayed plant remains and CaCO3 filaments in pores 
(2Ab) to 2.2 m, over gray clay loam with massive structure and common faint redoximorphic features and CaCO 
filaments (2Cox) extending to bottom of trench at 2.6 m.

1.6 meters 
(5.2 feet)

5 3.6 1.0 3.3 11.88 Surface horizon formed in artificial fill of grayish brown sandy clay loam with weak subangular blocky structure and 
common small gravels (Ap) at surface extending to 0.2 m, over artificial fill of light yellowish brown sandy loam to sand 
with few rounded gravels, single grain structure, and an abrupt smooth lower contact (Cp) to 2.1 m, over buried soil of 
black clay loam with weak coarse platy structure, and common undecayed plant remains (2Ab) to 2.6 m, over bluish 
gray (Gley 2, 5/1) clay loam with massive structure and common faint redoximorphic features and CaCO filaments 
(2Cg) to 3.0 m, over buried soil of black clay loam with weak subangular blocky structure, common CaCO2 filaments 
coating pores, and common laminations (3Ab) extending to bottom of trench at 3.3 m.

2.1 meters 
(6.9 feet)
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Description and Observations (all colors 10YR wet unless noted)

Thickness 
of Artificial 

Fill

6 3.8 1.0 3.4 12.92 Surface horizon formed in artificial fill of grayish brown sandy loam with weak subangular blocky structure and few small 
gravels (Ap) at surface extending to 1.0 m, over artificial fill of light yellowish brown sand with few rounded gravels, 
single grain structure, and an abrupt smooth lower contact (Cp) to 2.5 m, over buried soil of black silty clay loam with 
weak coarse platy structure, few laminations and CaCO3 filaments, and abundant undecayed plant remains (2Ab) to 
2.8 m, over bluish gray (Gley 2, 5/1)  silty clay loam with massive structure and common faint redoximorphic features 
and CaCO filaments (2Cg) to 3.1 m, over buried soil of black clay loam with weak subangular blocky structure, common 
CaCO2 filaments coating pores, containing several cow bones (3Ab) extending to bottom of trench at 3.4 m.

2.5 meters 
(8.2 feet)

7 3.5 1.0 3.2 11.20 Surface horizon formed in artificial fill of grayish brown sandy loam with weak subangular blocky structure and few small 
gravels (Ap) at surface extending to 0.2 m, over artificial fill of light yellowish brown sand with few rounded gravels, 
single grain structure, and an abrupt smooth lower contact (Cp) to 1.8 m, over buried soil of black silty clay loam with 
weak granular structure, few CaCO3 filaments, and abundant undecayed plant remains (2Ab) to 2.8 m, over gray silty 
clay loam with massive structure and common faint redoximorphic features and CaCO filaments (2Cox) to 3.0 m, over 
buried soil of black clay loam with weak subangular blocky structure (3Ab) extending to bottom of trench at 3.2 m.

1.8 meters 
(5.9 feet)
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